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Other animals live by memory and appearances, but
human beings have the capacity for experience, and
thus they live by art and reasoning. Experience
arises out of many individual memories; and out of
the reasoned accumulation of many experiences
arises the systematic understanding of principles
that we call "art" and "science." But out of the
accumulated experience of the arts and sciences
arises wisdom, that deeper philosophic understanding of the relationship of the many conflicting
and cooperating principles which provide whatever
order is to be found or created in the world.
-paraphrase

of a Greek philosopher
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Introduction
Dennis P. Doordan
Universityof Notre Dame

The Ohio Conferencebrought people from diverse situations together to discuss
a common concern: doctoral education in design. Participants from nineteen countries
assembled on the campus of The Ohio State Universityin Columbus,Ohio for a confer.,,
ence sponsored by The Ohio State UniversityDepartment of Industrial, Interior, and
VisualCommunicationDesign, the Carnegie MellonUniversitySchool of Design, and
Design Issues. Speakers described educational efforts shaped by diverse motivations,
resources, histories, and student constituencies.
The variety of orientations and experiences participants brought to the discussion posed a challenge for a conference that aspired to be more than series of status
reports on individual programs. Howto establish a common ground-not necessarily a
unity of opinion, but a shared focus-was an important early conference goal. Rather
than fracturing along geographically or culturally determined lines, however, the
contributors forged a compelling shared discourse. Diverseexperiences and insights
coalesced around the strongly felt shared need to articulate what is distinctive about
design in an academic setting. Significantly, the conference dealt with this issue not
by wrestling with definitions of design. Instead, conference discussions concentrated
on identifying and characterizing design knowledge. What type of knowledgeis articulated, refined, and conserved through design? The reader will encounter various
answers to this question in the papers presented here.
Whilethe theme of knowledge provided a common thread in conference discussions, diversity re-emerged in the exploration of different models for doctoral education. Appropriate disciplinary modelsfor new doctoral programs, modes of delivery for
educators confronting different demographic conditions and national agendas, and the
historical experiences of specific design schools were explored. The discussion provided
clear evidence for the global maturation of doctoral education. Fromtentative beginnings as a remedy for the lack of adequately trained design educators, doctoral programs are now poised to make significant contributions to our understanding of design
as a fundamental human activity.
Finally,participants expressed their shared recognition of the necessity to
nurture and sustain a culture of research and rigorous scholarship in design as a

complement-and a provocation-to the cult of professional practice. Inevitably, the
pursuit of general and advanced design knowledgewill be inflected by local conditions, yet
the insights gained through doctoral work in one context possesses the potential to enrich
the entire design community. The design discourse envisioned by conference participants
is global in extent and pluralist in character. The Ohio Conference marked the end of an
era of isolated efforts to provide doctoral level design education and the emergence of a
vigorous international communityof design educators.
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of the medium-and because many people have decided to live their lives within the
possibilities that designers were able to make available to them within the constraints of
business processes. This is the missing link in the technologist's program: an explanation of
how we movefrom the discoveryof a new mediumto tangible changes in people's lives without
recognizingthe critical role that design thinking plays in creating the forms of experience-the
products-by which that medium may influence people's lives. The agency of the digital
revolution was design, operating through a collaboration between designers-whether formally
recognized as such or practicing with intuitive design insight-and computer scientists, who
practiced both formal and informal methods of design thinking.
What intrigues me, therefore, is not the digital revolution-which we may agree is
over, as Negropontesays, and which we may further agree is a profoundlyimportant
developmentin world culture-but the design revolution upon which the digital revolution and
its subsequent exploration must depend. Digital products, as important as they are in
contemporaryculture, are only part of the deeper revolution in design thinking that has taken
place over the past decade. Ourtask is to identify the commonground of that revolution so
that we may move ahead stronger in the application of new design thinking to the problems
that human beings face in their daily lives, exploring not only digital products but all of the
products that serve people in accomplishingtheir individual or collective purposes.
A revolution without sustained consequencesin our fundamental ways of thinking and
acting is not a revolution at all. It is no more than a disturbance or a rebellion, and often no
more than a battle or a skirmish. A revolution without fundamental consequences is merely an
evolutionary dispute, asserting or reasserting the claims of one or another vision within a
broader communityor culture. A true revolution brings diverse factions together on a new field
of opportunities. The participants gather to consolidate their collective vision of the
opportunities and then launch out again to explore those opportunities in alternative ways,
well aware that diversity will reemerge in the competition of new visions, new agendas, and
new disputes.
Let me offer two personal experiencesthat have helped to make me aware that the
revolution in design is over and that we have launched into a new period of growth and
development in design. The first occurred as I was preparing to write an editorial for an issue
of the journal Design Issues. As I reread the articles selected for that issue, I discovered a
puzzling pattern. Everyauthor began with an introductory discussion devoted to relevant
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historical material, but as the argument progressed, attention quicklyshifted into the central
theme of the article, with little or no further discussion of connections back to the historical
starting point. Eventhe concludingsection of each article made little or no reference back to
the historical setting with which it began. At first, I found this troubling, because a wellconstructed argument normallysustains the issues with which it begins. Then, I realized the
change I was seeing. The authors were not dismissiveof history-indeed, their selection of
historical starting points demonstrated a sound grasp of historical context. Instead, each
author was confident and determined in developingthe pathway of his or her argument,
without the subtly defensive argumentation against earlier views that I sometimes found in
articles that we published in the past. Of course, the pathway of each article was quite
different-as readers of the journal know, DesignIssues takes pride in publishing material
from highly diverse theoretical and practical perspectives. But the change in confidence and
intensity of focus was evident no matter which theoretical perspective an author explored.
The second experience occurred conjointly with the first. I observed that a surprising
array of design conferences had been scheduled around the world, all taking place within a
period of little more than a year. Some were small conferences, organized as by-invitation-only
events; others were moderate or large conferences, open to wider audiences. These included
the GordonConferenceon the "TheoreticalFoundationsof Designand Product Development";a
conference of the International Institute for Information Designon information in world
communication;a highly unusual by-invitation-onlyconference sponsored by the American
Institute of GraphicArtists called "Advancefor DesignSummit," which was, in fact, a summit
meeting for designers to discuss the new concepts of interaction design; a conference
sponsored by the NationalScience Foundationon "User Experience"in product development,
with special attention directed towards the role of knowledgegained from the social sciences
in influencing design thinking; a special conference on decision theory in design, also
sponsored by the' National Science Foundation;a conference on "representation" in design,
scheduled for spring of next year; and, of course, this international conference on "Doctoral
Educationin Design." I counted perhaps eight or ten such conferences, and I am sure there
are more. By good fortune, I was invited to attend and participate in most of these meetings,
so I had an opportunity to observe first-hand. What set these conferences apart in my mind
was the fresh curiosity, the intensity of focus, and the confidence displayed by all of the
participants in exploringthe nature of design. The substance of the discussions was important,
and I found a diversity of themes and theoretical perspectives. But I was also intrigued by the
mixture of participants, who came from professional practice, industry, government, design
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education, and a wide variety of disciplines other than design. In all cases, these conferences
proved to be formative meetings. That is, they focused on new ideas and new approaches in
design-or on old ideas given a new turn and application-and they represented extensive
communities of discourse that have evidently formed around areas of special interest. To have
so many formative conferences take place within such a short period of time cannot be a
coincidence. Something significant has happen in our field.
Change has always been an essential part of design, because designers are concerned
with creating new possibilities in human experience, mediated or facilitated by human-made
products. Yet, there are many kinds of change, some gradual and local, others sudden and
wide-spread. A revolution is a sudden change, both a turning from something and a turning

towardssomething, and the turn is reflected in a new set of basic terms and a new language
that captures the changed circumstances of thought and action. The change I believe we
should focus on is a change in the basic terms of how we practice and reflect on design. We
have turned from a central preoccupation with "signs and symbols" in graphic design and
"things" or "tangible artifacts" in industrial design, and we have turned towards"action" and
"environments" as the foundational terms of practice and reflection.
Weshould not be excessively concerned with the precise terms that characterize the
design revolution. "Action" serves well, but many other terms may be substituted without
losing the essential direction of thought. Similarly, "environment" serves well, but we could
also substitute "system" or "organization" or "culture" without losing the essential idea. What
is more important is using these or other terms to identify the central issues that now occupy
our collective attention and provide the common ground of the new design thinking. The
following list, with brief commentary, captures some of the issues that I have identified.
• It is no longer useful or appropriate to consider the audience of design as passive
creatures who may be manipulated by "messages." We seek the active engagement
of human beings in experience, and we see communication as the creation of
"arguments" which human beings are called upon to evaluate and judge for
themselves.
• Signs and symbols are woven together with the "whole body" experience, creating
new kinds of interactions in which communication and construction are merged,
without the former sharp division between graphic and industrial design.
• Time has become a central issue in some areas of design, evident in the role of
designers in creating dynamic information display.
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place quickly,but it depended on a long period of preparation. Indeed, the power of the
change we have witnessed lies in its organic connection with the development of design
throughout the twentieth century. The leading figures of design practice and design theory
often signaled the issues that we have identified as the basis of the design revolution. The
difference today is that we are collectivelypursuing these issues with greater maturity as a
discipline and as a field of inquiry rather than as isolated individuals.
If we have correctly characterizedthe revolution in design, there remains one critical
matter that we must consider before discussing the nature of doctoral education in design.
What are the broad alternatives available to us in shaping the direction of doctoral programs?
I believe there are only two. The first is what I call the "paleoteric" direction; the second is
what I call the "neoteric" direction. These terms are not recently coined. They have a long
II

history in western intellectual traditions, associated with the Battle of the Books,"or the
battle of the ancients and modernsin our culture. "Paleoteric" means the "old learning."
11
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"Neoteric"means the "new learning. Both terms may seem eso-teric," but they serve us in
addressing the new problemsthat we face in design.
Shall we shape the direction of doctoral education in design on the model of the old
learning or on a model of the new learning? Should the doctorate in design be modeled on the
traditionally established doctorates of other fields, or should it be shaped in a new way that
may better serve the future of design? Admittedly,there is no sharp, simple difference
between these alternatives. In fact, each alternative finds a way to address the strength of the
other. For example, paleoteric doctoral education seeks to expand knowledgein new
discoveries;and neoteric doctoral education seeks to preserve what is best and most useful in
traditional understanding, with historical inquiry serving a valuable function in helping us
understand the problemsthat were faced in the past. Yet, their orientations are different, and
their implications for concrete action in the future should make us pause before a quick
decision between them.
Paleotericthinking is based on the identification of discretesubjectmatters,such as we
find throughout the universitytoday. The goal of education is to expand the knowledgeof a
particular subject matter, often in greater and greater detail. In contrast, neoteric thinking is
based on new problemsencountered in practical life and in serious theoretical reflection. The
goal is to gather resources from any area of previous learning in order to find new ways of
addressing the new problems,thereby creating a new body of learning and knowledge.
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requires, but they represent an attempt to overcomethe disadvantages of paleoteric doctoral
programs, and they anticipate what may be possible in a neoteric orientation.
Designcould play an interesting role in exploring the close productive relationship
between education and the opportunities of doctoral research. We already have the conceptual
frameworkand traditions of studio education to make this possible, providedthat we do not
see doctoral education in the paleoteric way, cut off from practice and production as an
"esoteric" branch of study. In short, we should not regard our field as another atoll, cut off
from workin other fields and disciplines. If we are wise, design can be one of the new models
of doctoral education in a neoteric orientation.

II. Designas a Fieldof Inquiry
We have gathered at this international conference to discuss the nature of doctoral
education in design. The issues of doctoral education are closely related to issues of design
research, but we have chosen doctoral education as our focus because doctoral study serves the
dual purposes of consolidation and expansion. Doctoralstudy consolidates what is known
about a field in its most sophisticated and well-groundedform and educates teachers and
researchers who will expand that knowledgethrough inquiry. After a century of professional
practice, education, and exploration in history, criticism, and theory, and more than two
decades of experience in doctoral education and research at many institutions around the
world, it is time to consolidate our understanding of design as a new field of inquiry.
Weface two obvious challenges in this enterprise. The first challenge comes from
within our own field, among professionaldesigners and design educators who properly ask why
doctoral education is needed and what it can contribute to solving the practical problemsthat
designers must address each day in their professional practice. The second challenge comes
from outside our field, among scholars and researchers workingin established fields of the
natural sciences, the social and behavioral sciences, and the humanities. These are fields
where doctoral education is an accepted practice with recognizedimportance for its
contribution to knowledgeand to diverse kinds of professional practice. Colleaguesin these
fields properlyask whether there is such a thing as design knowledgethat requires independent
inquiry at the level of doctoral research and how such research, if it is possible at all, may be
conducted in ways which are distinct from-or related to-their

8

own inquiries. These are
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1. Doctoral Education in

Contexts

Introduction: National Contexts in Doctoral Education
Dennis P. Doordan
University of Notre Dame

The phrase "a tapestry of diversity" appears in my conference planning notes as the
theme for this session. Diversity is immediately apparent in the list of countries
represented by our speakers: Brazil, Finland, Turkey and the United States. In a global
world, developments in one region inevitably generate repercussions in distant areas. Yet
each country experiences the oscillation between globalization and regionalism in its own
way. Different parts of the globe respond in different ways to cultural and social factors,
react to tremors in international financial and commodities markets, endure the convulsions
of political violence or surge forward in concert with political aspirations. The experience,
indeed, the very consciousness of modernity and post-modernity are subtlety yet
significantly inflected country by country, metropolitan region by metropolitan region,
academic community by academic community.
This session serves to remind us of this important thread in our discussion of
doctoral education: diversity. Different experiences by different peoples in different places.
Exploring diversity prompts us to ask a series of question: What are the factors that
condition design efforts in different national contexts? How should one weigh economic and
political concerns against social conditions and cultural norms? Is tradition an obstacle to be
overcome or stimulus for original thinking? At the close of the twentieth century we find
ourselves asking: where is the center and where is the periphery?
This session also offers us an opportunity to explore an equally important theme what is common to design education at the graduate level. In trying to appreciate both the
distinctive and the common, we are engage in a form of thinking common among designers,
that is, we are called upon
* to evaluate the contingent in light of the general;
* to reconsider the universal in light of the particular
* to select one course of action from among alternatives
* to connect the present to the future in light of the past.
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How might this session begin to build upon the themes and terms Richard Buchanan
articulated in his keynote address and contribute to the intellectual project of exploring the
parameters of doctoral education in design that has brought us here? We can begin by
searching for the connections among the diverse national models described in the various
presentations. When such connections are not evident, we should ask what particular
themes - what conceptions of design, design education, and the nature, tasks, and
opportunities of each - emerge in the distinctive experience of different countries. It is the
common themes and the distinctive experiences described in these papers that will enrich
our understanding of doctoral education in design.
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The New Ph.D. in Design at North CarolinaState University
Meredith Davis
North Carolina State University

In fall 1999, the School of Design at North Carolina State University will launch a
PhD in Design to complement its discipline-specific master's programs in architecture, graphic
design, industrial design, and landscape architecture. Two concentrations, one in Community

and EnvironmentalDesignand one in Information Design, reflect the interdisciplinary nature
of the degree program, as well as our context in a land grant university with a technical
research focus. The Communityand EnvironmentalDesignconcentration is a collaboration
between the Departments of Architecture and Landscape Architecture. The Information

Design concentration involves faculty from the Departments of Graphic Design, Industrial
Design, Computer Science, English/Communications, and Psychology. The two concentrations
share coursework in research methods and paradigms, as well as some faculty.
Before I discuss the specifics of the Information Designconcentration curriculum, I'd
like to describe the strategy for positioning this program within the national context of
design education and design practice.
We can map the scope of information design, as one of message or product creation,
reproduction, distribution, and reception/consumption by audiences or users (Figure 1). From
this perspective, information design is a larger construct than the general practice of graphic
design where the issues of creation and reproduction dominate. Information design, from
this broad viewpoint, necessarily involves disciplines other than design and teamwork in
which designers function as specialists contributing to a larger whole than might be the case
in more focused graphic design work.
Our use of the term "information design", therefore, does not refer exclusively to
visual displays of quantitative data or complex typographic systems. We are talking about
the full range of issues related to the interpretation of messages in the information
environment: about how people perceive and process visual, spatial, audio, and temporal
information; about how messages and information products respond to and define cultural
behavior and attitudes; and about how the means of distribution influence what audiences
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A more recent paradigm for master's study attempts to inform students' creative
work through research and readings from other relevant fields, such as psychology,
anthropology, and linguistics. However, such information is usually provided by design
faculty whose education, practice, and research are not in these disciplines and is embedded
in courses that must also prepare students for professional careers as they are currently
practiced, not as they might be practiced. Students in these programs have no history of
research behavior and are not likely to conduct substantive studies that contribute new
knowledge to the field of design. In all three of these models, faculty play a critical role in
the definition of student projects.
Figure 3
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· New master's programs

Further complicating any aspirations master's programs might have as platforms for
building a research culture in design is the historic position of some of the strongest US
master's programs in independent schools of art. These institutions frequently lack research
libraries, coursework in non-design fields with long research histories, and faculty with PhDs
and their own research initiatives.* Even at universities where such resources exist, the
curricular model for most master's study in design diminishes the role of coursework outside
the discipline where there is a stronger research history.
I'd like to leave this model temporarily, to discuss a timeline articulated by Larry
Keeley of the Doblin Group (Figure 4). In Keeley's abbreviated history of design strategy,
the 1930s were about "selling", the 1950s were about "marketing", the 1970s were about
"positioning", and the 1990s are about "tailoring." Keeley's ti meline supports the
contemporary notion of a demassified audience; of products and communication responding
and adapting to increasingly narrow definitions of audiences and users. If Keeley is right
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that successful design strategies are those that recognize and accommodate how people are
different, as well as how they are alike, then understanding the design implications of
particular cognitive, cultural, social, and physical human factors becomes increasingly
important.
Figure 4
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We could easily plot on Keeley'stimeline the growth of marketing research in support
of corporate decision making and the securing of a "front end" position in the corporate
management food chain for a field that supplies data. Designers, who are usually at the
opposite end of this food chain, frequently question the reliability of this data and the
validity of responses from focus groups who have difficulty discussing objects with which
they have no prior experience or that do not yet exist. However, designers can offer little in
rebuttal to this soft science because they Lacka credible research and a culture in which
individuals hold express responsibility for generating new knowledge. And in the few places
where we find significant resources dedicated to design research, outcomes are viewed as
proprietary information and unavailable to the field at large.
Another relevant model that explains the orientation of the PhD in Design to
contemporary and future design practice is one offered by J. Christopher Jones in his 1970
book, Design Methods. Jones describes a hierarchy of design problems that moves from
components and products to systems and communities (interrelated systems) (Figure 5). He
tells us that the problems of post-industrial society are at the upper level of this hierarchy.
Clearly, to design solutions that exist within complex webs of physical, social, economic, and
technological forces, interdisciplinary efforts are necessary. Yet nearly 30 years after Jones
called our attention to this dilemma, the methods of design practice and pedagogy of design
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education are still rooted largely in behaviors and knowledge at the bottom levels of the
hierarchy. Even corporate identity, the ultimate systems problem, is viewed by most graphic
designers as a collection of components (logos, typefaces, and manuals). And the lack of
design research threatens to exclude designers as equal partners in the solution of the grand
challenges that will occupy large segments of our society for years to come.
Figure 5

Communities (iterrelated systems)

Systems (interrelated products)

Products

Components

The School of Design at NCState developed and successfully argued for its PhD
concentration in relation to these educational and professional landscapes. The PhD
curriculum focuses on how issues of message/product distribution and reception/consumption
can influence design practice (Figure 6). In doing so, it places the study of design within a
number of contexts or systems (cultural, social, economic, and technological). Research
undertaken by faculty and students in the program will acknowledge demassified audiences
defined by specific cognitive and cultural characteristics.
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Doctoral program

The objectives of the program are as follows:

•

To contribute to the building of a research culture in graphic and industrial design

•

To prepare students for research careers in information design by engaging them in design
methods, the development of prototypes, and evaluation strategies that explore the
cognitive, cultural, and technological dimensions of communication and product design

•

To prepare university faculty who will teach in the area of information design in core
disciplines in which the master's is currently the terminal degree;

•

To shape the future evolution of information technology that has developed largely outside
the influence of designers and their advocacy for diverse audiences and users;

•

To propose and speculate on future problems, development, and consequences of information
design and technology through prototypes and research models that challenge existing
paradigms; and

•

To prepare design researchers who are able to function as contributing "equals" on
interdisciplinary teams in the public and private sector
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The curriculum designed to achieve these objectives is as follows:

The Ph.D. Program/Information Design concentration is a research degree completed in four steps:
1

Core coursework in theory, methods and substantive research (24 credit hours)
Core courses required for all concentrations
DDN 701:

Research Paradigms in Design (new)

DDN 702:

Research Methods in Design (new)

Core courses required for the Information Design concentration:
IDN770 Information Design (Taken twice for a total of 12 credits)
IDN771 Design as Cognitive Artifact or
IDN772 Design as Cultural Artifact
IDN773 Information Environments
Total core requirements in this concentration are 24
2

Cognate courses (12 credits)
Some students in the program may have prior coursework in these disciplines while
others may be required to qualify for elective enrollment through additional
prerequisite study.
Students entering the concentration are also likely to have very diverse research
interests related to this hybrid field. Admissions will be targeted to balance
representation of these interests. Elective options in this concentration
complement design faculty's teaching research strengths and the required core
curriculum of study in information design. Student research focus and academic
preparation will dictate which category of electives are most appropriate. Although
some research may span areas of expertise, the categories are loosely defined as
follows:

COMPUTER
SCIENCE:
CSC517 Object-Oriented Languages and Systems
CSC518 Computer Graphics
CSC562 Computer Simulation Techniques
CSC571 Computer Networks
CSC572 Introduction to Computer Communications
CSC585 Graph Theory
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ENGLISHANDCOMMUNICATION:
ENG524 Introduction to Linguistics
ENG527 Critical Discourse Analysis
ENG604 Writing: Theory and Research
ENG614 History of Rhetoric
ENG616 Rhetorical Criticism: Theory and Practice
ENG627 Linguistics and Literacy
ENG641 Contemporary Literary Theory
ENG684 Studies in Linguistics
COM552 Human Communication Theory
COM556 Seminar in Organizational Communication
COM622 The Rhetoric of Written Discourse
PSYCHOLOGY:
PSY500 Visual Perception
PSY504 Advanced Educational Psychology
PSY510 Learning and Motivation
PSY525/ Introduction to Cognitive Science
PHI 525
PSY535 Tests and Measurement
PSY540 Human Factors in Systems Design
PSY545 Human Performance
PSY546 Human Information Processing
PSY563 Consumer Research
PSY573 Theories of Intelligence
PSY576 Advance Developmental Psychology
PSY600 Advanced Problems in Perception
PSY511/611

Social Psychology: Small Groups Research

PSY612 Attitudes
PSY620 Advanced Problems in Cognition
PSY676 Cognitive Development
3

Comprehensive qualifying examinations (1 credit hour)
GDN895: Doctoral Preliminary Examination. Preq. Doctoral student. 1-9.
For students who are preparing for and taking written and/or oral preliminary
exams.
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4

Design and conduct of an original dissertation (17 credit hours)
DON809:

Dissertation Colloquium. Preq. Doctoral student. 3.

DON893:

Doctoral Supervised Research. Preq. Doctoral student. 1-9.
Instruction in research and research under the mentorship
of a member of the graduate faculty.

DON895:

Doctoral Dissertation Research. Preq. Doctoral student. 1-9.
Dissertation research.

DON899:

Doctoral Dissertation Preparation. Preq. Doctoral student. 1-5.
For students who have completed all credit hour, full-time
enrollment, preliminary examination, and residency
requirements for the doctoral degree, and are writing and
defending their dissertations .

The 36 credit hours of required courseworkinclude 24 credit hours in design and 12
credit hours in a cognate. The first two courses, Research Paradigms and Research Methods,
are shared with the concentration in Communityand EnvironmentalDesign. Directed study in
Information Design is co-requisite with seminars in cognition, culture, and technology from
which the student selects two courses. Because most doctoral students will have master's
study in design and are unlikely to have research experience, these directed study courses
provide an opportunity to define and execute limited design research studies before
immersion in dissertation work. Students are expected to synthesize information from
methods and paradigms courses, as well as from seminars, and cognate courses which are
taken concurrently with this directed study. Students select two of the three available
seminars for their relevance to the student's research intent.
Twelve credit hours of study must be selected from approved cognate course lists in
Computer Science, English/Communications, and Psychology. Because NCState has
reciprocal registration and library privileges at nearby Duke University and the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, both strongholds of cultural studies, it is conceivable that
students with a cultural research focus will elect study outside the university for some of
these 12 credit hours.
Requirements also include a written examination dissertation, and oral examination
(which comprise an additional 18 credit hours.)** Faculty from the Departments of Computer
Science (with expertise in human/computer interface), English (with expertise in rhetorical
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analysis and linguistics), and Psychology (with expertise in cognitive human factors as they
relate to technology) will serve as members of dissertation committees.

This forum does not allow for the detailing of course outlines. What may better
reveal the type of research likely to occur in this program is a list of typical research
questions.

How can the design of user interfaces and/or information architecture diagnose and respond to
specific differences in cognitive style (example source: David Kalb's work on learning preferences)?
In educational contexts, how can learning experiences on the computer engage students' thought
processes in the same manner as "hands-on" instruction? Do "point and click" presentations of
information replicate learning achieved through concrete experiences, and if not, what are the
design characteristics of technological experiences that do?
What are the means by which social class is encoded in the form of text, pictures, and graphics of
contemporary visual communications that appear to be "objective" presentations of factual
information? How is this cultural content decoded by specific audience groups through various media
channels?
Does the "space" of writing (the physical materials and technology of writing and the resulting visual
forms) determine what can be written and how it will be used and valued by a culture?
How can the design of information for use in the workplace allow diverse user groups to interact with
the same information simultaneously while employing representations that are appropriate to each
person's expertise and the tasks he/she is asked to perform?
What is the degree of fidelity in virtual models used in rapid prototyping? Do such models
appropriately replicate the relationship of objects with users?

As only the second PhD program in the country we will share the burden of
benchmarking research in the discipline with the Institute of Design. We will count on peer
reviews and feedback from industry to keep us on course.
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*

We distinguish research from the usual creative or professional activity used by many faculty

in support of tenure and promotion decisions. Neither in this context is the retrieval and compilation of
existing information from libraries considered research. For the purposes of this paper, research is defined as
an original contribution to knowledge that results from historic, descriptive, analytical, or experimental
investigations and that conforms to rigorous standards in its methodologies and evaluation.
**

The university has standardized all PhD programs at 54 credit hours for students who hold

master's degrees. Students entering the program from a discipline other than design would be required to
undertake preliminary design study at the master's level before beginning PhD coursework. It is expected that
a student holding a master's degree in design would complete the PhD in no less than three years.
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Redefining"Ph.D.in Design"in the Periphery:
A CriticalReviewof the DevelopmentCharacteristicsof the Doctoral
Educationin Industrial Design in Turkey
H. Alpay Er
Istanbul Technical University

Abstract
In recent years, design schools in different countries have started PhD programs in
industrial design. These programs have been established due to different reasons and under
completely different circumstances. Amongthose institutions there are also design schools
from peripheral countries. Giventhe short history of industrial design in those countries, a
rapid development of postgraduate design education to include PhD in industrial design raises
questions about the characteristics of those programs and factors that led to their emergence
in a peripheral context. This paper discusses the development characteristics of the PhD
education in industrial design in Turkeyas a case with references to both, the universal
standards of PhD programs and local dynamics that led to the emergence of those programs. It
is argued that despite an early beginning in Turkey,there is a need for the redefinition of the
PhDeducation in industrial design.

Introduction
In recent years, universities and design schools in different countries have started PhD
programs in industrial design. These programs have been established due to different reasons
and under completely different circumstances. Amongthose institutions there are also design
schools from peripheral countries such as Turkey. Giventhe short history of industrial design in
those countries, a rapid development of postgraduate design education to include the PhDin
industrial design raises questions about the characteristics of those programs and factors that
led to their emergence in a peripheral context.
Design issues of peripheral countries have been overlooked in the design literature for a
long time. The development of industrial design education is no exception to this. Accordingto
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Bonsiepe (1991) the apparent lack of study on design in the peripheral countries fits into the
ideological self-interpretation of industrialised countries. In his own words;
"It is all too easy to look at industrial design in the periphery as a second-rate,
resource poor and delayed replay of a process through which the industrialised
countries have passed during the nine decades in the 20th century when industrial
design was transformed into a social reality." (Bonsiepe, 1991)
Naturally,such a vision would not permit to perceive the differentiated reality of
industrial design in the periphery. However,as a diverse reality which has been marginalised
for a long time in the design literature, the development characteristics of industrial design in
the periphery require investigation as an objective fact and deserve to be systematically
explored (Er, 1997). The nature of the PhDeducation in design in peripheral countries is among
those issues that need exploring.
Although Bonsiepe (1991) describes the peripheral condition as a situation without
project, without design and its discourse, in fact it may be argued that some peripheral
countries have a very clear 'project', which can be called as 'catching up'. They are in a constant
attempt of catching up with the central countries in a game whose rules are set by the latter.
However,despite the existence of a set of common rules under the term of 'globalization', there
are still some internal dynamics operating at different levels in each peripheral country.
Hoping to make a contribution from a local -peripheral - base to an emerging global
issue of design education, this paper presents the development characteristics of the PhD
education in industrial design in a peripheral, newly industrialising country, Turkey.The paper
discusses the Turkish case from a critical point of view, with references to both, the universal
standards of PhD programs and local dynamics that led to the emergence of those programs.

PhDin Industrial Design
First it seems to be necessary to make a clear definition of the PhDof which industrial
design discipline still appears to be lacking a common understanding. The definition of 'PhDin
design' is an important issue because it is about research, and by definition, contributing to,
and controlling the knowledgein design domain.
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A common and widely accepted definition of the PhDin academic circles is an original
piece of research, the result of which is a contribution to knowledge. Accordingto Collins
English Dictionary(1994), doctorate is the highest academic degree in any field of knowledge.
In the same dictionary, PhDis defined as a doctorate awarded for original research in any field
except Law,medicine or theology. So, it appears that what makes the PhDdifferent from any
other doctorate is its research orientation.
Accordingto Bruce Archer (1994); the distinguished features of a PhDare (i) the
critical appraisal by the candidate of prior research; and (ii) close attention to the principles
and practice of research methodology; and (iii) the conduct of a single major systematic
investigation; and finally (iv) the delivery of a substantial contribution to knowledge.
Fromthese features, it appears that while 'contribution to knowledge by systematic
research' may be an acceptable definition of the PhDfor many of us, the PhDeducation can
also be described as the process of Learninghow to conduct a systematic research that, at the
end, will produce communicable new knowledge in the concerned field. In that case, a PhD
degree is not more than a certificate or Licencethat states 'this person has successfully
demonstrated the ability to undertake independent research that contributes to knowledge'
(Langrish, 1992; Cross, 1998).
Comingback to the issue of 'PhD in design', the critical question appears to be whether
'PhDin Design'is really different from, Let'ssay a PhDin Engineering or in Biology?It may be
claimed that it is different in terms of the subject matter, and maybe some methods during the
course of research. But in terms of the basic principle which is 'contribution to knowledge by
research', it is not different from a PhDin any other field. Then the PhDeducation in industrial
design is in fact nothing more than the research education in industrial design.
A PhDstudent in industrial design field is trained to become a member of the academic
research profession. So, holding a PhDin industrial design stands for 'being able to conduct
independent research with a contribution to the knowledge in the field of industrial design'. It
does not stand for 'being able to design a better product'.

Industrial Design in Turkey: Background
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Followinga short discussion of the PhDin design, now we can look at the nature of the
PhD education in Turkey.It is a well known fact that research in design or so-called design
research is a relatively new concept even in countries where design professions were
institutionalised long ago. Besides, even in those countries 'research' is seen as a problem area,
as something which exists outside design studio (Frayling, 1993). So it is a natural expectation
that general problems of the PhDeducation in the centre will aggravate in the periphery. In
addition to this, the PhD education in the periphery have some problems specific to the
peripheral condition. The following sections of this paper concentrates on those problems in
Turkey.
Before discussing the development characteristics of the PhDeducation in Turkey,it is
imperative to give some background information about the history of industrial design in this
country. As in many other peripheral countries, the introduction of industrial design into the
context of Turkeywas associated with a view based on 'Modernist Development Paradigm'
(Bonsiepe, 1991). Long before new product design needs of the Turkishindustry materialised,
industrial design schools had been planned in order to meet the future demand, which was
expected to emerge as an inevitable result of the import substituting industrialisation
strategies that were implemented in Turkeybetween the 1960s and 1980s. Thus, in Turkey
industrial design first emerged at educational level in the early 1970s, prior to its actual
practice that has a rather short history in the Turkishindustry (Er, 1995). However,with the
opening up of the Turkishdomestic market to foreign competition, and the increasing share of
Turkishfirms in international markets for the last ten years, a genuine need for new product
design and development capabilities has begun to emerge in the 1990s. Today increasing
competition appears to be causing for ever increasing interest and need for industrial design in
the Turkishmanufacturing industry.

PhDin Industrial Design in Turkey:Not demanded but imposed upon
Giventhe short history of industrial design in Turkey,the establishment of the first
PhD program appears to be surprisingly early. Officiallythe first PhD program in industrial
design in Turkeywas established in 1982.
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accordingly. While postgraduate programs of science, technology, engineering and architecture
schools were restructured under the graduate schools of science and technology, postgraduate
programs of arts, humanities, economics, politics, fine arts were collected in the graduate
schools of social sciences. However,in the early 1990s postgraduate programs in fine and
applied arts with their clearly distinctive features broke away to be reorganised under the
graduate schools of fine arts. With this move, one of the postgraduate industrial design
programs was also taken into the fine arts structure under which a PhD cannot be awarded but
instead, with its official name, the degree of 'Proficiencyin Art' is awarded. This is officially an
equivalent of the doctoral degree for fine, applied and performing arts.
Now,in Turkeythere are two different types of doctoral programs in industrial design;
PhDand 'Proficiencyin Art'. Accordingto the university regulations, the difference between
these two is adequately clear. The regulations of Turkish universities state that a PhD
dissertation must fulfil one of the following qualifications; i. Demonstrate some new aspect to
the field, ii. Use a new scientific method, or iii. Applya known method to a new field (e.g.
METU,1997; ITU, 1997). 'Proficiencyin Art' which may be considered as a sort of 'professional'
doctorate, on the other hand, is defined as a higher education program whose outcome must be
the production of original art work, or exhibition of outstanding performance and artistic
creativity (ITU, 1997). 'Proficiencyin Art' program consists of courses, projects, exhibitions and
relevant performances. The results of the study may be presented in different forms such as
exhibition, project or concert, but must always be accompanied with a written dissertation. In
all fine or performing art departments at Turkish universities, 'Proficiency in Art' degree is
effectively accepted as the equivalent of the PhD.
In industrial design field, however, this issue takes a rather problematic shape. Despite
the existence of different official definitions, in practice the difference between the PhDand
'Proficiency'in industrial design is not sufficiently clear as much as it is expected to be. When
one compares the dissertations submitted in the PhD programs to the ones in 'Proficiencyin
Art' program, what strikes most is not the differences between these two but the similarities in
their structures, methods and contents.
The basic common feature of the dissertations in both programs, either in the PhDor
'Proficiencyin Art', appears to be their lack of research orientation. Although this would be an
expected and natural result in 'Proficiencyin Art' dissertations, the lack of research orientation
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in a PhDdissertation presents a problematic case because, as discussed earlier, the PhDis in
fact the education of professional researchers.

Lackof Research Orientation
There are a number of reasons for the lack of research orientation in the PhDeducation
in design in Turkey.The relatively short history of the research concept and practice in the
design field, the insufficient research emphasis made in postgraduate education in general, and
the lack of funding for design research are some of those reasons. However,apart from those
that are more or less common in many other countries, there is also a specific reason for the
lack of research orientation, which is a distorted and reductive perception of the PhD by the
local design education establishment.
That may be better explained within a historical perspective. The academic institution
with the first industrial design program was the State Academyof Fine Arts in Istanbul. This
was a typical fine and applied arts school with a strong tradition going back to the 1880s. The
undergraduate education in industrial design which was a 5 years program leading to the
equivalent of a European style MFAdegree started in 1973. As expected, in the tradition of an
art academy, there had been no place for PhDs. In their original academic promotion system,
following a long period of teaching assistantship, a proficiency dissertation supported by the
exhibition of artefacts or projects was presented to a jury consisting of senior faculty members.
Dissertations were perceived as individual projects conducted under the supervision of a senior
faculty member, and supposed to demonstrate that candidates had accumulated the necessary
knowledge, and had gained the necessary expertise. In other words dissertations were to prove
that candidates had the necessary specialisation and mastery of a chosen art or design field to
able to teach in that field. Research was naturally not a priority issue.
When the academy became one of the victims of the new university system in 1982, it
was first incorporated into a new university as two separate schools of fine arts and
architecture. The undergraduate industrial design education was reduced to a 4 years program
within the school of architecture; a new masters program was established, and the proficiency
dissertation was somehow transformed into a PhD program. Thus, having transferred some
procedures from close disciplines with more experience in postgraduate degrees such as
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architecture, and combining these with the old traditions of the academy, the first
postgraduate design program in Turkey,including the PhD,was established.
In this institutional context, masters degree in industrial design was naturally
perceived as professional specialisation in a design subject, and as being more or less the
extension of the undergraduate design education. This is fairly understandable and quite
acceptable for a tradition of fine and applied arts. However,the enforced change of the degree
titles cannot justify the reduction of the PhDeducation into further professional specialisation
in a given design subject.

'Specialisation' in Design vs. Researchin Design
An understanding of the PhDas 'specialisation' is a reductive distortion of the original
PhD concept as the research education. In the PhDscompleted in 'specialisation' fashion, while
it is not uncommon to come across dissertations without a mention about research and
research methodology, which is always a key issue for PhDs (Cross, 1998), it is also a general
tendency to reduce the whole concept of research into 'literature review'. In the name of 'PhD
in design', a reduction of research into the subject matter and sometimes the reinterpretation
of what already exists is common practice.
Reading, reviewing, and sometimes criticising and synthesising what others said in a
given field is a part of the research practice, but it would certainly be wrong to claim that it is
the only or the best way of doing research in the design field. On the other hand, there is
widespread confusion over the nature of the PhDin design due to the fact that 'specialisation'
is in fact a part of the PhDeducation. One of the features of the PhDis the critical appraisal by
the candidate of prior work done in the chosen field. In this sense, knowing what is known,
who knows it, or what has been designed, how, and by whom are undeniably important parts of
the PhD work in design. However,it should be noted that, in this sense of the word,
'specialisation' may only be considered as one of the features of the PhDwork, which is to be
gained as a by product of the research conducted in the chosen field of inquiry. 'Specialisation'
is not the principal aim of the PhD, which is the acquisition of research skills to produce new
design knowledge.
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easy task. First of all, such an attempt is likely to face a stiff resistance from the members of
local design education establishment. Whilesome of them think that they already know what a
PhDmeans in industrial design, and are quite content with the current practice, some others
may be categorically against a professional research education in their own domain. So this
makes the redefinition of the PhDa part of larger academic discussion in the design field.
Probably not unnoticed by many in design education, for the last ten years industrial
design education in central countries such as the USAand the UKappears to have been divided
into two camps due to two different attitudes towards the future of design education (see.
Giard, 1990; Friedman, 1997). Whilethe traditional camp treats design as the skill of making
an artefact or object, the other camp, on the other hand, treats design 'as a knowledge
intensive process that involves selecting goals, then developing and executing strategies to
meet those goals'(Friedman, 1997). Although the basic arguments are just beginning to be
spelled out publicly, industrial design education in Turkeyis not free from those competing and
often conflicting views. Therefore, in Turkeytoo it is not uncommon to face hostility for the
emphasis made in theory and research in design education, even for postgraduate degrees in
some academic institutions. While most design educators are indifferent, if not antipathetic, to
research, some are somewhat resentful of their colleagues with research capabilities. Therefore,
in order to create a research-friendly design culture in Turkey,one may have to face the antiresearch cliques of the design education establishment .
Another factor that makes the redefinition of the PhDin industrial design a sensitive
issue among design educators, is the increasing importance of new knowledge that is
demanded by the industry which itself is forced to compete in a much more knowledge
intensified economy. The production, acquisition and re-production of the design knowledge,
which is to be utilized in design practice (Bayazit, 1993) is an academically sensitive issue
since educational institutions are increasingly encouraged to start joint research projects with
the industry, and the academic competence of faculty staff at many universities is intended to
be judged against the contribution made to that knowledge.
On the other hand, the same increasing importance of the knowledge also makes the
redefinition of the PhDin industrial design rather necessary and possible. Industrial design of a
product may be defined as a special knowledge about that product from which it can be
materialised and positioned in the market place (Er, 1997). Therefore, for central and
peripheral countries alike design is one of the most effective resources available to improve
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their economic performances. As Owen {1998) observes, there is a new and growing interest in
the quality of design, and in how design can be improved. Thus, a strong demand for design
research to develop high quality design tools; theories, methods and processes is developing on
a global scale.
Alsoin Turkey,in the second half of the 1990s, due to the Turkishindustry's emerging
competitive needs, a demand for knowledge-based, interdisciplinary postgraduate design
programs started emerging. Such programs require a strong theoretical frameworkand rich
research input, and in turn they increase demand for professional researchers in industrial
design field. Despite the existence of distorted and reductive views on design research, now in
Turkeynecessary external conditions and internal academic motivation appear to be emerging
to meet the challenge for the creation of a design research culture in general, and the
redefinition of the PhDin industrial design in particular.
This will be a significant step towards the reciprocal cycle that 'connects practice to
education to research and back to practice, with each component of the cycle interacting with
and enriching others' (McCoy,1990), that industrial design as a mature discipline or profession
must have, regardless of whether its context is peripheral or not.

I wouldlike to thank ProfessorNigonBayazit of ITU, and DrOzlemEr and FatmaKarkut
of METU
for their valuablecritiquesand suggestionsas well as sharingtheir insightful
observationswith me.
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Doctoral Educationin Design: The Brazilian Experience
Dr. Guilherme Cunha Lima& Dr. Rafael Cardoso Denis
EscolaSuperior de Desenho Industrial

Thirty-sixyears after its opening as the first design college in South America, Brazil's

EscolaSuperiorde DesenhoIndustrial (ESDI)is preparing to break new ground with the
inauguration of the country's first doctoral program in design. Whyis this happening now?
What purpose is it intended to serve? The present paper explores the specific motivations and
challenges behind this initiative. Morespecifically, it examines how ESDI'sprogram has been
structured and discusses the significance of decisions about teaching, curricula and research,
linking them into broader global trends in design education. It is hoped that increased
knowledge about the experiences of different countries will enable a comparative evaluation of
strategies for doctoral education is design, thereby informing discussion of important
theoretical concerns beyond the scope of any one program.
Brazil'sfirst undergraduate course in design was opened in 1962 with the
establishment of the EscolaSuperiorde DesenhoIndustrial, or ESDI,which also happened to be
the first such school in South America. Modeleddirectly on the pedagogical foundations
developed at the Hochschulefur Gestaltung,at Ulm, ESDIsoon gained recognition as the
paradigm for design education in Brazil. Two main reasons accounted for the early ascendancy
of the ESDImodel, one rather abstract and one very concrete: firstly, as a perceived offshoot of
Ulmand, therefore, indirect heir of the Bauhausian tradition, the school was imbued with an
almost sacrosanct aura within the design community of the 1960s; and, secondly, the fact that
it was the first university-level course in Brazil meant that almost every other school came to
be set up by its graduates, who naturally took their own experience as students as the basis for
developing new courses. Currently, there are approximately forty undergraduate design courses
in Brazil, spread out over every region of the country but mainly concentrated in the prosperous
Southeast . Of those forty-some courses, seven are located within the city of Rio de Janeiro and
sixteen in the state of Sao Paulo. Thirty-fiveyears after its foundation, ESDIstill stands out as
a leader in undergraduate design education, a claim which can be gauged from the fact that it
is still the college most sought after by prospective design students in Brazil, with a ratio of
twenty-seven candidates applying for each place on its course.
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Overthe past few years, it has become clear that the pioneering phase of Brazilian
design education has come to an end. After three decades of university-level instruction, the
field has reached a degree of relative stability and ever increasing levels of academic maturity,
which is reflected in the growing output of theoretical research. The final year of instruction at
ESDIrequires students to develop a major design project, usually involving a written thesis as
well as practical work. Overseven hundred such projects have been produced during the past
three and a half decades, making up quite a substantial body of knowledge with respect to the
theory and practice of design in Brazil. Giventhe natural limitations of most such work at an
undergraduate level, it is noteworthy that a number of these projects have managed to
overcome those limitations and achieve a level of complexity and density compatible with the
lower levels of postgraduate research. In recent years, there has been a growing tendency for
graduating students to bring their work into the academic arena, via.seminars or conferences,
and even to transform their projects into material suitable for publication. Within the past five
years, Brazil has seen the launch of two academic journals in design as well as the first MA
program in the field.

It would seem, then, that the tendency to gravitate towards greater theoretical
complexity in the study of design is, at least to some extent, a natural result of the
accumulation of experience at the level of undergraduate education. Of course, this is only half
the picture. The past thirty years have also witnessed important changes at an institutional
level which have affected Brazilian universities as much as their counterparts in other
countries. Multidisciplinarityand outreach are buzzwords which have altered the way all of us
see the role of individual departments and colleges, as well as of the university more generally
speaking. This is as true of ESDIas anywhere else. In 1975, ESDIchose to join the newly
founded State University of Rio de Janeiro, or UERJ,giving up its unique status as an
independent school of design and opting to become one more college within a larger university
structure. What was at first perceived as a largely administrative decision has engendered a
gradual but continual rethinking of the place of design within the wider world of education, of
research and of the production of knowledge. The natural tendency has been towards a steady
increase of cooperation and exchange with other colleges, other departments and individuals
outside the design community. Correspondingly,many of ESDI'sfaculty have sought out other
fields of study in recent years in an effort to further their own academic qualifications, by
pursuing MA--and PhD-- level education in areas such as communication, engineering or the
history of art.
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Clearly,there is a convergence of purposes from both within and without -- from
students themselves and from the university as a broader instance of institutional authority -which points towards a deeper, more vertical, approach to the problems of design. Knowledge
of a greater density and complexity seems to be the demand from all parts of the spectrum. In
recognition, therefore, of the need to prepare the human resources capable of taking the study
of design into a new phase of critical thinking and of generating knowledge relevant to other
fields as well, ESDIbegan to consider the feasibility of establishing a doctoral program in
design. After much preliminary discussion, a workable project began to take shape around
1995 to 1996 and was subsequently submitted to Brazil's Ministry of Education for approval in
1997. Once approved, the program was set to begin operation in mid-1998, but its inception
was delayed due to a nationwide university strike earlier this year. With the strike settled and
the program officially sanctioned, we are now on schedule to begin activities at the start of the
new academic year, in March 1999. You may be disappointed to learn, then, that the title of
this paper is somewhat misleading ... 'the Brazilian experience' in doctoral education in design
is, thus far, still a little short of experience. However,there is much that can be learned about
a course from the way it is structured in the abstract, before it has had to face the daily grind;
and that is what we are hoping to convey here today.
ESDI'sdoctoral program is subdivided into two main areas of research: 1) History and
CriticalTheory; and, 2) Forms and Technology. Some people may be surprised that the links
with computer science and information theory are not presented as a separate area of research,
but our position is that the huge impact of computing instruments and technologies necessarily
pervades both these broad areas of research and should not, therefore, be split off into a
separate category. It is also worth explaining why these areas of research were not structured
according to the traditional divisions between product design and graphic design, or according
to other specialized types of design activity. There is, of course, the broad epistemological
argument that such boundaries have always been somewhat arbitrary: what part of a book or a
package is product and what part is graphic? There is also the more recent argument that such
boundaries are becoming harder and harder to define and to enforce with the growth of new
technologies and new working methods, especially CAD-CAM.
Both of these arguments possess
merit. Nonetheless, the more pressing reason for not bowing to such distinctions in doctoral
education is that, more often than not, they are irrelevant to the level of theoretical discussion
at which the research is pitched. In discussing the history of design, for instance, it is often
difficult and indeed undesirable to separate the work of graphic design from that of product
design, especially as the same individuals and organizations have often practiced both.
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Giventhe enormous disparity of possible research projects implicit in these two broad
areas, how widely or narrowly should the scope of design studies at a doctoral level be defined?
Howis it possible, for instance, to reconcile within a single program: a project covering the
environmental impact of design for disassemblyin the Brazilianautomotive industry; a project
on the history of newspaper design in 19th-century Brazil;and a project on the design of
hypertext as applied to virtual navigational systems? The program at ESDIhas opted for setting
no limits other than those inherent to our ability to provide high-quality supervision and
working conditions. In other words, we are willing to take on any design-related research
project as long as we possess the resources -- both human and material -- to ensure that it can
be carried out successfully and compatibly with recognized international standards of academic
performance. This option not to restrict the scope of research has, of course, implied a
corresponding option for Multidisciplinarityin the composition of our teaching staff.
Multidisciplinarityhas not been limited to faculty alone, of course. The program at ESDIis
open to candidates coming from any academic field who can demonstrate the applicability of
their experience to advanced research in design. In order to meet the needs of all candidates
more fully, ESDIhas also opted to encourage interchange with doctoral-level programs in other
fields, for instance by allowing our students to enroll in specific courses at other recognized
institutions, at the discretion of their supervisors.
The doctoral program at ESDIincludes nine full-time faculty members, all of whom have
completed PhD's in various fields but only three of whom possess a first degree in design. Of
these three, two also possess a large amount of practical experience as working designers, one
in heavy manufacturing industry and the other in visual communication and graphic design.
The remainder of the faculty include two design historians, two specialists in information
technology, one economist and one member with a background in communication and art
theory. At first glance, this may seem like an unusually low proportion of designers for a
doctoral program in design. However,taking into account the postgraduate work and research
interests of each individual, the group as a whole is actually strongly grounded in most of the
major areas of design research today. The obvious heterogeneity of the group is an interesting
point. It is not easy -- in any country, let alone Brazil-- to bring together in one institution a
group of eight to ten designers with sufficient academic experience to establish a PhD program.
It would seem that, for the meantime at least, many doctoral programs in design will have to

rely on a fairly large proportion of non-designers to build up their faculty. In fact, considering
how few doctoral programs in design have existed up till now and therefore how few individuals
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possess PhD'sin design, it would be unreasonable to expect anything else. We would argue,
however, that this should not be viewed as a bad thing. Design education has suffered in the
past from its insularity and its inability to communicate effectively with other fields of
academic endeavor; so a period of enforced Multidisciplinaritymay serve as a good antidote.
The notion of doctoral education as an antidote to long-standing problems in design
education brings us to another important consideration. What kind of impact can we expect
the theoretical bias of education at a doctoral level to exercise upon the design field in
general? There has evidently been an increase, in this age of post-modern reflexivity, in the
sort of design practice, which is self-consciously informed by critical theory. This is a
tendency, which will probably continue to develop, independently of the direct impact of
doctoral education. We can, of course, expect some sort of trickle-down effect as more and
more PhD's in design take up positions in undergraduate education. Might such a trend spark a
renewed intensification of the age-old dispute between educators with a more theoretical
knowledge of design and the proponents of a more practical, hands-on approach ... something
akin to the classic division between teachers and workshop masters which played itself out at
the Bauhaus? As Nigel Whiteley has pointed out in a recent article, such black-and-white
distinctions between theory and practice have tended to become less and less relevant in
recent years. Faced with the onslaught of 'information' as both technology and science, as
both practice and theory, as both content and form, the boundaries between thinking,
planning, designing and producing are becoming considerably fuzzier than anyone might have
expected thirty years ago. In such a context, what exactly is the point of advanced research in
design?
It might, perhaps be useful to suggest that the point of advanced research in design is
to answer difficult questions such as these. Almost everyone agrees that the field of design is
presently being reshaped by the advance of the so-called 'Information Age', but almost no one
can agree on exactly what the new shape will look like. We might do well to heed Theodore
Roszak'swarning that information is not the same thing as knowledge, and that the only way
to make effective use of the information at our disposal is to subordinate it to knowledge as an
organizing principle. We can only hope that as we generate a body of advanced knowledge
about design, we will arrive at a clearer vision of the contours of the field and will, therefore,
be in a better position to guide its development effectively in whatever direction we choose,
rather than merely being broken up and swept along without direction in the current of change.
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2. The Question of Design

understanding (i.e., the self-comprehension of design; the means of how it understands
what it achieves, what its activities are, how it negotiates the world, what it means to
design) and to knowledge in general.
This last point is key. I see no point in trying to shape a design-knowledge that does
not contribute to knowledge in general. The preface already suggests that adequate
knowledge of design must find ways across some of the fundamental dichotomies that divide
knowledge in general today. This immediately seems to indicate one opportunity for design
knowledge. At the same time it is increasingly important to try to overcome the rampant
failures of design knowledge both within and without the professional field of design. These
failures are not insignificant . Though not entirely dependent on the failure by those within
design to "build an intellectual tradition of substance" - since this is also a failure of other
disciplines to recognize the significance of issues centrally concerned with artifice and its
shaping-still

the overarching intellectual condition under which we meet is less celebratory

than we would wish, and not only in terms of what is absent from our own agenda, but also
in relation to what Tony Fry has labeled, rightly, as the general "gross deficiency of
knowledge" of the impact (and potential) of human action upon the making and unmaking of
the material, symbolic and natural worlds.(Fry, 1997, 53-54)

2

This failure design

participates in. I see one potential role for the design knowledge gained through Ph.D.
programmes, in helping to repair these deficiencies-though

this would require, of course,

programmes at least partially orientated to this end.
Keeping these points in mind-using them as in effect the critical foil through which
to try to see where we are today with respect to knowledge-the

argument will proceed by

showing four things: That design knowledge can be created only through utilizing models of knowledge
adequate to design. If this is on one level self-evident, the argument nonetheless
involves a comprehensive denial of the value of utilizing, metaphorically, other
models of knowledge to model design, be they technical, semiotic, humanistic or
whatever;
That design involves and embeds particular modes of knowledge which it is the task
of the Ph.D. to dis-embed, extract and translate;
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That the implications of this knowledge in relation to the comprehension of artifice in
turn help to set an agenda for design doctoral study and design research; and,
equally significantly, allow us also to see the contribution to knowledge per se that
design makes.
That it is out of this engagement with, or exemplification of, the central conditions
of artifice that we can begin to see the potential contribution to knowledge per se of
the study of design at doctoral level.
So fundamental are these last two points that it is worth extending them a little.
Even at a first glance it is clear that design may contribute to knowledge, in two ways. First,
through the manner in which it articulates the nature of artifice. That is, via the diverse
ways in which design can be understood as that "through which" the character of artifice
shows itself or presents itself to us for our understanding, then design provides, for our
time, the ideal subject-matter, or the "Royal Road" to grasping the nature of artifice and
making-particularly in terms of how we understand the shaping of the reciprocal relation
between world-making and self-making. Considered as a subject-matter for knowledge,
design therefore potentially provides insight into the interface between the artificial
world-or the world-made-artificial-and ourselves, particularly in the double respect of the
manner in which this relation can or could be inflected and nuanced on behalf of subjects
and world versus the manner of how it actually is so inflected and nuanced in practice.
Second, and this re-iterates a slightly more familiar point, design may potentially
contribute to knowledge through putting into play what Archer and others have previously
called a "third way" of knowing. Because design cannot be accommodated satisfactorily
within either the model of the ·sciences/technological sciences or within the
humanities/social 'sciences, then design sets up "an-other" model of knowing and doing;
instantiates a particular form of praxis or phronesis. The significance of this "third way" of
knowing in terms of knowledge is not simply that it lies there, passive, vis-a-vis the existing
dominant modes of knowledge. Understood in its full implications, it challenges the absolute
nature of the claims of the latter (and especially of science) to set the agenda for what "is"
and to elucidate the character of truth for the modern period. This praxis in turn puts into
being a new and different way of comprehending the world as a whole-particularly, of
course, the artificial world.
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This is important. Design is a form of praxis Linkedto that of the technological (for
example) yet distinctly different from it. At the same time, if both the humanities and
design are concerned with how self, Life-worldand meaning are created and known, they are
so differently-the one essentially narratively, the other artefactually. This difference is
profound. The different orientations that design takes up to subject matter directly
comparable to and in some cases identical with, that of the humanities/technical sciences
are what produces differences in the modes of knowledge about the world that each
produces. These differences are wider, more extensive and of more implication than is
usually accepted. For example, to say that science numbers the world and the humanities
narrate it is not simply a cliche of knowledge. What it indicates is that both disciplines are
primarily concerned with description. That is, they are essentially concerned with what-is (or
with what-has-been, which comes to the same thing). Both are essentially retrospective
(prediction, in science is merely the obverse of this more fundamental condition). In a
profound sense therefore, both, as disciplines if not in terms of the activities they subsume,
are essentially historical (and recall here that modern science began as natural history).
Though, on another Level,as symbolic activities, both are actually concerned with worldmaking (with re-describing the world with the aim of transforming it in terms of the image
of the world each offers) neither explicitly recognizes, or seeks to seriously account for, this
fact. Each prefers to stress (if differently) their respectively analytical and evaluative foci
on the world already made or the world-given. Indeed both must stress this, in order to
retain their credibility, as disciplines, in the terms they have originally set up for themselves
(that is, as disciplines dealing with an already given and fixed given plane of facts upon
which they operate).
The revolution in knowledge that design portends can be sensed when we realize
that none of the terms applied above in relation to the humanities or to the sciences applies
to design. Design neither narrates nor numbers (though it may utilize either or both they are
taken up only as tools, not as essential characteristics) nor, save as design history-which
has Littleto do with design-is design concerned with what has been (save again that
reference to the past is sometimes a tool to enable a future to be constructed). The
praxiological bent of design, which is orientated essentially to possibility, differentiates it
both from science-which is orientated to prediction-and from the humanities.
That possibility belongs to design in this sense is of the essence. It is the core of
how it may potentially challenge the given parameters of knowledge set by the humanities
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and the sciences. For example, through possibility design contests science's nominal
acquiescence to the Real: it sets in play both actions and concepts which transcend the
dichotomies that the former depends upon. As Gillian Rose puts it in a neat summary:
"recognizing our transformative or productive activity" [and design of course is such a
recognition: by definition it is the becoming conscious of transformative action as a shaping
activity] "has a special claim as a mode of acknowledging actuality which transcends the
dichotomies between theoretical and practical reason, between positing and posited.
Transformative activity acknowledges actuality in the act and does not oppose act to notact." (Rose, 204)
Rose continues her point by noting that what transformative productive activity
understands in this process is that the Real (Actuality) is neither given nor posited but is
manifested through the act, specifically, "through what it produces." (Rose, 205). This
means that what design, as a mode of transformative action, allows us to see is how we
negotiate the limits of what we understand, at any moment, as the Actual. In design, in
other words, we begin to see the processes whereby the limits of the Actual are continually
formed and re-formed. And we do so in the context of a mode of acting which, because it
privileges neither what "is" nor the pure positing of mind, essentially transcends the
dichotomies that so often delimit thinking in other disciplines
At the same time, from the other side, design contests the stress the humanities
place on evaluative judgement and the retrospective examination of human possibility.
"How self, life-world and meaning are created and known" are differently created and known
is thought essentially retrospectively (narratively) on the one hand or artefactually (and
through propositions) on the other. One way of grasping this difference is through accepting
the degree to which design is concerned fundamentally with the (design's fundamental
question is "if this perhaps possible?" or "why not this?). If this is so then design in this
respect akin to culture. It was Zygmunt Bauman's insight some years ago that culture is the
only facet of the human condition and life in which knowledge of the human reality
and the human interest in self-perfection and fulfillment merge into one. The cultural
is the only knowledge unashamed of its partisanship and ensuing bias. It is the only
knowledge, for that matter, which is bold enough to offer the world its meaning
instead of gullibly believing (or pretending to believe) that the meaning lies over
there, ready-made and complete, waiting to be discovered and learned. Culture is,
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therefore, the natural enemy of alienation. It constantly questions the self-appointed
wisdom, serenity and authority of the Real. (Bauman, 176)
And Bauman goes on to note the cognitive significance, of as he puts it, of
"fathoming the vast cognitive space" which the cultural stance opens:
assuming this stance ...

[implies] transcending the range of questions and

methodological tools which [the project of positive science] condescends to
legitimize ...

the cultural stance refuses to acquiesce in the narrowing attitude of

positive science and its claim that only the already-accomplished, sentient,
"empirical' reality attainable in the way that appropriate the past, may be called in
as the standard of valuable knowledge ...

While encompassing the future in its

unique quality of irreducibility to the past, the cultural stance admits a multiplicity of
realities. The set of universes it explores ...

contain also the possible, the

potential, the desirable, the hankered after, even if as yet improbable worlds.
(176-177)
He concludes the passage:
This concept of sociology comes very close to the suggestion ...

made [some]

years ago by Johann Galtung.. that one of the sociologists tasks "is not just to
uncover mechanisms to account for the empirically existing, and to predict what will
happen. It is also to escape from the straitjacket of the empirically existing and
narrow range of the predictions- into the total range of the socially possible. That
is one assumes that the social order found empirically is only one among many
orders possible, and even though it has been encountered it should be given undue
prominence ...

there should be ...

argument with the kind of thinking that always

asks: 'Given these conditions what will happen?' and never asks' What is the total
range of possible variation, and what are the conditions for different states of the
social system within this range to obtain? (177).
I have quoted extensively from this passage in Bauman not because I thereby
consider that design is a "sociological" activity or wish to subsume design within the
sociological. I do not. The point is quite different. It is to see that what is being spoken
about here in regard to culture is structurallyequivalent to design. The proof is very simple;
change social order or social system for artefactual system in these quotations and they ring
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wholly true. Put another way, design is already concerned with what Galtung and Bauman
are asking the social sciences to take on board.
What we find here then, roughly indicated, is a mode of knowing-or, more
importantly at this stage, a cognitive space-of enormous import. It is the space of being
able to think about thinking-differently-about-the-present; a space of thinking about the
possible in a quite different way than can be offered through the sciences or the humanities.
When Bauman speaks about the cultural (tellingly, these quotations come from the end of
his book which is significantly titled Cultureas Praxis), he is evoking precisely the space of
design-and

showing us in effect that this space transcends the knowledge spaces of the

existing disciplines, be they the social or the physical sciences. Above all, what we are
incipiently offered here is a cognitive space that is congruent with the artificial: the artificial
who's defining characteristic remember, is that it could be other.
The significance of this last point should not be lost. It is increasingly clear that, to
date, we, that is modern culture as a whole, have not taken fully on board the implications
of artifice. In a certain sense, even though our world is increasingly constituted as an
artificial world, artifice and the artificial are still that which we do not know. One reason for
this is that, as we have just seen, our presently dominant modes of knowing the world are
not formed take cognizance of the "that which could be other." These disciplines are still not
fully comfortable with the idea of world making. What Bauman's formulation lets us catch a
glimpse of, is how to think culture as artifice and therefore through artefacture (using this
term now in its widest possible sense): to think culture propositionally, in terms of world
making rather than world-telling.
This implies that, as a mode of knowledge, what design may ultimately contribute
towards the development of a more adequate "science"-that

is to say a praxis, or

phronesis-of the artificial. This praxis or phronesis is of considerably more significance that
"design" as it is constituted at the moment, when we think the latter only its narrow sense
as either as a professional practice or as a putative discipline. Nonetheless, what design (in
the way we conventionally understand it) contains (carries in potentio, on occasion
exemplifies or emblematizes) is this wider sense of the dialogical and praxiological means
(operational, transformational, configurational, dispositive and strategic) of negotiating and
shaping artifice. To put this another way: we know that design is emblematic. We have not
yet discerned, or made evident what, cognitively, it is emblematic of.
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knowledge in general, that any Ph.D. programme (and design can be no exception to this)

must be organized. Equally, it is on the basis of being able to demonstrate an achieved
level of knowledge creation and advancement that such a programme can be evaluated.
They are difficult because, unlike similar questions posed in other fields, no clear
answer to either question can be given. If, in their formulation they contain, I think, the
seeds of their own answering-the idea of translatfon as a core element in the creation of
design knowledge for example-still, their unavailability to easy answer poses problems for
Ph.D. programmes: for on what basis can the programme be secured unless and until it can
answer these questions?
It is not at all surprising, therefore, that in the face of this situation, attempts are

always being made by programme educators and administrators (and sometimes by students
themselves!) to seek to by-pass or to refuse these questions altogether-or, at best, to
attempt to create quick and partial answers to them through the importation of external
criteria and standards of knowledge which can then become the key intellectual models in
relation to which the programme operates. Often, though not exclusively, drawn from the
technological sciences, sometimes from engineering, occasionally from management theory,
these models act as a kind of stop-gap; a means of giving at least a temporary
methodologically coherent answer to these questions . Providing both what explicit
intellectual structure the programme operates with, and permitting the programmes a degree
of self-definition, both for themselves, and, crucially, to the university as a whole within
which they are situated, such models give a semblance of self-identity and intellectual
respectability.
There is a question however about how successful this self-description really is. In
particular, while we can recognize the sometimes pragmatic necessity which forces such
importi~g, particularly given the paucity of any tradition of doctoral research in design and
therefore the lack of any developed tradition of design-knowing, the price paid for this
borrowing is nonetheless great-and is much higher, I think, than is usually acknowledged.
Three points will suffice to make the case.
The importance of questions
The first can be easily summarily stated . It concerns questions. Borrowing pre-empts
questions and that is a problem. Borrowingsupplies an underlying metaphor or model, which
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the conditions of consciousness, the nature of "representation" -he

contrasts the passivity

of current art history with its avoidance of such questions, with the active, "unresolved,
sharpened, often bitter" quality of the debates on these issues that had extended down to
Lukacs own time. As he put it:
The roll call of names ...

is not what matters exactly. It is more the sense we

have, reading the best art history of this period, of an agreement between
protagonists, as to what the important and unavoidable questions are. It is the way
in which the most detailed research, the most arcane discoveries, lead back time and
time again toward the terrain of disagreement about the whole nature of artistic
production ...

(about the) conditions of artistic creation ...

(and the questions of)

the artists resources and his materials.
Are, note not were. And the implication is equally direct: that the vigor and essential
character of the questions practitioners ask of their material distinguishes not just the
caliber of the debate but the adequacy of the discipline itself. By "adequacy" (a term which
Clarkdoes not use but which seems implicit throughout his article) is meant the way in
which a discipline or a field measures up to the key issues that characterize its activity, its
practice, the manner in which it comprehends the real possibilities open to it and the
multiplicity of circumstances (contexts) to which it refers or which are related to it.

Designin its own field
If what "measures up" are precisely questions, if it is through questions that a
discipline discovers who and what it is, and which multiplicity of circumstances and contexts
are related to it, then in the end questions cannot be avoided-or can so only at the risk of
sclerosis of the discipline or of creating a discipline or field as that which does not know or
fails to know. There are arguments of course to say that, in many if not most of its
manifestations, design is such a field. A field which, in a sense refuses to know; that is,
refuses to know what it is itself is, what are its consequences, implications, responsibilities.
Certainly, if one looks at design from the point of view of ecology for example one may well
come to this conclusion.
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It is important to at least consider carefully this argument, because one way that a
field does not know itself is when it answers too easily or too quickly the fundamental
questions which constitute it. Howthis often occurs in design, and this is the second of my
points regarding the problems of "borrowing" other disciplines to secure the basis of design
knowledge, is through attempts to secure design analogously to other, more seemingly
powerful disciplines. Take the attempt to secure design through the technological analogy,
perhaps the most common metaphor through which design is seen, particularly at the level
of design methodologies. The problem with this analogy is just that: that it is analogous,
metaphoric, and not actual. To put it another way, although the metaphor may continue
sufficient germ of truth to make it vaguely plausible that design is indeed "like" technology
(the linkages are obvious), used as metaphor it negates the difference. Yet it is the

difference, of design vis-a-vis technology, that is of the essence. What distinguishes design
is not that it is like technology, but that, sharing certain conditions, it is clearly different
from it. As we have seen already what is of interest in design not only practically but also
intellectually, in terms of the knowledge offered, is what distinguishes design from
technology: and how therefore design offers a related, but different, mode of knowing to
that given through technical experience alone.
An example shows this. Whatever the origins of technology in the practical
manipulation of things to produce specific effects and consequences, the intellectual
colonization of technology by science (the reverse side to the economic colonization of
science by the technological imperative) has had profound consequences on the way we
view (or fail to view things). Technology today means the application of the natural sciences
to the analytical comprehension of artefacts treated projectively as if they were natural
phenomena. From such application are derived performative and even design criteriaunderstood as parameters, constraints or as performative or technical possibilities. However,
it is clear that such an analytic does not yield comprehension of artefacture per se. What it
yields comprehension of is the degree to which, as existents, technological things can be
seen as akin natural things (can even be said to behave, to have effects, as-if they were
natural things) and can therefore be said to be analyzable in terms of natural laws,
parameters and constraints (which can then be said to determine the configuration of the
thing). From the perspective of science, all things (including natural things) may be so
analyzed. The problem is that such analysis proffers only an acutely limited comprehension
of configuration. As Simon has pointed out, the application of natural science to artefacture

reduces the "thin interface" of the artifact (as Science sees it) almost to naught. Crushed as
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it is between the "logic of the natural laws operating within and without," ("Given an
airplane or given a bird, we can analyze them by the methods of natural science without any
particular attention to purpose or adaptation ...

after all their behavior is governed by

natural laws just as fully as the behavior of the anything else (or at least we all believe this
about the airplane, and most of us believe it about the bird)" the artefact is easily reduced
to a boundary condition "about which little or nothing can be said." (Simon, 7).
What is lost, in this view, is everything that is of occasion from the perspective of
design. Design begins and ends with configuration and with the sense that that what
matters, in artifice, is precisely the "boundary condition" i.e. the quality of the interface
between the (internally) configured artifact, its users (using this in its widest sense), the
(multi-valence) of it's ends and the environment (worlds) which it constitutes and within
which it lives and has effects. Simon, of course, understood this, i.e. understood that it is
precisely in the realm of interface--in the internal relations, and reciprocal workings, of the
artifact as it mediates inner and outer environments through the configuration of its form-that the core of artifice and of design lies: "The artificial world is centred precisely on this
interface between inner and outer environments: it is concerned with attaining goals by
adapting the former to the latter. The proper study of those who are concerned with the

artificial is the way in which that adaptation of means to ends is brought about--and central
to that is the process of design itself." (Simon, 132).
What must still be emphasized however are the cognitive implications of all this.
Even in Simon, a latent belief in the relation between reason as such and technological
reason, causes the full-depth of this last point to be somewhat lost. Much design theorizing,
especially that which is construed under the domination of technology, still operates with the
implicit assumption that the essential relation between artefacts and natural laws still holds,
not only operatively but in the sense that this relation takes axiomatic cognitive
precedence-to the exclusion of (say) interface and configuration or the artful disposition of
things to have (complex) effects and to effect complex consequences. It is these
configurative aspects of the artefact in the true sense-what
relations-that

I would call its internal

are denied as without reason itself, or at least as possessing no true

cognitive independence, no true basis of knowledge. Hence we pass to technology or the
attempt to cast design as "like" technology.
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One way that we cannot construct this knowledge is through negating the questions
that underpin this challenge. Negating questions pushes us away from comprehending design
in the ways that Owen indicates. But another way of not attending to Owens's ambition is to
create knowledge about design that is not yet knowledge of design or designerly-knowledge.

The limitations of knowledge-about-design
We are beginning to see that the problem with metaphoric identifications-of
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field (design) as. In some manner, "like that," are at least two-fold. Or, to put this in
another way, that the use of other models of knowledge to determine and ascertain
knowledge about design is a double-edged sword. Clearly, on the one hand, metaphorization
permits a degree of knowledge to be developed. Since design is some ways co-terminus with
technology there are moments of design that can be elucidates through this analogy or
through utilizing the more developed language of the technical sciences to access and
articulate the technological in design. On the other hand, there remains a question about
whether, in the end, it is design-knowledge that is so developed.
The point is important. One way of understanding the problems involved in meeting
Owen's ambitions, is to realize, as has often been acknowledged, that in speaking about
knowledge in relation design we are speaking about (at least) two things. There is
knowledge about design. And there is design-knowledge.The former is, broadly, knowledge
which results from research into the conditions under which design operates or which results
from research into the results of design action. The latter can be defined, in a preliminary
manner, as knowledge directly concerned with, or elucidated from, the knowing involved in
the processes, means and ends of design (dispositional) action. Now, if, in practice, it may
be impossible to draw the boundary lines between these modes, their differentiation is
theoretically significant in that it is essential to identify this second mode of knowing since
it is here that the particular distinctiveness of design-knowledge lies.
How essential this is becomes evident when we realize that design knowledge in the
first mode knowledge-about-design can be fairly straightforwardly understood within existing
models of knowledge. Knowledge-about-design corresponds, as we have said, to research on
all that surrounds the design activity and to all the knowledge about that activity which, so
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to speak, measures it from without (scientifically, technologically, sociologically, even, why
not? psychologically or psychoanalytically). We can agree that this knowledge provides
essential understanding in contextual terms about how it is that design operates. Let us say
that through the use of critical perspectives and intellectual tools drawn from other
disciplines and fields valuable insights may be drawn which should (in theory) potentially
expand considerably knowledge about design.
But the limitations of this mode of knowing design are also described in this
statement. Precisely because such knowledge is analogized and is sought from without it
casts very little light on what is designedly about design action. In a profound sense this is
knowledge which leaves everything the same. In using intellectual tools from other
disciplines, and therefore in constituting design objects of knowledge in terms of the objects
of these disciplines, design is inevitably read within these limits. Technological
understandings of design thus reflect technological priorities just as sociological
understandings present design as a form of embodied sociology. This means however, that
since the objects construed by knowledge-about-design are not identical to design objects
per se, then design itself is inevitably mis-, or at best inadequately, represented. A number
of points now arise.
• First, it is from here that there arises the familiar call that knowledge in general
does not grasp what is essential in design. This call is essentially correct. And
resistance to the inevitably, colonizing knowledge involved in the transcription of
analogous models onto design has validity in that, under these rubrics, design will
appear merely as a sub-section of another master discipline.
• Second, whatever knowledge is gained in this exercise-and it might not, in
principle, 'be negligible-though in practice there seems often little to see,
something of the case, as Walker Evans once memorably said of a student's
photograph, "that there is less here than meets the eye,"-what

is clear is that, in

such application, all that is particular to design (everything that is inadequately
represented by the omnibus term "designedly") all but disappears as knowledge.
That is, the designedly may be spoken about, or spoken around, but it is not
fundamentally addressed, not interrogated, not explored, not opened up, not made
the subject of speech, of discourse. This is significant, since as number of authors
have pointed out, if something cannot become a matter of speech then it tends to
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disappear as such, i.e. it does not enter discourse as such and therefore remains
invisible. Hence, of course, one of design's ironic conditions: that is everywhere seen
and yet everywhere remains invisible.
• Third, and of crucial point, in the relation between design and its metaphoric
other there is no equality. By this I mean that analogical knowing extracts a severe
price. The relation that obtains between the master-discipline that is set up as the
means that allows one to know design, and design itself, is one of subalternity.
Intellectually, what is key here is not only that design is subsumed under the
master-discipline-though this is itself important. Of equal point, in terms of being
able to construe design as a field and practice of knowing is that in such applications
the confrontation with design does not react back onto the master discipline.
Technological knowing for example is rarely challenged in its encounter with design
nor is sociology transformed in its encounter with configured artifice. (Nor, in
another example, has history yet permitted itself to be re-written in the light of the
influence of design history). In short, what is not allowed in this process is that
design should be thought to possess it's own mode of knowledge and thus to contain
a capacity capable of reacting back onto, or influencing, or challenging, knowledge
itself. We can call the knowledge that is produced in this context non-reactive
knowing. Or, to put it more bluntly, knowledge without power.
• Finally, to see design through the metaphor of another mode of knowledge not
only effectively prevents the knowledge that is gained (and which potentially lies
within design) from reacting back onto knowledge in general, it also fundamentally
blocks the realization of design knowledge. To the extent that knowledge revealed
through these means can be presented as design knowledge (or as the source of
knowledgefor design, i.e ., to see the metaphor as that which essentially supplies
knowledge to design) so it will block the formation of design-knowledge itself. The
importation of other models of knowledge to stand as the criteria and reference
points for knowledge in design therefore not only reinforces the idea that there is no
distinct design knowledge as such, but at the same time re-emphasizes design's
subaltern status within the university. Looked at in this way, as lacking it's own
arena of knowledge, design appears only as an inferior sub-set of a more substantial
(and more prestigious) fields. The question then arises: why study design if there is
nothing in it (i.e. no distinct knowledge that it possesses) and no particular
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As we have seen, from the position of the literal incomprehension of what is at
stake here, it becomes all too easy (even from within design itself) to place design at the
margins of thought and therefore to dismiss it as of cognitive seriousness. All of this of
course creates the conditions for the difficulty in design claiming any place, let alone a place
at the center, of the university. At the same time it renders the key questions with which
we began (which effectively focus on puzzle of "In what sense precisely can design as a
mode of action, an intrinsic human activity, a value, an embodiment or a process be
considered "knowledge"?) at once (for in what sense precisely can a mode of action, an
intrinsic human activity, a value, an embodiment or a process be considered knowledge
when they are already declared as effectively lacking knowledge?) and impossible to
answer (lacking, as they do, an adequate context for the exploration of these issues or
even for their formulation as serious intellectual issues).
But not only this, and not only in the university. Less directly realized, but
increasingly, I think, felt today, is that the lack of a model of what design knowledge
consists of in its distinctiveness, and the lack of a comprehension as to what this may mean
for knowledge in general, has considerable (if diffuse) implications for practice. Take for
example the issue of design methods. In an interesting auto-critique of his earlier position,
J.C. Jones complained some time ago that, whereas design methods were intended as
the means by which professional practices in design and other fields could be ...
made more sensitive to human needs the new methods have become convenient
tools for larger and more rigid planning and have also become the means of making
design into a barren academic subject removed from ...

the lives of those for

whose benefit its supposed to exist (Jones, 31)
Now one thing that "went wrong" with design methods as they were formulated in
the 60s and 70s was that, under the technological model, the problem of the "very high
sensitivity of human action to technology and the very low sensitivity of technology to
human life" (Jones, DD)was itself transposed into the structure of most available design
methods-if not, indeed, into the very notion of "method" itself. The result was that the
design methods construed within this period generally fail, not just as methods in the
technical sense (though they usually do, at least if taken as equivalent to a complete
encompassing of the design problem referred to), but more profoundly in terms of what
Jones would now define as their minimally permitted normative ambition, namely that such
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methods should be able to contribute to design understood as "a way of improvingrelations

between objects and people." (Jones, 31)
That failure is not (just) a failure of application. It is not even a failure of
"methods" per se. (For Jones is surely right when he insists that "to imagine that that it is
possible to change the pattern of industrial Life,without, among other things, a collective
Languageto replace and make public the up-to-now private and Largelyunvoiced thinking of
professional designers and planners is surely naive too" (Jones 32)). Behind these failures
Liesa deeper theoretical Lack,a Lack,for example, of an adequate model of the relations
between persons and things and of how design could potentially, and in actuality does,
intervene into that relationship. This is a Lack,in other words, of the capacity to model
adequately the two-way or three-way relationship between technologies, things and
persons. 3 That the Latter is not the normal pattern of events is not only a practical issue
concerning the domination of economically-impelledtechnologies over social relations, it is

also a consequenceof the inability to adequately theoreticallymodel the reverse relation
implied here.
This is one instance of a very complex issue. But what is already dear is that both
in practice and in the university therefore the incapacity to model design renders design
vulnerable on several Levels. Perhaps most ironically, the same failure results in skepticism,
even within design, that design practice can be a subject of research. It certainly results in
a skepticism that design practice is in itself or could be in itself considered as a researchequivalent activity. This is important because while at some Levelsthis skepticism is a
necessary balance to the alternate un-thought claim that practice is somehow of-itself
"naturally" research we might wonder about some of the presuppositions that guide this
caution. In the recent Literature Cross gives the case most thoroughly (though see also
Archer, 1995, 10).
I do draw a distinction between works of practice and works of research. In a
previous editorial I have stressed that "I do not see how normal works of practice
can be regarded as works of research. The whole point of doing research is to
extract reliable knowledge from either the natural or artificial world and to make
that knowledge available to others in re-usable form." This does not mean that
works of design practice must be wholly excluded from design Ph.D.'s but it does
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mean that there must be reflection by the practitioner on the work, and the
communication of some re-usable results from that reflection. (Cross, 2)
Bruce Archer, using a slightly different formulation and subsuming research-bydesign into action research, is slightly more forthcoming: -

It is when research activity is carried out through the medium of practitioner activity
that the case becomes interesting. There are circumstances where the best or only
way to shed light on a proposition, a principle, a material, a process or a function is
to attempt to construct something, or to enact something, calculated to explore,
embody or test it. [In these circumstances, Action research] produces insights which
might never otherwise be obtained. For a century or more they have provided case
account material that has been extremely fruitful in the advancement of, for
example, medical practice, agriculture, environmental studies and law. (Archer,
1995, 11, 12)
though he warns "Action Research can hardly ever be objective, in the strict sense of the
word. Moreover, he adds, Action Research is almost always "situation-specific." "The term
"situation-specific" reminds us that ...

its findings only reliably apply to the place, time,

persons and circumstances in which that action took place." (Archer, 1995, 11-12) 4
Both formulations are interesting. Both imply, in different ways, difficulties with
practice as research, both prescribe some requirements for practice to be considered as
research. Yet both statements seem to miss a wider point. It is not simply that design
practice is "inadequate" as research. Clearlydesign practice per se is not research since it
practice is not orientated, in the first instance, to knowledge. But this does not mean that
practice cannot become knowledge. The point is however that in order for practice to
become knowledge-productive then the one-step process of design enactment or practice
needs to be converted into a two-step process: that is, enactment (or practice), plus, as a
second stage, critical reflection on, and analyticaltranslation of, enacted practice into
knowledge.
This concept of knowledge translation is key. Not only is it translation of enacted
configuration into knowledge which meets Cross' minimal criteria for research-Le,
for reflection" and "communicable or re-usable results,"-
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"need

and, significantly, pace Archer,

--also enables conversion of the situated limits of Action or Options Research into higher-level,
less-situated Fundamental, Strategic or Applied knowledge-but it is translation that creates
knowledge, and incipiently at least, creates design knowledge, that is to say knowledge
which is derived from or draws from what is specific and particular to designing.
Of course, what is necessitated for translation is a higher order model of designknowing. Lack of this prevents effective translation. For in what terms is one to translate
enactment into? It is also immediately clear that, if we are to possess means of translation,
then these must be congruent with the nature of the enactment to be translated . This is of
course the same problem we have pursued through the paper. We have already seen that
the problems facing the Ph.D. in design are identical to some key problems of design
practice and are now in turn identical to the problem of how we can utilize practice as a
moment in research. Both require high-level models of what it is that design is, thought
through in terms congruent with design-action and designed-artefacts. The question is, from
where is this knowledge to arise? And what form of knowledge might we be speaking about
here?
One factor we are dealing with here is explanation. In considering the (translated)
conversion of the limited efficacy of Action Research into, say Strategic Research, we are
moving up the explanatory ladder. The higher order modes of research encompass higher
orders of explanation. It is therefore easy, as with the earlier analogies we discussed, to
see such a move as a move towards Science. After all, Science (Archer again) is concerned
precisely with explanation:
What can be observed? What events can be recorded? How does this, that or the
other event proceed? What is the cause of this or that? The scientific ideal, not
always achieved, is to produce explanations of enduring validity. Most particularly,
the scientific ideal is to produce explanations that remain valid when tested in wider
and wider fields of application, and which therefore offer some powers of prediction.
(Archer, 1995, 7).
The problem however, of using Science as a prospective model is that in slipping
back to utilizing a "higher order" model we are repeating again the problems of
metaphorization, -and doing so with a model not at all consonant with design knowledge or
practice. How do we get out of this problem?
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A possible way of doing so, one which takes us directly to being able to answer the
questions we began with, is to pursue the use of Scientific analogy using it, in reversal as it
were, in order to re-construe how we might think design differently. In other words might it
be that by directly confronting the lack of fit between design and science that we can begin
to articulate the basis of knowledge on which Ph.Osin design might be constructed?
Nowin thinking of the unsuitability of science as the model for design knowing it is
not just that, as Archer has it at one point, "mathematical or logical models, however
correctly they may describe the flexibility, interactiveness and value-laden structure of the
design process, are themselves the product of an alien mode of reasoning." (Archer, 1979,
17). While this is certainly one moment-since it is precisely the mode of reasoning
involved in design that is of the utmost issue to design as a field of knowledge- the
problems with the analogy go much deeper.
We can look at these issues under three headings.

Procedure
It is now a commonplace that the distinctive feature of science is not simply the
subject matter of science, but the procedure of inquiry that science brings to bear upon it.
"A scientist may study any phenomenon he chooses: but the kind of understanding he may
achieve will be limited by the observations he can make, the measures he can apply, the
theory available to him and the testability of his findings." (Archer, 1979, 19).
There are two points here. First, the emphasis in science on procedure is absolute.
Heidegger gives the sharpest and most concise formulation that I know:
What does the essence of research consist of? In the fact that knowing establishes
itself as procedure within some realm of what is, in nature or in history. This is
accomplished through the projection within some realm of what is-in nature, for
example-of a fixed ground plan of natural events. The projection sketches out in
advance the manner in which the knowing procedure must bind itself and adhere to
the sphere opened up. This binding adherence is the rigor of research. Through the
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projecting of the ground plan and the prescribing of rigor, procedure makes secure
for itself its sphere of objects within the realm of Being. (Heidegger, 118)
Second, is the complex issue of subject-matter and the relation between subjectmatter and method. Again we can use Heidegger. A few pages further along in the same
essay, Heidegger adds to his statement on procedure a formulation on this relation. What
takes place in the establishing of the sciences, says Heidegger, is "nothing less than the
making secure of the presence of methodology over whatever is (nature and history)". And
he adds: it is this, i.e., methodology, "which at any given time becomes objective in
research." (Heidegger, 125).
Now, if we take these two statements together they provide a powerful [if
necessarily over-simplified] snapshot of science as we encounter it today. How does this fit
to design? Of course there are analogies between design and science in respect of concern
for and with method. Interest in process and method has come, in some circles, to be
design. Method and procedure in a sense, fascinate all designers. Teaching in design is,
arguably, nothing other, ultimately, than teaching about method.
Yet on another level this emphasis on procedure over subject-matter, is wholly
antithetical to design. Precisely what is of occasion in design is the quality of the
substantive configured actuality of the thing-itself. In the same way, what is at question in

understanding design is understanding the nature of the "subject-matter" that design in all
of it's complexity "is." In these contexts domination of procedure over object and the
essential reductionof the object involved in the scientific procedure is wholly antithetical to
design.
There are three important reasons for this anti-thesis.
First, a point we have touched on before and will come back to again, is the stress,
in design, on the artefact. This stress may be bemoaned, sometimes rightly, as providing for
the fetishistic "distraction" that on occasion so blinds design to its own consequences and
implications, All of this is true. But itself both a symptom of the dichotomies we began with,
and in this context anyway not significant since what the base fact records is simply the
manner in which, at whatever level we think it, the artefact (broadly considered) is the
place from where design begins.
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Second, what matters in design is not, essentially, that which can be measured
(however useful this on occasion might be) or that which, through procedure, can be known
(though this too may have it's place in design research) but rather the grasping of the
nature of the (series of) complex configurative acts that secured the phenomenon as such.
In Science configurative acts are secured through determining laws acting interactively, in
response to given environments to "result" in specific forms. In design there are no laws,
factors are not absolute, requirements are rarely, if ever, wholly objective, the environment
is not necessarily given and the mode of interaction of conditioning factors is not causal and
deterministic but essential open, certainly context-bound and very often subjective to a
high-degree. Thus, whereas in science (determining) law (as procedure) can take
precedence in design this is not possible. Procedure is not law in design. Both law and
procedure are therefore weakened immeasurably in design. Neither can operate with
authority-but

only conditionally, as tools.

Third, in that sense the essence of design knowing cannot be research (in the
scientific sense) at all. Far from being able to establish itself as a "procedure [of knowing]
within some realm of whatever is" design is a configurative and dispositional procedure
which operates in the realm of what is not-or

better, which operates between the realm's

of what is and what is not-yet and may never be). In Science, both method and procedure
are grounded and ultimately secured, as such, by that on which they depend, namely the
projection of a fixed ground plan of events (nature) . In design neither a fixed realm of
whatever is nor a fixed realm of natural events can be posited. On the contrary, as noted
earlier, the distinguishing feature of artifice or of artificial things is that they could be other.
Artifice is therefore endemically contingent. What has to be posited as the _realm of design is
therefore possibility.
Merelyto make these last statements at once reveals the comparative potential
interest for knowledge, of design. Clearly,if there is no fixed ground plan of events
underlying artifice then, at least in terms of how we understand science, i.e., as modern
science, no science of design is, as such, possible. This was Simon's point when he noted
that
the contingency of artificial phenomenon has always created doubts as to whether
they fall properly within the compass of science. Sometimes these doubts are
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the depth of this last point we need to look at little further into the logic of
experimentation. Heidegger summarizes this logic in the following ways: "in the physical sciences investigation takes place by experiment. But physical
science does not first become research through experiment; rather, on the contrary,
experiment first becomes possible where and only where the knowledge of nature
has been transformed into research. Experiment begins with laying down law as a
basis. To set up an experiment means to represent or conceive the conditions under
which a specific series of motions can be made susceptible of being followed in its
necessary progression, i.e., of being controlled in advance by calculation. But the
establishing of a law is accomplished with reference to the ground plan of the objectsphere. That ground plan furnishes a criterion and constrains the anticipatory
representing of the conditions. Experiment is that methodology which, in its planning
and execution, is supported and guided on the basis of the fundamental law laid
down, in order to adduce the facts that either verify and confirm the law or deny it
confirmation. ( Heidegger, 121-2)
As one reads the unfolding of this logic it becomes clear that, unless, understanding
the strict limits involved, (and with full awareness of the artifice of the act), one construes
special, closed, situations in which experimentation can be performed (against the grain of
the activity as it were: and where they will probably not, in fact, measure design at all,
though they may well help to create designs) then experiment (and science) are both
outside design, for except within special limits, design is neither closed, nor coherent nor
consistent, the three conditions necessary for the law of the testable confirmation of rule
that is fundamental to experimentation to come into play.
Lack of experiment does not, of course, confine design knowledge to incoherence.
But what then replaces experiment (and prediction?). The quick answer to the first term is
that propositions replace experiment. The quick answer to the second is that explanation
replaces prediction. Put simply then, propositions are to design what experiment is to
Science. What design offers is the capacity to create propositions about things ("this could
be that"). To put this better, if experiment is in reference to rule ("if this, then that");
design is in reference to possibility ("could this be?"). Notice that this possibility is not (at
least in the first instance) a possibility of knowing, as would be scientific possibility. In
scientific possibility the reference "could this be?" would be to a hypothetical law: i.e. to a
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law, or series of laws, explaining or accounting, in causal terms, for the observed
configuration or behavior of a thing. In design, by contrast, the reference is to enactment:
i.e., "could this [potential thing] be ...

successful in its enactment in terms of desired ends

and in relation to the likely environmentjs it will encounter." What is referred to in design
possibility is therefore a real thing. Or, more exactly, the reference is to the enactive
translation and transformation of a fictive proposition ("this?") from the status of
proposition (design) to realization actualization ("this!").
The question then arises, how can we know such phenomena? The answer is that
what we can know of such phenomena is their causation, but in a different sense to a
scientific knowing of cause. In natural forms things are constituted through the operation of
causal laws in negotiation with one another in the context of determinate but evolving
environments. Artificial forms by contrast are constituted through the negotiation of_complex
requirements, operating in ill-determined, incomplete and open environments where both
requirements, world, factors pertaining and environment are subject to contingent
possibility, let alone the whims of subjective action. It follows that no determinate law can
be evolved for such phenomena. All that such phenomena can reveal, to subsequent analysis
(and this incompletely) is, first, characterization of some of the likely casual factors predominating as key considerations in the designer's mind as objective circumstances bearing
(but never with complete finality) on the outcome of the exercise, and, second, through
retrospective analysis of what the configuration achieves in terms of the relation between
configuration, elements and ends, some sense explanatory sense as to how this entity came
into being, how it functions, what its consequences and implications are (what it's force is).
This is not negligible. Nor is it without intellectual respectability. Bhaskar would call such
explanations "realist", meaning by this term that they arise from
"A transcendental refutation of the empiricist ontology hitherto informing dominant
accounts of science, and its replacement by a more complex ontology, on which the
world appears as structured, differentiated and changing. From the standpoint of the
philosophy of social science, the most important point to note here is that the
absence of closed systems (and the impossibility of crucial experiments) means that
criteria for rational assessment of theories cannot be predictive and so must be
exclusively explanatory." (Bhaskar, 1990, 147)
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Such are depth explanations for example, whose point is to enable better further
transformation. This is explanation then orientated to further or future action. It is

hermeneutic in structure since it deals with interpretation not calculation (even though
calculation may be involved). What we are seeking to construct here is a hermeneutic of
explanatory action, particularly as it seeks actors striving to negotiate relations between
humans and artifice.
This last point is important. What designs establish are propositions concerning
relations. What are brought together in design are incommensurable worlds. Design
negotiates how the incommensurable can be negotiated.
A number of issues are opened up here once we establish this point. First, there is
the condition of relationality or the emphasis on relations (rather than on that, which, in its
singularity is brought to stand, and only retrospectively re-fitted into the relational context
in which it occurs). Second, the condition of subject-object relation. The key relational nexus
that design explores is after all that between persons and things (however "things" may be
defined in any instance). This is important in this context because this is that which Science
is weakest at determining indeed in a certain sense cannot determine, since modern science
is grounded on the subject-object split and all attempts at scientific comprehension of how
persons and things interact must pass through this filter. [cf. Heidegger, p.133/150]. Third,
and more familiar, it is clear that the propositions that design construes and presents for our
·consideration are essentially aspiration. This is well known. Simon uses this point to
differentiate Science and Design: "The natural sciences are concerned with how things are . .
. . Design, on the other hand, is concerned with how things ought to be, with devising
artefacts to attain goals." (Simon, 132-133)).
In other words ends are internal to design-and this connects to Archer's
"aspirational" formulation of design, where he sees it as both an aspect of material culture,
and an embodiment of what he calls the "third way": "Any subjects which relate with man's
material culture must necessarily be anthropocentric. A discipline which claims, as some
kinds of Science do, to deal with matters that would remain true whether man existed or
not, would be ruled out from our third area. [Conversely]any discipline falling into this area
must therefore be aspirational in character" (Archer, 1979, 19). We can bring this last point
together with the first two by saying that goals and "oughts" are moments of securing,
provisionally, and propositionally, under conditions of uncertainty, possibility.
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The possibilities so proposed are relational. The cover primarily, but not exclusively,
the negotiation of relations between persons and things (thought on all levels in which this
is accomplished from the individual through to the species-level). What distinguishes these
relations is that they are the exploration of the possible forms that these relations might
take in relation to the sphere of artefacture. This suggests, taken to a further degree of
abstraction, that possibility is to design what determination (and the law) is to science. If
this is so then design therefore becomes the subject-matter for the science of the possible
(And Alfred Jarry's marvelous turn-of-the-century invention "Pataphysics," or the science of
imaginary solutions, may then find its eventual realization in an extended understanding of
our grasping of the possible).

Obloquyfor the artifact in the view of Science
The last major conditions we need to look at are those surrounding the comparative
relation of science and design to artifice and artefacture. We have made reference to this
previously so comparatively little needs to be said here. What is explored, as a proposition
in design is a condition of the artefact, or a condition of artefacture (widely thought). This
is highly problematic, for Science. It is not just that the artificial is surrounded, as Simon
puts it, by a pejorative air:
Mydictionary defines artificial as "produced by art rather than nature; not genuine
or natural; affected; not pertaining to the essence of the matter. It proposes as
synonyms: affected, facetious, manufactured, pretended, sham, simulated, spurious,
trumped up, unnatural. As antonyms, it lists: actual, genuine, honest, natural, real,
truthful, unaffected."
(And Simon comments dryly in respect of this listing: "our language seems to reflect man's
deep distrust of his own products.") (Simon, 6). The important point in this situation is this
obloquy for the artificial translates into the positioning of the artificial and the artefact as
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that which is understood, scientifically speaking, as outs;de of thought. We have said that
design can be thought as a phenomena through which what "is," in terms of artifice, most
profoundly shows itself. The problem is that, from the perspective of Science, this notion of
an artefactual "showing" of an artefactual 'essence" appears almost as a contradiction in
terms (as indeed, ;n a certa;nsense, it is). The sciences, including the technical sciences,
take their veracity and force from the fact that they construct themselves as the means by
which what "is," i.e., what naturallyis presents itself to us. The distinction real: artificial is
the distinction of that which has essence, or and therefore "is-the

real-from that which is

without essence, which lacks a core of the real, of the Actual and which therefore cannot be
identified with an "is."
Artifice, of course, in this dichotomy, represents all that is wffhout essential identity.
For this reason artifice appears to Lieoutside of truth: first, because no reflection can be
accomplished in relation to it which doses on an essence, and second, because no decision
can take place in relation to it concerning the essence of truth that it might deploy. But if
artifice is placed outside of truth it is consequently placed outside of thought. Broadly, as
we know, this is the situation today. What is artificial is thought comprehensively only in so
far as it is capable of being rendered into the quasi-natural. What cannot be so rendered
escapes science and so escapes thought.
But if the artificial cannot be thought neither can the artifact. But, to repeat, if this
is so then everything that is of occasion from the perspective of design is thereby lost. It is
in reciprocal workings, of the artefact as it mediates inner and outer environments through
the configuration of its form, that the core of artifice and therefore of design lies: "The
artificial world is centred precisely on this interface between inner and outer environments:
it is concerned with attaining goals by adapting the former to the latter. The proper study of
those who are concerned with the artificial is the way in which that adaptation of means to
ends is brought about--and central to that is the process of design itself." (Simon, 132). A
simple conclusion follows. If we take it therefore that configuration and artefacture/the
artificial are central to design-for what is design but a notion about the felt and real
significance of configuration in artifice? -Then it is clear that all such models of knowledge
which do not place artefacture/artifice/configuration at the center of their intellectual
operations will be inadequate, if not dangerous, for design to take up. To negate interface
and the manner in which it is brought about and realized through configuration is to negat
what it is that design might be. Where have we know come to? What first conclusions can
we draw?
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A Questfor Credibility:
DoctoralEducationand Researchin Design
At the Universityof Montreal
Alain Findelli
Universityof Montreal

Abstract
The doctoral program in Amenagement(Planning and Designof the Built Environment)
has been in place since the founding of the Facultyin 1968, at the Universityof Montreal.
Sixty-fivestudents have graduated ever since and more than sixty are currently in the course of
their studies. The first part of the paper gives some factual information on this program, such
as : pedagogical principles and regulations, administrative and management issues, background
and profile of graduates, etc.
In the second part, we address some theoretical issues which have drastically affected
our definition of design, research, academic standard, and, consequently, of what a Ph.D.in
Designcould or should be.
Moreprecisely, we show how the historical evolution of our program has led the Faculty
to question and revise the epistemologicalstatus of the disciplines of design, specificallywith
respect to the relatiol)ship between theory and practice, i.e. between knowledgeand action.
Our programis now in a stage where it feels confident enough to claim and establish its
epistemologicaland methodological specificity and originality, and therefore its scientific
credibility. The central feature of the programis the research method which supervisors and
students are expected to adopt, the

II

project-grounded research 11 (recherche-projet).Some

remarkableaspects of this method are illustrated here.
When, at the end of the 70's, I asked the Canadianequivalent of the Design Council,
DesignCanada, if it was possible to apply for a doctoral scholarship in order to carry out my
PhDproject, I was answered that

II

we [did] not need PhDsin design in Canada". Fortunately,

my academic endeavor ended up being more successfulthan my financial. Years have passed,
and our conference is a eloquent proof that times have changed since then.
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11

Whodoesn't need

a PhDin design?" would be indeed the right question to ask today. To answer this question,
however,is not an easy task. It is the purpose of this paper to contribute to this answer on
mostly theoretical grounds, after having described the PhDprogram of the Facultede

l'amenagement(Facultyof the Planning and Designof the Built Environment),the evolution of
which constitutes an interesting case study. Ironically, this program had already been in
operation for almost then years at the time the functionary of Design Canada, obviously
unaware of its existence, was questioning the timeliness of such a project.

The PhDProgramat the Universityof Montreal
The Facultede l'amenagementwas founded in 1968 by Dean GuyDesbaratsfrom the
merging of the School of Architectureand the Institute of City Planning. The latter had been
founded in 1961, deliveringa professional Master'sdegree, whereas the former, with a Bachelor
as professional degree, had been transfered from the Ecoledes Beaux-Artsto the Universityin
1964. The Facultynow includes five departments at the professional level : Industrial Design,
Interior Design,Architecture, Urbanism,LandscapeArchitecture (Fig. 1). The PhDis a
facultary, non-departementalized, academic program.

Fig. 1: Structure of the Facultyof Amenagement

PROFESSIONAL
DEGREES

B.I.D., 8. Des., M.
Arch., M. Urb.,

B.L.A.

(Foundationyear
of the program)

ACADEMIC
M.A. Sc.,
Ph.D.

Universityof MontrealAmenagment
Designand Planning of the Built Environment
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The foundingof the Facultycoincidedwith the creation of similar programsat the end
II

of the 60's in variouscountries, all havingin commonthe concept of environmental
design "1. Theword "amenagement is itself as ambiguousin Frenchas environment" in
II

II

English. Thetext describingthe newlyfounded programexplains :
Thisfaculty correspondsin name and, to a certain extent, in organization with the
many new faculties of environmentaldesign. It will be noted howeverthat the French
word II amenagement" impliesa broader sense of activity II to make liveable 11 than the
word 11 design 11• The content of the new faculty is intended to include elements of
environmentalstudies that reach beyondthe sense of the concept« design » as is
generallyunderstood.2
· The aims of the program,accordingto the same document,were :
1.

to further the integration of the disciplinesof« amenagement» and

thus

particularlyto prevent the partitioning of architecture, planning, and urban design.
2.

to organizenew areas of education in order to completethe bringing together of

the disciplinesof" amenagment", to establish strong relations with the numerous
feeder disciplinesin order to developspecializationwhile at the same time developing
multi-disciplinarygraduate and researchteams. 3
The origin of the idea of " environmentaldesign " or II amenagement" is to be found at
the Bauhaus,but it is unquestionablythe Hochschulefur Gestaltung(HfG)of Ulm,closedin
1968, and its slogan II Fromthe spoon to the city", which providedthe template for all these
programs.
The PhDprogramof the Universityof Montrealwas created the same year the Faculty
was founded, i.e. exactly30 years ago. Its current structure (Fig. 2) is the result of a
progressiveevolutionthrough varioussteps, the most important of which being the following:
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Fig. 2 : Courseof Studies in the Ph.DProgram

Epistemologyand Problematique

3 Seminars

(Setting of ResearchProblem)

12 er.

6 Semesters

ResearchMethodology

min.

(2 years)

ResearchStrategy
1 (or more)
concentration course

0000

QualifyingExam

9 Semesters

Research

48

Thesis

30 er.

er.

(3 years max.
full-time)

Total: 90 er.

1968:
1976-77 :

founding of the program
first explicit definition of the seminars :
1. methodology
2. planning theory
3. research strategies

1980

new definition of core seminars :
1. epistemologyof action sciences
2. methodologyof social sciences
3. research strategies

1992

renewed-descriptionof core seminars :
1. theory, practice and problematiquesof space and intervention
2. methodologyof social sciences
3. research strategies

1998:

current definition of core seminars :
1. epistemologyof amenagementand problematique(setting of research problem)
2. methodologyof social sciences and theories of amenagement
3. research strategies
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The first graduation took place in 1972, and 65 students have graduated ever since with
a sharp increase at the end of the 80's (see Fig. 3 for other students data). 61 students are
currentlyenrolled in the program.

Fig. 3 : Students Data
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Three main stages must be distinguishedin the evolution of the profile and the
definition of the program,correspondingeach to a different scientific status of the discipline
of amenagementand, as it were, of design. Afterthe first exploratoryphase (1968-1976)
where students carried out their researchin the frameworkof an individualarrangement with
their supervisor,along a kind of custom-made,one-to-one arrangement and program,there
followeda second phase (1977-1992)in shich some more visible academiccredibilityand
scientific status were sought for the discipline. The modelto be followedwas that of the social
sciences, design practice being consideredsomehowas applied social science. Accordingto
such a model, students were required(implicitelybut sometimes~xplicitely)to forswear,so to
speak, their professionalbackground(designer, architect, planner, etc.) and to leave their
practicioner'scoat in the cloakroom,in order to put on the white coat of the scientist, since
they were now entering the laboratoryof science. In other words,there was no roomfor the
design project in such a PhDprogram,for fear of non-scientificity. Science,they were told, has
to do with general problemsand statements, whereas design only deals with local ones. This
situation put a heavy load on the students' shoulders, since they had to struggle their way
through the theory, epistemology,and methodologyof the social sciences, which were quite
foreign to most of them. As a result, the research projects carried out under the label of
11

amenagement" were, at best, a good mimickingof social science research.
Such a heavyemphasison theory was believedto be necessaryto gain an academic

status equivalent to the other disciplines.atthe University. It Leaved,however,some important
. questions unanswered,like : Whatis the place of practice, of design, in other words of what is
specificto amenagement,in such a status? Is the model of " applied science II good enough to
supplya sound theoretical and epistemologicalfoundation to our discipline and, for that
matter, to any professionaldiscipline (medicine,law, engineering, etc.)? Should we not
question the model of applied science, after having discardedthat of " applied art " which we
also inherited from the 19th century? Such questions, and manyothers, put the Facultyin
search of a more germaneepistemologicalstatus. This correspondsto the third phase of its
development(1993- ? ) Wefeel now confident enough to claim and establish the
epistemologicaland methodologicalspecificityand originalityof our discipline. Witness,
among others, the new definition appearing on our web site, where the idea of design as a
practice aimed at the meeting of users' needs {a more than traditional definition) is replaced
by the idea of design as a practice providinga milieuenhancing humankind'sfulfilment.
Beforewe characterizein more details this third phase, let us comment brieflysome further
data describingthe program.
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Geographicaland national origins of students are diverse (44% Canadians),with an
expected increase from French-speakingSouth-EastAsiaand Africain the comingyears (Fig. 3).
The numberof graduates has increased consistently, especiallysince the beginning of the 9O's.
Mostfull-time students need 5 years from first year to graduation (30% of total), but part-time
students' stay may go up to 9 years. This somewhat problemeticsituation might be solved
partiallywith the adoption of the project-groundedmethodologyin research (see below and
footnote 13}.
The professionalbackgroundsof both research supervisorsand students reveal a wide

"'

spectrum of disciplines,where architecture and city planning still occupyabout a third of the
total (Fig. 4). In-breeding ratios are relativelylow, an indication of the academic and
geographicopening of the program.

Fig. 4 : Professional/Academicbackgroundsof Facultyand Students
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The PhDtopics mainly reflect the personal research projects and implication of the
supervisors, who represent 50% of the total faculty membersamong which, not so long ago,
PhDdegrees were still an exception (currently, 34% of the 53 full-time faculty members and,
among them, 55% of the 29 acting supervisorshold a PhD). As to the list of topics (Fig. 5), it
is a little misleading, if one wants to appreciate the specificity mentioned earlier. For that
purpose, it is better to look at the various types of research questions (Fig. 6), where the
epistemologicalpostures and the underlyingtheoretical assumptions are easier to read.

Fig. 5: Main Ph.DTopics
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Fig. 6 : Types of ResearchQuestions
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The Epistemologicaland MethodologicalPrinciplesof DesignResearch
Epistemology(or Theoryof knowledge)
The main question one will address when designing a doctoral education in design is
the following: what is the place of practice, i.e. of the design project in a research project in
design? As a matter of fact, some existing programsgive it such an importance that the PhDis
nothing else and more than a long, sophisticated, complex,and all-embracing design project:4.
Others consider that design research and design practice are two distinct entities. The second
phase of our faculty is an example of this second conception.
The first alternative yields little if any explicit theoretical output, usually, even if there
is indeed a lot of research involved. The corresponding model is research and development (R
& D) or, in ChristopherFrayling'scategories, researchfor designs. Its implicit epistemology of

design is design as applied science. Its theoretical core is foreign to design, since it depends
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on the so-calledfundamental sciences (mechanics,ergonomics,etc.) which happen to be
applied.
The second alternative is mainlytheory-oriented, and may often be very relevant to
II

II

design practice (again in an applied science pattern), although it brings little or no
contributionto a theory of design. Its critical aspect is characteristicsof the field of " design
studies ", and ChristopherFraylingcalls it researchinto design (researchabout design is also
used sometimes). 6
But there is room for a third alternative which, accordingto one speaker during the
conference, 11 is currently emerging ". This alternative, named researchthroughdesign by
Frayling(sometimesalso called research by design), conciliates theory and practice. Such
research helps build a genuine theory of design by adopting an epistemologicalposture more
consonant with what is specificto design : the project.7
The PhDprogramof the Universityof Montrealadopted, for its third phase, this last
alternative. The relationship established between theory and practice is such that, as my
colleagueAlainMedamputs it,

11

the word on the deed is affected by the deed; and the deed, in

return, affected by the word ".8 The best image to illustrate this complexdialectical
relationshipis a Mobiusribbon where theory and practice wouldbe constantly chasing each
other without ever knowingwhich is first or last and which is in or out. The epistemological
figure is that of embedded,implicated,engaged(in the Sartrian sense), situated (again in
the Sartrian or Situationist sense) theory. Situated in what? In the project, of course9.
A thorough argumentation and validation of our epistemologicalmodel is well beyond
the scope of this paper. Actually,it constitutes the very content of a weekly3-hour PhD
seminar of one semester. Fora quick but somewhat pedantic view, let us say that it origins in
the mergingof two different streams , one correspondingto the

II

Ph 11, the other to the

II

D 11

of PhD. The " D " stream flows both in the Americanpragmatist tradition, with HerbertSimon
and DonaldSchon as two of its main contemporaryinterpreters, and in the French
constructivist{or constructionist)tradition, with Jean-Louis LeMoigneas its most remarkable
front-rider.10 The " Ph stream flowsin the Landscapeof hermeneutics (Paul Ricoeurand
II

Hans-GeorgGadamer),with a strong influence of Pierre Harlot'smore than convincing
interpretation of classical philosophy.11
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The foll.owing
considerationsare necessaryto introduceand understandwhatis meant
here by " situated theory •. The purposeof science,in the classicalsense as inheritedfromthe
19th century,is to producetrue statements about the world. Beingtrue, these statements,
usuallyin the formof scientificlaws, theorems,and theorie$,are also universal. It is a widely
sharedbeliefin the scientificcommunitythat to reach such truth, one must obsetvethe world
in an objectivemanner. Objectivityis a quality,a virtue, highlypraisedby scientists. Onlyan
observerwhois able to distancehim/herselffromthe object underinquhy. so that all such
observers becomeinterchangeable,has a chance to reach objectivity,and therefore,scientific
truth. Aslittle as possiblemustthe inner worldof the observerinterferewith the outer world
whichis observed(Fig.7a). Suchis the ideal of modemoccidentalmankind(sincethe
Renaissance)in its quest for 1.1ltimate
truth about the world.

fig, 7 ; Relatignsbios
betweenObject
andSubjectin

ClassicalScience (a) and in Post-Classical
Science (!1+ c}

a

b

C

Theabovepicture, whichfor obviousreasonsI havedrawnin verycoarse Linesand
withoutshadesor colors,has been stronglycontested duringthe 2(f' century. Many
epistemologicaland methodologicalobstaclestestify that the ideal is somewhatunattainable.
since onlyin veryrestricted and controlledcase.sthere exist adequateconditionsallowingan
objectiveobservationof the pnenomenonunderinquiry,without loosingsome of "it$ essential
aspects. Hence,for example,objectivityis not onlyimpossible,but also undesirable,in most
of the humanand socialsciencesfor. it is argued, only total humanbeings can understand
h_umanphenomena. Moregenerally.it has been proven that complexphenomena cannotbe
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reducedto objective propertieswithout loosing preciselywhat is their most important
characteristic : their complexity. In all these cases, the fundamentalepistemologicalattitude
that is n.eededis radicallydifferent fromthe precedingone : the inner worldof the subject
must approachthe outer worldand its complexityin such a waythat it dissolves,so to speak,
in it, and that it becomestransparent to it. The gesture is one of empathy, not of
distanciation. Knowledgeis gained fromthe inside, by a kind of participationto the "
personnality11 of the phenomenon. Truthis not extracted from the phenomenonthrough a
carefullydesigned experimentalprocedure,but truth is given time to reveal itself after a careful
preparation of the experimenter. Actually,the measuringinstrument is, in this case, the
observerhim/herself, with all his/her humanness,with all his/her anthropologicaldepth. The
preparationjust mentionedrequiresthat the ego of the experimenterbe dissolved,before the I
(i.e. the anthropologicalcore) may experiencethe truth of the phenomenon,otherwiseone
only observesthe projectionof the ego upon the outer worldwold (Fig. 7b).
Oneof the great riddles of human knowledgelies in this last observation : the progress
into knowledgeis tightly bound to a prerequisiteprogressinto morality,since, after all, this is
exactly what the dissolutionof one's ego is about. Thisis where we rejoin with Pierre Hadot,
who made perfectlyclear that progressinto philosophicalknowledgeis unthinkable without
virtue. The kind of truth attained in this case is quite different in character, in quality, in
validity, and indeed in fecundity,than the objectivetruth aimed at by classicalscience. In a
formerarticle, I have written that " the criteria for choice in design do not arise, as in science,
· from truth, [since] a [design] solution is never true or false 11_12 Thisis right if objective, 11
scientific " truth is considered. But if we mean by II truth " the anthropologicaltruth sketched
out above, then my statement must be revisedin this light. It is not the place, nor the time,
to discussfurther the relationshipbetween knowledgeand morality. But Letus be convinced,
temporarily,by Pierre Hadot'sdemonstrationin the field of philosophy,and let us come back to
design research. Undersuch circumstances(i.e. if knowledgedoes increases with virtue), a
singularlynew light is shed upon the design project and, more generally,on design practice in
its relationshipto design research. Forit is well known(see Aristotle,for example)that only
through practice can one becomemorevirtuous. Hence,the design project becomesnecessary
for research, and onlythroughdesign can design knowledgebuild up. 13
But there is a last step in this knowledgeprocess, which has to do with the validation
and communicationof the truth that has been thus discovered. Forthis purpose, it is
necessaryto step back again fromthe experience,i.e. from the object (Fig. 7c), in order to
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II

II

carryout the conversational activity necessaryboth for validation and communication. This
distinction between the stage of insight (7b) and the stage of validation (7c) is essential. The
discursive/dialecticalcharacter of knowledgeacquisitionand construction, a now widely
accepted fundamental modelof constructivismin psychology,is only partly applicableto the
whole process. The back-and-forthmovementbetween the two stages (7b and c) must be
repeated in order to stabilize the truth, especiallyif the latter is to be used as a diagnosis and
point of departure for further action.

Methodology
The methodologicalaspect of our research process derives almost logicallyfrom the
above epistemologicalconsiderations. Andthat is the wayit should be. The current interest
for qualitative methodologiesand frenzyfor methodologicalissues are bound to remain
somewhathopeless if not precededby a sound epistemologicaltune up.14 The reasons for
II

II

calling our research method project-groundedresearch becomesself evident here. 15 This
method is a kind of hybridbetween action research and grounded theory research, but at the
same time it reaches beyondthose methods, in the sense that our researchersin design are
valued both for their academicand professionalexpertise, whichis not the case even in the
most engaged action researchsituations. 16 Since the method has been described elsewhere,
let mejust sum up its main characteristics. Oncethe student has constructed the

problematiqueof the research project, i.e. once the research problemhas been adequately set
and the research questions formulated,the student is expected to find a real design team and
project where the reflection can be stimulated and nourished. Onlyin the field of a project, we
believe, will the student be able to refine the construction of the initial problematiqueand to
reformulatethe main research questions adequately. This back-and-forthprocess, which we
have already encountered above, is central to the research process. Allour research objects
being by definition complexentities, we also recognizehere the process of complexsystems
modelling. However,although the importance of the design project needs to be recognizedin
project-groundedresearch,it should never becomethe central purpose of the research project,
otherwisewe fall backinto R & D. Therefore,the design project and its output find their place
in the annex of the dissertation, since practice is only a support for research (a means, not an
end), the main product of whichshould remain design knowledge.
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Conclusions:The Contributionof DesignKnowledgeto GeneralKnowledge
This paper describedhow, after 30 years of existence, the Facultede l'amenagement
(Facultyof the Planningand Designof the Built Environment)of the Universityof Montrealhas
reached a point where its doctoral programfeels confident enough to claim an original,
specific, and indeed rigorousepistemologicaland methodologicalbase. Fromthis well
established foundation, the philosophyand theory of which have been outlined briefly,our
programis now capable of contributingto a strong theory of design that will enrich the corpus
of currentlygrowingdesign knowledge,on one hand, and to a more responsibledesign
practice, on the other.
Whileremainingcautious, this confidenceallowsus to transfer our knowledgeinto
other disciplinesin variousways. 17 Indeed, the project-groundedmethodologyis a model
formalenough to be valid for any professionaldiscipline. As to the epistemologicalbasis
constituted by dynamicsystemstheory, it has already provenits transdisciplinarity(our
librariansstill don't knowwhich libraryshould subscribeto systemstheory journals!) and its
fecundityfor both researchand practice. Finally,although the differencebetween objective
truth and what I called anthropologicaltruth is well knownin philosophyand, to some extend
by some theoreticians in the human and social sciences,its bearing on practice is far from
being recognizedand, as it were, valorized. Yet, its coherencewith the two other aspects
mentionedabove is difficultto challenge.
Morespecifically,we have had the opportunityto appreciate and even validate the
transferabilityof our design knowledgeto such disciplinesas social medicine,education
science, social work,and applied ethics. Whatis interesting to note, is that most of the other
professionaldisciplinesare currentlyalso struggling with similar epistemologicaland
methodologicalissues, although the identy crisis witnessedin the design field seems more
acute than elsewhere. The lesson I woulddrawfrom these few exemplesis that we, as
participantsto this conferenceand spokespersonsfor the design field, should be careful not to
withdrawourselvesin a too autistic manner unto our own field as if we were attending some
hoplesslyill patient, but instead to proactivelyseek dialogue with the other professional
disciplinesand their correspondingdoctoral programs. Then it is advisable not to leave the
inquiryinto the relationshipof knowledgeto action (or theory to practice) in the hands of
theoretical disciplinesof all kinds any longer. Thisinquiry, with all its social and ethical
import, has to be reappropriatedby the practitionersthemselvesin a gesture of sovereignty
and responsibility.
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Notes
1. Fora comparativestudy of nine such programs,including in the U.S.those of the

Universityof California(Berkeleyand LosAngeles},and of HarvardUniversity
(Cambridge},see Connection,a journal published by the GSD(Harvard),V, 2 & 3,
Winter-Spring1968, special issue on " EnvironmentalDesignEducation". In a previous
issue of the same journal, DonaldWatsondescribesthe concept of environmental
design in his programmaticarticle " WorkingPapers : The Study of the Environment",

Connection,Spring 1962, n.p. {14 p.).
Thefounder of our Faculty,GuyDesbarats,has explained his concept in the following
article: "The DesignProfessions11, TheBusinessQuarterly,38, 1, Spring 1973, p. 58-64.
The most important sources of inspiration were, accordingto him : 1. the so-called "
RosensteinReport " by Allen B. Rosenstein: " A study of a Professionand Professional
Education,Final Publicationand Recommendationsof the EducationalDevelopment
Program11, UCLADepartmentof Engineering,Dec. 1968; 2. M.W.Lifsonand M.B. Kline,
" Design: the Essenceof Engineering11, UCLADepartmentof Engineering,April1968; 3.
HerbertA. Simon, TheSdencesof the Artifidal,MIT Press, 1969.
2. Jules Auger, 11 Universitede Montreal", Connection,
V, 2 & 3, Winter-Spring1968,

pp. 7-13.
3. Ibid, p. 11.

4. See for example H.M.Trum,11 EindhovenSchoolfor TechnologicalDesign. Design
Educationand DesignResearch", in R.M.Oxmanet al., DesignResearchin the

Netherlands,EindhovenUniversityof Technology,1995, p. 1-15.
5. In his seminal text, ChristopherFraylingdistinguishes 3 categories of art and design
research (Researchin Art and Design,1, 1, 1993/4, RoyalCollegeof Art ResearchPaper
#1), namely : researchfor, into, and through art and design.
6. A long-time advocate of design studies is VictorMargolin. See, for example, " The
MultipleTasksof DesignResearch", in Pia Strandman (ed.), Noguru, NoMethod?

Discussion
on Art and DesignResearch,Helsinki,UIAH,1998, p. 43-47.
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7. This theory of design I call strongtheoryas opposed to the weak theory of the
second alternative and the no theory of the first J. Smiers, A. Findeli, H. Boekraad,

TheNewAcademy.UnitingVisualIntelligencewith Ethicsand Research(provisionaltitle),
forthcoming, (1998).
8. Alain Medam,Complexite
des complexionsurbaines,Montreal, Faculte de

l'amenagement, ResearchPapersSeries, 1997, followedby an essay by A. Findeli: "
L'homeopathieurbaine d'AlainMedam11.
9. I have argumented the relevance and necessity of this epistemologicalfigure on
both historical and methodologicalgrounds in " WillDesign EverBecomea Science ?
Epistemologicaland MethodologicalIssues in Design Research, Followedby a
Proposition ", in Pia Strandman (ed.), No Guru,No Method?Discussionon Art and Design

Research,Helsinki,UIAH,1998, p. 63-69.
10. Whereasthe names of Simonand Schon are widely knownin the Americandesign
circles, LeMoigneis little knownin the U.S. He is the Frenchtranslator (1975) of The

Sdences of the Artifidal, and his impressivetheoretical edifice rests, according to his
own intellectual autobiography, on the trio Jean Piaget-HerbertSimon-EdgarMorin.
Fora rather dense overviewand a comprehensivebibliography,see DarekM. Eriksson,"
A Principal Expositionof Jean-Louis LeMoigne'sSystemicTheory ", Cyberneticsand

HumanKnowing,4, 2-3, 1977, p. 35-77.
11. Ricoeurand Gadamerneed no introduction, whereas Hadot, whose influence on
MichelFoucaultis no more a secret, is more discreet. ArnoldI. Davidsonintroduced
him to the English-speakingcommunityin " Spiritual Exercisesand Ancient Philosophy

Inquiry, 16, Spring 1990, p. 475-82. His
: an Introduction to Pierre Hadot ", Critical
most famous book has been translated as Philosophyas a Wayof Life, Oxford,Blackwell,
1995.
12. A. Findeli, " Ethics, Aesthetics, and Design", DesignIssues, 10, 2, Summer1994, p. 61.
13. One may feel that this rather metaphysicalargumentation is lacking rigor,
persuasiveness,or even seriousness. If this is the case, please refer to my text
mentioned in footnote 9, where I have argumented the necessity to include practice
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into research on both methodologicaland epistemologicalgrounds. To these, I may
add that researchthrough design is also advisableon economicalgrounds : students
willfind in the design project associated to their research some welcomefinancial
ressourcesto survivedecently through their PhD!
14. Methodologicalissues in design research are addressed morespecificallyin a
forthcoming(1999) special issue of DesignIssues.
15. Again,see footnote 9 for a more detailed introduction and description of the
method.
16. Foraction research, see for instance ErnestT. Stringer, ActionResearch: a

Handbook
for Practitioners,
ThousandOaks,Sage, 1996, or Peter Reason(ed.), Human
Inquiryin Action,London,Sage Publications,1988. Forgroundedtheory, see the
original treatise by its founders, B. Glaserand A. Strauss, TheDiscovery
of Grounded
Theory.Strategiesfor QualitativeResearch,Chicago,Oldine, 1967. Fora tightly
argumentedjustification of idiographicmethodsin research, one may consult the
followingarticle, wherethe relationships between epistemology(theory of knowledge),
methodology(theory of method and research strategy), and method are clearly
emphasizedand articulated. S.A. Cropper, Theoryand strategy in the study of
planning processes- the uses of the case study", Environment
and PlanningB, 9, 1982,
p. 341-57.
11

17. The pioneeringworkof HerbertSimonis indeed one of the first decisivesteps into
the direction of interdisciplinarity. The researchcarried out by the late DonaldSchonis
another exampleof the possiblecontribution of design to the understanding of other
disciplines,and therefore, to interdisciplinarity. TruetransdisciplinarityI have
II

encountered repeatedlyin Jean-Louis LeMoigne's EuropeanProgramfor the Modelling
of Complexity11 (newsletter at www.mygale.org/09/mcxapc
and in the publicationsof
its members.
For his part, RanulphGlanvillehas been argumentingthe possible contribution of
design to researchin other disciplinesin a rather radical wayfor some years now. Very
brieflystated, he claimsthat scientific researchis carried out the way design is, and
that a research processis no more than a particular case of the design process.
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Therefore, he says, all scientific researchers would be better off studying design. See "
WhyDesign Research ", in R. Jacques and J. Powell(eds), Design.Sdence. Method,
Guildford,WestburyHouse, 1980, p. 86-94; and " Re-SearchingDesign Research. Why
not Research Design?", DesignIssues, forthcoming special issue on Research
Methodology,1999.
Finallythe comparativestudy by CharlesOwenof the " differences in measures " (and
in logics) of various academic domains is a fine example of where inter- and
transdisciplinary work could lead. See" Design research : building the knowledgebase
11
,

DesignStudfos,19, 1, 1998, p. 9-20. See also, in the same issue, John ChrisJones'

contribution, 11 PhDresearch in design ".
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Subject : Design: Growinga KnowledgeBase
Sharon Helmer Poggenpohl
Illinois Institute of Technology

Abstract
Likeningitself to a synthetic enterprise, design has for years borrowedtheory,
method and idea from other disciplines. Not surprisingly, Design as a knowledgedomain is
invisible, dispersed within other classifications. This article argues that the time is ripe to
work toward a subject literature for Design and examines some complementary needs such
as the need for a standardized vocabulary and a collaborative site for assembling the
knowledgebase for the domain: Design. Using a library science subject literature model, the
task of developing a knowledge base for design is explored. Concerns relating to design
research, whether the search is outward, connecting to other disciplines, or inward,
searching out design's core ideas are discussed, as well as the problem of examining
practice, method, and theory in various combinations. Concernsrelating to the building of a
design research culture are examined, including impediments to such a culture and resources
that will help in its construction. The conclusion calls for a collaborative effort, listing
practical first-steps on a local and global level.

A Problem- Finding Design
Invisible. Designas ari information classification is invisible. And this is a significant
problem for those of us, faculty and doctoral student alike, engaged in research. The
material we seek - the material we intend to build upon - is dispersed and difficult to
find. There is no Libraryof Congress (LC)classification: Design. The sub-category Industrial
Design can be found in the LCclassification system under Technology,while GraphicDesign
can be found under Art. At a time when the edges between these two sub-categories are
increasingly blurred and information developed for one of them may be informative for the
other, they cannot be found within a contiguous information space. Design, as an appendage
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to other dominant classifications, has its invisibilityensured. Further, Design,as a discipline,
can hardly be said to exist. There is no formal discipline without a recognized classification.
Mydistinguished colleague CharlesOwenstated in a recent article in DesignStudies:
"Designis not science, and it is not art - or any other discipline. It has its own purposes,
values, measures and procedures. These become evident through comparisons, but they
have not been extensivelyinvestigated, formalized,codified or even thought much about in
literature created for the field."1
Pursuing the problem of classificationand terminologyfurther - we seem unable to
agree on terms and this compoundsthe problemof classification even further. Design
programs have adopted names that reflect their own particular biase. The Getty Trust has
supported the development of TheArt & ArchitectureThesaurus(AAT)which is a
comprehensive,controlled vocabularyconsisting of 120,000 terms.2 The goal of this
thesaurus is "to improve access to cultural heritage information in the global networked
environment." Built on concensus within the art and architecture community,it is a data
value standard in the documentation (cataloging, indexing, and description) of information
and provides consistent access points and language for a subject area. The AATis a system
in which the descriptors are graphicallydisplayedto show their genus-species .relationships,
equivalencyrelationships, and associative relationships which reveal related terms. I
couldn't resist searching for some of our terms within the Thesaurus. I found no match for:
. product design, information design, communicationdesign or design planning. I found a
match for graphic and industrial design, participatory design, green design, and
environmental design. Under the Thesaurus'disciplines hierarchy where Design can be found,
the subcategories include: costume, fashion, graphic, industrial, interior, interior decoration,
paper engineering, participatory, and theater design. Rememberthat this is an Art and
Architecture classification system, not a Designclassification.

A Solution - Or a Directionfor Investigation
Whereis Design?This is a fundamental problem for us. It is one we must address.
We need to invent a site and collaborativelydevelop it by sharing design research. This is
not just a documentary or archival site, but a living, interactive resource. A model for such
an enterprise is the UCBerkeleyElectronicEnvironmentalLibraryProject funded by the
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NSF/NASA/ARPA
Digital LibrariesInitiative.3 "The goal is to develop a massive, distributed,
electronic work-centeredlibrary of environmentalinformation containing text, images, maps,
numeric datasets, and hypertextual, multimediacomposite documents to support actual
environmental planning decisions by means of a coherent, content-based view of a diverse
distributed collection which will scale to very large collections and large numbers of clients
and servers, and improved data acquisition technology." Their largest goal is to improve
understanding of the use of informationfor complexcognitive work - they call this "sensemaking."
The research on which this project focuses is:
• new paradigmsof user-systeminteraction
• fully automated indexing and intelligent retrieval
• data base technology to support electronic library applications
• a more effective protocol for client/server information retrieval
• a communication-theoreticapproach to document analysis
• compressionand communicationfor remote browsing
• innovative approaches to analysis of images
• new methods of user needs assessment and evaluation4
What design needs is a site that is research-basedin a double sense. As we develop
design research, rather than have it buried within other categories, let it reside openly,
contributing to the building of a Designsite. Let the site itself develop and adapt based on
user research and study of the use of the site itself. As an emerging information system,
issues of sense-making are paramount: what is the content, how is it arranged, what are the
methods for search, what is the interface and in what ways is the information represented.
This returns us to the idea of a standardized vocabulary.Standards are the basis for
sharing information, they ensure consistent input and retrieval, they help to ensure that the
searcher's inquiry will yield all potentially useful information in a database. There are three
forms of standard: technical, yielding identical results; conventions, accomodatingsome
local variation and yielding similar , but not necessarilyidentical results; and guidelines,
serving as criteria against which to prepare information. The Getty Art HistoryInformation
Programstates clearly the need for standards: "Probablythe most compelling reason for
using standards is protecting the long-termvalue of data. The largest investment in building
a database is not the cost of hardwareand software, or the consultant, system analyst, or
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programmer;it is the cost of assemblingthe data and the time required to enter them into a
system. All technology will change eventually, and sooner or later systems will need to be
upgraded or the data movedto different hardware and software. Data standards not only
ensure that a database is internally consistent so that it can be managed effectively, but
also permit data to be formatted and stored so they are easier to 'export' to other
systems."5
There are national and international standards organizations, but given the fact that
there is not even a Libraryof Congressclassification: Design, no one will be much interested
in workingto standardize access to an invisible discipline. Neverthelessstandards adopted
o~ a Designsite must be aligned with and monitored against international standards.

Finding Design:classificatfonor controlled vocabulary

Developinga classification system for design must consider: purpose, relevant theory
and method, general and special approaches to design topics, methods to divide design
knowledge,principlesfor defining classes and the degree of detail necessary. Also a
consideration of who creates design knowledge,who classifies it, who searches for and uses
it must be accounted for within any system. These are not trivial issues. Muchto my
surprise in a fairly cursory look at approaches to classification, I found that the American
· and Europeanperspectives on this diverge. Americansseparate classification and cataloging
with catalog entries providingmultiple points of entry to classification, while Europeanslook
for a more holistic philosophicalfoundation for classificationschemes.
Compoundingwhat we know will be a difficult determination regarding design
classification, one librarian observes: "As information systems move toward greater
automation, dynamicclassificationsystems can present documents classified with the
particular user in mind."6 Conceptsof synergetic or selforganizationfrom various viewpoints,
increase and rarify the problemof classification. "Advancedunderstanding of modeling
appears as a challenge and a chance for the future of dynamic, learning classification
systems, which will evolve together with the systems they represent, the environment and
the user."7 This reinforces the need to carefully consider the user's perspective even though
our disciplinaryuncertainty might lead us to desire something like a neat botanical
taxonomyin which the rules for classification are observable and orderly.
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Yet another complicationis that the body of knowledgeavailable through a subject
literature, howeverit might be organized, is not benign. It functions to constrain or foster
certain paradigms, styles of inquiry, even fashions in explication such as language, diagram
or other visual presentational use. The difficulty is to avoid a kind of tribalism or ingroup
partnership that in the end inhibits discovery.
Returning to the problem of classification, few librarians like the Libraryof Congress
system, some like Dewey,and much to my surprise, there are many ideosyncratic systems
in use worldwide.I am reminded here of Michel Foucault's preface to The Orderof Thingsin
which he mentions "a 'certain Chineseencyclopedia'in which it is written that animals are
divided into: (a) belonging to the Emperor,(b) embalmed, (c) tame, (d) sucking pigs, (e)
sirens, (f) fabulous, (g) stray dogs, (h) included in the present classification, (I) frenzied,
(j) innumerable, (k) drawn with a very fine camelhair brush, (l) et cetera, (m) having just

broken the water pitcher, (n) that from a long way off look like flies."8 In searching out
information we all stutter and stammer through such oddments as we try to hone in on our
research quarry.
A librarian who recently organized a specialized architecture library, said that the
classification system was unimportant - whatever was the prevalent system should be used
as the cost to reclassify is, in her judgment, a waste. What is important is an access system,
which brings us back to a controlled vocabulary. It does seem more productive to search for
concensus within the design communityfor definitions of terms and their equivalencies as
well as associated terms rather than for concensus on a more tightly interwoven and
exclusive classification system.
All this has been by way of recognizing a fundamental problem and exploring the
issues that swirl around its structural resolution. Nowto move to the core enterprise growing a design knowledgebase.
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DevelopingDesign Knowledge

Orientation:outwardor inward
Becausedesign is a synthetic enterprise, it is important to consider what constitutes
its core knowledgeand what links it to other disciplines. This suggests a distinction in
orientation - an opportunity to look either outward or inward.
Outward- what can be borrowedand/or adapted from other disciplines·to better
understand design? Designhas a history of looking beyond its borders for insight into
a~alysis, process or perspective. For exa!llple,it has been a significant appropriator of social
science methods without questioning the presumptions and struggles of the social sciences
themselves with regard to whether their results are generalizable or valid. If we look
outward to borrow from other disciplines, we need to become not only knowledgeableabout
the context from which the model or technique is drawn, but sensitive to differences in
design's purpose and use of the model or technique. This means the model may need a
translation or modificationso that it worksfluidly within the context of design. It may also
mean that results from use of the technique may be limited to the context or situation under
consideration.
Inward - how can design be revealed and codified in terms of its unique properties?
· Curiously,as teachers, researchers, and practitioners, we often overlook the defining
properties of design as they are so much a part of how we view the world and create
artifacts. Lookinginward forces us to identify design's characteristics by viewingthe field as
an outsider might. This includes big issues such as: examining varieties of design process including top-down and bottom-up models, methods of synthesis, methods of information
management, feedback strategies, iteration and assessment, the nature of various kinds of
prototypes and when to use them; the economicties between design-production-distributionuse from a design perspective; the relationship between design and technology; the
developmentof computer-basedtools to assist analysis and the making of design decisions;
and much more.
At a smaller scale, looking inward might include examination of navigation problems
or the relationship between design systems and user choice. Or at an even finer scale, there
are the problems of typography on the screen, other methods for orientation to information
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than the codex, alphabetization or indices, or the problemsof reliably and efficiently storing
and retrieving images.
Getting a fix on where we are in the design research space is necessary to
developingconfidence in our search. This reminds us of the problemof classification and
terminologydiscussed earlier in this paper. As individual researchers identify their questions
and the scale at which they will work, they will organicallycontribute to building a map of
the field. An artificiallyimposed hierarchy may do more harm than good at this time as it
directs attention to the commonlyknown and may inadvertently filter out Largesections of
investigation. Furthermore,it creates an illusion that the field of design is already developed
and on its way to having a substantial base of research, analytical record of excellent
practice, or investment in theory or method. Let me be clear, we are not at ground zero, but
we are at the early stages of building the knowledgebase for a discipline of design.

Practice,theoryor method- fn concert
It is, of course, not productiveto consider practice, theory, or method in isolation as
they are interrelated. Practice without theory or method is not only inefficient and chaotic,
but myopicas well. Theorywithout method or practice is too abstract, perhaps even
pedantic. And method without an underpinningtheory is mysticism,while method without
practice is meaningless.
Practice - practice is where fundamental questions can be identified. The lack of
respect within the field for higher education (too many designers still see themselves as
self-taught) means that practice is feeding on itself as mediated by trade organizations and
their internal, self-serving media rather than coordinating with research. This disconnect
signals an immature field - practice feeds on practice.
Doctoralresearch might analyze practice to try to identify areas of change,
opportunity, or misfit within the everydaylife of design. By looking across practice
analyticallyand criticallyto synthesize patterns of design action or identify shortcomingsin
process, new research and development opportunities can be identified.
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Theory- develop theory and subject to practical demonstration and assessment. For
theory to be taken seriously by designers at large, it needs to inform practice. For theory to
be taken seriously by·anyone, it needs to be demonstrably useful. Theory lays bare the
structures and principles with which the designer operates.
Method - develop methods that mediate between theory and practice; subject
methods to demonstration and assessment, acknowledgelimitations. At this time in design's
development, there are probably more methods than understandable theory. This may be
symptomatic of a hunger for more rigor and reliability in design practice. It may also reflect
a growing performance pressure which subjects design to more rigorous evaluation.
What is important is to recognizethe inter-relationships between practice, theory,
and method, to move from one to another, and by changing context within this triad
progressivelyand iteratively, to improve understan,<iing(theory), performance (method),
and result (practice).

Buildinga CollaborativeDesign ResearchCulture
WhileI don't think we've reached a critical mass of willing and committed design
researchers, there are now more individuals and institutions engaged in design 'curiosity,' as
. well as the conscious development of design intelligence and discourse. The human energy
and insight that are brought to bear on developing research is essential. We are better
connected and more aware of each other than previously.We need to use these connections
to build what I starchily might call a communityof design scholars. This scholarly community
must be built locally within specific design departments and globally among the broader
communityof design. Withinboth the local and the global it is essential to obtain honest
criticism, to seek and identify experts, to credit those who assist us, to develop more
thorough research techniques, and to acknowledgethe limitations of our knowledgeand
understanding.
It would be a mistake at this time to ignore serious impediments to building a

collaborative design research culture. Amongthese impediments are two significantly related
pairs. The first is a lack of sophisticated understanding of how to frame and organize
original research. Related to this is a lack of funding for sustained work - design has a
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poor track record in research funding. I suspect the lack of research funding is a complex
problemthat involves both poor framing and organization and the general invisibility of
design discussed at the beginning of this paper. The second pair is a lack of focus within
institutions regarding programsand research and their possible inter-relationships. Relatedto
this is the quick turn-around mentality and pursuit of trends rather than fundmental
questions that characterize much design.
What is needed to sustain the building of a knowledgebase? A scholarlycommunity,
i.e., doctoral students, their advisers and others who publish papers in appropriate journals
to which other scholars read and respond. Publicationis the most efficient means for sharing
ideas - publication builds discourse by providingshared understanding through agreed upon
issues, key resources, vocabulary, and presentation. Here argument and discussion of
varyingviewpoint find a forum, refocusingthe issues in a productive way.
What resources exist at this time? Existingcommunicationvehicles provide for a
variety of design discourse. Mosttend to the topical and have casual standards of reference,
if any. Theyfunction more as stimulation or entertainment than as a sharing of hard won

insight or idea. There are four primaryvehicles: the popular press, trade magazines,
scholarlyjournals, and listserves.
The popular press reports on design infrequently, usually in the context of
economics, technology, or fashion. It addresses a general reader and seldom is indepth. Its
focus is the practice of design.
Trade magazinessustain a professionalcommunity'sidentity through reporting on
trends, personalities, competitions, projects, and occasional historical or issue oriented
articles. These tend to have a journalistic orientation and lack any scholarly reference.
Either the author is writing off-the-cuff or has obvious but undisclosed research behind the
writing. In the first case, it is opinion which may nevertheless be useful or provocative,
while in the second case, the reader may desire to investigate more deeply, but lacks the
references to do so. The focus is largely practice with an occasional method or more
typically"how to" article.
Scholarlyjournals present carefullyresearched and argued articles that are peer
reviewedin a double blind prior to publication. (The author's and the reviewer'sidentity is
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withheld from each other promoting a more open and fair assessment of the work.)
Generallythe grounds for acceptance include: good research, a well constructed argument or
presentation, literate writing appropriate to the journal's' audience, and a contribution to the
field, i.e., the article breaks new ground, confirms or challenges existing research, or
presents an alternative argument or view to the prevailing one. Most scholarlyjournals,
even if interdisciplinary, have a particular focus. In general, they focus more on theory and
method than on practice.
Listservsare subscribable internet mailing lists in which participants generally share
a topic or interest. Participants can both post and receive information and search an index
for past listings. The reliability and quality of the information present on a listserv is
generally not verified.
Beyondpublications there are also physical resources that need to be considered and
used. Design has only recently begun to develop its particular sense of history. Museums,
for example, such as the Museumof ModernArt in NewYork,the Design Museumin London,
or the Stedelijk Museumin Amsterdam,have substantial design collections. Some rare book
libraries are expanding their communicationdesign holdings to include the archives of
designers both living and dead. In the United States, the research and organizational effort
of three institutions with substantial achival materials, CooperUnion, the RochesterInstitute
of Technology,and the Universityof Illinois in Chicago,joined forces and became a "design
, consortium." Their goal was to develop a standardized method to archive the visual results
of design activity. The method involved descriptive standards for primary materials9 and
uniform systems for access and retrieval of the digitized documents. Despite funding and a
well organized collaboration with appropriate consultants, over time the consortium
disbanded. One of the continuing benefits of the initial work is Roger Remington's
interdisciplinary, remote learning 20th CenturyInformation Design course which uses
hundreds of the images prepared for DesignArchiveOnline.10
Planning, the developmentof concensus on vocabularyand structure, and the
creation of robust and useful databases do not happen without time, funding, and diligent
attention. Growinga knowledgebase for design will take years. It cannot be productively
imposed from one mind, one organization, or university department for it needs to be a
genuinely collaborative and responsive development.11
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Conclusion:First Steps to Growinga KnowledgeBase
Collaboratively,we can address our collective need for recognition of a domain:
Design. But the domain will be the result of many individual and coordinated design research
actions. Amongpractical first-steps on a Locallevel are the following.
1) Doctoralprograms should identify the range of research interests in which they
will engage. There is a naive tendency for designers to tackle anything (problem,
question, interest, opportunity) that comes along. Any doctoral program that wants
recognition cannot seek it indiscriminantlyin every nook and cranny. What is needed
is a strategic vision that coordinates the resources of the parent institution, those of
the department, and authentic faculty interests and performance history. Advancing
design as a discipline through research, theory, and method should not be
approached willy-nilly.Significant research questions take time to develop and
answer. It is commonsenseto understand that we build on the work of others that we must first understand and evaluate the work already done. Some questions
or issues are difficult or dynamic or need to be cut down to size to make them
manageable. All this takes time. Doctoral programs need to develop a research plan
that articulates individual and group goals and a current understanding of how to
achieve them. This stands in contrast to the idea of occasional research or a
research program based opportunisticallyon funding.
A strong argument for a limited range of interests is that the faculty can more
efficiently coordinate their teaching and research. Teaching design is time-intensive, making
it essential for faculty to concentrate their attention and energy. Faculty must have both
backgroundand insight to share with the doctoral students who engage in their research
arena. Togetherthey are building deep intelligence and relying on each other for critique or
assistance.
2) Bibliographiesand research surveys should be publicly shared. Bibliographiesand
research surveys are the first steps to a deep investigation. Manyof us share
bibliographiesamong ourselves and certainly with our students, but few are ever
distributed through publication. (It strikes me as ironic that a bibliographyon design
methods developed over many years by my colleague Charles Owen was published
not in the United States but in Norway,by the NorwegianSchool of Management.)12
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Likewise,research surveys are generally not published as most journals (my own
included) view such initial spade work as necessarily derivative and nothing more
than a summary of existing work. I would encourage those of us engaged in
publishing to rethink this position as a thoughtful, well documented research survey
substantiates unfolding research opportunities and saves everyone time. Given our
difficulties in processing and sorting the existing deluge of information, sharing these
summaries becomes essential. The life of these summaries, whether two or five
years, will depend on the specific topic and its volatility. In pre-Gutenbergtimes,
the copying of manuscripts was a necessary scholarly pursuit which reduced time for
original research. Our current lack of research survey publication, which requires a.
reduplication of effort in scoping out the territory, is not unlike the handicap of
manuscript copying of earlier scholars. Publicationof bibliographies and research
surveys stake out a research territory and put the program from which they are
generated on to the design research map.
3) Faculty and doctoral students should publish workin appropriate vehicles.
Publishing work is an essential dimensionto research and doctoral study. In all of
the above, I have been presuming that the faculty themselves are engaged in
research and publication. Theyare not technically guiding the doctoral student, but
have experience with the content, the players, new developments in the field, and
critical related issues themselves.
4) Scholars should self-consciouslylocate themselves among those who have
addressed similar questions. This is the wellspringof discourse - shared knowledge
and criticism.
What is accomplished locally will effect us globally. On a global Levelwe have two
pressing needs:
1) Worktoward adoption of a controlled vocabularyfor Design. This requires a
vocabulary with shared meaning at the very least. Overtime, it could Leadto
modeling a new domain: Design.
2) Create a collaborative site that is about sharing and using design research,
perhaps modeled after the BerkeleyEnvironmentalLibrarymentioned earlier. Over
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time, the new domain Designwill be organized at this site. The site itself becomes
the argument for a new classification for Designwithin the library of Congressand
elsewhere.
The knowledge base we collaborativelydevelop becomes an instrument to mediate
between design practice and the development of theory and method. If we are able to
codify_knowledgein the domain of Design,we will create an authentic discipline of Design.
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of Doctoral Education

Work-based Learning and Doctoral Education in Design
Geoffrey Caban
University of Technology

Abstract
This paper will build on the approach to work-based learning at the University of
Technology, Sydney (UTS)to propose the development of strategic workplace research in
design through work-based learning doctoral programs. While traditional PhD programs have
focused on the building of theory, a requirement for a professional doctoral program has
been that it addresses demonstrably a key professional issue. UTShas already introduced
work-based learning programs at Masters level which involve three way partnerships
between the University, specific employers and groups of employees to provide learning
which links accredited university study to strategic workplace and career development
priorities.
In this paper I am looking at ways in which workplace research, through work-based
doctoral programs, can be used to further the strategic development of organisations and
professions and, in particular, how this can he applied to design. It is intended that a critical
appraisal of the proposal at the conference will help to develop an effective work-based
learning approach to design research, and that international partners for this approach may
be identified.

1.

INTRODUCTION
The development of meaningful doctoral programs in design is restricted currently by

the mindset which links all doctoral programs to the traditional PhD. Though the
development of professional doctorates in some universities has provided an alternative to
the traditional approach to doctoral education, existing professional doctorates still do not
satisfy the particular needs of design ..
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Work-based Learning offers the opportunity for an innovative approach to doctoral
education for design professionals and others, utilising knowledge based on design practice
and assisted by accreditation and approval processes which provide some encouragement for
a non-traditional approach. By linking collaborative research with flexible delivery and
assessment of learning, it provides a practice-based model of higher education suited to the
changing needs of the twenty first century.
In this presentation I intend to explain work-based learning, and why it has become
a priority for the University of Technology, Sydney (UTS). The paper will address a number
of related issues including the need for innovative approaches to research and doctoral
education in design, the difference between work-based learning and existing professional
doctorates, the application of work-based learning to doctorates in design, and approaches
to the setting of academic standards and quality assurance frameworks.

2.

WHATIS WORK-BASED
LEARNING?
A number of terms have been used for education which involves learning in the

workplace as well as the academy. Among these terms are pracUce-basedlearning,

cooperative education and work-basedlearning. Practice-based learning can be seen to
encompass all forms of learning which involve the workplace and the university in some
form of collaboration, whereas cooperative education and work-based learning have taken
on more specific meanings. UTShas developed over the years a strong reputation for its
cooperative education programs where employers collaborate with the university in part of
the learning process. Faculties have for many years been using professional practice and the
workplace as both a site of learning and as a source for making their current curriculum
more relevant. Examplesinclude the use of:
•

current workplace problems as a learning source,

•

practising professionals as lecturers,

•

a wide range of approaches to professional placement,

•

simulated workplace environments at the University,

•

workplace action research projects, subjects and learning contracts.
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I understand that in some countries including the United States, practice-based
learning exists as components of otherwise traditional courses. For example, at universities
such as Texas A & M, well developed cooperative education programmes exist in many
faculties, particularly in engineering.
The term work-basedlearning is used already in some UKuniversities, and more
recently at UTS,to describe an innovative approach to professional development which
integrates the achievement of corporate strategies with the professional development of
individual staff members. It is a three way partnership between the university, the
organisation and the employer, and addresses issues of fundamental concern in corporate
staff development, for example, the relevance of the education to the corporation, and the
increasing inconvenience for employers and employees of long hours spent learning in the
traditional mode on campus. The focus is on 'double value' learning which gives value to the
student by linking accredited university study to workplace and career development
priorities, and to the employer because what is learned links directly to the achievement of
the organisation's strategic objectives.
While it is important that the work-based learning approach has academic integrity,
it is important also that its innovative value is not lost through too pedantic an attachment
to traditional approaches. Work-based Learning partnerships usually involve the following
components:
•

Recognition of relevant prior learning (RPL)and current capability (RCC),

•

Preparation of students for participation in work-based learning,

•

The negotiation of a learning agreement in which each student contracts to
undertake a combination of university subjects, accredited in-house company
programs, and directed learning activities,

•

Work-based projects tied to workplace enhancement priorities.

Existing work-based Learningpartnerships at UTSinvolve programs at the levels of
masters, graduate diploma and graduate certificate. The University has established a Board
of Studies for Work-Based Learning which ensures that the distinctive aspects of this
learning approach receive appropriate consideration during accreditation and review
processes. We are now in a position to consider the introduction of work-based learning
programs at the doctoral level.
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3.

WHYWORK-BASED
LEARNING
SHOULDBE CONSIDERED
FORDOCTORAL
PROGRAMS
There are a number of reasons why UTSis looking at innovative approaches to

doctoral education:
•

the implications of the report of the West Committee into higher education in
Australia, which proposes forcing postgraduate research education into
"concentrations" and removing the right of individual universities to make
their own decisions on allocation of government funds for research degrees;

•

the ensuing need for universities to increase numbers of fee-paying research
students, and to provide attractive options which industry and potential
students can recognise;

•

the relatively poor track record of UTSin attracting its own graduates to
undertake postgraduate research degrees;

•

the need to adapt the relevance of research to real-life needs, and

•

the need to establish for a relatively "new" university like UTSa distinctive,
flexible and necessary niche in higher education which complements rather
than duplicates the approach of more established universities.

Why can't exist;ng professfonal doctorates saUsfy these needs?
The answer is that no one believes that existing professional doctorates are really
practice-based. Professional doctorates are still linked, in the eyes of potential students and
most academics, with the traditional PhD. There is still a feeling that the research thesis
should focus on knowledge about practice rather than on providing solutions for practice.
There is still a reluctance on the part of universities to involve suitable external practitioners
in the processes of supervision and examination. And there are traditional expectations on
the part of supervisors and examiners as to what counts as a PhD, including a commonly
held view that no thesis can be adequate without a statistics component. It is hard to shift
this culture, and there is little evidence that the introduction of professional doctorates have
resulted in a significant shift.
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How can the work-basedlearn;ngdoctorate shift th;s culture?
The key is to achieve acceptance among academics that there are legitimate forms
of knowledge other than those which have been accepted traditionally by the academy. At
present, too may academics feel that no form of knowledge is legitimate unless a citation
can be provided from the so-called academic literature. This idea has become increasingly
absurd, and practitioners would laugh at it .
Part of the challenge lies in finding suitable practitioners who understand what we're
doing and can act as supervisors and examiners in collaboration with academics. This is not
easy, as we need to find people who have a standing in their professions equivalent to that
of academics in the context of the academy, practitioners who have similar authority with
regard to knowledge in their field, and who can articulate this knowledge. It would not be
good enough to have as supervisor, co-supervisor or examiner a designer who has high
professional standing but no recognised ability to be articulate about design knowledge
related to practice. A trap could be to look for supervisors and examiners from the ranks of
beauracrats and managers who may be more likely to apply inappropriate beauracratic
frameworks to supervision and assessment .
Another part of the challenge is to overcome some confused or negative perceptions
regarding the nature and desirability of work-based learning innovations. A 1998 study of
practice-based programmes in the U.K. reported the following comments and concerns:

2. " I don't th;nk learn;ngof un;versffystandard can occur on the job";
3. "Th;sscheme ;s an example of the corporadsadonof h;gher educatfon. It ;s a

money mahng scheme rather than someth;ng wh;ch addresses the real needs of
sodety ;n a period of rap;d change".i
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What standards should be cons;dered;n a work-basedlearn;ngdoctorate?
Advocates of work-based learning emphasised, in the study, that there are ways of
addressing these concerns, with an important consideration being the setting of appropriate
standards for work-based learning awards. Middlesex University offers a work-based learning
doctorate, the Doctor of Professional Studies ( DProf), and the standard set is "that
expected of a candidate who has engaged in advanced learning from taught and project
sources which achieves major organisational change and/or excellence in professional
practice resulting in original work worthy of publication in complete and abridged form. The
candidate must have shown evidence of ability to undertake self-managed and/or
collaborative research and project development and have produced and orally defended the
product of the study to the satisfaction of the assessors."'
A goal suggested for work-based learning doctorates at UTSis to advance the field
of professional practice through work-based research which complements an organisation's
strategic directions/initiatives. It could be said that work-based learning doctorates are
about developing solutions for workplace practice rather than knowledge about practice
which is more appropriate for PhD study. ij

4.

POSSIBILITIESFORWORK-BASED
LEARNING
DOCTORATES
IN DESIGN
The possibilities offered by work-based learning for design doctorates can be

positioned, for purposes of explanation, at various points along a spectrum.
At one end is an individually focused doctorate which is similar to existing
professional doctorates such as the Doctor of Architecture offered at UTS.In this model,
which is based fundamentally on the individual's capabilities and achievements, the
candidate submits a portfolio of professional work and a dissertation which provides a
critique on the relationship between professional work and advancement of knowledge.
At the other end is the more challenging model which is centred on a corporation or
professional organisation . It is more challenging because it involves a three way partnership
which accommodates the strategic initiatives of the corporation or the profession, and also
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because it may attract some suspicion that it is non-traditional and commercially driven.
There can be variations of these models at points along the spectrum.
One example of a likely candidate for a work-based learning doct~rate in design
could be a designer working in the area of eco-redesign, which involves the innovative
redesign of existing products to ensure the effective integration of environmental factors.
Such a designer could use individual work-based research and development in the area of
eco-redesign to demonstrate significant advancement of knowledge. Or, at the more
challenging end of the spectrum, the designer could use professional work undertaken with
corporations in the area of eco-redesign to demonstrate major change and innovation in the
approach of an organisation to design and manufacture.
The EcoRedesign Program in Australia, a partnership involving a Sydney-based
industrial design consultancy, two universities, and a number of participating corporations,
provides opportunities for some of the participants to demonstrate the appropriate
advancement of knowledge which could lead to a work-based doctorate in Design. In one
project, the design consultancy Blue Sky Design, the Centre for Environmental Design at
RMITand its annexe at UTSentered a partnership with Southcorp Appliances to redesign a
range of dishwashers, and to address a range of innovative approaches associated with lifecycle assessment, design for disassembly and recycling, and strategic product development.
Specific research projects undertaken during the project included:
•

development of alternative filtration systems aimed at minimising water;

•

an environmentally-preferred materials survey aimed at waste avoidance and
increasing recyclability;

•

the quality assessment of commercially-available recycled plastics; and

•

a global trends analysis related to appliance recycling and associated policies
and regulations.

The environmental achievements emanating from the project have included the
setting of a new benchmark in energy and water efficiency for the range of electronic and
electrical dishwaters. Numerous key environmental improvements can be listed, including the
general conclusion that if every dishwasher in current use in Australia was replaced by the
new Dishlex Global 500, there would be an annual saving of approximately 10.5 billion litres
of water and 700,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide.
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This project is one of a number in the EcoRedesignProgram, and I use it as an
example of a partnership which could provide opportunities for appropriate participants to
undertake work-based learning degrees at the doctorate level. These participants could come
from the corporations involved, from the design consultancy, or from the university centres.

5.

REQUIREMENTS
ANDSTANDARDS
The UKCouncilfor Graduate Education, in its paper Practice-BasedDoctorates;n the

CreaUveand PerformfogArts and Design (1997), identified a number of issues which need
consideration in any work-based learning doctorate in Design. One is the need for an
original/creative piece of work to be included in the submission for examination, and for this
original creative work to demonstrate originality, mastery and contribution to the field. The
paper argues that it is necessary to distinguish the activities of the
artist/designer/performer in their professional practice role from the academic
research perspective they need to bring to bear on their creative work. "Whereas an artist or
designer can simply present his or her end-product, and refuse further explanation, the
academic art and design researcher is obliged also to map for his or her peers the route by
which they arrived at that product.""
The paper points also to the need for contextualisation of the creative work which
not only clarifies the basis of the claim for the originality and location of the original work
but provides the basis for a judgement as to whether scholarly requirements are met. This
judgement is defined as "judgement of the submission as a contribution to knowledge in the
field, showing doctoral powers of analysis and mastery of existing contextual knowledge, in
a form which is accessible to and auditable by knowledgeable peers":
Claimingthat there is already a continuum from scientific research to creative
practice, the paper argues that what is needed is a set of nationally agreed definitions of
standards for the award of doctorates framed in such a way that they are sufficiently

rigorous but also sufficiently inclusive to allow creative areas to find expression within
them. vi It would follow from this inclusive approach, according to the paper, that the
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creative process involved in the doctorate can be seen as a form of research in its own right
and, as such, equivalent to sdentific research.
There is a trap in all of this for work-based Learningdoctorates. While the paper may
be performing some valuable service by reinforcing the Legitimacyof practice-based
doctorates in design and the creative arts, the danger is that in arguing for a demonstration
of equivalence to sdentific research it is reinforcing the traditional and problematic Links
with the PhD. We need to Lookfor something else in design doctorates, to think about new
knowledge and new ways of Learningwhich emanate from design practice. We need to find
the right people in professional practice who can help us recognise and assess this
knowledge and ways in which it is acquired.
Though we should not fall into the trap of trying to establish equivalence with
traditional PhDs, the issues of academic integrity and intellectual rigour in work-based
Learningprograms need to be confronted. The UKCouncil for Graduate Education has
identified a set of outcomes which characterise doctoral Levelresearch, namely
•

mastery of existing techniques and the knowledge-base of a subject;

•

critical and analytical attitude;

•

ability to apply knowledge and techniques with a view to originating new
knowledge and/or understanding;

•

making a contribution which is valid and significant. v,

Outcomes such as those above could form a reference point for development of
appropriate rigour in work-based Learningdoctorates, and Leadto the following questions
which require answers:
1. How would the principle of mastery of a subject, in terms of breadth and depth,

manifest itself in a work-based Learningdoctorate?
2. What additional principles, relating to areas such as original contribution to
knowledge, analysis of the context of a work-based problem, and ability to develop
strategies for change in workplace practices, might apply?
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A further question, fundamental to the acceptance of the work-based learning
partnership as the basis for a doctorate might be:
3. What strategies can be used to ensure equal partnership between the participants,
which avoid compromising the quality of the doctorate, and which overcome the
concern that industry may be directing the academic curriculum?
The Statements of Purpose in the module descriptions in the DProf in Work-Based
Learning offered by Middlesex University have addressed some of these questions. For
example, the Previous Learning module focuses, not on candidates' research experience, but
on how their professional capabilities (for example team work, project management,
leadership) equip them for the high level work required on the rest of the DProf programme.
The aims of the Programme Planning and Rationale module are:
•

to design a work-based doctoral program focused on advancing professional
learning,

•

to describe and justify a program with consideration of and consent from all
interested parties, and

•

to plan a work-based student project proposal intended to achieve major
organisational change and/or excellence in professional practice.

Experiences with work-based research degrees at the Masters level at UTSoffer
some lessons for those contemplating work-based learning doctorates. Until fairly recently,
the Faculty of Science was active in supervising work-based Masters by Thesis students who
were enrolled part-time at the University and were conducting research projects related to,
and driven by the requirements of their employers. Some recollections of a staff member
involved in the program are as follows:
"The normal arrangement was for there to be a UTSsupervisor and an external
supervisor who was often, but not always, the student's work supervisor. While some
supervisory arrangements were highly successful, others produced problems arising from a
number of circumstances, for example:
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1. Where the employer's direction changed and the student was diverted to another

project, the thesis work had to be completed under Lessthan ideal circumstances,
sometimes requiring inordinate extensions of time;
2. It was not unknown for a dynamic workplace supervisor to take over the whole
direction of the project, sometimes to the detriment of the student's thesis;
3. The supervisory input of the University's staff sometimes fell short of even the
minimum required to keep the student on track and focussed. There was one
occasion where the thesis had been examined, modified and passed and the results
published without the supervisor being aware of it". vii

6.

QUALITYASSURANCE
MECHANISMS

Just because the doctorate is the highest Levelof academic award, we need to be
careful that we don't make the program so onerous that we frighten off potential students.
In some institutions there seems to be a vested interest in setting the bar so high that no
one can get over it. The bar can not be set too Low- we should not expect that all masters
graduates should get over it, but not so high that only the very top design practitioners can
get over it. The work-based Learningdoctorates really should be for very good practitioners,
and not only for exceptional practitioners.
There is a special need for a degree of tolerance and encouragement to get workbased doctorates up and running, and it is important not to apply excessive guidelines and
documentation. It seems reasonable to argue that as we progress from Lowerto higher
educational Levels,eg. from trade courses to research masters and doctorates,
documentation on Learningtaxonomies, competencies and capabilities should get shorter and
shorter, because professional judgement and interpretation become more significant.
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7.

CONCLUSION

There are a number of on-going challenges for UTSand other universities interested
in developing work-based Learningdoctorates. Some, which are part of the general challenge
of work-based Learning,involve the reinforcement of the intellectual credibility of the workbased Learningapproach, and the development of effective guidelines and frameworks for
assessing capabilities. Some are related to the effective packaging of sufficiently rigorous
doctoral programmes which can integrate corporate strategies with individual professional
development.
A particular challenge is to find the right people from industry and the professions
who have an appreciation of the range of Learningpossibilities and resources beyond the
university, and who can collaborate with academics in important roles as mentors,
supervisors and examiners.
Some international Linkshave been established already between UTSand universities
and corporations involved in work-based Learning.It is hoped that, as a result of this
presentation and ensuing discussion, new international partners may be identified to assist
in developing work-based Learningprograms in design.
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A Professional Doctorate Programin Design,
Based on the Boyer Scholarships
Sidney Newton and AnnMarie Johnson
University of Western Sydney

Abstract
The School of Design at UWSNepean has an established program of conventional
research degrees in visual communication at both Masters and Doctoral levels. These are
programs of supervised research based on relatively generic programs (more common in fine
art), where candidates may opt for a mix of conventional written thesis, and up to 50 per
cent weighting for a related exhibition or design project. Our experience of these programs
has not been without problem.
There are now a number of precedents for an alternative program of doctoral study
based on professional work. The professional doctorate has a workplace focus and allows
candidates to research a topic through a series of academic reports, publications, teaching
programs, products and/or design reports. In proposing a change in format we have been
particularly concerned to develop a framework of scholarship within which such a research
program might be established. The proposal draws significantly from the developed notion of
scholarship provided by Ernest Boyer. This account of scholarship informs and parallels the
work of a number of design scholars, including the work of Donald Schon.
This paper will highlight in more detail some of the problems with our existing
research programs, and introduce the professional Doctor of Design program currently being
proposed. It will also refer to a number of key requirements and prnposals for more
effective doctoral programs in design.
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Background and Introduction
In Australia, Design is typically subsumed within the more general discipline area of
Visual and Performing Arts (VaPA).In 1996, staff in VaPAschools accounted for 5.4 per cent
of all teaching and research staff in the Australian higher education sector. In the same
year, they received only 1 percent of the research grants and 0.6 per cent of the total
research funding. This lowly performance was despite the latest figures, which indicate that
21 per cent of VaPAacademics in Australia already hold a Doctorate, and 29.8 per cent hold
a Masters award. VaPAstudents currently make up only 2.2 per cent of all postgraduate
students (Strand, 1998).
Something is going badly wrong. Despite a series of high profile submissions, some
directly commissioned by the Federal Government, the range of outcomes formally
recognised by the major funding bodies has recently been severely pared back to include
nothing more than research books, chapters in books, articles in scholarly journals, and full
written papers in refereed proceedings. Broader indicators of research outcomes, such as
exhibitions and designs, are no longer recognised at the Federal level.
Individual institutions often have more liberal views on what constitutes valid
research outcomes. At the University of Western Sydney Nepean (UWSNepean), for example,
there are twelve (12) categories over and above the four (4) recognised Federally. These
additional categories include such outcomes as exhibitions, design initiatives, performances,
multimedia and other productions, and patents . UWSNepeanhas also formally adopted the
four Boyer Scholarships as a means of engaging non-traditional aspects of academic
disciplines. This has particular relevance to a discipline such as Design.
This paper raises a number of the issues that arise as a consequence of this
continuing lack of a clear basis for the recognition of scholarly activity in a discipline such as
Design. The problem is not local to Australia. Design, as a professional practice, does not fit
comfortably within the prevailing epistemology of higher education institutions
internationally. Previous efforts to improve the "fit" have tended to focus on force-fitting, or
equivalising, Design within traditional metrics of scholarship. Our experience of this,
particularly in regard to academic research, has been largely debilitating. The programs and
projects generated within that context appear unattractive to, and removed from, Design
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practitioners. Academic Design staff continue to struggle to have their full range of activities
more formally recognised, and are professionally disadvantaged as a consequence.
This paper considers again, briefly, what might reasonably constitute design
research. It is particularly critical of attempts to argue for an equivalisation of design
activity with conventional research outcomes. In place of such argument, it supports the
further adoption and articulation of the Boyer Scholarships (Boyer, 1990). Initial
investigations of how Boyer relates to design are briefly examined. In the light of this
proposed switch (from equivalising to changing the epistemology) our experiences in running
a doctoral research program in design, which involves both thesis and project, are
presented. The issues arising through this presentation suggest an alternative to the existing
research program format. One alternative under consideration is the Professional Doctorate.
A set of key requirements and proposals for the Professional Doctorate format in Design is
also presented.

What is Design Research?
It is not an uncommon practice to distinguish, as most notably Frayling (1994) does,

between three kinds of research activity related to design:
(i)

research foto design, is undertaken from a theoretical point of view; in terms
perhaps of the history, sociology, and/or technologies of design; seeking a
formalised account of design

(ii)

research through design, is undertaken from a reflective point of view; in
terms perhaps of examples of product and practice; seeking guidelines, case
studies and precedents to support design activity

(iii)

research for design, is undertaken from a pragmatic point of view; in terms
of the reference material, techniques and content; seeking realisation as a
designed outcome, where the outcome is intended to "speak for itself".

This trichotomy of research activity relevant to design appears to span the range of
theory and practice. Unfortunately, it also tends to reinforce the dual knowledge thesis: that
there are logical and rational accounts on the one hand (realised as theoretical texts) and
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mysterious and subjective actions on the other (realised as design projects); there is
research and there is practice (Coyne and Snodgrass, 1991).
Conventional definitions of research also confirm the dual knowledge thesis. For
instance, the guidelines to examiners of research degrees at UWSNepeanspecifically request
comment on whether there is an original contribution to knowledge of the subject, a critical
understanding, the methods adopted are appropriate, and there is adequate exposition. The
implication appears to be that, that which is not made explicit and methodical and
externalised does not qualify as research. For a practice-based discipline such as Design, this
has obvious overtones where the further implication is drawn that explicit equals written.
Muchof the reflection in design occurs through graphic and verbal texts.
The response of practice-based disciplines to this prevailing definition of research,
has been mixed. The alternatives boil down to attempting either: to equivalise design
practice and represent it as though it were a traditional research activity; or, to promote
design practice as distinct from research, and as such outside of research. Neither of these
options has been successful. The attempts to equivalise design activity within traditional
research inevitably excludes large components of what a design academic might otherwise
do. In particular, the product of a design activity is often synthesised from various
(otherwise hidden) sources in an evolving, emerging process. This does not equate with the
product of a traditional research project in which the process leads more directly to, and is
typically more discernable from, the product. Buying into the notion of equivalisation, as
Schon (1995) points out, is to accept that "... practice is instrumental, consisting in
adjusting technical means to ends that are clear, fixed, and internally consistent, and that
instrumental practice becomes professional when it is based on the science or systematic
knowledge produced by the schools of higher learning."
Similarly, attempts to promote design practice as being different to, and outside of
research, have failed. Typicallysuch differentiation has occurred through a focus on more
effective design teaching. This approach has suffered from the low regard in which teaching
is commonly now held, relative to research. The dual knowledge thesis has effectively
subjugated design practice within the academic context. It subjugates research for design as
being irrational and idiosyncratic and patently not research in the current sense. At best,
design practice is tolerated: subtly derided in terms of a research activity, but at the same
time accommodated as a necessary component of the design discipline.
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Towardsan Epistemologyof Practice
Between the two extremes of research and practice there is an emerging zone of
what might broadly be termed "action research" (Dick, 1997). This is an uncomfortable zone
from the prevailing academic perspective, because it blurs the boundaries of a traditional
epistemology framed by technical rationality. It begins to challenge the long-established
distinction between research and practice. At the same time, the contextual epistemological
frameworkis also under challenge. New concepts of scholarship are being canvassed and
adopted. Newfoundations for what constitutes knowledge and understanding are gaining
credibility. These alternatives to technical rationality do not replace, but subsume. There is,
and will remain, a place for technical rationality. But it is a place alongside other forms of
understanding, as opposed to a defining position.
One such reconsideration of our epistemological framework derives from the work of
the Carnegie Foundation, most specifically through the work of Boyer (1990). Boyer notes
that over many decades research has progressively been valorised at the expense of
teaching and related academic activities such as community service. In Boyer's view, the
faculty reward system does not reflect the full gamut of scholarly and professional functions
that academics routinely perform. A crucial issue is the core concept of scholarship and the
function of the university. While research activities remain the most highly esteemed, Boyer
proposes a creative reconceptualisation and reform of the academic reward system which
would broaden and contextualise the range of academic activities which are acknowledged in
the academy as legitimate forms of scholarship. To this end, he identifies four general areas
of scholarship which, collectively, comprise the breadth of activities encompassed in
academic work. He names these overlapping categories discovery, integration, application
and teaching. (Boyer 1990: xi).
( i)

Discovery
The scholarship of discovery is perhaps the closest to the established notion of

research. Boyer characterises this scholarship in terms of 'commitment to knowledge for its
own sake to freedom of enquiry, and ... to following, in a disciplined fashion, an
investigation wherever it may lead' (Boyer 1990: 17). Discoverycontributes to the sum total
of human knowledge and to the intellectual life of the academy. The research effort of
discovery, Boyer cautions, should be understood in terms of process and passion, not just
outcomes. Discoveryis about the exhilaration of the new idea, and is tied inextricably to the
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freedom to think freshly, to see propositions of every kind in ever changing light' (Boyer
1990: 17). Those involved in the scholarship of discovery ask: 'What is to be known, what is
yet to be found?' Such scholarly investigation, Boyer adds, is at the heart of academic life,
and the discussion of the disciplined, investigative effort of discovery in the context of the
other areas of scholarship is not intended to diminish its core role.
(ii)

Integration
The scholarship of integration refers to the imperative for scholars to 'give meaning

to isolated facts, putting them in perspective' (Boyer 1990: 18). It reflects the 'synthesising'
tradition of academic life. It is interpretive and, as the name suggests, integrative.
Integration means making cross-disciplinary connections, contextualising specialist
knowledge for broader, extra-disciplinary audiences, and educating non-specialists. Boyer
accordingly characterises the scholarship of integration as interdisciplinary: the activity of
'research at the boundaries, where fields converge... [in] overlapping academic
neighbourhoods' (Boyer 1990: 19). The scholarship of integration sets out to 'interpret, draw
together and bring new insight to bear on original research' (Boyer 1990: 19). It thus
extends the scholarship of discovery by asking 'What do the findings [of the scholarship of
discovery] mean? '
(iii)

Application
The scholarship of application engages the question: 'How can knowledge be

responsibly applied to consequential problems?' (Boyer 1990: 21). This scholarship connects
theory and practice. The dynamic of application evinces that theory and practice are in a
process of interaction, in which 'one renews the other'. It acknowledges that universities
should have a commitment to the service of their communities and a connection with their
social contexts. Boyer hastens to add that the scholarship of application is not a one way
street-a

mere down-the-line outcome of the primary work of discovery and integration.

Indeed, in explicating the scholarship of application Boyer makes direct reference to the key
role of applications such as design in the generation and development of new knowledges:
'New intellectual understandings can arise out of the very act of application-whether

in

medical diagnosis ... creating an architectural design, or working with public schools' (Boyer
1990: 23).
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(iv)

Teaching
The scholarship of application acknowledges that the work of the academic 'becomes

consequential only as it is understood by others' (Boyer 1990: 23). Here, Boyer relies on the
Aristotelian maxim that 'teaching is the highest form of understanding'. Boyer contends that
those who teach must be steeped in the knowledge of their discipline, widely read and
intellectually engaged, and that serious study must, as a matter of course, undergird all
good teaching. He emphasises the dynamism of the teaching process which deploys the
communicative capacities of the teacher to 'build bridges between the teacher's
understanding and the student's learning' (Boyer 1990: 23). Good teaching involves the
stimulation of active, as opposed to passive, learning, and engenders in students the
capacity to pursue learning throughout their lives. Teaching is a form of scholarship by which
knowledge is not only transmitted, but transformed and extended, as the teaching process
impacts recursively on the academic's existing body of knowledge and pushes the scholar
into 'creative new directions' (Boyer 1990: 24).
Boyer concludes that a more inclusive understanding of what it means to be a
scholar must be developed urgently: it must be recognised that knowledge is acquired
through research, synthesis, practice and teaching. He acknowledges that the identification
of the four areas of scholarship divides functions that are inseparable, but maintains that
there is much value in analysing academic work in this way while also acknowledging the
wholistic nature of scholarship (Boyer 1990: 24-25).
The issue remains however, of how the scholarly legitimacy and rigour of discovery,
integration, application and teaching might be assessed. In other words: What criteria might
be used to recognise and evaluate academic scholarship in the senses set out by Boyer? Is it
possible to develop overarching standards against which academic's work other than
traditional research, might be gauged as legitimate scholarship in the Boyer paradigm?
Glassick answers these questions in the affirmative, contending that 'all works of
scholarship [in the Boyer sense] be they discovery, integration, application or teaching seem
to involve a common sequence of unfolding stages' (Glassick et al, 1997). Such works,
Glassick maintains, should demonstrably incorporate the following 'stages':
•

Clear goals

•

Adequate prepa ration
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,.

•

Appropriate methods

•

Significant results

•

Effective communication

•

Reflective critique.

It is at this point that the slippage back into a technical rationality framework is
difficult to avoid. Design is precisely distinguished by problems which are commonly illformed, notoriously uncontrolled, where product and process are fused, and within which the
designer is inextricably situated. These are not problems where clear goals, explicit methods
and meaningful descriptions necessarily emerge. Design knowledge is too easily
misrepresented as strictly written, logically-formal text.
Several cases in point have arisen in this regard, through recent attempts to relate
and apply the six 'stages' to existing research programs in Design at UWSNepean,and most
recently to a design studio teaching project involving students with industry and community
partners (Jonson, 1998). A selection of the specific issues and experiences are described
below.

Issues and Experienceswith Conventional Research Programs
Research programs at both the Masters and Doctoral levels at UWSNepeanhave a
provision that "The thesis may consist of a single written work or a combination of a written
work with work in other media (exhibition, performance, novel, film, video, computer
program, etc.)". In the School of Design, this provision is specifically applied to include
other media such as graphic design work, photography, multimedia product, and
installations. Where other media is included, the guidelines indicate that up to 50% of the
assessment can be based on submitted work other than the written component. The role of
the written text in such cases is to deal with the theoretical issues arising from the practical
work. In all cases, a research award normally requires a minimum of 75 per cent of the
work to be completed by independent study.
This provision to allow for research submissions other than solely a written thesis, is
not an uncommon practice, neither is it without its critics. Perhaps the most valid concern
for this form of submission is the lack of established criteria on which to judge a piece of
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practical work. There are certainly established precedents in many disciplines, most notably
within the visual arts. The lack of a shared understanding however, does tend to devalue
such an award, particularly on the part of academic peers who may not appreciate the
established norms for an unrelated discipline. Unfortunately there are always specific
instances where the scholarly content of a thesis involving practical work is questionable.
This can bring all such submissions, however valid individually, into some disrepute.
Other issues to arise in our experience of supporting the combined format thesis
include:
•

distinguishing between common design practice and design scholarship

To a significant extent, a doctoral program is intended to generate outcomes in a

form that would not otherwise arise in the normal variegations of day-to-day
professional practice. That should be true for all aspects of the final thesis, including
any practical component. It is all too easy however for the distinction between
common design practice and design scholarship to hinge solely on the incorporation
of a written text component. Certainly the written text, dealing as it should with the
theoretical issues arising from the practical work, does distinguish the thesis from
common design practice. It should not be the only distinction however, and having
no other means of distinguishing the practical component from what might otherwise
by produced in normal design practice can compromise an entire research program.
•

educating examiners in assessment procedures that involve a major practical
component

Design is an integrative practice, often drawing precedent across a multitude of
other disciplines. Most particularly where external examiners come from another
disciplinary background, the expectat1ons for what constitutes effective research can
be unrealistic in the context of design. It appears that, even where specific
guidelines are issued requesting both written and practical components to be
considered equally, where examiners come from more traditional disciplines the
written component takes precedence. This has hardly been helped by the growth in
academics within the discipline holding a PhD, as their experience in turn is likely to
have involved a conventional, technically rational framework.
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•

excellent design researchers are being disadvantaged by their ineffective
writing skills

The major benefit of a combined format thesis is, naturally, the facility to
accommodate good design work per se. Nevertheless, there is often still a significant
problem for the visual designer in producing a written component. Such an exercise
is often of marginal benefit to the student in their professional practice, and the text
tends therefore to be regarded as something simply "to be done". There has been
broad support for the notion of a non-written text, as some form of scholarly
explication of the practical component, but little real progress has been made in this
regard. The requirement to produce a substantive written text remains as a major
disincentive to design practitioners who might otherwise contribute significantly to a
postgraduate program of study.
•

identifying the design contribution to a final product which may comprise
significant quantities of assets sourced from elsewhere

There are broad issues associated with a kind of design activity in which the final
design outcome comprises images and other media assets which themselves were not
originated by the designer. This is rarely a problem for those familiar with the design
discipline, but can cause problems for academic peers who more usually expect an
apparent manifestation of the design work through the content, in addition to the
structure, of the work.
•

reproducing project work in a publishable form, or merely in a sufficiently
robust form to be sent to an examiner

The notion of a thesis is something which can be bound, parceled up, and thereby
distributed and exposed to public scrutiny. Where the practical component of a
project involves non-traditional media (especially where such media are expensive to
reproduce, require special formats, and/or special technologies to access) the facility
to "publish" is restricted significantly. Emerging standards for the distribution of
multimedia in a digital form offer a real potential for the range of acceptable
outcomes to be expanded considerably. However, there remains a substantial need
for the most effective technologies in each case to be determined.
•

sourcing a range of potential examiners with the research experience and
qualifications expected by the University.
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Although latest figures indicate that 21 per cent of VaPAacademics in Australia
already hold a Doctorate, anecdotal evidence suggests that the percentage particular
to Design would be considerably less. For the various reasons outlined above,
amongst others, there are few experienced researchers with a background in design.
Most significantly there are almost none within Australia with experience in research
other than research into design. Trawling more widely appears not to increase the
pool substantially. This lack of potential examiners has an obvious impact on the
capacity to effectively predict the outcome of an examination process.

A Professional Doctorate Program
Given the aims of this conference, and the fact that a similar event is being staged
in the UKlater in October 1998, it appears that the issues and concerns raised above are
neither exhaustive nor uncommon. It is to be hoped that one substantive outcome from this
forum will be a series of requirements and proposals aimed at addressing the various
problems we collectively face. The following briefly outlines a set of requirements and
proposals we believe are key to the future substance of design research in general, and
doctoral study in design in particular. These key proposals are currently being further
articulated into a revised form of doctoral study, specifically targeted at professional
designers, and in a mode which is relatively new to Australia.
There is already in place at UWSNepeana generic Professional Doctorate Rule. This
stipulates that the Professional Doctorate is substantially equivalent to the more
conventional Doctor of Philosophy, and that it is a valid research award. Where the two rules
differ is largely in terms of the thesis composition. In the case of the Professional
Doctorate, the thesis can comprise a number of components (typically four), including
substantive outcomes relevant to the discipline. This provides for candidates to research a
topic through a series of academic reports, publications, teaching programs, products and
design reports. There is also facility for examination of the Professional Doctorate thesis to
be undertaken by a panel as opposed to a limit of three independent examiners. There are
similar admission requirements and enrolment periods in both cases, but the professional
award is based on a portfolio of work rather than a single thesis/project submission at the
end of the candidature. It is anticipated that a professional Doctor of Design program will be
offered at UWSNepeancommencing late 1999.
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The key requirements we envisage for such a program to be successful include:
•

the need for Boyer's notion of what constitutes scholarship to be more
exactly articulated in the specific context of design

•

an accepted metric of scholarly criteria which are able to evaluate this notion
of scholarship, but a metric based more on Schon's concept of reflection-inaction than on Glassick's six stages

•

facility for different media texts and multimedia realisations of those texts to
be made available in a standard, common format

•

the establishment of an independent forum comprising practitioners and
academics able and prepared to accredit the potential outcomes from such a
program.

In order to move progressively towards that end, our key proposals include:
•

to further test the Boyer notion of scholarship as it applies to Design,
through a series of case studies already initiated. These case studies are
taking existing and intended design teaching, research and practice
initiatives, and repurposing them in terms of the Boyer scholarships

•

to establish an international forum for discussion and promotion of this and
related issues. The School of Design at UWSNepeanhas excellent facility to
host such a forum, but would be pleased to collaborate with other institutions
either separately or as a formal outcome to this conference

•

to develop effective web templates for the publication of design outcomes.
Again, this is already in train as a range of different design outcomes by
School of Design staff are being represented for the web. It is anticipated
that this will eventually enable a full range of media to be submitted as valid
components of the doctoral thesis.

•

to create a dynamic repository of case studies and examples which address
Boyer's notion of scholarship, and illustrate how effective different criteria
might be in evaluating that scholarship in the context of design. Several case
studies are already underway. These variously follow both the
recommendations of Glassick (in terms of the six stages he proposes) and
the emerging paradigm of action research.
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Concluding Remarks
The major concern of this paper is a growing one. The nature of prevailing notions of
research sits uncomfortably in the context of a practice-based discipline such as Design. The
response to this discomfort has tended to focus on the relationship of design research (as an
equivalent, or as something quite distinct) to other forms of research. This paper suggests
that a more effective engagement would be at the broader context of what constitutes
research, and that requires a reconsideration of epistemology in general. The notion of
scholarship promoted by Boyer, and the view of design scholarship as a form of action
research promoted by Schon, both suggest possible alternatives. The transition is far from
straight-forward. It is also unlikely to have much impact if the efforts are discrete. The
alternatives appear to hinge on how critical reflection is made explicit. Broad and shared
experimentation is needed in that regard in particular. The potential for a practice-based
focus for doctoral study, and some of the key implications of such a move, have been
introduced.
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The GraduateProgramin Design at the
University of Minnesota: An Overview
Barbara Martinson, Ph.D.
University of Minnesota

Abstract
The doctoral program in design at the University of Minnesota focuses on the study
of relationships between humans and their designed environments. The underlying objective
is to improve the human condition. The program addresses theory, research, and application,
using a shared disciplinary base from the social and behavioral sciences. Eighteen students
are currently pursuing a Ph.D.; their coursework includes theory, philosophy, research
methods and evaluation, courses in their academic emphasis and courses in a supporting
area. Challenges to doctoral studies include the ongoing debate between design research and
design practice, academic readiness of students whose undergraduate programs are in the
visual arts, and determining the scope of what constitutes acceptable scholarly activity in
relation to promotion and tenure. However, doctoral are essential to the growth and
development of the design disciplines and the doctoral program in Design, Housing, and
Apparel seeks to prepare graduates who are both skilled researchers and talented
professionals.

About the Program
The University of Minnesota has offered the Ph.D. degree with a Design emphasis
since 1985. The program is situated in the Department of Design, Housing, and Apparel
(DHA).This department is part of the College of Human Ecology, and this context explains
the social science framework of the curriculum. The mission of DHAis to identify, analyze
and design solutions for problems involving apparel, housing, interiors, and design
communication. The focus of the department is the interaction between humans the their
environments as it affects the well-being of individuals, families, and the community.
Departmental research efforts contribute to knowledge in those areas and provide a basis for
undergraduate and graduate education, outreach activities, policy formation, and community
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service. The program addresses theory, research, and application using a shared disciplinary
base from the social and behavioral sciences. Currently there are twenty graduate faculty
members and eighteen students in the doctoral program. Approximately 60 students have
received the doctorate in DHA.While the majority have been in apparel, increasing numbers
of students are completing degrees emphasizing interior design and visual
communication/graphic design. The purposes of graduate study in Design, Housing, and
Apparel are to:
•

provide students with the conceptual knowledge and modes of

disciplined inquiry basic to each area of emphasis
•

develop analytical, critical, and creative skills of thought and

action essential for
(a) building professional careers as researchers, designers,
and educators responsive to the needs of individuals and
groups in diverse societal institutions
(b) creating theoretical and practical knowledge as a basis
for professional action
Students are prepared for careers as researchers and/or designers responsive to
human needs in society, higher education, business and industry. The wide-ranging interests
of the faculty offer many opportunities for study that are both theoretical and applied.
Linkages with supporting disciplines throughout the University as well as within the
department are encouraged.
There are four degrees offered in the graduate program of Design, Housing, and
Apparel: the Master of Science (M.S.), Plans A and B; the Master of Arts (M.A.), Plans A
and B; the Master of Fine Arts (M.F.A)with an emphasis in multimedia; and the Doctor of
Philosophy (Ph.D.). The M.S. is conferred upon students whose programs emphasize science,
the M.A.upon those with an arts emphasis. Plan A for the M.S. or the M.A. degree requires
a thesis. Plan B for the M.S. or the M.A.requires a project that is the culmination of course
work. Students that are planning to attain the Ph.D. degree are required to complete a Plan
A M.S. or M.A.
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Areas of Emphasis
There are five emphasis areas within the graduate program. Students may select one
of the areas, or may develop a program that combines two emphasis areas.
Apparel. The apparel emphasis in graduate study advances the design and analysis
of textile and apparel products. Design includes the creative manipulation of materials and
products for the individual and the interior environment. Analysis involves understanding
the nature and properties of raw materials used, product fabrication and performance, and
human behavioral factors. Analysis is viewed along dimensions of international, cultural,
historical, aesthetic, and physical aspects. Concentrations could include clothing aesthetics,
design, and history; museology; sociocultural and economic aspects of apparel and textiles;
and textile and apparel product analysis.
Design Communication. Graduate study in design communication emphasizes the
design process as it applies to design theory, design practice, graphic design and visual
communication (theory, design, and analysis), color theory and perception, design
technology, and design history. Human factors analysis and investigations into human
interaction with the designed object are a primary focus.
Multimedia (MFAdegree only). The graduate emphasis in multimedia provides
students with experience in designing for the electronic environment. The program integrates
theory and practice with the application of emerging technologies and software to digital
design solutions. Students in the emphasis complete a capstone design project involving
faculty and community members.
Housing. Graduate study in housing advances theoretical and practical knowledge in
the field. Students are prepared to assist people in their shelter-related problems through
research. Upon completion of the graduate degree, students are prepared for housing
careers in state and federal agencies, non-profit community organizations, and housing
management and regulation. Course offerings emphasize human needs and behavior,
analysis of designed environments and technology, policy, community development, and
housing for special populations.
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Interior Design. Graduate work in interior design emphasizes the theory, research
and specialized practice components of design as applied to the interior environment,
including aesthetics, energy consumption, and health and safety issues. Advances in
theoretical knowledge and study of the interactions of humans in interior environments
prepare students for teaching and research positions as well as design specializations within
the profession.

Admissions and Curriculum
Both admission requirements and the curriculum reflect the social/psychological
foundations of the program. Students holding a four year degree in design, housing, or
apparel or in a related field are invited to apply. A strong undergraduate background in the
selected emphasis area for graduate study is a great advantage and students who have not
had such courses are asked to complete specific prerequisites before being accepted into the
graduate program. Applicants are required to take the Graduate Record Exam (GRE)and
must achieve a minimum score of 500 in each of the three sections (quantitative, analytical,
verbal). Students must have a minimum undergraduate G.P.A. of 3.0 and must submit
writing samples, a goal statement, three letters of recommendation, and a portfolio of
design work. Upon acceptance into the graduate program, students are assigned a faculty
advisor.
Curriculumrequirements include:
• six credits in theory and philosophy of the discipline, with courses
that focus on theory building and the theoretical and philosophical
bases of inquiry in the fields of design, housing, and apparel
• nine credits in evaluation and analysis, with courses on qualitative
and quantitative research methods and evaluation, including statistics
(two courses required)
• a minimum of twelve credits in an area of emphasis
• twelve credits in a supporting area
• twenty-four thesis credits
A list of graduate courses offered by DHAis included in appendix A. Common supporting
areas are Art History, Educational Psychology, Anthropology, and Rhetoric.
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Followingcompletion of coursework, students complete written and oral preliminary
exams. The written exam usually covers materials and concepts from the coursework, while
the oral exam is a review of the student's research proposal. Three chapters of the
dissertation are required at the oral exam: an introduction, a review of literature, and a
discussion of the research methods to be used. Upon successful completion of these exams,
students are considered doctoral candidates and pursue their research and write the
dissertation. The average time for completion of the Ph.D. is 4.1 years. Students work with
a faculty advisor and have doctoral committees consisting of five graduate faculty members
(University of Minnesota faculty must be nominated and approved for graduate faculty
status). Three of the faculty are from the student's department and two are from the
student's supporting area. The oral defense consists of a presentation of the research by the
candidate, followed by questions from the committee. This final exam is a pass/fail exam;
minor revisions may be made to the thesis.

Doctoral Research in the Program
Dissertation topics tend to fall into four categories:
1. Design History

Our program is one of the few in the country where students can pursue an emphasis
in design history including history of textiles, history of furnishings and interiors, history of
decorative arts, and history of visual communication. Various theories and research methods
that reflect investigation of historical environments are emphasized. University resources
include the collections of: The Goldstein: A Museumof Design, the Kerlan Collection of
Children's Literature, and Wilson LibrarySpecial Collections and Rare Books. Some of the
dissertations in this category have included analysis of decorative arts objects, analysis of
working drawings for children's book illustrations, an examination of the history of
representations of the computer, the history and aesthetics of Minnesota dressmakers, an
historical analysis of apparel industries such as Munsingwear, and an investigation of
nineteenth-century book illustration related to Pre-Raphealite symbolism. Frequently these
projects also become exhibitions in the Goldstein and the doctoral candidate serves as guest
curator.
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2. The Designed Object in a Cultural Context
Studies in this area tend to be critical analyses of design as cultural phenomenon.
Qualitative methods of analysis are most frequently used to flesh out the influence of
designed objects on people's lives. Students have investigated the experience and
expression of women textile artists in Ireland, the influence of graphic novels and comic
books on young adult readers, the cross-cultural implications of the wearing of uniforms,
cross-cultural understanding of symbols, the "poaching" of billboards by social activist
groups, and the meaning of the chair to the elderly.
3. The Designed Environment and Human Behavior

Based on the social science framework of the college, dissertations in this category
are most frequently designed experiments examining the relationship between the designed
environment and human behavior. This type of research tends to focus on variables such as
legibility in both print and electronic media, legibility for the aging, aspects of cognitive
perception when viewing charts and graphs, the size and fit of athletic ankle braces for
female athletes, the size and fit of ready-to-wear clothing for large size women, effects of
personalization of the office, color perception, preference studies, and studies about sociopsychological needs that are affected by design.
4. Design Education
Students frequently pursue research in pedagogical issues and methods relating to
design education. Over 50% of all Ph.D. students pursue some coursework in Educational
Psychology. Dissertations in this category have explored the influence of electronic media on
teaching methods, comparisons of visual and verbal learners in terms of memory and
cognition, teaching strategies, and the relationship between learning styles and interactive
media.

Challenges of the Program
Perhaps the most constant challenge of this doctoral program is the continual
questioning of the relationship between the creative process and the research process. Many
students want to design a product, be it a book, series of posters, singular article of clothing
(as opposed to prototypes that could be tested), or other objects as their projects.
Currently, the graduate program does not accept this creative activity as Ph.D. research, but
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more appropriate to the M.A. or M.F.A.where the primary outcome is a designed product.
The Ph.D. is a research degree in which students follow accepted research methods to
investigate a problem, accept or reject a hypothesis, or to examine a phenomenon.
A second challenge is the demanding rigor of systematic investigation and the need
to write in a clear, expository style. Frequently students trained in the visual arts have
difficulty with the GREand struggle with statistics as well as quantitative research. They
may need remedial help in analytical thinking and writing. Such students are often resistant
to "bean counting" and abhor writing in an academic style.
Another challenge comes upon completion of the degree. While apparel and interior
design students frequently attain positions prior to completion of the thesis, visual
communication design students have had a more difficult time finding faculty positions. In
this discipline the Ph.D. degree is relatively new. Search committees are fearful of hiring
someone who can think, but cannot do. Programs housed in art departments maintain a
healthy suspicion of Ph.D. degrees and seem unwilling to risk a faculty hire holding the
doctorate. Their response is "Why do we need someone with a Ph.D. to teach graphic
design?" while ignoring graphic design as a major societal force that influences and directs
human thought and behavior. It is my contention that both are needed on the faculty.
Perhaps this conference, and the increasing number of doctoral design programs will reduce
this problem. Fortunately, governmental agencies and industries are interested in individuals
with design doctorates. Recent graduates have found positions with the State of Minnesota
and the 3M Corporation.
The fourth challenge is convincing students who have higher education as a career
goal that they will need to teach courses in an undergraduate professional curriculum. As
Ph.D. students get deeper into their area of research or specialization they often expect to
teach courses only in their research focus. They don't realize that they must contribute to a
department's undergraduate curriculum. We address this issue by hiring many students as
teaching assistants in our undergraduate programs. However, international students who
cannot be teaching assistants because of limited English language skills often return to their
home country with limited design education experience.
A final challenge comes when the design Ph.D. attains a faculty position and works
toward tenure and promotion. Within the context of the social sciences, the most prestigious
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activity is the publication of research in a peer-reviewedjournal. Design faculty with the
Ph.D. certainly are expected to do so. They must also continue the creative production of
design work, and so the challenge lies in getting a social-science based faculty to value
design work in the promotion and tenure process. Fortunately, departmental tenure
guidelines in Design, Housing, and Apparel deem peer-reviewed design work (whether
published or exhibited) as equivalent to peer-reviewed journal publication.

Conclusion
The graduate program in Design, Housing, and Apparel is growing. Student numbers
have increased by nearly 50%. The program's M.F.Awith a multimedia emphasis begins in
the fall of 1999. We do not anticipate that this will reduce the number of Ph.D. seeking
students, but that this new degree will offer an alternative terminal degree with a creative
project emphasis. The phenomenal growth of design programs and the design disciplines
should help to fuel the continued development of our doctoral program. The shift from a
quarter system to a semester system in the fall of 1999 has provided an opportunity to
redefine and develop the graduate program and courses. Graduate education in Design,
Housing, and Apparel at the University of Minnesota continues to be a work in progress.
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Appendix A: Graduate Courses Offered in Design, Housing, and Apparel
DHA4121 History of Costume
DHA4131 History of Visual Communication
DHA4161 History of Interiors and Furniture: Ancient to 1750
DHA4162 History of Interiors and Furniture: 1750 to Present
DHA5111 History of Decorative Arts
DHA5170 Special Topics in Design, Housing, and Apparel
DHA5193 Directed Study in Design, Housing, and Apparel
DHA5196 Field Study: National/International
DHA5216 Textile and Apparel Consumer
DHA5381 Digital Illustration
DHA5382 Digital Sound and Video
DHA5383 Modelingand Animation
DHA5385 Internet-Based Media
DHA5388 Design Planning, Analysis, and Evaluation
DHA5399 Theory of Electronic Design
DHA5463 Housing Policy
DHA5467 Housing and the Social Environment
DHA5481 Housing for the Elderlyand Special Populations
DHA5484 Rural Housing Issues
DHA8101 Philosophical Foundations of Design, Housing, and Apparel
DHA8103 Methodological Orientations: Qualitative Research
DHA8111 Analysis of Design Literature
DHA8112 Design Theory and Criticism
DHA8113 Education and Evaluation in Design Studios
DHA8164 Innovation Theory and Analysis
DHA8170 Topics in Design, Housing, and Apparel
DHA8180 Professional Seminar in DHA
DHA8192 Readings in Design, Housing, and Apparel
DHA8193 Directed Study in Design, Housing, and Apparel
DHA8262 Writings on Dress: Historical Perspectives
DHA8263 Writings on Dress: Contemporary Themes
DHA8265 Dress: Race, Class, and Gender
DHA8266 Aesthetic Concepts Related to Apparel Design
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DHA 8267 Dress and Culture
DHA 8361 Color, Design, and Human Perception
DHA 8362 The Nature of Representation in Visual Communication
DHA 8463 Housing and Community
DHA 8467 Housing Theory
DHA 8671 Interior Design Studio
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Fosteringa ResearchCulture
David Durling
Staffordshire University

Abstract
This paper outlines the general situation of university research in art & design in the
UKand the particular problems which may be faced by doctoral candidates. It discusses some
problems faced across both art & design, but focuses on doctoral studies in design.
Underpinning research is the notion of a researchculture, the embedded infrastructure
that fosters and supports research activity. The paper discusses why a strong research culture
is necessary to promote research activity among academic staff and students, and goes on to
suggest a number of strategies which address directly the development of a sustainable and
pervasive research culture.

1.

Introduction
Researchstudents require an infrastructure which will support and, at times, challenge

their work. This paper outlines the general situation of university research in art & design in
the UKand the particular problems which may be faced by doctoral candidates. It discusses
some problems faced across both art & design, but focuses on doctoral studies in design. The
paper goes on to suggest a number of strategies employed by a typical School of Art & Design
which address directly the development of a sustaining and pervasive research culture.

2:

Background:the UKcontext
Until the beginning of this decade, there was not a strong tradition of design research

within UKuniversities, and a similar lack of doctoral education in design and related subjects.
It is therefore not surprising that many institutions are exploring, for the first time, doctoral
level work, and struggling with issues as fundamental as the nature of doctoral research and its
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supervision. Before discussing these issues, it is important to understand the background
against which they are being addressed.
University research in the UKhas, in recent years, been driven largely by the
requirements of a national research assessment exercise (RAE)which grades the performance of
specialist subjects every few years. The subject area of design is included in a unit of
assessment 'Art & Design' distinct from cognate subjects such as architecture and engineering
design. The first such assessment occurred in 1992, the last was in 1996, and the next is due
in 2001. Grading of research is based principally on citations of publications or other accepted
outputs, and is on a 7 point scale of 1 lowest to 5* highest {1; 2; 3b; 3a; 4; 5; and 5*).
Judgments of research quality are essentially by peer review by a subject specialist panel
appointed by the Higher Education Funding Councils. The grades are made public; and funding
for ongoing research activity is provided on a sliding scale based upon the grade achieved.
Prior to the centralised process of the RAE,the quantity and quality of research within
departments of art and design was variable, largely due to the difficulties of obtaining external
funding for such activities from Research Councilswhose primary focus was in other disciplines;;
. Recently, a national research board has been set up, though this too subsumes design within
an arts and humanities context;;;. Research activity seems to have centred on practice,
consultancy and exhibitions, and less so on empirical work. Now,for departments which are
successful in the RAE,there is core annual funding for research activities and this is being
. taken seriously by universities. Selectivity is increasing. Arising from RAE96,only departments
with ratings of 3b or above received funding. In RAE2001it is thought that the threshold for
funding will be set at 3a or possibly 4. The resulting competition has caused a considerable
upsurge in interest in research, and as departments seek to position themselves, it is leading
directly or indirectly to the establishment of doctoral programmes specific to art & design. The
situation in the School of Art & Design at Staffordshire Universityis in some ways typical of the
middle to upper ground in UKart & design departments with their sights set firmly on
improving their grades.

3. Research - what's that?
In order for doctoral supervision to have clarity, the nature of research should be
understood. However, across the UK,definitions of research are still being worked out. For
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example, some see research as information gathering (as in 'I researched plastics materials for
this product'). This kind of inquiry may result in a teaching pack on, for instance, an aspect of
materials technology. Others follow a more traditional track which may be expressed as
systematic enquiry leading to generalisable principles which are disseminated unambiguously to
a wider audienceiv. This kind of research often follows closely the scientific model, and is more
readily published through established learned journals. Yet another opinion holds exploration
through the practice of design as valid research. The Dearing Reportvdefined this as "research
where the end product is an artifact where the thinking is... embodied in the artifact, where the
goal is not primarily communicable knowledge in the sense of verbal communication, but in the
sense of visual or iconic or imagistic communication." This kind of research is perhaps most
closely aligned with the practice of fine artists as personal exploration. Its outcomes may be
made available publicly through exhibition.
What is clear is that research should be defined and agreed in the context of the
particular institution, and should take into account all it's staff's particular skills and interests.
Failingthis, it is most likely that there will be confusion, with researchers, supervisors and
students pulling in different directions.
Another comment sometimes heard from research students is that their activity is
neither valued nor understood. The value placed upon research as an activity that leads
directly to new knowledge and finds its way into teaching will vary from place to place. A
common complaint by students is that some supervisors fail to understand the form of the PhD.
This may be due to poor training of supervisors, but in design is most likely to be a result of so
few design qualified supervisors also holding the PhDthemselves. It seems illogical that,
where institutions normally expect MAstudents to be tutored by academic staff holding masters
degrees, that the same requirement is not placed upon PhDsupervision. Additionally, poor
completion rates have been identified as a particular cause for concern in some other subjects,
and this may also prove to be the case in design as the field matures and reliable data are
accrued.

4. Background:the University context
For some years, fine art and art & design history had been separated from design
studies at Staffordshire University. In August 1997, design, fine art, and history were brought
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together by the formation of a new School of Art & Design. The new School has a portfolio
comprising 34 degrees at BA(Hons) and MAlevels.
Research degrees are offered to MPhiland PhDin full-time and part-time modesvi. The
PhD normally takes a minimum of 3 years of full-time study, and unlike undergraduate
education there is normally no grant support for this Levelof study. Unlike the models of
taught doctoral education in other countries such as the USA,the process in the UKis one of
individual negotiated study, agreed at the outset of the investigation between the candidate
and his/her supervisors. There is an induction and research methods training during the first
year of study, but beyond this the student works alone with periodic interaction with
supervisors.
In the School, doctoral education practices have been in place for some years. Across
the subject specialisms, the nature of doctoral work, its supervision, and completion rates had
varied. A small number of research assistants or scholars had worked towards their PhD, and at
the time of inauguration of the new School, one had completed successfully, while others were
at various stages of completion and running beyond their initially funded period.
The diversity of research activity across the new School is very wide. It ranges from
practice and exhibiting on the one hand, through to empirically based work on the other: this
is both an advantage and a challenge in forming clearly a consensus about the nature of
research activity and its consequences for adequate supervision.

5. Towardsa research culture
The School of Art & Design took the opportunity offered by the creation of a new
School to thoroughly review its strategies for research. It needed to address some of the issues
above, but particularly to consolidate and build upon its best existing practices. In particular,
the School wished to extend the perception of research activities to embrace a pervasive
culture of research which would motivate academic staff and support research students. This is
partly driven by - and is wholly consistent with - the University's 'Building a Learning
community'. This campus wide initiative recognises "the importance of research to a scholarly
community and to effective Learningand teaching." The School has concentrated on building
an infrastructure which will sustain a research culture among the whole community of
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researchers in art & design. It has achieved this by implementing best practice from each of its
divisions and from elsewhere. Some of the elements of this strategy will be discussed below.

6.

Be clear
As already discussed, the term 'research' has several meanings dependent upon

prevailing subject attitudes and the context of the work. It is a topic much discussed over the
past few years in the UKand elsewhere. For some, it will mean the practise of design, often
through consultancy, aimed at keeping the practitioner abreast of current developments in the
field. This might be a model adopted by product designers for example, and its outputs might
be in the form of case studies of the design process and its outcomes. For others, it may mean
building a body of experimental work which is then exhibited publicly thus being accessible for
critical analysis. This model, typically used by fine artists, may also be employed by designers
in ceramics, glass, and crafts. Yet others will favour a model of design research which is more
reductionist, more empirically based, and more theoretical. Such a model will be used typically
by researchers undertaking surveys or measured observations arising from the testing of
hypotheses.
The School has adopted multiple definitions, thus recognising - and celebrating the existence of different traditions of research activity across the specialisms within art &
design. However,these are utilised with some care. For example, while exhibitions seem
widely accepted within fine art, more reflective and more traditionally 'published' outputs are
acceptable in design. One benefit of a diverse range of researchers is that they may be brought
together in groups of individuals who, though specialising in differing subjects, will be able to
assist each other. In this way, we are able to bring together exhibitions of work by specialists
in painting, sculpture, more philosophical aspects of art and design history, and those from the
crafts.
The nature of the research work undertaken in the School influences the nature of PhD
study. The different traditions of, broadly, reductionism and critical reflection are represented
about equally in research carried on within the School. Two PhDscholars in fine art are
developing both work for exhibition and thesis in parallel. This is as a direct result of the
Universitybeing proactive in recent years in adopting more flexible rules for PhDstudy.
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The School is also keen to explore how research feeds back into teaching. This may be
manifest in several ways. In some cases, empirical studies of the behaviours of taught students
has provided tutors with direct evidence for improving teaching. In other cases, working with
students in a controlled ways has affirmed intuitively held opinions. Where possible, we seek
to provide direct links with the improvement of teaching. Recently appointed scholars do not
necessarily come from traditional art & design backgrounds: this is specifically in order to
provide cross fertilisation between disciplines which may inform design.

7.

Be organised
In conducting research and in thinking about new forms of research, researchers should

be supported and guided. Research efforts should be coordinated if everybody is to achieve
their best. The School has achieved this through a research group with representation from
research active academic staff and students. Within the remit of the group is: the monitoring
and approval of all research proposals; monitoring of all research students; policy decisions;
feedback from researchers and sharing of ideas; and formulating strategies for future research.
In these ways, research efforts may be supported, controlled where necessary, and coordinated
for everyone's benefit.
Procedures have been adopted to ensure that:
all research projects are approved and monitored rigorously on an annual basis.
Success is measured in outputs ie. publications, exhibitions, conference and journal
papers etc.
academic staff are given time for supervision of doctoral candidates to a defined tariff.
a number of new scholarships have been offered this year, comprising waiving of
tuition fees, a subsistence grant, office accommodation and computer equipment.
new academic staff researchers are encouraged.
there is an internal bidding process for financial and other support for projects for one
year or longer.
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research active academic staff are given remission of their teaching duties to a defined
tariff. This can include periods of study leave covered by other academic staff.
Overtime the School is being more selective about research success attracting better
funding and facilities. Related to this is the generation of external income for research
activity. Though the School currently earns as much in external income (through industry,
charities, European funding, Arts Counciland similar bodies) than it does through direct public
funding via RAE,there is much more to be done. As the community grows through further
funding, so do the opportunities for deeper activities, more collaboration with other
institutions, and more PhDscholarships.

8. Get real
It was felt important to focus on what the School does best, or on what we could do
better. Importantly, we should not be undertaking work for which we are poorly resourced, or
which spreads efforts too thinly. It was therefore necessary to identify, in the context of the
institution and its researcher profile, some principal foci for research. This has helped in
identifying support and in ensuring that there is not duplication of effort. In design, there has
been an emphasis on identifying specific foci which already have good (in some cases
excellent) research publications.
For example, the term 'user-centred design' embraces a collection of topics with an
emphasis on viewing design from the user's perspective. This identifies qualitatively and
quantitatively an optimal fit between users' expressed needs and any constraints arising from
production or elsewhere. Among the programmes within this focus are:
Gerontechnology:within a broader study of design for ageing, developing

methodologies for understanding the bathing needs of elderly personsvii
Rehab Robotics:comprises a unit undertaking internationally recognised collaborative

work in robotic aids for severely disabled personsviii
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Interfaces: a number of researchers investigating user-friendly and adaptive interfaces

for multimedia;•
Other areas of high quality research include, for example, IRISx the women's
photography project. This project aims to identify, catalogue and publish the work of women
photographers. The resulting archive is unique, and is widely used by scholars both within and
beyond the University. It has resulted in several international publicationsxi.
It therefore follows that what we do best forms the basis for the kind of
doctoral work which can be supervised. It ensures that supervisors are up to the job, and that
new researchers mayjoin existing groups of like minded persons who will be in a strong
position to offer support.
Fromtime to time, universities receive applications from potential doctoral
candidates out of the blue. Having a clear understanding of the School's strengths and future
direction ensures that candidates who stand little chance of being supported fully may be
advised to modify their proposal or to apply elsewhere.
Coupledwith these initiatives has been a strategic increase in the number of
doctoral candidates consisting of academic staff, students, and research assistants. The School
now has in place a community of 15 doctoral candidates including 3 who are recently appointed
. research scholars. Four of these candidates are finalising their theses.

9. Talk to each other
Learning to be a researcher is hard. Often, there are difficult decisions which are made
only after considerable discussion with others including supervisors. One prime aim of the PhD
is for the candidate to be able to engage with others in a professional context. It is therefore
important to be exposed to, and challenged by, the thinking of others and to become a part of
the specific professional group. The School is increasingly providing all researchers with
facilities for the interchange of ideas. These take many forms, for example:
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research forum:a meeting of all interested persons, which has met biweekly. The
nature of the event varies and has included researchers presenting their work to the
group; presentations from different disciplines; and special debates.

external speakers: an ongoing series of important or controversial speakers drawn
nationally from various specialist subject areas.

special events: such as one-day conferences to showcase particular work or explore
interesting themes.

community:demonstrating tangibly that there is a postgraduate community, including
the above events but also the provision of base rooms and equipment for study, and
the representation of research students on school and university committees.

10. Tell the world
We want to be known for what we do. In historical & contextual studies, individuals
write single authored books and journal papers, make conference presentations, and organise
conferences and exhibitions. In fine art, there is. a greater effort towards internationalisation
which has resulted, unusually, in acquiring a gallery in NewYorkto promote collaborations with
other artists in North America, and to provide a showcase for the work of academic staff and
students .
There is, however, so often a reluctance among design academics and students to make
known what they do to a wider ;3Udience. Often it seems that completing the design is enough.
It is of course enough for design, but it is not enough for design research. Therefore the School
expects academic staff and students to publish. Often this is through journal papers and
conference presentations , but is also through a wide variety of outputs including: exhibitions;
one-day conferences, either staged with external speakers on a theme, or as a showcase for our
own work; broadcasts; show reels eg. animation and multimedia; single authored books; and
chapter contributions to books. A small number of doctoral candidates have a prodigious
national and international published output.
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Doctoral candidates appreciate direct help in publishing. We encourage writing and
have a formal policy to encourage the co-authoring of papers. Candidates may therefore expect
that one or more of their supervisors will play an active part in helping them write and gain
acceptance of their work by referees. Appropriate advice may also be given on the best kind of
journal or conference in that particular field.
Publicity has the effect of forming a profile in others' minds of the quality of work done
by the university department. This may encourage more doctoral candidates with similar
interests to make applications, but also has the effect of promoting the sharing of ideas across
a wider stage than the individual institution. The Real Galleryin NewYork has already provided
much publicity (most of it good!), the fostering of exchanges and curating with other
institutions and organisations, and will over the next year stage exhibitions of design crafts in
addition to fine art.
Academic staff and research students are also encouraged to play an active part in
professional and learned societies relevant to their research interests (for example DRSxii
), thus
often mixing with leading edge researchers both nationally and internationally.

11. Be a super supervisor
The School has encountered some difficulties with the supervision of PhDstudents.
University regulations have insisted upon supervisors being experienced to successful
completion and this, coupled with a wide variation in academic staff qualified to PhDlevel
across divisions, has led to a significant influence by experienced colleagues from other
Schools. This has not proved to be a wholly satisfactory arrangement. External supervisors
sometimes lack deeper understanding of the nature and possibilities of research in design, or
are occasionally indifferent to this growing area, imposing instead a rigid definition of research
emanating from their own specialisms. Within the new School there is now an adequate
number of PhDholders, and we are gaining control for the first time. This is being helped to
some extent by the University being more flexible in the interpretation of regulations. There
now seems an increasing focus on supervisors being trafoed formally rather than simply being
experienced.
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It is also important that supervisors do not take on candidates whose research interests
fall outside the supervisor's expertise. Through focusing on specific research subjects or themes
across the School, we are better able to advise candidates.
Interestingly, academic staff have responded to the doctoral challenge by wanting to
undertake investigation towards a PhDthemselves. Currently,there are two academic staff
working towards PhDs. A further two are working up proposals for doctoral registration.
Additionally, the university has recently agreed new regulations for the award of PhDby
published work. The intention is to allow existing academic staff and others to work towards a
PhDon the basis of work which they have already published, together with linking documents
which will produce a thesis having a coherent theme and a contribution to knowledge. This is
an interesting development which may benefit and reward design practitioners within the
School who have a track record of applied research and publication.

12. Training
It is clear from talking to doctoral candidates and their tutors across a range of
institutions, that the extent to which a PhDis seen as a research trainingvaries considerably
from place to place. The traditional UKresearch councils are placing increasing emphasis on
institutions demonstrating formal training in research methods for their students. This is the
result of a history of unacceptably low completion rates in some subjects.
The School of Art & Design has identified for its new research students suitable
modules (mostly from other parts of the university) to provide both general and specific
training in methods appropriate to the domain. In formally registering to study for a research
degree, the extent of training has to be declared by the candidate and supervisory team, and
arrangements made for a suitable training programme in research methods. It is also planned
that in the near future the University will have in place generic research training delivered
through campus wide computer supported resources such as Lotus Learning Space or the
constructivist learning environment COSExiii
. Morespecific training remains an obligation of
individual Schools. The School of Art & Design's additions to these means of learning currently
include links to other sites, together with an existing collection of books, manuals and other
printed materials.
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13. Summary
In the context of design research in the UK,its funding, and the traditions of the PhD
form, the School of Art & Design at Staffordshire University has made significant efforts to
build a sustainable culture of research which underpins all its current and future activities. In
particular, it has considered:
defining the nature of research in the context of the School and the University
adopting positive strategies to promote and manage research
focusing on what we do best and ways that we want to develop in the future
helping researchers exchange information
helping researchers publish in the right places
establishing a tradition of supervision with qualified and experienced supervisors
adopting formal training in research methods
The combined effect of these moves has been to better integrate the efforts of
individuals, improve the quantity and quality of published output, and to establish firmly the
value of research in keeping academic staff at the leading edge of their respective teaching
specialisms. The School has cre·ated several new scholarships for PhDstudy. There is an
increase in applications for doctoral study. The community supports the integration and
motivation of research students. Perhaps above all, researchers get a buzz from what they do,
and from being part of a community of like minded people.
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4. The

of Doctoral Education in Design

Postgraduate Researchand Digital Media
Suzette Worden
University of the West of England

Abstract
This paper draws on the experience of developing doctoral projects alongside the
management and implementation of a digital media research project at the Faculty of Art,
Media and Design at the University of the West of England, Bristol (UWE).iThe issues to be
addressed in this paper will include: the relationship between theory and practice in design
research; developing research projects across art, media and design that are united by an
interest in exploring the potential of digital media; creating a research culture that includes
best practice in research supervision; and developing working practices based on partnerships
between researchers in the media industries and education. I will also consider the potential
offered by digital media resources, which is extending the nature of research in all areas of
design.

Introduction
This paper explores the context and content of digital media research projects and their
relationship to postgraduate research. Computers and all kinds of digital media equipment are
commonplace within the production of art and design artefacts. Art and design researchers
additionally develop new ways of using advances in media and communications technology;
they also assess or aim to predict evolving social contexts in media production and
consumption. Newareas of enquiry have therefore been opened up; for example, digital and
web-based art and computer supported collaborative work. Sometimes these add to existing
practices or, in other instances, create virtual spaces for display and interaction.
To provide a wider perspective I will also consider how our research culture is being

changed by the use of digital media. This includes looking at digital sources of information,
where one of the most notable features has been the convergence of previously separate media,
and digital media as a tool for interpretation, presentation and communication. Digital media
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has become an integral part of the research process, providing new opportunities for what we
actually do as individual researchers.
Both these aspects of the use of digital media are offering the potential to create new,
or to modify existing, educational programmesfor postgraduate research students. Digital
media content can therefore be interrogated within practice but it has also expanded the
repertoire of research skills and methodologies needed by all postgraduate students.
Howa balance is perceived between subject-based and more general issues will provide
a useful starting point for looking at opportunities for the individual researcher and establish,
in more detail, how digital media extends our definition of design. Connections between a
general understanding of what research 'is' and subject based discussions will then be
established.

The general and the specific
Getting a balance between depth in subject knowledge and breadth in contextualising
that knowledge is essential for success at doctoral level. Contextualisation may be achieved
through interdisciplinary studies where the aims, issues or subjects covered by other disciplines
are assimilated; or it may be that there are generic research skills as well as the particular
discipline-based skills needed for investigating design. Estelle Pugh and DerekS Pugh state in
How to Get a PhD:

... the classic position of a researcher is not that of one who knows the right answers but
of one who is struggling to find out what the right questions might be!;;

It is possible to extend their comment by taking a closer look at not only the
qualitative elements implied here, but also at the procedural elements of research. As well as
ask what the most interesting questions actually are we also need to ask how and where does
the researcher 'start'? Does a 'beginning' even exist or is that a retrospective device for framing
the activity as a reflective process? Are there questions that block our view; that need
answering before we can move on and really get down to the excitement and absorbing activity
of 'real' research? Questions about the means of getting (and being) there, in turn, lead to
questions about the restraints and opportunities offered by the process of research.
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After this there are pressures and questions arising from the researcher's realisation
that they need to communicate their findings (and enthusiasm and commitment). There are
also pressures from an impatient audience wanting results or evidence of the activity itself. The
content of doctoral education therefore oscillates from content being discovered by the right
questions, to the question of am I doing it 'right'. Enter the supervisor/examiner or fellow
researcher asking for evidence, and the process has to turn into a product. The fluid, evolving
creative process becomes the fixed monument, a product of its own time, with a life of its own.
In becoming a volume to be taken from the library shelf, the text follows its own trajectory,
refuted or emulated as seed-corn for future research activity. And life after the PhD? Are you
really supposed to start answering the questions instead?
Because this process of finding out what the right questions are means that research is
based on an open system of thought, the researcher has to examine data critically. According
to Phillips and Pugh:
They have to go to great trouble to get systematic, valid and reliable data because their
aim is to understand and interpret.,;;;
The researcher also generalises and specifies the limits of their generalisations. Phillips and
Pugh state:
... research may be said to proceed by insightful but dangerous generalizations, which is
why the limits of the generalization - where it applies and where it does not apply must be continually tested. The way generalizations can best be established is through
the development of explanatory theory, and it is indeed the application of theory that
turns intelligence-gathering into research.iv
Research is therefore highly reflective, critical and also a social activity; the context for
research is both intensely individual and also a means of entering the public arena of a
discipline and a research culture.
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Developing Research Culture
Research in the UKhas undoubtedly been given greater priority as a consequence of the
Research Assessment Exercise which determines research ratings, through its grading system,
and upon which the distribution of research funding is based. In the last round, in 1996,
submissions to the Art and Design Panel were made from over 80 institutions.
In July 1998 the Arts and Humanities Research Board (AHRB)was formed, expanding
the remit of the former Humanities Research Board, which was previously run by the British
Academyand was the main source of humanities research studentships. The AHRBwill receive a
total of £36 million in 1998 and £44 million in 1999-2000.VThe formation of the AHRBwas
supported by recommendations within the Dearing Report.viArt and design practice is now
included within the remit of a national research board.
There has also been an increase in the level of research publications and conferences,
which has included discussion of the research process and how a research culture can be
created and maintained. These recent developments would not have expanded so quickly if
there had not already been a considerable amount of pioneering activity during the 1970s and
the 1980s. Bruce Archer and his research group at the Royal College of Art, London, set many
precedents for design research from the late 1960s.viiSubsequent developments have included a
questioning of the modernist paradigm of design. As a part of this process, researchers
embraced poststructuralism, postmodernism, feminism, psychoanalysis, cultural theory,
anthropology, histories of design and material culture. The development of design history is an
illustration of this critical appraisal and includes the adaptation of research methods from other
disciplines.viii
A key report in shaping the nature of the general debate was the Council for National
Academic Award's report Researchand RelatedActivities in Art and Design,published in 1989.ixA
recent survey of research degree regulations, compiled by Colin Painter in 1996, showed how
influential the CNAAwas on setting precedents for postgraduate research in art and design.'
Other influential contributions have included the work of Brian Allison in setting up
ARIAD,a national database of art and design research and research resources.xiUseful case
study work has been published by researchers at the Gray's School of Art in Aberdeen and by
the Research Training Initiative at the University of Central England, Birmingham.xiiTheir
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contributions have also fed into the UKCouncilfor Graduate Education's report, Practice-Based

Doctoratesin the Creativeand PeiformingArts and Design,published in 1997.xiii The working
party preparing this report was convened by Christopher Frayling who was also an early
contributor to the debates on art and design research.xiv
Subject associations continue to encourage debate through their publications . Articles
in POINT,the journal of CHEAD,the Conference for Higher Education in Art and Design and

DrawingFire,the journal of the National Association for Fine Art Education, have been
informative. In addition to its publications and conferences, The Design Research Society has
encouraged a great deal of online debate through its DRSmailbase list.xvIn the UKresource
providers like the Art and Humanities Data Service (AHDS)which includes the Performing Arts
Data Service (PADS)and the Visual Arts Data Service (VADS)have recently developed useful
online material for the support of researchers using digital resources.xviFor more specific
coverage of digital media, Computers in Art and Design Education (CADE)has integrated
research in progress into the broader discussion of digital media in art and design education. xvii
Myown personal experience of this 'history' is as a research assistant and postgraduate
student from 1975 to 1979, researching the history of design in Britain during the 1920s and
1930s. Then as lecturer, and from 1983, as a postgraduate supervisor. At that time design
history research was promoted as a response to the request from design students to understand
the historical and social context of their own design areas, as distinct from the kind of skills
and perspectives offered by art and architectural history. Although such direct objectives might
no longer be the prime aim of design historians, keeping a link between research and practice
has continued to offer exciting research opportunities. In addition, it has also been possible to
embrace more sophisticated means of interpretation and contextualisation offered by
postmodernism, material culture·and studies of cyberculture. One of the driving forces for
design history has always been to explore the interdisciplinary possibilities offered by studying
process and product. When working on multimedia projects where new skills are needed by all
those involved it is also possible to move from theory to practice in a more fluid way.
Having worked on projects developing educational software, I was able to learn from
developments in participatory design and constructivist theories about using computers in
education .xvi
ii In other projects I was interested in the social implications of new technology
and the possibilities of virtual reality.xixResearching digital media therefore suggests new
alliances with other discipline areas and an opportunity to learn from their practice and related
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methodologies. Convergence of media also means convergence in the process of research and
closer links with computing and media studies. Collaborative research is therefore a key area for
future developments in media research.

Current Debates
Efforts to raise the status and credibility of design research have involved creating
parity with other more established disciplines. Three research issues, currently being debated,
show the tension between the desire to achieve parity with other more established disciplines
alongside developing, refining and establishing values particular to design research. These are:
•

the relationship of MAcourses to the PhD

•

the nature and possibilities of practice-based research

•

whether research training should be generic or contextualised within a discipline.

The relationshipof MAcoursesto the PhD
Debates about the relationship of MAcourses to the PhD are a result of the
proliferation of different degree titles with different objectives such as professional doctorates
or research masters degrees (EdDand MRes).Also, within the UK,the debate relates to other
issues including ensuring the quality of UKpostgraduate education in an international market
and the models used for funding postgraduate studentships by the research councils where, for
example, in the humanities awards are given for one year (MA) followed by three years (PhD).
Increasingly, the MAis seen to incorporate research training as a preliminary for PhD research.
As all postgraduate provision is currently at one level some concern has been shown over this
lack of differentiation. The Harris Report on postgraduate education discussed standardising
nomenclature in relation to quality assurance.""These ideas were endorsed by the Dearing
Report and have also been seen as a way of offering clarity about expectations to students.
Interesting work in this area includes a prototype taxonomy for postgraduate research
learning outcomes, which could, when fully tested and evaluated become the basis for the
development of standards for research awards. This taxonomy has been put forward by Howard
Green and MalcolmShaw from Leeds Metropolitan University. They 'wanted a comprehensive
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holistic solution which could span all subject disciplines, research paradigms and postgraduate
awards'.xxi

Howard Green and MalcolmShaw found that research awards included recognition of
originality, publishability, research training, criticality and student autonomy. These attributes
informed the specification of nine domains: organisation and planning, communication,
group/interpersonal, information/data collection, theory and principles, analysis and reflection,
application and reflection, synthesis and evaluation , and creativity. They were not talking
about measurement but the means to develop generic outcomes for each level of postgraduate
work. They were setting the groundwork for a discussion of standards within postgraduate
education .

The nature and possibilitiesof practice-basedresearch
During the last ten years there has been a debate about the nature and validity of
practice-based doctorates in art and design. Similar debates are found where research is
becoming a more significant activity within professional education, such as for nursing and
education, where there is a growing interest in reflective practice, action research and
grounded theory.
The UKCouncil for Graduate Education has produced an important document on
practice-based doctorates, which makes very clear distinctions between professional
qualifications and a PhD research programme. For the PhDthe researcher is obliged to 'map for
his or her peers the route by which they arrived at that product•.xxi
i This stress on the
communication of the research highlights the particular relationship designed objects have to
meaning.
Designed objects embody knowledge but do not necessarily communicate it; with
design there is an unsatisfactory 'knowledge system'. Kenneth Agnew has illustrated this in a
discussion about product design research where he showed how difficult is was to recreate an
object by copying and how, artefacts acquire reputations that are mythological rather that real.
An object can have an unknown relationship between its physical form and its use. He made
the following observation about research:
... there are cases where minimally annotated engineering drawings without other
support have been submitted to the UFC[Universities Funding Council] as 'research
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publications'. If this is acceptable, we shall as academics only have hidden the defects
in the knowledge system of engineering and product design generally, without finding
a foothold in any other knowledge system.xxiii
This can also apply to digital media. Although there is clearly an expectation that the
practice-based doctorate advances knowledge partly by means of practice, there must also be
the contextualisation of the creative work.

Researchtraining
Willingnessto present ideas to the art and design community also reinforces the belief
that the PhDis interpreted as a licence to practice.xxiv
Doing research is a craft skill where it is
important to learn by doing. After deciding on a research approach and field it is necessary to
get a training appropriate to those aims. If becoming a capable researcher is the desired
outcome for the PhDstudent then training in research methods is now seen as a crucial part of
the postgraduate student experience.
Whether research training should be generic or contextualised within the discipline is
part of the on-going debate . It could be argued that a course in generic skills could create a
high degree of flexibility for the student to then 'apply' what they choose to their subject. As
already discussed, research methods are often adapted and developed from other disciplines.
Others suggest that relevant research skills are best brought in and introduced by the
supervisor, when the need arises, within the programme of research. The student and supervisor
jointly establish how these skills are acquired.xxvThis may be possible in established areas
research skills and research methodology can be part of the MAcurriculum and, if necessary
revisited at M Phil or PhD level. ·
A course covering research methods and the necessary research skills would include
material on using the library and electronic resources; making a literature search; writing a
bibliography; time management; IT skills; building a network; writing and presenting research.
It could also include interpreting artefacts; conducting surveys; questionnaire design; oral
history techniques.
Valuable documentation can be found in the Research Training Initiative Research

Guides,published in 1996. These are comprehensive in their coverage and are particularly useful
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for their case studies. For research methods, as opposed to generic research skills, there are
fewer well-developed and confident discussions. So considering what can be learnt from case
studies is the best option, particularly as the best of art and design research seems to offer the
possibility of a positive interaction between different research traditions.xxvi

Digital Media Research
If digital media research is developed within a research culture created by an art and
design faculty it is able to foster links with a wide spectrum of possible collaborators, making
links with the gallery and museum sector and the communications and media industries.
Research projects can also be formed through links with faculties of education, computing,
humanities and other areas of the wider university community. Developing projects with
community based arts schemes or digital city schemes, of a local or regional nature, can expand
the social context of the research. Such links also offer possibilities for a more diverse source of
research funding or sponsorship, which is necessary for the support of a satisfactory equipment
base for digitally based research.
The Digital Media Laboratory, a research centre at the University of the West of
England, Bristol, has funding from the UKGovernment's Foresight initiative for research into
digital media as part of the National Creative Technologies Initiative (NCTI).This national
frameworkis a partnership between UWE,the University of Bristol, as the Bristol Creative Media
Network,and Createc, part of the National Filmand Television School in Ealing, London.
Industrial sponsorship for the project has come from SGSThomson, Aardman Animations, and
Hewlett Packard. Individual projects will include animation and computer games, digital
filmmaking, electronic arts, generative music, educational software and digital archiving. Ten
'rapid' prototypes, capable of further development, will be produced over three years from 1997
to 2000.
Technology Foresight is a policy initiative first announced in a UKGovernment White
paper on Science, Engineering and Technology and is coordinated by the Office of Science and
Technologyat the Department of Trade and Industry. The main themes are partnership and
wealth creation, through bringing together industry and researchers to identify the
opportunities in markets and technologies likely to emerge during the next 10-20 years and the
investments and actions needed to exploit them. The results of Foresight, which has panels
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concerning 15 key sectors of the economy, will inform decisions on spending by the
Governmentand industry. Concernsthat relate to the brief given to the NCTIinclude the
development of new multi-discipline businesses including remote learning, 'edutainment' and
leisure products; implementation of the information superhighway; and, most significantly, the
production of hybrid technical and creative skills. What was noted in Foresight documentation
in November1995, however, was that:
..it must not be assumed that producing more technical skills alone is the key to
economic growth. Design and performance across a range of areas such as fashion,
music, TV,video games and film are essential to the economy and can either be greatly
enhanced or damaged by the advent of new technologies.
What is also evident, from the experience of working on a project that is part of the
NCTIis the extent to which different interest groups, from communications media, information
technology, art and design and users, need to be brought together. The NCTIproject puts
emphasis on the documentation and publication of the methodologies used to create
prototypes, so documentation is valued as an outcome in addition to the artefact being valued
for its potential wealth creation.
Any projects that are part of NCTIhave a clear 'audience' that has to some extent
defined the balance between the research and its dissemination, as the latter is clearly written
in to the brief. This does not make innovation, originality or quality any easier to attain but it
does map out the expectations of the research culture and its relationship to the institutions
and organisations that support it. This seems to offer clear and workable parameters for the
research process that may also be part of a PhDsubmission. Yet there are many possibilities
within this that offer scope for originality, innovation and critical judgement. For example: it
offers the opportunity to experiment with new tools and technology; for the artist and designer
to communicate their vision to the industry sector or to enhance leisure and learning. It also
gives scope for developing innovative working practices and collaborative projects.
PhDprojects will be run in conjunction with the NCTIprototyping projects. Currently
researchers are developing projects in conjunction with the National Electronic and Video
Archive of the Crafts (NEVAC),
which is an archive of resources on the crafts in Britain in the
20th century, based at UWE.Other projects cover digital documentary, interactive arts and
generative tools for graphic design.><XVii
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Digital Media as Support for Research
Students need support in using digital media for the process of information retrieval
and for communicating their research. Examinersalso have to deal with non-traditional means
of presentation made possible by hypertext and multimedia. Newways of writing and reading
are therefore at the disposal of the PhDstudent. =iii
The ways in which the use of word-processing has enabled researchers to speed up
some aspects of their writing or to continually revise the text has had positive and negative
aspects. There are similar instances in digital art production. One example is the way artists
and designers have described using the 'undo' button as part of their creative process.mx
Duringthe process of research computer mediated communication allows online spaces
for sharing research and exchanging ideas. This loops back into the use of the Internet for
publishing research, particularly at a 'work in progress' stage. The personal web page can make
the process of dissemination and feedback more visible and take the process into other time
and space dimensions. It does not replace the dissemination and feedback found by attending
conferences but can broaden the range of participants and the nature of the feedback. To
extend to which researchers 'join' and feel part of a virtual community is the test of success for
this kind of interaction.
Even more overwhelming is the enormous expansion of electronic resources for
research, ranging from powerful search engines to databases, indexes, sites organised by
commercial organisations, academic societies, university departments and individuals.
Successful dissemination of information on these projects is now necessary as they are
extremely varied and have been the result the existence of many small projects. They may also
offer the service of preserving digital material or, as with AHDS,VADSand PADS,they may also
be engaged in research about standards, inter-operability and preservation. Smaller
institutional projects have grown out of pre-existing research projects. In many of these the
aim is to share resources with the wider community. Examplesinclude: digitising the Design
Councilpicture library at the Design CouncilArchive, Universityof Brighton; the European
Illustration Collection: Hull at the School of Art and Design, Hull; DIAD,a digitisation project
for the Design Council'sDesign magazine at the London College of Printing and Distributive
Trades; and AXIS,the National Artists Register at Leeds Metropolitan University.=
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Conclusion
A consideration of digital media must be central to any discussion of design research.
Design researchers have a great deal to offer any debates on new technologies; they can
influence how products are developed, offer visions for the integration of digital media into our
lives and critically evaluate current usage in order to improve future scenarios.
Through a discussion of the balance between depth and breadth in research I have
suggested that finding the right question was crucial for successful research projects. However,
it is also equally important to contextualise the research process itself and see that there is a
history of design research upon which an interest in new media technologies can build, even if
it is a relatively short one. To move the debate forward, digital media not only offers new areas
of design to explore; it also offers new methods and opportunities for all design researchers. A
research culture that encourages a critical awareness through the mapping of the route by
which the researcher arrives at the end product, such as the PhD, offers parity with other
disciplines. And, in an area where boundaries are fluid, there is a future for enhanced status
and a future for collaborative research projects. Finally, one of the exciting things about the
availability of digital information is the way it can encapsulate new methods for collecting and
disseminating research material. We have only just begun to experiment with new ways of using
these opportunities for expanding the content of research and the research process itself.
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History,Theory,and Criticismin DoctoralDesign Education
Victor Margolin
University of Illinois at Chicago

I
Since Herbert Simon first proposed a "science of design" in his Compton Lectures at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technologythirty years ago, this goal has remained elusive. There
have been continuous efforts, particularly among design educators, to rigorously ground design
in a body of domain knowledge that they believe will insure its social acceptance as a serious
endeavor. However,there has been no agreement as to what this knowledge consists of.
Amongthose who have actively pursued the task of creating a discipline of design is
the Britishjournal DesignStudies, edited by Nigel Cross. In an editorial of 1996, Cross,
responding to a report from the United States that several colleagues had not been granted
tenure at their respective universities because those who judged their applications may have
believed design research to be lacking in rigor or relevance, noted that
We had assumed that there had been a growing acceptance of the academic legitimacy
of design, and a growing acknowledgment of design as a discipline. It is very
disappointing if design is still not accepted as a legitimate discipline of scholarship·
and research in some of the leading academic institutions.

i

Crossthen went on to speak against innundating design with alien cultures from either science
or art although he recognized the value of borrowing from these cultures where appropriate. His
basic concern was with legitimacy. "We have to be able to demonstrate that standards of rigor
and relevance in our.intellectual culture at least match those of the others," he wrote.ii
In seeking legitimacy based on standards that exist within other research cultures,
although he did not mention any of these specifically, Crossechoed a concern of Simon's that
design be conceptualized in such a way as to be worthy of university study. In fact, Cross
quoted extensively from Simon's essay, "The Science of Design" in his editorial.
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Despite frequent citations of Simon's work as a precedent for a design science or
discipline, what is frequently missed in Simon's essay, which constitutes a chapter of his book

TheSciences of the Artificial,is that Simon seeks to legitimate design as a science by reducing
the role of intuitive judgment in the design process as much as possible.m "In the past," he
writes," much if not most of what we knew about design and about the artificial sciences was
intellectually soft, intuitive, informal, and cookbooky."1v. Instead , he defines a science of
design as "a body of intellectually tough, analytic, partly formalizable, partly empirical,
teachable doctrine about the design process.'IVThus, design thinking has to be transferable and
verifiable in order to be legitimate.
Let us remember that Simon presented his lectures at one of America's leading
technical universities and he defined his standards and criteria for a new science of design in
terms that would be acceptable to a community of engineers. He therefore devoted
considerable attention in his chapter on the science of design to forms of logic that would lead
to efficient methods of problem solving. Simon's bias towards a logical rigor that he believes is
fundamental to a respectable design science is often overlooked by those who cite his work as a
precedent for a new design discipline. Fewdesign educators have sought, as Simon did, to
articulate the elements of the design process in such a way that it or parts of it might be
replicated by a computer, a goal that Simon advanced in "The Science of Design." Were he
giving a similar lecture today he would likely be celebrating advances in artificial intelligence
and expert systems. He denigrates what he calls "cookbook methods" which he believes drove
design from the engineering curriculum and he negates judgment or experience as the bases for
design because these cannot be articulated in a language that makes sense to engineers.
Instead he espouses design processes that have been embodied in "running computer
programs: optimizing algorithms, search procedures, and special-purpose programs for
designing motors, balancing assembly lines, selecting investment portfolios, locating
warehouses, designing highways, diagnosing and treating diseases, and so forth."v1
Simon's theory of design is an operational one. He is interested in strategies of
decision-making that are based on mathematically-derived procedures. His focus is on method
rather than outcome. While he eschews judgment or experience as the basis for design
decision-making, he uses precisely these qualities to characterize the a;ms of design which are
just as unsystematically defined in his theory as he might claim methodology to be in someone
else's. He defines his examples, whether" cities, or buildings, or economies," as complex
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systems, thus enabling him to privilege the particular methods of problem-solving he has been
espousing as the appropriate ones for designing them. Simon's design projects are simply given
and not presented as entities that might be contested from other perspectives.

II
I present Simon's work as one starting point that has led to the current state of design
research. In the years since the Compton lectures were first published, and several further
editions of Simon's book have appeared, a number of researchers have heeded Simon's call to
establish a body of rigorous domain knowledge that would constitute a discipline of design.
There has been little discussion about a science of design nor have those most concerned with
issues of disciplinarity felt constrained by Simon's rejection of judgment and experience. But
Simon's essay with its deceptively catholic definition of design activity ( "Everyonedesigns who
devises courses of action aimed at changing existing situations into preferred ones.") became
the impetus for a direction in research activity that has focused more on the design process
than on developing a critical theory of practice.
If the term 'design science' had achieved wider currency it would have excluded much
of the design research and design activity that occur today. Attempting to validate the
methods of design practice according to the discourse of science would simply create a
hierarchy of activities based on logical rigor that would become, in my view, an unwelcome
reference point for the legitimation of design as an academic subject.
I prefer a much more open conception of design activity as well as an approach to
design research that is not preoccupied with justifying a separate sphere of domain knowledge
as the primary subject of investigation ..

vii

I recognize the value of domain knowledge but when

it is sought or defined in too strict a manner, one tends to exclude other valuable perspectives.
UnlikeCross, I do not fear "swamping our research with different cultures imported either from
science or art" but instead welcome the multiplicity of discourses that can contribute to a
greater understanding of design, both in its practical as well as its theoretical sense.
For a number of years, the term 'design studies,' rather than 'design science' has been
used to designate the diverse field of design research. It may have originated in the
eponymous title of the journal currently edited by Nigel Cross,that developed from the
founding of the Design Research Society in Great Britain. DesignStudies has committed itself
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to developing design as a discipline and has shaped its editorial policy towards achieving that
end.
But the term "design studies" has also been used to designate an enterprise that is
constituted more pluralistically. This has been the approach that I and my fellow editors of

DesignIssues , Richard Buchanan and Dennis Doordan, have taken. We prefer to think of design
studies as an open field where different ways of thinking about design can be brought into
relation with each other.

viii

For many years DesignIssues did not publish articles that were

grounded in empirical research but we have changed our position in order to embrace as fully
as possible the current diversity of design thought.

III
Until now, questions of whether or not design should be considered a science, a
discipline, or a more openly-conceived practice have made some impact on individual design
programs around the world at the Bachelor's or Master's level but they have not become central
to the entire design community. With the advent of doctoral programs in design, it becomes
important to reflect more deeply on the nature of design so as to better evaluate new
educational initiatives, particularly at the doctoral level. Whereas programs at the Bachelor's or
Master's level are primarily practice-oriented, even though they frequently contain research
components, the design doctorate is more likely to set the parameters for the social
understanding of design because of its emphasis on research. In order for a research community
to be respected by others, both researchers and lay people, there must be some sense that the
profession to which it is attached understands how to value and use the types of knowledge the
research community produces. It is therefore extremely important to frame a debate on the
nature of design activity that can eventually lead to a greater understanding among educators
of what types of design research will be deemed valuable even if these research tendencies are
at odds with each other. I am not speaking here of an academic field that must agree on a
single method or goal of research but instead one that recognizes and values a plurality of
research methods and goals that bear some shared relation to the larger profession to which
they relate.
I want to argue here that history, theory, and criticism should play a central role within
the diverse field of design research and should be part of the curriculum in every program of
doctoral education in design. ix Of the three subjects, theory has remained the most difficult to
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characterize and the most open to different interpretations of what it is. Theory for Simon is a
theory of operations that includes utility theory, statistical decision theory, theories of
hierarchic systems, and theories of logic.xDesign theory, as he defines it, complements the
natural science curriculum"in the total training of a professional engineer - or of any
professional whose task is to solve problems, to choose, to synthesize, to decide."x1The way
that Simon has positioned theory in his curriculumfor a science of design makes it impossible
to bring this subject into relation with history or criticism without challenging the unspoken
justification for his own definition of design. Although Simon is careful to distinguish design
science from natural science, he has naturalized the methods of design and embedded them in
a technical framework of designing. This framework privileges systems thinking as a means of
generating design ·projects, and efficiency as a way of judging the efficacy of design thought.
Simon's definitions of design practice and theory fall within what the late philosopher
Herbert Marcusehas called "technological rationality." This, Marcuse says is "a pattern of one-

dimensionalthought and behavior in which ideas, aspirations, and objectives that, by their
content, transcend the established universe of discourse and action are either repelled or .
reduced to the terms of this universe. They are redefined by the rationality of the given system
1
ClearlySimon's rejection of judgment and experience a·s
and of its quantitative extension."x1

non-quantifiable and non-transferable sources of design thought fit Marcuse's assertion.
Marcusegoes on to argue that closed systems of rationality define the universe in
which everyone lives according to the terms of those in control. Although at this point I don't
wish to take on the full force of Marcuse'spolitical argument, I do want to note the relevance
of his critique to the way we position history, theory, and criticism in a doctoral program. What
frequently happens in design education is that courses in these subjects are subordinated to
the logic of practical training. They provide some form of academic legitimation and modest
consciousness-raising for design students but they are not expected to interrogate or challenge
the rest of the curriculum. In short, they are incorporated within a system of pedagogical
rationality.
The subordinate place of history, theory, and criticism in design education is
concomitant with the difficulty most designers have in envisioning forms of practice other than
those that are already given by the culture. And yet, as Richard Buchanan has argued
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The assumption is that design has a fixed or determinate subject matter that is given to
the designer in the same way that the subject matter of nature is given to the
scientist. However,the subject matter of design is not given. It is created through the
activities of invention and planning, or through whatever other methodology or
procedures a designer finds helpful in characterizing his own work.xiii
Though Buchanan does not foreground a political agenda as Marcusedoes, his
characterization of design as indeterminate does coincide with Marcuse'sconcern for critical
reflection on the way we create and perpetuate social practices. Although some would argue
that the task of the designer is given by the structure of the culture, notably the activity of
business enterprises, others would say that we don't yet know the limits of what might be
designed. As Marcusestates
Everyestablished society .... tends to prejudge the rationality of poss;b{eprojects to
keep them within its framework. At the same time, every established society is
confronted with the actu-t3lityor possibility of a qualitatively different historical
practice which might destroy the existing institutional framework.xiv
If we acknowledge design's indeterminacy and accept Marcuse'sexplanation of how
established society can close out alternative possibilities, we need to then recognize that
design theory is at its most fundamental a theory of how design functions in society rather
than simply a theory of techniques. Marcuse'scritique of technological rationalism provides a
basis for embedding design thought within the larger activity of social thought rather than
isolating design from its social situation and theorizing independently about its processes of
invention. By holding design in our vision as a social practice, we are always obliged to
consider and evaluate the situations in which it occurs rather than naturalizing them as
Simon does.
When we acknowledge our relation to the social as part of our relation to design, we
can find in Marcuse'sthought a cogent argument for making history, theory, and criticism
central to all design education, not only to doctoral training. Marcuse provides the justification
for joining history, theory, and criticism in an integral project of design reflection which can
offer a critical understanding of practice and of pedagogy as well.
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As an antidote to the one-dimensionality of technological rationalism, he proposes a
dialectical logic which arises from a space outside the dominant system of thought and
practice. What gives dialectical logic embodiment is history. Dialectical logic "attains its truth
if it has freed itself from the deceptive objectivity which conceals the factors behind the facts
- that is, if it understands its world as a historicaluniverse, in which the established facts are
the work of the historical practice of man."xv
Historical events exist outside current circumstances yet mark the continuity of human
experience. Struggles from the past can also become struggles for the present. Historical
experience can offer alternatives to current situations and provide the substance for evaluating
the present from a position outside its logic. Two-dimensionalthought for Marcuseis critical
thought which is resisted by the dominant culture.
The given reality has its own logic of contradictions - it favors the modes of thought
which sustain the established forms of life and the modes of behavior which reproduce
and improve them. The given reality has its own logic and its own truth; the effort to
comprehend them as such and to transcend them presupposes a different logic, a
contradicting truth.l<Vi
Marcuserightly notes that these different logics are non-operational and may appear
weak according to the criteria of the dominant system. This fact is exemplified by the
distinctions that some scientists make between hard and soft science which frequently get
played out in the politics of academic promotion and grant getting. It refers us also to the
concern Nigel Crossexpressed in his DesignStudies editorial regarding design research
colleagues who may have been denied tenure because their work was not seen to be sufficiently
rigorous. It points us as well to Simon's preoccupation with logical rigor as a dominant criteria
for evaluating design thought.
This is not to say that dialectical thought is unrigorous. But history, and theory too,
can easily be seen as "soft" forms of thought compared to the "hard" logic of science. Thought
which conforms to the dominant values of a system will always appear more legitimate than
that which arises outside those values. And yet, history can provide us with examples that offer
persuasive grounds for a critique of the present.
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The practice of WilliamMorris,shows us how powerful dialectical logic can be. Morris
countered the logic of industrialization, exemplified by the division and mechanization of
labor, with the pre-industrial practice of craft production. He also sought to employ this
practice in the work of his various enterprises. Although he did not succeed in changing the
industrial system nor in institutionalizing an enduring alternative, his thought kept alive an
oppositional critique of what many perceived to be the dehumanizing aspects of
industrialization. Morris'sideas have been kept alive until now through a distinguished lineage
of design thinkers, educators, and practitioners ranging from Herman Muthesius and Walter
Gropiusto Ivan Illich and E.F.Schumacher. As a thinker Morrishas had a tremendous influence
on later designers, educators, and theorists because he so strongly articulated an opposition to
the technical rationality of his day. His arguments are still persuasive as we struggle to make
sense out of the current turbulence of technological innovation. When history, theory, and
criticism are marginalized within the design curriculum, the social conditions of design practice
recede in importance. What some educators want to call domain knowledge is only operational
knowledge rather than knowledge that expands and refines the designer's self-awareness, thus
enabling him or her to make more informed judgments about values and goals. However,it is
not enough to simply readmit judgment and experience to the realm of design imagination.
These qualities must be treated as subjects in their own right which require analysis and
cultivation.
Historyis our collective experience. The more we know of it, the more we can use it to
question the prevailing values of society. To be without a knowledge of history is to give up a
space outside the system where one can find alternatives and also empowerment for change. If
indeed we are to recognize the contingency of design then we should reinforce that concept by
acknowledgingas well the contingency of social systems. It is paradoxical to speak about
design's indeterminacy and then frame it in a determined situation of practice. If designers are
going to realize the full potential of design thinking, then this thinking must be extended to
consider how the situations in which design occurs are themselves designed.

IV
Design as an activity occurs within a social space and its very contingency is guided by
the values and limits that inform a particular project. Design is sufficiently complex for its
analysis to focus of necessity on specific aspects of practice but focussed research is always
informed by the framework of the whole.
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Designtheory needs to acknowledge the interplay between the techniques of
operational activity and their cultural impact and reception. At present, however, the
community of design theorists is fragmented. Some theorize within a social science or technical
frameworkexclusivelywhile others exclude process and only consider design's impact in and on
culture. Perhaps the best organized community of scholars within the wider field of design
1
This group,
studies is a group engaged in what some are calling Design Thinking Research.xv1

which has been meeting regularly since 1991, consists primarily of researchers from
11
They have
engineering, architecture, industrial design, computer science, and psychology.xv1

generated a body of writing which has been published in journals and books. But they have not
sought to bring their work into relation with other theorists who look at design from different
perspectives. This lack of communication calls for more engagement with questions of design
contingency and the social situations in which it gets played out. We do not need a tight
holistic model of design practice, and in fact, we should not seek one. Design research would
advance on the theory front if there were more attempts by theorists with different approaches
and concerns to at least acknowledge each others activities and at best bring them in to
relation with their own work. Until recently, there has been little impulse for this engagement
but as we discuss issues of doctoral education, it becomes imperative, as I have already argued,
to apprehend more clearly the contours of a research community, map the different activities
within it, and reflect on the relationships between these activities.x1x
History, theory, and criticism should be at the core of this community, not only to
foster new activity but also to sustain a continuous interrogation of the research process. A
mature field needs a sustained metadiscourse that feeds back assessments on how it is
operating. Commentaryis essential to a pluralistic research community. Its function is to
critique, validate, and frame differences and debates. Commentaryrecognizes the contingency
of the research enterprise itself. It is central to the enterprise and not subordinate to a
hegemonic theory of practice that relegates its discursive methods to a marginal position.
Marcusenotes that "a specific historical practice is measured against its own historical
alternatives."xx This requires a critical awareness that history, theory, and criticism can foster.
To position these subjects at the center of doctoral education is to recognize their importance
to the development of a self-consciousness and social aware design practice as well as to the
creation of a research community with similar qualities.
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A Field for GrowingDoctorates in Design?
KlausKrippendorff
University of Pennsylvania

Bruce Archer's Message:
Hearing of this conference, Bruce Archer faxed us something he wrote as a "stimulus
paper" for a similar gathering in England. It was meant to constructively intervene into an
ongoing debate between two schools of thought on a doctorate degree in such practical
disciplines as architecture, art, dance, design, education and engineering:
•

"One school of thought (he suggests) favours the amendment of universities'
traditional Ph.D. regulations so that submissions for examination in such
disciplines may be presented Largelyin non-written form.... There are those in
conventional academic disciplines who have objected to the 'watering-down' of
(such) regulations, arguing that this debases the standing of the traditional
research degree."

•

"Elsewhere, some university staffs in practitioner related disciplines have objected
to the adoption of 'watered-down' M.Phil. and Ph.D. regulations on grounds that
the traditions of scientific and scholarly research distort the proper study and
acquisition of competence in advanced practitionership. Such objectors favour the
wider adoption of doctoral degrees that are explicitly degrees in practitionership,
rather than degrees in research or scholarship."

Then he goes on to note that there already are doctoral degrees in practitionership,
some with a respectable history, for example in Lawand in medicine, recently also in education
and in engineering. He concludes recommending that one may want to examine such degrees
as models that overcome the gap between the two positions outlined above.
I want to take this recommendation to heart. I too have asked myself in the past why
medicine, for example, which is as practical as is design, has developed such an astonishing
body of professional knowledge, solid institutions and respect in society, all of which is Lacking
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for design. Let me use another area for comparison with design, communication, with which I
am quite familiar.
In fact, I am holding two advanced degrees, a Diplomain Design from the UlmSchool
of Design and a Ph.D. in Communicationfrom the University of Illinois. On account of the
latter I teach at Universityof Pennsylvania'sAnnenberg School for Communication.
Communicationis only half the age of design but has gone so much further and comparing it
with design might well hold the answer for what is needed to establish a doctoral degree in
design.
In the following I will give a brief history of how communication rose to prominence,
compare its principal features with the state of design so as to show what needs to be done,
and conclude with five propositions and for generating advanced graduate education in design.

A Brief History of Communicationas a Field
"Communication"is a somewhat strange designation for a field of inquiry. It is what
all humans do in everyday life, it denotes the object of communication scholarship, and it also
constitutes the medium in which the results of such inquiries are presented to peers.
Evidently,it lies in the nature of communication to reflect on itself. Some colleagues call
themselves communicationresearchers.Some university departments consider themselves
engaged in communicationstudies. Some speak of communicationsdence. At some point the
word communicologywas coined but it did not take root in the U.S. This terminological variety
might be confusing to marketers, but "in the field" it seems not. I surely do not want to call
communication or design for that matter a discipline. This conjures images of punishment for
bad behavior, strict conformity with a norm, or what the military does to its recruits -- Michael
Foucault wrote cogently about that. Unlike disciplines, fields need to be cultivated and seeded
in order to grow many varieties of plants, including weeds. With this in mind, let me sketch its
history.

Journalismis the originof communication.Journalism is a very practical activity, much
as design. Unlikedesigners, journalists write reports, but much as designers, for large
audiences. Until about 60 years ago, journalists exclusively wrote for journals, newspapers and
magazines. This made journalists part of a particular technology that mass produced print and
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their daily practices were subject to technical, legal and economic constraints -- which is what
journalism schools had to teach besides good writing. Journalism is also a public affair and
entails professional responsibilities to the public. Much of what journalism teachers had to do
was to look into these responsibilities, formulate ethical principles, and instill them in the
how-to-do courses in journalism schools.
DuringWWII,radio entered the public sphere, later followed by television. These two
novel media threatened newspaper publishing and created competition if not ideological
confrontations between the institutional proponents of these media. The fact that they also
offered new kinds of jobs challenged the monopoly of journalism education as well. Journalism
schools reluctantly responded by expanding existing curricula to include radio and television.
In 1948, the Universityof Iowa was the first to grant a Ph.D. in Mass Communicationto
a student from its journalism school. Onlytwo years before, in 1946, the word
"communication" appeared for the first time in the title of a graduate-only course. It was used
then as an umbrella term to embrace what these three media had in common. The word
"communication" did not however alter the journalismparadigmof responsible reporting,
objective writing, the creation of a product that large mass audiences would appreciate for its

informationvalue. With the embrace of the new media, journalists managed to remain in
charge of the news in radio and in television, but lost control over fictional programming,
which came to be considered outside journalistic ethics and pursued Hollywood-style,just as it
had lost control over newspaper advertising in the early part of the century. Critical
examinations of the social/cultural/economic dynamic of these new media fell outside
journalistic concerns as well. A Bureau of Radio Research was founded at Columbia University,
initially financed by those concerned with the effects of the new media, later renamed Bureau
of Social Research, which pioneered communication studies outside the journalistic paradigm.
The architect of the "communications plan" for University of Iowa's journalism school,
WilburSchramm, impressed the President of the University of Illinois, Urbana IL, so much that,
in 1947, he was offered and accepted two positions that were to become instrumental to the
future of communication. He became the director of the University of Illinois Press and he was
given the opportunity to build an interdisciplinary Institute of Communications Research.
As the director of the University of Illinois Press, one of his first projects was to
publish Claude E. Shannon's MathematicalTheoryof Communicationtogether with commentary
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by WarrenWeaver. This was in 1949. The theory and its commentary appeared in less
accessible technical journals the year before and came on the heels of Norbert Wiener's 1948
"cybernetics" as the science of communication and control. Unbeknownst to most
contemporaries, the small book proposed a new paradigmthat radically challenged our way of
thinking. It saw communication no longer as a written product, but as the transmission of
information from senders to receivers via channels, this information being variously encoded,
decoded and processed. It generalized communication across all media, past, present and
future. It was less concerned with the truth of a report than with "who? says what? to whom?
through which channels? and with what effects?" It introduced a new vocabularyinto the
discourse, addressing phenomena heretofore conceptually unavailable. It generated a huge
literature. After 50 years, Shannon's 1949 book is still in press.
As the director of the Institute of Communication Research, Schramm was able to
obtain the cooperation of faculty from several departments at the University of Illinois and to
attract others to join his Institute. The institute was organized around research projects rather
than a structure. The word "inter-disdplinary"was not commonly used then, but today we
would recognize the Institute as an example of that kind of cooperation. In 1949, the
Institute announced a (in retrospect the first ever) graduate program in communication,
terminating with a Ph.D. in Mass Communication,in 1953 renamed a "Ph.D. in
Communication." The first Ph.D. in (Mass) Communicationfrom the University of Illinois was
granted in 1951.
In this remarkable convergence, the institutional backbone of the field began to take
shape, not just around a literature,initially books followed by widely used textbooks, research

reportsthat advised government and industry andjoumal articlesin numerous related fields.
The Institute also produced the first round of future teacherswho would open communication
departments everywhere, scholarswho would contribute to these publications, andjobs in
academia and industry.
In 1950, the University of Illinois School of Journalism, a leading school in the U.S.,
renamed itself School of Journalism and Communicationand accepted the Institute's Ph.D. as
its terminal degree. Other schools followed suit and it became almost fashionable to use the
term "communication" in journalism courses with a broader scope and to develop educational
programs with advanced degrees in communication. Renaming by itself did not necessarily
reflect a change in educational missions, especially not in how communication was
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conceptualized and taught. Old paradigms die slowly. Till this day, there are graduate
departments that continue to reproduce the older journalism paradigm by thinking of
communication as the production of messages. This text-centered conception has survived in
so-called media studies, emphasizing media as representations, without process and without
human's social involvement. We would now say it is not human-centered. Casting old theories
in new cloths added a technological and universalizing twist to the idea of writing journal
articles, but it began to become eventually aligned with the new way of conceptualizing
communication. I think it is fair to say that it was the emerging consensus on a new
communication paradigm, not the use of a fashionable name for an old professional practice
that made all the difference, literally in the world.
In 1950, a group of teachers and practitioners, all members of the Speech Association
of America (SAA),founded the National Society for the Study of Communication (NSSC)and a
decade later walked out of SAA,renaming itself the International CommunicationAssociation
(!CA).This association provided communication researchers a professionalassociationof their
own. It now has about 3,000 members. In this association, journalism was no longer a
category. Its initial divisions were:
•

Information Systems,

•

Interpersonal Communication,

•

Mass Communication, and

•

Organizational Communication.

The generality of communication became the organizing principle of this academic
association. The word "international" expressed a belief in the limitlessness of this human
phenomenon. Today, there are about seventeen divisions and interest groups addressing
numerous communication issues. !CAis not the only communication association serving the
intellectual needs of its members. Its annual meetings are one of several places where
communication scholars get and test their ideas, where scholarship is evaluated and
authenticated, where communication research findings are made visible to peers.
Around that time, several journals foe related issues were published and read widely. I
am thinking of JournalismQuarterly,Journal of Broadcasting,PublicOpinionQuarterly,Behavioral

Science,Journal of Abnormaland SocialPsychologyto name but a few related ones. But !CA
started to publish its own trail-blazing Journal of Communication. Now, quite a number of
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journals have aligned themselves with the study of communication and communication scholars
have numerous outlets to publish their work.
The new communication paradigm that fuelled these staggering developments not only
embraced the emerging media of communication, it also attracted scholars from a variety of
disciplines to join hands and elaborate it, sometimes even to fertilize their own fields with it.
There emerged sociologies of knowledge, ethnographies of speech, political systems theories
that took communication to be their central feature and political-economic analyses of the
mass media. Organizational consultants realized that it was communication that held an
organization together, psychologists reconceptualized their interest as intra-individual
communication, psycholinguists tried to bridge knowledge of language with that of human
behavior, and so forth. Cybernetics, put its conceptions on the table, enriched the discourse of
communication with numerous concepts and brought diverse technical professions into the
fold: information theorists and communication engineers, mathematical systems theorists and
computer scientists, and so forth. Communicationbecame an inter-disdplinaryif not multi-

disdplinary undertaking without aiming at it .
Now, doctoral programs in communication are widely accepted. This was not without
struggles. Other disciplines started to claim the territory that communication scholars had
opened up for inquiry. Occasionally,communication programs were downsized or discontinued,
but demands rose as more and more problems could be linked to communication. Nowvirtually
every major university in the U.S.teaches at least undergraduate courses on the subject, many
of which feed Ph.D. programs in communication. A typical doctoral program in communication
offers:
•

A variety of own graduate courses on the basic concepts in the field, on theories of
communication, supported by textbooks and journal articles. Most communication
departments also collaborate with other departments in their university that could
offer courses in related areas.

•

Training in the key methods of inquiry: content analysis, survey research,
experimental design, data analysis, literary techniques, and ethnographic methods.

•

Opportunities to work with professors on various projects, applying these concepts
and methods of inquiry to contemporary problems with theoretical or practical
implications.
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•

Encouragementto engage in professional discourse by expecting students to
present papers at academic or professional conferences, subscribe to
communicationjournals and publish.

•

Doctor of Philosophy degrees predicated upon completion of an original piece of
scholarly work.

•

Some help in finding jobs in government, industry, academia, or as communication
experts in numerous professional areas: research, management, the mass media and
law, even in therapy.

In sum, within a rather short period of time, shortly after WWII,communication
organized itself around a new paradigm. It grew out of journalism's need to expand to radio
and television but quickly expanded its domain of application numerous areas far from
journalistic concerns and came back to alter the conception of journalism and of
communication in society. It also inspired many scholars and practitioners to collaborate on
this new conception. An institutional infrastructure developed that consisted of a network of
research institutes with exciting projects, educational programs toward advanced degrees, and
connections to industry and government with new kinds of problems to tackle. This, in turn,
generated jobs and morefunding. A body of literature developed around theories of
communication. Books,journals and text books recorded the history of the field, allowed
knowledgeto grow cumulativelyand, above all, provided visibility and generated public respect
for people workingin this field. It simultaneously encouraged a community of scholars and
practitioners to grow, whose members, read and contributed to the same journals, spoke the

same language, and met regularly at professional associations of their own. In this
community, individual members present their projects, critically evaluate those of their fellow
members, arrive at a consensus on acceptable methodologies of inquiries, but also generate
employment opportunities. The idea of communication has caught on in very many free
countries all over the world (in fact after serving as President of !CA,I am the current chair of
an International Federation of CommunicationAssociations). Communicationhas enriched the
understanding not only of what journalists are doing but also of human communication in
general. We can say communication has made it.
Ph.D. education was only one feature in these concerted developments. I am
suggesting that it cannot succeed without parallel efforts to build institutional, literary and
community support.
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Where is Design by Comparison?
Designis far younger than medicine but twice as old as communication. Whyhas it not
taken off the way other fields of inquiry did? Let me present some observations that might
suggest ways to overcome these obstacles -- and I am speaking here as an insider to design and
as an outsider to it as well.
In the U.S. there are many well-knownschools of design. They have graduated some of
the best designers in the world. Some universities offer terminal MAand MFAdegrees. The
Illinois Institute of Technology(IIT) has a Ph.D. program since 1992 from which one student
has graduated so far. On the undergraduate level, education is well instituted. This is
comparable to the state of journalism education in the 40s, when it came to be challenged by
radio and television. Now,design is challenged by the newer media. If it does not embrace
their implications, it will remain what it was and allow the torch of excitement to be carried
elsewhere.
Most participants at this conference were surprised to learn that the University of
Minnesota offers a Ph.D.in Designas well, and how many Ph.D. degrees were granted in other
countries, from Finland to Australia, even so close to the U.S. as in Montreal. The lack of
knowledge of Ph.D. education in the U.S. is indicative of one of the problems design is facing.
Designers do not know much of what other designers are doing -- except for the disciples of a
few design beacons whose work is published in slick magazines. A well-organized communityof

designersis nearly absent. A communityrequires that members talk to each other, know of each
other's work, respect and support each other. Without such a community, institutional
infrastructures can be neither build nor kept going. In communication, networks of researchers
that could work together across·different areas formed quickly, even before a consensus on the
name became apparent. Communicationprograms did not exactly sweep the country; in fact it
often was an uphill battle, with students demanding more and administrators resisting new
degrees. Nevertheless, such programs emerged within a few years of each other and their
graduates and teachers formed professional associations that furthered their work. Journals did
their part in holding such associations together. This is not yet so for design.
In his dinner address, we learned from CraigVogel, President of IDSA,that the majority
of IDSAmembers are not likely to favor a Ph.D. in Design. This is a sad and unfortunate reality
that can only be overcome by building a communitythat is supportive of advanced degrees,
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perhaps by starting an Assodationfor DesignStudies outside IDSA,or by building an active
Internet community that keeps the well-meaning designers informed and in touch with each
other. I do not think a Ph.D. makes sense without a viable community that appreciates their
work and supports scholarly contributions to design.
Too often, designis seen as a serviceto industry,as having no right to claim a separate
body of knowledge. This is already inscribed in the label "industrialdesign." Fashion
designers, interior architects, graphic artists and architects enact this dependency by deferring
to clients, certainly for the definitions of their problems, but often also for the criteria
applicable to their work. Consequently, research by designers is mostly geared to solve the
problems that arise in the course of developing a commissioned product. Fundamental
research, inquiries into principles of design and the development and testing of methods to
implement them are different tasks, rarely pursued and even less often published. In a way,
design has not overcome its "parental dependency" stage. It will have grown beyond it when it
actually drives human interfaces with technology and its clients stand in line to fund its
innovations. Not even industry's interests are served by designers, who compete for making a
product more attractive, when innovations in the domain of the human use of artifacts are
badly needed.

It has been suggested that this dependency on industry does not apply to historical or
critical scholarship on design. This is true, but, as Sharon Poggenpohl suggested at this
conference, historicaland criticalscholarshipon designlooksat designfrom its outside, to which
I like to add, with categories of scholarship borrowedfrom other disdplines. This stance can
hardly support designers' understanding of themselves as designers. The few design teachers
that hold Ph.D. degrees have earned them largely in art education, art history, or English
literature, often holding on to these outside-observer perspectives.
Along the same line, design has comparatively
few journals of its own, at least in the
U.S. The few that are published are rarely ever used in classrooms. This may be traced to the
fact that design journals tend to take the aforementioned outsider's perspective on design,
which is not particularly helpful to those within it. However,the responsibility for this state of
affairs lies squarely by the design practitioners, who do not like to read and do not write much
either, leaving the writing on design to non-practitioners. Public presentations by designers
often boil down to slide shows of products with commentary, the oral version of picture books
with captions. This may impress clients but does nothing for the development of a body of
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professional literature that the community of designers can identify with and build upon. A
counter example is that many designers, at the onset of a project, feel the need to create
bibliographies. These are often shared but rarely ever used or converted into survey articles.
In other academic areas one would find such bibliographies in handbooks or an article that
routinely reviews the relevant and latest literature on its subject. In the social sciences,
separate bibliographies are rarely created. Unless designers start inquiring into their own
practices, publish their methods, tie their own work to that of others, open their intellectual
resources to colleagues and use design publications in their own work, ... unless there is an
appreciation of design scholarship, Ph.D.s in Design may end up being very lonely and virtually
lost to design.
Apropos indigenousdesign knowledge,I recently had reasons to reexamine the

curriculumat the UlmSchool of Design and was astonished rereading what was offered there in
the early 60s when I studied towards a Diplomain Design: philosophy of science, aesthetics;
methodology, planning techniques, game theory, decision theory; information theory,
communication theory, semiotics; social psychology and physiology of perception; sociology
and cultural anthropology. These areas, perhaps not as well taught as we could teach them
now, helped us to define arguable paths for design to move forward. To be sure, today, we are
faced with a vastly different technology, for example technological virtuality; we have new
concerns, for example ecology, cultural diversity and semantics. Still, thirty years after Ulm, it
is amazing that there seems to be no school or institute of design that makes a comparable
intellectual effort to generate design specific knowledge.
There also are no researchinstitutes in design in which design knowledge is formulated,
investigated, written down and passed on. It takes considerable amount of trust for funding
agencies and universities to invest in such institutes. Communicationstarted out with nothing
more than the promise of a new approach to seeing the world. It made good on this promise
by providing compelling research results and valuable advice to government and industry. Its
case was also made by many reputable scholars who felt attracted to this new paradigm and
became part of the communication discourse. The case for institutes of design studies has not
been made and backed up by tangible results. As it is, most design departments are poorly
financed in contrast to departments of communication -- not to compare them with the
traditional areas of scholarship from engineering and the humanities to medicine and
management. Research proposals by designers without a Ph.D. have a hard time competing
with those who have this certification for scholarly work.
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-There also are no commontextbooks. Texts that do claim some generality, often
published at considerable personal expense, end up not being used because someone else wrote
them! A social pathology, widespread among designers, surfaces in only hesitatingly
acknowledgingthe good ideas of others - passing them on only with criticism or usurping them
by adding some "improvements" and another name. Its effect is that outstanding ideas
become diluted to the point of unrecognition. In other fields, there are pioneers who work at
its frontier, followed by researchers who fill in or work out the details, followed by the writers
of textbooks which are in turn read by thousands of students, trying to work their way to the
frontier. In other fields, textbooks are a big business with publishers pressing to get updates
every few years. They create a history of the field and a body of knowledge to build on. They
provide common ground for collaboration to take place and for cutting edge scholars to be
recognized for their contributions. Mytext on ContentAnatys;s,published 18 years ago, is
translated in four languages. Design does not need to be compared with economics,
psychology or English literature, which is taught almost everywhere and to large classes, but
engineering or medicine should offer good models -- as Bruce Archer suggests - and so would
communication seem to be. In these areas, basic ideas need to be mastered to serve as
stepping stones to independent work. In design, there seems to be no consensus on what the
basic conceptions are and its literature seems not to produce a shared history, a sense of
continuity, cumulative growth and coherence across educational institutions, which is
constitutive of other fields.
It has been said that design is fundamentally concerned with visual images whereas

scholarly work is based on writing. This is true, but only superficially so. As a social practice,
design needs to inspire enough and especially the most creative people to be part of it. It is in
collaborations, in conversations, in demonstrations of the virtues of design to non-designers,
in building consensus on past accomplishments that visual phenomena obtain their meanings.
The new media, which combine words and images and allow for an interactivity that has been
unknown until recently, could fuel design communities and design institutions of unimaginably
different kinds. But, without designers' willingness to publish the images that matter to them,
to describe their methods and particularly their failures so that others can learn from them,
even the visual browsers of the future would be useless. I am suggesting that it is not pictures
but people that can make design viable.
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Perhaps the most critical difference between design and communication is that much of
design seems to be stuck in a paradigm that has not changed much for the last century and no
longer inspires the best people to want to be part of it. Part of the reason lies in the above.
Let me explore some new beginnings.
In 1969, Herbert Simon wrote a remarkable proposal for The Sdences of the Artifidal. It
explored the logic of making rather than of describing things and contrasted the practices of
engineers, architects and managers with those of traditional scientists. Although his proposal
was informed largely by engineering, committed to an old positivism, and marred by a
celebration of the kind of cognitivism that derived from his earlier work in artificial
intelligence, it does contain the seeds of a new approach to design. It outlines a new logic of
the design process. I am glad his name was mentioned several times in this conference but I
dare to claim that his ideas have not permeated the thinking of designers, not even today. In
fact, most of the conference participants I asked had not read his work.
Another writer whose name was mentioned, albeit in passing, is DonaldSchon, who in
1983 gave us, among other books, The ReflexivePractitioner. LikeSimon's proposal, it
addresses issues of design quite generally, but unlike Simon's, it was no longer positivist and is
modeled less on engineering decisions than on that of practical designers with a keen
understanding of what they do to get where they want to be without adequate information.
In my view, both are attempts to liberate design from a concern for objects, images
and aesthetics to processes of creating new things, from products that leave the factory to the
practices that change the world intentionally. They describe a mindful way of being in design.
Just like the move from journalism to communication, both redraw the boundary of design by
embracing a variety of practical professions whose commonality was heretofore unrecognized,
both describe processes of creating a desired but not yet existing world. I see these works as
describing different dimensions of a shift in design thinking that is comparable to the one that
gave birth to communication -- but this new paradigm needs to enter the discourse and
practices of designers in order to have a comparable effect.
I myself have been encouraged along these lines by constructivist thinkers like Ernst
von Glasersfeld, Paul Watzlawick,Wiebe E. Bijker, Peter L. Berger & Thomas Luckmann,by
second-order cyberneticians Heinz von Foerster, Humberto Maturana, (and GregoryBateson), by
language theorists/philosophers LudwigWittgenstein, Benjamin Lee Whorf, MikhailBakhtin,
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and George Lakoff. Their works seem to converge on the idea that reality is socially
constructed by processes in which design could see itself as a conscious participant. This idea
goes back to the 18th century Italian administrator and philosopher Gambasttista Vico. Now,it
has come back to provide a new philosophical ground for design.
Twoyears ago, the National Science Foundation (NSF)sponsored a conference on the
future of design; at Raleigh, NC. With the intention to develop a national infrastructure for the
coming information society, NSFmissed designers' participation in creating this future. It
wanted to learn from the invited participants what design could contribute to these
technological developments and how NSFcould help design to reorganize itself to become part
of that future. These were fair but challenging questions. The deliberations resulted in a
report that discussed future technologies, outlined new design principles for the next
millenium, made recommendations on design education, and proposed a future research agenda
for design. Regretfully, only very few designers have seen this blueprint for the future of
design. Perhaps this conference could have gone far further had we been able to digest its
proposals. Without a viable community, we are doomed to remain in the ritual of reinventing
the wheel every time we meet.
The NSFreport cited Herbert Simon but went beyond his work in understanding design
not as composing technical artifacts, but as technologically intervening into the social fabric of
their users. Let me list the suggestions made for a national research agenda in design:
•

Support the systematic articulation and elaboration of a (re)searchparadigmfor
design.

•

Assist in the development of a second-ordersdence of the artificial as a step toward
creating truly human-centered technologies.

•

Aid the elaboration of a semanticsfor (users' or stakeholders') interfacing with
artifacts.

•

Encouragemulti-disdplinarity:networking design centers, developing collaborative
designware, finding methods for involving stakeholders in design processes,
enabling a future kind of electronic citizenship.

•

Sponsor research to reconceptualize"information"interactively, dialogically,
realistically and in reference to its users. Information should after all help
redesigning the world.

•

Reconceptualizetechnology in terms of the coordinationit enables among users.
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•

Encourage the development and use of rigorous evaluative techniques for humancentered design.

This was suggested for NSFto sponsor, but it could also serve as an agenda that
designers could embrace in order to create their own meaningful future: research projects,
institutes, professional networks and advanced degree programs.
As the latest and possibly the most dramatic contribution towards the new paradigm, I
have to mention the ongoing semanticturn in design. It responded to a new understanding
that is emerging consequent to the fusion of computer and communication technologies.
Reinhart Butter and I, in collaboration with several designers, educational institutions, and
industries have worked for some time towards a human-centered design approach that takes the
meaning, self-evidence and understanding of artifacts as its central concern. We call it
"Product Semantics." Fromits early presentation in Innovation;;and DesignIssueli, it has
undergone several transformations and extensions. It has generated several conferences, the
last one in February 1998iV. It has been presented in several workshops all over the world, with
courses on the subject taught at Ohio State University, the University of the Arts, Cranbrook
Academyof Art as well as at the Universityof Salford, UK. A related approach to meaning has
been developed at the Design School (HfG)Offenbach in Germany. Without semantics,
interfacing with computers would be unthinkable. We explored and generalized what was
learned from these and similar applications and found it extremely productive to design
everyday things in terms of meaningful interfaces and claim that meaning is axiomatic to
design. In concert with evaluative techniques that our concern for meaning rather than form
or function makes available, design is developing an unprecedented rhetorical strength vis-a-vis
older justifications and so-called harder disciplines. A book with the subtitle A NewFoundation

for Designis in press\ We consider this our contribution to the shifting paradigm in design.
Let me try to sketch some dimensions of the profound shift in design thinking we are
observing:
From:
product-oriented

to

human-centeredapproaches

focussing on surfaces and forms
talking of a typical end-user

to

to

addressing the dynamicsof interfaces

acknowledging diverse stakeholders
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perfecting functionality

to

affording the enactment of multiple meanings

theorizing a prescriptive aesthetics

to

satisfying given specifications

being accountable for intervening in an ecology of artifacts

to

developing relevant user-conceptual models

culturally insensitive designs

to

imposing rational goals

affirming users' intrinsic motivation (fun, flow, immersion)

designers' understanding

to
to

culturally sensitive designs (acknowledging different uses)

designers' understanding of users' understanding

relying on past scientific findings

to

assuming authority on end-products

creating future truths, arguable paths toward viable futures
to

general and unspecific knowledge to

assuming a constructive role in a project with stakeholders
expertise in cultures (meanings) of technology.

I see these as clearly recognizable and powerful moves to a human-centered approach
to design, an approach that puts the understanding of technology into the center of design
concerns. These moves have been paved by numerous developments not just in technology but
also by other cultural and philosophical paradigm shifts. They open spaces of unprecedented
opportunities for design to unfold.

Five Propositions for Design (Education)
Instead of making concrete suggestions for a Ph.D. program in design, which I had
intended, let me list five propositions that have guided my own explorations and would serve
as my ground on which to construct intellectually rich graduate curricula in design:
1. On the Axiomatidty of Meaning: I think we have to realize that artifacts cannot
exist within a culture without being meaningful to someone (their users,
commentators, including designers). Meaning is central to human-centered design.
The commitment to take meaning and understandability as primary target for design
enables designersto claim expertisein a domain of human experiencesthat no other

professionhas claimedfor itself. We have taken it as the conceptual foundation for an
interactive semantics for design, product semantics, interface design, etc. Relyingof
an irrefutable and self-evident truth gives designers an unprecedented rhetorical
strength in justifying design vis-a-vis all other professions. This proposition on
meaning also enables designers and design educators to draw on the wealth of
available anthropological, social psychological and linguistic knowledge.
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2. On its Reflexivity: The users of technology are intelligent and understand their own
world in their own way. Newartifacts always intervene in that understanding. Under
these conditions, designers of new artifacts must understand the understanding users
bring to a technology. Designers'understanding of users understanding is an
understanding of understanding, or a second-order understanding, which is
fundamentally different from the kind of understanding the sciences encourage. The
natural sciences, for example, assume that their object, nature, does not understand
how it is being observed, investigated and used. Today, it would be unconscionable
not to respect the reality of multiple and culturally diverse ways of understanding.
Artifacts do not have the same meaning to everyone. Designers' understanding is
necessarily different from users' understanding, but not therefore superior, right, or the
only one that counts. Designers'commitment to a reflexive form of knowing would
clearly distinguish them from engineers, for example. It is an exciting new form of
knowing. In these terms, Simon's work is tied to a first-order understanding, not what
is suggested here.
3. On its Logic: To design is to search for or invent practical paths to viable futures.
The (inductive) logic of science is predicated on re-search,on a repeated search of past
observational records for generalizable pattern that make the future more predictable
and certain. The logic of design, in sharp contrast, is geared to alter a future by
constructive actions. To this end, it needs to question existing beliefs in certainties,
to find the sites where generalizations can be violated, or to overcome or undo
conceptual barriers to thought and action. The logic of making the unthinkablepossible
is incompatible with the descriptive logic of science, as Simon already noted, or
opposed teleologically. Whilescientific knowledge can aid design in areas where
changes are unwanted, design is less interested in past truths but in creating future
truths for others to be able to live with. Its aim is to compellingly articulate
constructive actions. This calls for the development of methodologies that are design
specific, not borrowed from scientific practice.
4. On its Soda/ Nature: Designis a project that can succeed only if it inspires
stakeholders to actively support it. As such a project, all design fundamentally is a

soda[ activity, one that is predicated on enlisting the collaboration of stakeholders,
experts, clients, producers, promoters, opponents, and users and inviting them to
assume responsibilities for parts of it. Designersare always but one part of a project,
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leading in what others may recognize as their strengths, but, unlike the prevailing
myth, they are never entirely in charge of it. In any project, designers are accountable
to its stakeholders for the particular paths they propose to pursue, for the methods
used to create them, for their designs. Wherepeople are involved, design processes
can no longer be, cognitive, computational or mechanistic but social. Realizingthe
social nature of design calls for a social, political and cultural conception of the design
process, which has to be part of responsible design education.
5. Onits Discursivity:Design discourse is the medium in which the four propositions
reside and unfold into design practices. Design discourse is not just talk. It is a
process of languaging among designers in which meaning is a central concern, secondorder understanding is common, different cultures are respected, possible futures and
alternative paths to them are contemplated, diverse people can claim their stakes and
negotiate their involvements, and knowledge accumulatesvi. Design discourse is not a
theory of design but the very practical process of designingand redesigningdesign, a
process that interrogates itself and can thus viibootstrapdesign out of its own
institutional confinements. This paper sought to do just this.
Design stays alive as long as its discourse continues and produces more livable futures
for everyone. The development of a rich design discourse should be the foremost aim of
graduate education, especially towards a Ph.D. in Design, whether it enlightens design practice,
structures design curricula, or shapes institutions that can preserve it. Practicing designers
may not have the resources to address these issues in ways design institutes or design schools
can. However,if everyone contributes a small amount of their energy on "fertilizing the field,"
the harvest will prove to be a benefit to everyone. I am convinced that the emerging paradigm
in design is on its way to reorganize design as powerfullyas communication theory did when it
transformed journalism into a new understanding of what humans do. A Ph.D. in Design could
create the kind of practical thinkers that would give design the social status it deserves.
However,it does not come on its own. It needs suitable institutional infrastructures and
wholehearted commitments by practitioners "in the field."
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i Design in the Age of Information; A report to NSF . Design Research Laboratory, School of Design, North
Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC 27695-7701.
"K. Krippendorff and R, Butter (Eds.) Product Semantics, (32 pages) Innovations 3,2 1984.
iii K. Krippendorff and R. Butter (Eds.) Product Semantics, (140 pages) Design Issues 5,2, 1989.
iv Part of the Proceedings of this conference are available on the Internet: http://semantics-in-design.hfg gmuend.de
v Die Semantische Wende; Eine Neue Grundlagefar das Design . Frankfurt/M: Form Verlag GmbH
(Planned for 1999)
vi Klaus Krippendorff (1995) Redesigning Design ; An Invitation to a Responsible Future . Pages 138-162
in Piiivi Tahkokallio and Susann Vihma (Eds.) Design - Pleasure or Responsibility? Helsinki: University
of Art and Design .
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Research, Industrial Design and Innovation:
Reflections around a Doctoral Programme
Ezio Manzini and Silvia Pizzocaro
Politecnico di Milano

Abstract
Since 1990, when it first started, the domains of research investigated by the
doctoral activity in industrial design held within the Politecnico of Milanowere mainly
centred on innovation-related phenomena and theory. Such attention was due to various
factors, partly internal to the dynamics of the discipline of industrial design, partly related
to the perception of the growing complexity of the innovative process, thus motivating indepth analysis and new approaches to emerging domains. A relevant number of
investigations emphasized the importance of technological change, orienting the direction of
conceptual analysis towards systemic, evolutionary, complex approaches. Whatever the
motivations for the analysis of technological change and innovation, this field of enquiry
highlighted the factors and fundamental ingredients of the process of development and
transformation of industrial products, services and systems. Moreover, as a starting point a
broad view of innovation was assumed, being a dynamic process related to achieving
competitive advantages involving the development or improving of new products, services,
technology, processes, institutions, systems, solutions. This view of innovation encompasses
not only science and technology, but the range of economic and social activities competing
in the marketplace and relevant to design in areas such as communications, corporate
organizations, education, institutions.
However,this contribute is not intended to explore the nature of innovation as a
subject of study of a doctoral programme. Rather, it stylizes some recent theoretical
assumptions as a trajectory of ideas which permeates the doctoral programme activity. At
the same time it proposes an answer to the very basic question: what is the purpose of
design research? (And consequently, what is the role of a Ph.D. in industrial design?
The following reflections, simply divided into two sections, try to render the context
which oriented research activity and the strategical relevance design research can achieve.
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Introducing a context of research
On innovation as a conceptual trajectory
Discussed from several angles, the innovative process proved to be the conceptual
trajectory of the doctoral programme, reflected by the theoretical framework at the base of
a relevant number of doctoral dissertations . In doing that attempts were made to provide
interpretations of innovation and its relationships to social, technical, organizational factors
on one hand, and market processes on the other, arguing that such interpretations are basic
for the understanding of differences in the mode and degree of innovativeness and,
specifically, for the understanding of the role and demand of design and design research.
Here, we will simply synthesize some stylized facts and fundamental properties
associated with the innovative process, representing the context where doctoral researches
were embedded.
(i)

The innovative process - a first stylized fact - entails intrinsically uncertain
activities of search and problem solving based upon people-specific or firmspecific knowledge, principles, articulated procedures, tacit competencies.
The specific body of knowledge guiding search and developing activities is
usually referred as a technological paradigm, which contextually defines
needs to be fulfilled, principles to be followed, material technology to be
used. Thus, as largely assumed, a paradigm is both a set of basic artifacts
which have to be improved or developed and the set of heuristic
representing the search rules.

(ii)

A second stylized fact concerns the assumption that the patterns of
innovation can not be considered as simple reactions to changes in market
conditions. The directions of technical change are often driven by the state of-art of contemporary technology, whose nature can determine the range
within which products and processes may adjust to changes occurring in
economic conditions. Furthermore, the possibility of obtaining technological
advances in firms is a function of the technological level already achieved.
To say it differently: innovation is a cumulative activity.
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(iii)

Technological change and complexity are inseparable: this is the third
stylized fact. They provide the context where innovation takes place.
Complexityimplies radical changes in the way technology is done, with
equal changes in the way industrial production can be done: innovation both
reflects and shape these behaviours.

(iv)

Fourth: innovation is a system's adjustment to its surroundings, often reached
by adjusting the surroundings. In this sense innovation is more a matter of
combination of existing elements than an "emergent" phenomenon. Elements
for combination may be derived from the system itself, or found outside of
the system. Innovation is likely to occur when firms encourage or demand
interaction between elements that normally would not relate to each other.

(v)

A fifth property of contemporary innovation highlights that a relevant
amount of improvements are originated through "learning by doing" and
"leaning by using", implying that organizations and firms can learn how to
improve products, services and systems by the very process of doing,
managing or organizing them, through informal activities of problem solving,
overcoming different kind of bottlenecks.

(vi)

As a sixth stylized fact is has to be mentioned the ubiquitous and allpervasive character of innovation activities. In addition to "learning-bydoing" and "learning-by-using" , forming an important input into the process
of innovation, "learning by interacting" (Lundvall, 1988) takes place between
parties linked together by flows of goods and services generated by
production. Vice versa, innovation itself might restructure the system,
establishing new linkages in the system of production.
In a purely theoretical sense, it could be assumed that innovation is the
result of organizing the connections and relationships of independent agents.
That is to say that although its specific results can not be predicted, the
occurrence of innovation can be created as well as its direction influenced.
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Complexitythinking as a working tool
Complexitythinking has played a relevant role in the doctoral programme
framework. According to a realistic perspective rather than an epistemological one, it is
assumed that innovation takes place not as a separate, distinct, one-way process towards
the goal of a new product, service or system, but it occurs as a complex web implying
back-and-forth feed-backs and interactions between design, basic research, marketing
stages of production. This interactive acception of innovation emphasizes complex
mechanisms underlying production and new products.
As mentioned among the stylized facts, complexity and technological change are
inextricably related. Together they provide the context where today's organizations function,
although in a period of very rapid transition old ways of thinking may also persist beside
innovative, emergent forms of thinking. Innovation as well might be considered as a
phenomenon resulting from both existing and in progress knowledge.
As the frontier of present interdisciplinary sciences, complexity thinking can provide
powerful models and methodologies to approach industrial strategies, problem-solving,
prediction analysis, emergent technology management.
Complexity- it is assumed - refers to both the nature of the phenomena to be
studied and to our ability to make sense of it. At the same time, complexity works as a
powerful driver to the identification of critical points: what are the appropriate industryrelated formulations of complexity? How do these relate to emergent design processes? How
do corporations learn to grow in a complexity context? What is the impact of complexity
formulations in the capacity of an organizations to innovate? How can complexity help
increasing organization intelligence? How can this understanding help in the design of
innovation?

Knowledge, contingency and search: the elective domain of environmental issues
Being a further context of reference for research activity, environmental issues were
largely assumed as a common background. The interaction between ecology and design, the green
imperative to use Papanek's words ( Papanek, 1995) has represented either a central focus (when
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being explicitly a subject of dissertation) or the broad scenario where present design issues need
to be embedded. Accepting such an approach has also implied that it is necessary for design
researchers to enlarge the areas of knowledge as well as to redirect the ways of working: in this
sense, no strictly methodological or technological viewpoints are needed to approach
environmental problems from the 'design' angle. Rather, it is question of more holistic approaches,
providing the correct dimension where design environmentally-oriented attitudes can be best
expressed.
If it is true that industrial design profession may be not always very good at
addressing design ethics (in its wider sense) and it may even have trouble coming to terms
with holistic issues, design research can not exempt from advocating extensive, allpervading and conscious approaches.

Reflecting about the nature of design research
A bunch of questions
Given the above stylized context as a premise, a bunch of core questions to be
addressed could be: what is the purpose of design research? What is it useful for? Who is
going to make use of it? What is its explicit or tacit or potential target? What is the nature
of the market it is directed to (considering the market in its broad acception of society as a
whole)? As a starting assumption it could be accepted that research activity always entails
interactive factors and almost by definition it is largely assumed that any design process
contains factors of investigation. However, given the concrete nature of results to be
derived from design processes, research factors are usually interpreted and mediated,
flowing into the design outputs as an inherent property.
On the basis of this statement, it can be recognized that something is changing:
innovative features suggest that design research might be fruitfully carried on within
emergent structures like doctoral programmes, where research-oriented activities may
converge and cluster independently from the kind of research carried on within companies or
professional laboratories.
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Facing turbulent environments
The pace of contemporary industrial production has dramatically accelerated over the
last decades, and a progressive, impressive shift in the nature and structure of industrial
organizations has taken place. Turbulent, uncertain and evolutionary environments drive
industries to quickly adapt to changes while ensuring in any case effective organization.
Markets evolve in unforeseeable and unstable ways and most organizations are learning to
adapt to uncertainty.
Confronted with this kind of radical uncertainty the industrial system expresses
controversial requirements: on one hand, time-to-market requirements drive to very short
term policies, witnessing a progressive reduction of the gap between product design and
product marketing; on the other, the emergent awareness of sustainable production
indicates medium or long term strategies as preferable and desired paths to industrial
growth. The "real time versus future scenarios" appears as an insanable controversy.
The analytical and the interpretive approach
A way to come to terms to the above controversy could be to intervene in the way
design could be reformulated, assuming that the idea of interaction could become more
important than traditional design analysis. When looking at the experience of management
facing product development in changing environments, we learn that two sharply contrasting
approaches - analytical and interpretive - can be detected (Lester et al., 1998).
Although both are valid each serves different purposes and asks for different skills.
Under the analytical approach the design of a new product is essentially seen as a problem
that has to be solved. A clear objective, identifiable resources, constraints are the factors
that need to be integrated in some optimal combination presumably bringing to the ultimate
solution. But not all product development can be accommodated within a structured
analytical framework: cases are given in which non-preexisting needs are detectable, while
product features emerge from back-and-forth interactions, on going give-and-take between
companies and customers: to say it differently, nothing is fixed at the outset. When such a
degree of uncertainty is assumed, product development is an open-ended process rather
than a problem-solving project, whose aim is to interpret a situation while discerning
possibilities instead at aiming at a definite solution.
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Old and new controversies
Seen from a different angle, the contrast between the mentioned approaches recalls
the historical controversy between the ethical and moral principles of Europe-rooted design
and the strongly market-oriented foundations of American design. In that controversy the
European attitude to design the world putting into practice a priori principles set against
design strategies fully determined by market rules: design tradition on one side, fashion let's say - on the other, being the latter a design-oriented activity where a priori demands
are absent.
A view through the lens of the present tells us that it is fashion which imposed its
approach, at least within such industrial sectors as consumer goods. The core of fashion is
the very process by which the concept of what is fashionable develops (Lester, 1998).
Fashion does not entail problems that have to be solved. What is fashionable emerges from
continuous conversations among involved actors. Conversations have not a beginning nor an
end, not are there problems to be solved: there are just answers which keep on changing.
Fashion fulfills market demand because it is able to react to them, but no a priori directions
can be detected nor solutions foreseen: it is within the flux of events that fashion succeeds
in finding its direction. Time-to-market,lean-production,flexibility, firm agility : all these
strategies move from the base of the above approach. However, the progressive adaptation
of design to fashion-oriented models does not help setting the matter of long term problems.
On the contrary it makes the contrast even sharper. A way to approach the contrast could be
to accept that very rapid changes occurring in the market could be sided by the formulation
of deeper features occurring in specific research contexts. The challenge would thus be to
redirect a design system while generating new values for industrial design.
Where research takes its time
Without appealing to anti-historical struggles, a possible solution could be that places
where design research takes its time may generate those deeper qualities. Turbulent,
uncertain and unpredictable environments invoke the right of a better understanding of
their in-depth dynamics, penetrating tendencies, immersed structures: in this sense design
research might be fruitfully directed to the understanding of the dark side of the flux of
events taking place at the surface. And times required by research activity may coherently
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neglect rhythms imposed by the day-by-day redefinition of the product-system (i.e. the
integrated whole of products, services and communication imposed by market turbulence).
It could be argued that this could just be a way to cut of the flux of real events.
To avoid this argument it could be assumed that our acception of design research is

aimed at obtaining something similar to shelf innovation as formulated within the dynamics
and approaches of concurrent engineering. Shelf innovation consists of the anticipated
development of technological solutions and components so that a heritage of innovation can
be created, available at any time for possible use in new products, being the shelf concept
that of storing solutions ready for future applications (Wheelwright and Clark, 1992 and 1993).
Followingthis model, the activities of component invention and testing are separated
from product development: in this way advanced technologies can be incorporated in new
products avoiding the risks associated with innovation. Our hypothesis is that it may be
possible to conceive design research as similar to shelf innovation, accepting that it can
generate "research semi-finished components" that can be shelved for future utilization.
Either in the form of design practice components or portions of theory, research
results can thus accumulate while being available for use. Moreover,this does not mean
that design research comes first. This simply recognizes there are emerging places like
doctoral programmes where design research can be stored: here design research works as
one of the agents of the interactive framework within which design innovation occurs, the
one specifically required to develop, ascertain and consolidate in-depth, thick reflection.
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Politecnicodi Milano
The doctoral programme in industrial design

The programmedescriptionand purpose
The Politecnico di Milano is the first design school in Italy that offers a Ph.D. degree
programme in industrial design, which is a highly focused and intensive programme
for reaching advanced knowledge in design theory, methods, processes and
practice.
The Ph.D. culminates with a dissertation extending the corpus of knowledge inherent
to theoretical design issues or design practice and process.
The introduction of a research Ph.D. programme answers the explicit demand for
high profile design researchers, while recognizing a tacit demand for professional
education at the mastery level.
That is why the aim of the doctoral programme is expressed as the education of a
senior researcher expected to operate either in the academic and industrial
contexts.
The Ph.D. degree in design is for those who wish to teach, conduct or apply
fundamental research in design.
Since the Ph.D. programme institution (in 1990), the Politecnico appointed 19 Ph.
doctors in industrial design.

Adm;ssionand cand;dacy
A university degree - according to the Italian university articulation of studies - is
the prerequisite to enrollment in the Ph.D. programme. Although applicants usually
have design degrees or degrees from programmes in related fields of studies, an
applicant may have a degree in any discipline.
Applicants are requested to pass a national examination which is held usually every
one-two years, depending on the national programmes concerning the doctorate.
The doctoral activity - in fact - although carried on within any single university - is
coordinated at national scale. Candidates admitted to doctoral courses (usually from
one to four for cycle) are provided with fellowships. A place for a candidate is
usually retained for a foreign applicant.
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Progressof studies
If passing the national examination and after approval of a programme of studies
and an area of research, the candidate is expected to attend the programme fulltime. At the end of each year the body of professors recommends the student for
the studies prosecution. A candidate will be recommended for the title of Ph.D. in
industrial design upon satisfactory completion of the whole programme.
The Ph.D. programme requires three years of studies and the defense of a final
dissertation.

· The coordinators
The doctoral programme has a general coordinator. Previous coordinators have been
Raffaella Crespi and Tomas Maldonado. At present the role is covered by Ezio
Manzini.

The body of professors
The board is responsible for the organization of the doctoral education and for the
students evaluation during the three year programme of studies.

The tutor and the co-tutor
Each student is sided by a tutor, responsible for evaluating the candidate
advancements in scientific methodologies and results. A co-tutor is assigned to the
student during the last year of studies.

The areas of research
The doctoral programme emphasizes five broad areas of investigation: design theory,
design practice, communication, environmental issues, history and critics.
Since the starting of the doctoral cycles in 1990, research topics covered a very wide
spectrum of interests, and heterogeneous cultural and disciplinary perspectives were
encouraged. The unifying common denominator may be sketched as the
investigation of the relations between industrial design and the processes of
transformation investing contemporary society, on the basis of the related
conceptual, analytical and functional tools.
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Elements of the curriculum
Research sequence
The students is required to co-operate in research projects carried on within the
housing department . Choices are made in consultation with the tutor and the body of
professors.
Specialty courses
Courses in special branches of design, theory, methodology, process and practice are
held for the Ph.D. students .
Seminars
Students are required either to attend and to organize seminars aimed at
divulgating issues of research.
Paper writing
Students are periodically required to produce papers for scientific divulgation.
Dissertation
A substantial, original contribution to design knowledge or practice culminates the
doctoral programme.
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Design Doctorate Leadershipfor Institutional Change
Dennis P. Doordan
University of Notre Dame

Yesterday afternoon, two words emerged as key concepts in our deliberations:
knowledge and action, and they provide an appropriate point of departure for this session
on employment. In his remarks, Clive Dilnot suggested that one challenge facing advanced
education in design is to extract designerly knowledge from design and extend it to
knowledge in general: to use what we know to inform the knowledge of others. Several
voices yesterday directed our attention to action as a constituent element of design. Action
is central to design, and designers' insights into how to conceived, pursue, and evaluate
actions are critical elements of the wisdom design can offer.
In my brief remarks this morning, I want to suggest two areas in which designers
should be more engaged: higher education and environmental Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs). Both of these are areas in which a Ph.D. in design may offer
advantages. I offer these two potential arenas for action as the beginning of a list of
potential employment possibilities for doctorates in the field of design conceived as a
neoteric rather than paleoteric form of praxis. Inevitably, this list will expand as students
enter design doctoral programs in search of the intellectual tools and training required to
solve problems and exploit opportunities they have previously encountered.
The first area is that of the university. One service doctoral design programs must
perform involves the preparation of Ph.D. candidates to assume teaching and research
positions in design schools. Nurturing a community of scholars committed to design research
and education is an important task, but it does not exhaust the potential contribution of
designers to the university. We need to see design knowledge migrating out of design
programs and into other academic departments and intellectual ventures within the
university such as philosophy, law, management, psychology, and interdisciplinary programs
such as gender studies, environmental studies, and Science, Technology and Value
programs. Once we extend the intellectual horizons of design studies to embrace the whole
universe of thought explored within the academy, we will begin to find the connections that
bind action, description, and reflection together in human experience. No one who has
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followed intellectual developments over the last several decades can have failed to take
note of the profound challenge to historical models of thought posed by new theoretical
models and the critical reevaluation of inherited world views. Under the twin impact of
environmentalism and femininism, we are witnessing the emergence of new ways of relating
to the world. Design has much to offer in terms of accumulated relevant experience and
theoretical reflection. Rigorous doctoral education can and should increase our ability to
contribute to the intellectual life of higher education both in terms of the training itself and
the credible certification of design thinking within the university.
The second area I want to address involves employment opportunities for design
doctorates with environmental NGOs.In an essay published in the September/October, 1988,
issue of Nature Conservancy, John C. Sawhill, President & CEOof the Nature Conservancy,
complained: "... sometimes it feels as if we are being overwhelmed by information, with no
way to sort the nuggets of gold from the mountains of dross." We are - he wrote "drowning in information" and he warned that conservationists were in danger of "analysis
paralysis," a situation in which too much data gets in the way of taking decisive action.
Sawhill went on to describe the Nature Conservancy's new conservation "tool" - called
conservation blueprints - under development for 63 ecologically distinct regions of the
continental United States. These blueprints are, Sawhill wrote: "an attempt to extract clarity
of purpose and direction from the flood of information about the environment." Extract

clarity of purpose and directionfrom the flood of information. This is certainly a design
problem, one that involves strategic thinking realized through effective action.
Later, in the same Nature Conservancypublication, the team responsible for
developing the conservation blueprint for the forested highlands of the American Southwest
was described. This team included an ornithologist, a mammalogist, geologists, ecologists,
and experts on fish, aquatic insects and reptiles. While this may appear to be a scientifically
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competent team, the list does not include anyone whose primary claim to competence is that
he or she is trained to extract clarity of purpose and direction from the flood of information
and convey the resultant insights to relevant constituencies both inside and outside of the
scientific community. There is no designer in this picture. Why?Or, more appropriately given
the focus of this session, what can a doctoral education in design contribute to the claim of
designers to be included as key figures in the efforts of NGOslike the Nature Conservancy to
monitor, conserve, and manage the environmental health of the planet.
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5. Individual and Institutional

Providing for the Future:
Our Obligation to the Next Generation of Designers

LorraineJustice
Georgia Institute of Technology

Abstract
The personal obstacles encountered in the course of my design career have been the
lack of opportunities for continued education and higher degrees in the design field. Design
practice did not have full meaning for me without the appropriate research experience.
Without the focused, concentrated research in my area of interest that a Ph.D. degree would
afford, my academic career would remain somewhat unfulfilled.
I did not have the opportunity for a higher degree in the field of design because the
groundworkfor a Ph.D. was not laid. Meaningful design processes in practice (which have
improved since the early eighties), and the possibility of Ph.D. level studies should be the right
of future designers. We owe the next generation of designers a layer of design content, design
research methods and the opportunity to pursue a higher degree in our field. The Ph.D.
degrees in our institutions may not all be the same, but if they are constructed with integrity
and thought, they will endure.

Context
There were two distinct times in my "design life" that I met barriers. Not the kind of
barrier where you feel thwarted by a particular person or stymied by a lack of business
opportunities, but barriers in a larger sense: the sense that there should be something more
substantial in the field of design.
The first time I encountered a barrier in the design field was after I had worked in
industry for thirteen years. Myearly years were consumed with learning new processes, new
materials and meeting new people. In the middle years, I honed my craft and learned the new
computer technologies starting to emerge in design. It was toward the end of those thirteen
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(overall enjoyable) years that I began to feel that something was missing in design practice
during the early eighties. In the companies I'd worked for, the process of design was driven by
engineering, sales and manufacturing: anything but design. Projects were handed to the
designer at the last minute and I could almost hear the words: "Here, honey, make this product
look pretty." The process began to feel hollow and there was no reason to expect that another
company would be any different because I was hearing the same complaints from other
designers. I began to think about going back to school for a Master's degree in order to find
more meaning in design and, possibly, start in a new direction.
It was also during this time in the USAthat designers were beginning to talk about the
benefits of design research, interdisciplinary work and computer use in the process. Design was
also being used in a wider variety of business venues, so the work itself was changing.

Content
In graduate school I realized that much of the content I studied was from other wellestablished disciplines such as psychology, communication, engineering and business. Most of
the design content for our courses in 1988 was from the few design books written by practicing
professionals and a few case studies that were pulled together by professional societies. The
design "content" occurred in the studio and was supported by theories from other disciplines.
. We "did" design in the studio but rarely wrote about it.
MyMaster's education introduced me to research that could be used in design. I began
to study research methods from other disciplines, realizing how research could inform the
process and the product... in several ways. Designresearch was a major bonus for me, as well
as my graduate classmates. It gave us insight into design problems and a new way of
discovering and recording the design process. As my Master's education unfolded, I realized
that the content I was studying and the research I was engaged in gave "substance" to the
design process, something that hadn't occurred in my early years. Practice seemed empty and
void without the proper research to back up the best solutions. The robustness that design
research and inquiry gave to the process of product design was what I had been looking for.
Of course, at the time, I took for granted the fact that there was a Master's degree
available at my university. Manydesigners in practice thought an extra design degree was
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frivolous and unnecessary. Maybeit was for the type of design they were engaged in, but it not
for the designers who wanted or needed more information throughout the design process.
Although there were several Master's programs around the United States, they were widely
varied as to structure and content (and still are). Obtaining a Master's degree allowed me to
experience academia close at hand. I decided to leave practice to teach and conduct design
research in my area of interest.
After several years in the academic environment, I realized that there were not many
places for designers to publish, although publishing was required to earn tenure in my academic
unit. I also realized there were not many places to apply for grants, and those who were
awarded grants in the university had Ph.D. degrees in other disciplines. In addition, the
'

fellowships, presidential nominations and other forms of aid and prestige in the university were
given to students who were studying for Ph.D.'s, not Master's degrees. Our design Master's
students, no matter how exceptional and how eligible they were, were not given the same
opportunities as those studying other disciplines offering Ph.D.'s.
I kept looking for content to support the design courses I taught. I thought: how
effective it would be for my students to read a product development case study while they are
designing a similar product. But there were none available. I thought: how important it would
be to have design research results in the area we are studying. But there were no earlier
research results.

Contentment
As my own work became more important to me, I decided to focus and build content in
a particular area. I could contribute to the foundation of knowledge in an area that others
would later study. I wanted expert help with my studies and needed the expertise of others
when I tried new research methods. A Ph.D. degree in design was the perfect solution, but
there was essentially no where to go in the United States. One program had been started in
Chicago, but it was really not viable for my situation. Again, I began to feel that something
was not right in the design field. This time it was in academia. There was no degree beyond
the Master's to which designers could aspire. I'd met another barrier. I eventually had to look
to peripheral disciplines to supply the structure, expertise and resources for pursuing a
higher degree.
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The Unsung Heroes/Heroines
I can look back to the design professors who had the foresight to start Master's
programs in design and say they were truly dedicated. They forged on even when practitioners
were saying it wasn't necessary, even when they were not sure what would become of the
profession if a Masters degree was started. They started programs without the necessary
resources and personnel.
Manydesigners today still argue that we don't need a Master's program and certainly
not a Ph.D. degree in the field of design. Maybethose designers don't want or need a higher
degree, but what do we say to those design students who want to delve deeply into a topic, or
become expert in a new area, or make a lasting contribution through research? Shouldn't they
get credit in the form of a Ph.D. degree for their work? Shouldn't they be afforded the
structure, resources and expertise that is offered other disciplines? We need to lay the
groundwork now so that opportunities will be available to up coming scholars. If we don't, they
will end up pursuing higher degrees in other disciplines to satisfy their needs.
The design field needs the contributions from those who have forged ahead. The
problem is that once our best and brightest leave the field of design to pursue a degree in
another discipline they may never return. They will stay tied to the profession that awarded
them the highest degree. It is at this point that I say we must move ahead, even with minimal
resources and personnel, and fashion design Ph.D. programs to provide fertile ground for
fertile minds.

Focus on the Future
We are in an experimental stage with the start of Ph.D. programs. The Master's degrees
have hardly coalesced, and indeed, some have fluctuated, floundered and lacked a purpose.
The Ph.D. degree may be the missing piece, the cap to the design education experience that
will help define and strengthen Master's degrees.
Diversityof Ph.D. degrees is fine. Diversitywill help all of us evaluate the strengths,
weaknesses, successes, rigor and resources. We should strive for a "friendly competition" in
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these early days and have a solidarity world wide that will support our higher degree design
programs.
Wewill need all types of research conducted to pave the way for the design research
that will emerge in the future from our field. We need qualitative and quantitative research, as
well as entirely new ways to approach systematic inquiry. We need room for work that does not
involve research at all, but is more exploratory or self-expressive in nature.
Finally,we need to Lookat evaluation of our work. We need to see who is doing the
work for higher degrees, who is imparting what to whom and how well is it being received. It
will take all of us communicating and supporting each other to put forth the quality needed to
make higher degrees in our field a resounding success and a true contribution to the field. I
invite you to become an unsung hero in the design field.

Notes:I wouldlike to expressmy thanks to JosephKoncelik,who had the foresight to
supporthigherdegreesin design when it was not alwaysa popularidea. I wouldalso like to
thank Dr. RichardBuchananfor our conversationsand his insight into higherdegreesin design.
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Let There be Light
Cal Swann
Curtin University of Technology

Abstract
This paper provides a largely Australian (and to some extent, British) perspective on
current debates on what constitutes research in the practical and theoretical domain of
design at doctoral level. The view is intensified through the isolated geographic position of
the School of Design in Perth, Western Australia. With Australian universities embracing the
practising and performing arts areas into a unified national system in the early nineteennineties, a great deal of introspection has, and still is, taking place on the role of design
research in the university context. Definitions of research and research in the creative arts
are encountered, and then placed in the context of Curtin's drive to establish a design
research culture through higher degrees about and for design. The deliberate exploitation of
new technological communications media for the collective building of design knowledge and
sharing of ideas in a potential global community of design scholars is described as part of a
constructivist approach to learning. Both activities - advocating the appropriate role for
design research in the university community, and the development of an appropriate
electronic community of design scholars - have a lot of work to do before there is light at
the end of the tunnel.

Introduction
Later this month, all being well, Senator John Glenn will be making another trip
across Western Australia, this time aboard the shuttle that is due to blast off from Florida on
29 October. It was John Glenn, as the pilot of Friendship 7 on the 20-21 February 1962, who

called Perth 'the City of Lights' because it was the only island of light he could see in the
huge blackness of this vast region to the south east of the Indian Ocean. He may not run
quite as close to Perth this time, but the city is lighting up again in his honour, just in case.
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Perth is certainly the most isolated modern city in the world. Separated to the west
by sea (all 5,000km of it) is Johannesburg, South Africa. The capital of Indonesia, Jakarta,
lies 3,000km due north. Across a treeless land plain (the Nullarbor) and 2,700km to the east
is Adelaide, where you fi natty reach the rest of Australia. And to the south - well, there's
always Antarctica, if you can swim that far ...
Design education at graduate level on this farthest of the far side of the world then,
is a relatively lonely affair. Or it could have been without telecommunications - more of
which later. The 'tyranny of distance', an oft quoted phrase in pre- and post- colonial
Australia, was a blight on almost all human endeavour until very recent times, stranding
cognitive creativity in an effective time-warp to add to the numerous geographical
disadvantages. Bachelor education in design is relatively new in Australia (1986 in WA),
involving an incremental progression of educational steps from the late eighties to the
incorporation of design education into a unified university tertiary system established in
1993. Curtin University of Technology unilaterally pre-empted this national move by five
years. Not out of character with the independent nature of the largest state in Australia
which at various moments in its history has toyed with the idea of secession ...
The three year Bachelor of Arts (Design) plus a one year 'add-on' as an Honours
program is the only BAin Design in a radius of 2,700km (1688 miles). The coursework
Master of Design and the MA(Design) by Research are even more recent academic
programs. The Doctorate in Design which commenced with one candidate in 1992, currently
has six candidates who are one year into their research, with two more who commenced in
1998. The nearest PhD design students are probably not encountered until Melbourne, at
3,653 km in our Eastern States.
All of this uniqueness in isolation augurs two things: an independence of theoretical
foundations (with paradoxically, a desire to be part of the mainstream of international
thinking in what is recognised as the new field of design), together with a determination to
exploit technology in the service of its research programs. It is important for design to
develop and expand as a discipline, at the same time integrating its theoretical frameworks
with other more established fields. For these reasons the School has developed a doctoral
level program (alongside a range of graduate design courses) which has strong theoretical
underpinning related to numerous disciplines - in a computer-mediated environment. The
technology is utilised to facilitate the formation of a community of design scholars who are
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more than likely to be spread across a wide geographic and disparate time zone around the
world.

Defining doctoral research
Curtin School of Design tacitly accepts the UK university view that whereas a
master's degree is a license to practice, a doctoral degree is a license to teach. This means
that holders of a PhD are 'in full command of the subject right up to the boundaries of
current knowledge and are able to extend them' (Phillips and Pugh, 1994, pages 17-18). The
Curtin University Handbookfor HigherDegreesby Research (page 13) describes a doctoral
degree as 'the highest degree that can be obtained by undertaking supervised research, and
implies that the holder is an authority in a particular field and can make a worthwhile
contribution to the area.' The crucial factor is that a PhD holder should have something to
say which makes a valid contribution to the field of design.
It is interesting to observe that, whilst the initial impetus for candidates to take up
the challenge of doctorate study may be a desire to enhance their chances of promotion, or
to enter the teaching profession, most students become infatuated with study for its own
sake, for their personal development and for the inner satisfaction derived from a greater
understanding of their chosen field. Saying something sensible to others can only be
achieved if there is a personal sense of the landscape and perceptions that can be
articulated first to the inner self.
However, textual articulation as the language of thought is one aspect, and design
itself is normally expressed as ·some form of visual representation. That is usually the result
of the creative synthesis of a more holistic melange of intellectual processes. The latter
activity is a more elusive process to define and has proved to be difficult to adequately
describe in academic terminology but even so, has largely been accepted at the
undergraduate level, generally leading to a professional occupation as a practising designer.
The PhD (Design) programs which are currently-being undertaken by candidates in the
School are all located within the field of discourse about design. These research projects are
aimed at explaining or expanding our knowledge about design in a thesis form - the
development of an argument. In this respect, the programs sit comfortably within the
humanities tradition of academic research.
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In order to engage in research in a design mode (as opposed to a thesis mode), the
School is also developing within the University Division of Humanities, a Doctorate of
Creative Arts in Design (DCA)which caters for the production of a design product founded in
a research approach. 'Something to say' may therefore be expressed in the form of a new
product, where wroughtingand wrighting(Archer, cited in Fletcher 1996, page 182) is
valued for the creativity in the making. This raises a significant (and more contentious)
issue for research in the design field, and one that has yet to be satisfactorily resolved in
our university and no doubt in many others. But this debate hardly extends beyond those
who are conceived as the traditional enemies from the more positivist research paradigms it also preoccupies our own minds in the field of the creative arts. It is one thing to agree
broadly on a definition of research that is conducted about design, that is, it is easy to
ascribe a written thesis as historical or scholarly research - but there is little semblance of
even an emerging consensus among design academics on what constitutes research for or

wjth;n the process of designing. I presume that this is the rajson d'etre for this conference.

Defining research in the creative arts
Among a number of reports which have a bearing on this issue, a new report has just
been published in Australia: Research;n the CreatjveArts (1998), which explores and adds
further refinement to the discourse that surrounds this relationship of creativity, making
things, and research. In drawing up 14 recommendations, the document collates a number of
definitions of research which apply to the creative arts and design field (it also explores
music and drama but I will concentrate on those which relate to design). The full report is
available on URLhttp://www.deetya.gov.au/divisions/hed/highered/eipubs.htm.

In one of

these citations it refers to the Australian National Council for Heads of Art and Design
Schools (1993) paper where it states:
The research function of developing and extending knowledge is to be judged on the
products of research. In the same way that a learned paper is evidence and coherent
argument for all the processes that proceeded it, laboratory or speculative, the finished
work of art or design is the culmination of the theory and practice of the discipline. Based
on an investigatory, exploratory, speculative or analytical processes, the outcome is a result
of synthesising the problematics of the discipline. Like the best research in any field, it is
expected that creative work will comply with these defining characteristics. The aim of the
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program is to develop new knowledge, or to preserve or critically assess it. It is also the
case that works of art and design are available for critical assessment by peers, and are
available to the wider intellectual community, as expected of well-defined research.
This is rather a long-winded statement aimed at couching art/design research in
conventional academic language for the satisfaction of the university community. This report
is a political document of course, the purpose of which is to influence the Australian
government and research funding councils to a more favourable consideration when
allocating funds to art and design projects. It then has to begin at the starting point for
DEETYA
(the Department of Education and Training and Youth Affairs, the national governing
body for universities) and to recognise the research definition adopted by DEETYA
- which is
the OECDdefinition of research (page 32):
Research and experimental development comprises creative work undertaken on a
systematic basis in order to increase the stock of knowledge, including the knowledge of
man, culture and society, and the use of this stock of knowledge to devise new applications.
Apart from the apparent exclusion of women in this definition, this is a very
conservative view of the character of research in the contemporary world and is an
unfortunate starting point. It contrasts with the position adopted in the UKsome years
earlier in their review of the Polytechnics and Colleges Funding Coundl Report of the

Committeeof Enquiryinto Researchin the PublicSector (1990) where the definition of
creative work (with a number of other sub-categories) was proposed as:
The invention and generation of ideas, images and artifacts including design. Usually
applied to the pursuit of knowledge in the arts.
A little later, the UKUniversities Funding Council, Research Assessment Exercise
(1992) took this a significant stage further by what would appear to be an amalgamation of
the above and the OECDdefinition, with some important inclusions (and exclusions):
Research is defined as original investigation undertaken in order to gain new
knowledge and understanding. It includes scholarship; the invention and generation of ideas,
images, performances and artifacts including design where these lead to new or substantially
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improved insights; and the use of existing knowledge in experimental development to
produce new materials, devices, products and processes, including design and construction.
It excludes routine testing and analysis of materials, components and processes eg,

for the maintenance of national standards - as distinct from the development of new
analytical techniques.
From an individual perspective (perhaps conditioned by my British upbringing!), this
satisfactorily establishes a basis for funding and academic acceptance for all disciplines and
caters for design research in both a textual and visual/artifact context. Exactly what a
design research project is would still have to be defined according to the particular project,
but where it can be demonstrated that the outcome will lead to new insights focludingin the
design and construction, it is a workable definition. Design, as Alan Fletcher has said {1996,
page 182) 'is intelligence made visible'. The primary contribution that the design discipline
can make to the intellectual life of universities is precisely in demonstrating the validity of
alternative ways thinking through employing creativity in an intuitive and holistic
synthesising role, solution-focused rather than a problem-focused linear approach.
Research in the area of 'left-brain, right-brain' has been carried out in recent years
which, despite a certain amount of controversy in the uncertain areas of neurological
research, has established that there are different ways of cognitive understanding and
intellectualising action which can be loosely described as 'left or right brain' approaches.
Western academic traditions are still based almost exclusively on left brain, rationalising
processing which are essentially linear. The particular nature of visual-spatial thinking
(associated most often with drawing) represents a right brain holistic thinking process which
is a human attribute of equal status as 'rational logic'. Design could well function as the
catalyst for redefining of the boundaries of a new liberal art in the humanities in the way
that Buchanan {1998) has suggested on numerous occasions. Academics have also
recognised the narrowness of some university dogmas and Ernest Boyer in his work at the
Carnegie Foundation has articulated a fresh valuation of what constitutes research in the
modern university (Boyer, 1992). Design is not only located in Boyer's scholarshipof

discoverycategory, it also sits nicely into the scholarship of integration and application, as a
pluralist methodology and application.
It is therefore, a major disappointment of the Australian Report with the

recommendation (No 3) that our field should adopt the principle of research equivalendes as
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valid recognition for the purpose of allocating research funds. This is undeniably a pragmatic
political decision to appease the conservative research community who were part of the
committee considering the report. It is left to the individual universities to work forward
from that unhappy compromise and fight to establish a more informed and potentially
enriching interpretation of research in design. The short term pragmatic strategy may
present even greater difficulties in persuading the larger academic community that design
research is more than just being different (but 'not as intellectually rigorous as real
research'). This debate will certainly animate the Australian art and design communities over
the coming months. Curtin University of Technology like many of its kind, has its share of
positivist academics, but there is an encouraging and open floor for debate emanating from
the highest level for a re-appraisal of research and development which offers some new
opportunities for redefining the nature of research in all areas. The School is engaged in an
advocacy role for design research both inside and outside the university and we believe that
one of the principle routes to building a research culture for design is through the expansion
of doctoral and masters research degree programs.

Learning as knowledge building
The School embraces a constructivist approach with regard to student learning. The
constructivist paradigm has particular relevance for graduate studies where students are
often mature people who are able to bring an abundance of experience and prior knowledge
upon which they can build further understanding. Kelly'spersonal construct theory (1970)
suggests that people make sense of their world and are each individual scientists through
the way they build cognitive frameworks from the phenomena they observe. Associated
frameworks in the form of principles of action learning and action research, building on the
concepts of Kurt Lewin (1952) have had considerable airing in Australia in recent years
through conferences and workshops focusing around the work of Ortrun Zuber-Skerritt (1992,
1994, 1996) and others. The reflective practitioner (Schon, 1983) provides another relevant
bridge between academia and the design professional and together these areas are explored
to provide a set of theoretical frameworks for the research endeavours of doctoral students
in design.
Alongside personal constructivism, we believe strongly in the value of collective
knowledge building so that our research students should not be working in isolation from
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each other. That might seem a contradiction where some of our research students could be
in Singapore or Tasmania, but this is where modern-day tele-communications has altered the
physical location and has added a new dimension to sharing the constructive process. Of
course we are not the first, nor the only ones, who are exploring the dimension of electronic
forms of collective knowledge building. Muchof the pioneering work is being tackled here in
North America and a great resource site for constructivist teaching and learning with
particular reference to computer mediated communication is at the University of Colorado at
Denver, School of Education,URL:
http://hagar.up.acza/catts/learner/magda/bmconstruct.html.

The promise of all this

technology in the aid of collective knowledge building is tremendously exciting and has
special relevance for the advancement of knowledge at doctoral level.

Attacking the tyranny of distance
At Curtin University School of Design, we have developed and are still developing, a
large scale web-site for teaching and learning for our coursework graduate studies program
(Swann, et al, 1997). This is also being utilised by research students for discussion and
sharing of ideas in what we regard as a 'community of design scholars'. The website is
currently being extended with dedicated sections for coursework learning materials and
research activities which are interactive pages designed to facilitate the exchange of
· scholars' ideas. 'DesignLab' for example, located on the Master of Design site, is a metaphor
that allows for weaving notes and articles among a group of design researchers - which, like
other journal type entries on several pages - can be automatically archived each semester
for future reference and knowledge building.
The university requires doctoral students to prepare their candidacy proposal before
they are approved to proceed with their research project. This can be a lonely affair
between student and supervisor, especially where the candidate is in a remote region. In
the new facility, groups of researchers (including masters coursework and research students)
who are preparing their research projects are encouraged to share their drafts and take part
in assisting each other. The concept of 'critical friendship' is central to this process and the
model which has been developed to facilitate this is an adaptation of the electronic journal
facility. Here, students submit their proposal for all to view and other students may add
comments between the paragraphs. These commentaries are displayed in a different colour
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to the original text, and automatically tracked to show the commentator's name and date.
Amidst this criticalfriendship, staff are adding their perspectives and the School graduate
community share in developing the individual's research contribution. These are also
archived for future reference with the next group of candidates.
The concept of threaded messages dates back to Vannevar Bush (1945) and provides
opportunities for us to weave our own patterns of thinking. Among a number of other writers
(Duffy and Cunningham, 1996; Evans and Green, 1995; Taylor and Geelan, 1997; and so
on), a colleague in the Curtin University School of Information Systems, Heinz Dreher
(1997), suggests that the new hypertext capacity might extend a kind of collective and
empowering cognitive activity. Harasim has also suggested that on-line learning is not
merely a new technological tool, it could provide interactivities that foster greater learning
in a 'new learning domain' ( Harasim, 1989; page 62). Curtin University School of Design
regards the new technology with respect and appropriate realism, but we are interested in
the potential to exploit the channel, not just for distance learning mode, but in conjunction
with our on-campus students as a new resource for learning.

Cautionary tales
Having set out an ambitious agenda for collectively constructing new knowledge in
an electronic environment, we are nonetheless aware of the probable pitfalls in a reliance on
a largely unproved communication channel. It is one thing to recognise the importance of
email and the web interface as a wonderful channel that works like an instantaneous fax on
your personal computer screen, with the added benefit of attaching files that contain
significant amounts of information. The convenience of message making from one PCto
another is something we now take for granted in the academic world. We all have the
experience of being able to send notes to a whole group of colleagues across the world or in
the office down the corridor.
We are all aware too, of the 'life-cycle' of email lists, the initial enthusiasm, the
warm feeling of contact, then the frustration of not making enough personal impact or
missing something, maybe enduring a flame war and then long dormant periods if not death.
Despite my high hopes that something of the global brain will awake even if it is only with a
small group of graduate design students, we have been disappointed so far with student
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(and staff) stamina in this arena. Fine when we are getting quick fixes and easy
information. Not so fine when the need to work an idea over requires more intensive input
with a fully switched on mind. It is very easy for students to sit at the back of a virtual
classroom and not contribute - nor respond to what appears to be a Lessauthoritative web
command than that coming from a 'real' teacher. Not to mention the demands on time that
asynchronous systems can Layon the teachers/facilitators.
There are numerous doubts, and we have yet to develop an electronic facilitating
pedagogy to help us help the system to gain the full benefit. Also, it has not yet been fully
tested in the 'distance mode' for which it was mainly designed. When students cannot meet
up in real Life,it is more Likelythat the second best electronic channel will be better
employed to provide that group work that has been missing from previous distance study
modes. Even if that does mean stepping through several bookmarks to pick up the
conversation where you Left off a while ago... But I suspect that the dream of a global
community of scholars across the electronic media will not be fully realised until the
technology is as easy and as all pervasive as turning on the television, switching to the
Learningchannel and reading or talking face to face with members of that community.

Summary
Curtin University doctoral programs are predicated on many of the traditional
European (British) values of university higher degrees in research. It is fitting that design
education should occupy a higher role in a new and diversified university curriculum at a
time when the design discipline has moved from its craft origins into a cognitive study. We
still have a Longway to travel to demonstrate its validity to our academic colleagues.
Designers, academics and practitioners, must certainly develop the writing and rhetorical
skills to communicate alongside the more traditional humanities disciplines. We need to
create the discourse of design that is as substantial as any other theoretical framework. We
also need to develop and articulate the visual/spatial way of applying a creative intellect as
a 'new Liberalart' in the university culture.

It is also fitting that a new discipline which counts human visual communication as
one of its most fundamental forms, should seize on new technologies as a means to make
the knowledge building process a global, sharing system. A new technology that brings with
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it a necessity for a radical revision of those traditional humanitarian concepts in the
development of an inter-disciplinary field of design. In the absence of Largefunding grants
for research that has been traditionally awarded to more established fields of research,
Curtin University School of Design is building the research degree programs (which are still
government funded up to now), the masters and doctoral, as a practical route to
establishing a much needed research culture in design. A body of doctoral and masters
theses, including a body of research design projects, will help to illuminate our domain and
make design more visible to ourselves as well as to the general community.
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6. Further

on the Doctorate in Design

The Aestheticisation of EverydayLife and Design Research
Jan Verwijnen

University of Art and Design

Abstract
Departing from notion of design research as design studies (Margolin 1998) a basic
inquiry in design would have to include the contemporary aestheticisation processes of
everyday life. These processes extend over many different aspects of life and are
influencing the design component of objects as well as of spaces. The increasing furnishing
of reality with aesthetic elements as surface aestheticisation also goes deeper - it affects
the form of culture as a whole. Therefor the cultural component of design and its role in
social interaction is becoming more relevant and a case can be made for a design research
into the aesthetic condition of contemporary social activity and of the processes of design
production and consumption. Influenced by the capacity of new information and
communication infrastructures an economy of another and new type is emerging and
changing human interaction. It is dominated and characterised by flows - flows of
information, of images, of money, of goods and of people that are increasingly connected
and that circulate ever faster.
These flows of capital, money, commodities, labour, information and images create a
series of impacts with different consequences. Firstly the flows are responsible for
constituting a network economy and networks become the dominant social morphology in
society (the NetworkSodety, Castells 1996). Because these networks are used for
communication their content is increasingly involved with cultural signs. Secondly as it
becomes necessary for people to evaluate and judge these signs and be involved in the
increased production of culture an aesthetic and reflexive movement captures society

( aesthetic reflexivity, Lash and Urry 1994). People critically reflect upon their social
condition and thus can in a different form find new meaning in the various spheres of social
life. Thirdly a space of flows threatens to disconnect people and places (Castells 1996).
Finally because of all this design increasingly comes under the influence of a new field
condition and evolutionary and participatory forms of decision making become more
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plausible (Allen 1997) - in other words participation of actor networks is becoming the main
mode of operation in the network society.
In a broader historical perspective the network society represents a qualitative
change in the human experience. Because of the convergence of historical evolution and
technological change we have entered a purely cultural pattern of social interaction and
social organisation ( Castells 1996). At the end of this article a scheme for a design research
through layered or stratified models of social interaction and of the production of objects
and space is introduced. The research combines the analysis of social and economic activity
vyith changing institutional forms of society. It investigates the impact on local society and
everyday-life of global flows and how the designed environment provides the aesthetic
backdrop for new social activities.

Aestheticisation Processes
This presentation departs from Victor Margolin's notion of design research as design
studies (Margolin 1998) - a remarkably distinct concept from prevailing design methods
research or project oriented design research. At the Helsinki Conference on Art and Design
Research in September 1996 he presented a paper in which the notion of a basic inquiry in
design was developed .

. . . des;gn stud;es seeks an understand;ngof des;gn ;n the wider social field where it
occurs. It takes ;n the concernsand interests of the entfre community that is
engaged whh design - designers, users, managers, merchandisers, museum curators,
critics, and theorists, to give some examples. Designstudies is an ;nterpretative
practice, rooted firmly in the techniques of the humanWes and the social sciences
rather than ;n the natural sciences. ( Margolin 1998)
Based on that type of a basic inquiry in design the contemporary aestheticisation
processes of everyday life become important for design research. In order to exemplify the
increasingly aesthetic nature of everyday life processes two events may be pointed out:
'World Images' the visual concept behind the innovative new corporate identity of British
Airways launched in 1997 as a pluralistic cultural message. A series of different images
commissioned from artists all over the world is to be integrated into the British Airways
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identity, featuring most prominently on the tailfins of their aircraft. Not only do the new
works of art that have a global origin, but the airline's identity is also highly differentiated:
almost every tailfin carries a different work. In other words a contemporary, if not postmodern, global vision of art has won over a deterministic graphic corporate identity. The
other event is the fact that on the European furniture market in 1996 for the first time ever
the two most sold objects of the year were a stool designed by Philippe Starck (for Driade)
and Ron Arad's bookworm (for Kartell). This is particularly remarkable, because the
European furniture industry with a volume exceeding $500 billion is for 95% not designer
oriented.
Contemporary aestheticisation processes extend over many different aspects of life
and are influencing the design component of objects as well as of spaces in cities.
Increasingly elements of reality are being aesthetically transformed. Consequently reality as
a whole seems to count as an aesthetic construct (Welsch 1998). But the increasing
furnishing of reality with aesthetic elements as surface aestheticisation also goes deeper - it
affects the form of culture as a whole. Therefor the cultural component of design and its
role in social interaction has to become a field of inquiry for design itself.
Our design research into a new aesthetic condition of social activity and of the
spatial environment is based on the assumption that this new condition is increasingly
characterised by flows. Influenced by the capacity of new information and communication
infrastructures and by the improvement of existing rail, road and air travel an economy of
another and new type is emerging and changing human interaction. It is dominated and
characterised by flows - flows of information, of images, of money, of goods and of people
that are increasingly connected and that circulate ever faster. As phenomena on a macro
socio-economic level they not only manifest themselves, but also cause a series of impacts
on different levels of both social interaction and of the design of objects and space. At the
end of this article a scheme for a design research into these phenomena is introduced.

The Network Society
The flows themselves are only comprehensible if networks are taken into account,
because it is through networks that people and objects are able to gain mobility. By 1992
the fastest-growing segment of the computer industry was network technology. This reflects
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the rate at which every sector of business is electronically organising itself in networks.
Networking is revolutionising almost every business. It alters what we make, how we make
it, how we decide what to make and the nature of the economy we make it in (Kelly 1994).
Networks are made up of a few basic elements: of 'bridges' or 'links', which connect points or
nodes. These links stand out in lesser or greater relief from a background or 'support
structure' and transmit or transport 'traffic' (Lash and Urry 1994). Networks are open
structures able to expand without limits and integrate new nodes as long as they are able to
communicate within the network. A network-based social structure is a highly dynamic, open
system\ susceptible to innovating without threatening its balance (Kelly 1994, Castells
1996). In his fundamental work, The Rise of the NetworkSodety, Castells notes how
networks constitute the new social morphology of our societies.

"Whilethe networkingform of soda[ organisationhas existed in other times
and spaces, the new information technologyparadigm;provides the maten"al
basis for its pervasive expansion throughout the entire soda[ structure.
Furthermore,I would argue that this networkinglogic induces a soda[
determination of a higher level than that of the spedfic soda[ interests
expressed through the networks: the power of flows takes precedence over the
flows of power." ( Castells 1996: 469).
In other words the fact that networks exist and tend to function bottom-up becomes
more powerful and important than the existing modes of top-down decision-making.
The network morphology reorganises the power relationships and presence or
absence in the network becomes a critical source of change in our society. This is true for
firms, so-called network enterprises, not just in their internal organisation, but particularly in
their relationship to other firms, as well as for institutions such as universities or hospitals
and, of course, cities. At the same time we realise that increasingly culture becomes the
main content of the new information and communication structures:

"Culturesare made up of communicationprocesses. And all forms of communication,
as Roland Barthes and Jean Baudn"llardtaught us many years ago, are based on the
production and consumption of signs. ... In all sodeties humankind has existed in
and acted through a symbolic environment" (Castells 1996: 372).
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In this respect he further states:

"In a broaderhistorical perspective the network society represents a
qualitative change in the human experience. .. . Because of the convergenceof
historicalevolution and technologicalchange we have entered a purely cultural
pattern of social interaction and social organisation.This is why information is
the key ingredient of our social organisationand why flows of messages and
images between networks constitute the basic thread of our social structure. "
(Castells 1996: 477).
Thus what is specific to the new communication system, organised around the
electronic integration of all communication modes from the typographic to the multimedia, is
that its content is increasingly culture and that it particularly consists of images and signs.

Aesthetic Reflexivity
In this context an interesting aspect of contemporary societies becomes the fact that
people are increasingly able to monitor and evaluate these images as well as place
themselves within the world, both historically and geographically. The more that societies
modernise, the greater the ability of knowablgeable subjects to reflect upon their social
conditions of existence. Lash (1994) characterises this as 'reflexive modernisation'. In a
world of ever-faster change and growing abstraction the process of reflexivity opens up
possibilities for the recasting of meaning in work and in leisure and for the heterogenisation
and complexity of space and everyday life. Confronted with the increasing cultural content
of flows reflexivity becomes aesthetic - a notion for which Lash and Urry argue in their book

Economiesof Signs and Space (1994). They state that the majority of people in the
advanced countries produce 'semiotic' rather than industrial goods. The mobility of these
objects or goods in flows changes their nature - they are progressively emptied out of both
symbolic and material content and thus of their traditional local meaning. Culture in premodern societies was exercised through symbols, which were full of meanings, contents,
peopled with gods and demons. In contemporary society the production of culture and
ordinary manufacturing industry are becoming more and more alike. What increasingly is
being produced are no longer material objects but signs. Even the non-material goods suchas
pop music, cinema or video have a substantial aesthetic component. (Lash and Urry 1994).
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Because of the component of sign value or aesthetic image in material objects,
design becomes a more important aspect in producing goods.

"This aestheticisationof material objects can take place either in the production or in
the circulationand consumptionof such goods. In production the design component
comprisesan increasingcomponent of the value of goods. The specific labour process
is becoming less important in its contributionto value-added,and the design process
is progressivelymore central. This can be seen in the increased research-anddevelopment or 'design intensity' of even industrialproduction. This increased R&D
intensity is often importantlyaesthetic in nature, as in the case of clothes, shoes,
furniture, car design, electronicgoods and so on. Further,goods often take on the
properties of sign value through the process of 'branding',in which marketers and
advertisersattach images to goods." (Lash and Urry 1994:15).
Thus, apart from the component of knowledge or information intensity, increasing
design intensity becomes apparent in industrial production and, with the decline of
importance of the labour process in production the design process starts to grow in
importance. Economic life itself becomes cultural.
But even though objects are progressively being emptied of meaning and people are
bombarded by an overload of signs, the contemporary condition of society produces not just
a flattening, but also a deepening of the self - people become, as we have seen, more
reflexive, more critical. Through this growing reflexivity, which causes a gradual freeing of
individuals from traditional social structures, people reflect upon their condition, and in a
changed form, once more, find meaning in the various spheres of social life. In terms of
consumption, aesthetic reflexivity can be seen in several senses . First there is the increased
choice element of consumption. For example in fashion, dress styles involve a very
important set of identity-choices: an aesthetic-expressive dimension of the modern self.

"Finallythis increasedaesthetic reflexivityof subjects in the consumption of, for
example, travel and of the objects of the culture industries creates a vast real
economy. It producesa complex network, which Zukin begins to capture in Loft
Living, of hotels and restaurants, of art galleries, theatres, cinemas and pop
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concerts, of culture producersand culture 'brokers', of architects and designers etc
m,, (Lash and Urry 1994: 59).
The importance of aesthetic reflexivity lies in its contribution to people's ability to
judge and distinguish images and symbols operating at the level of feeling. Travel becomes
an increasingly important experience for this ability. Many of the signs or symbols that
advertise commodities or goods, for example in TVcommercials, are connected with place
and travel and a sense of 'cosmopolitanism'.

The Space of Flows
The economy of flows does not leave urban space untouched - it has a significant
impact on its character. With the increased presence of flows in our economy Castells (1996)
makes a case for the space of flows, in which he refers to the dty as a process"'rather than
as a place that has history and identity. Because function and economical power in society
are increasingly organised in such a space of flows, the structural domination of its logic
essentially alters the meaning and dynamic of a place, as we know it - the space of place.

"Dominantfunctions are organisedin networks pertaining to a space of flows that
links them up around the world, whilefragmenting subordinatefunctions, and
people, in the multiple space of places, made of locales increasinglysegregated and
disconnectedfrom each other" (Castells 1996, 476).
Throughout the global networks

"capital and labour increasinglytend to exist in different spaces and times: the space
of flows and the space of places, instant time of computerised networks versus clock
time of everydaylife. Thus they live by each other, but do not relate to each
other.... " (Castells 1996: 475).
He further states that unless cultural and physical bridges are deliberately built
between these two forms of space, we may be heading for a life in parallel universes whose
times cannot meet, because they are warped into different dimensions of a social
hyperspace. On the one hand we are projected and connected throughout the world, while on
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the other our lives and experiences are rooted in places, in their culture and in their history.
Our design research is, for example, looking at how design industries and their actors are
able to build these cultural and physical bridges.

Field Conditions
On a more general level the flows that have changed the character of the economy,
created the networks that we now communicate through and increasingly started to influence
our private activities also reinforce the 'field condition' of cities. Allen (1997) introduces the
term 'field conditions' in relation to movements in art and technology as:

"an intuWon of a shift from object to field in recent theoretical and visual practices.
In its most complex manifestation, this concept refers to mathematicalfield theory,
to non-linear dynamics and computer simulations of evolutionarychange. It parallels
a shift in recent technologiesfrom analogue object to digital field . ... The
infrastructuralelements of the modern city, by their nature linked together in openended networks, offer another example of field conditions in the urban context."
(Allen 1997:24)
The field condition is characterised by forces and effects perhaps comparable to
those of a magnetic field, where metal particles start to align themselves according to an
invisible force field. Understanding the city as a field means accepting it being in a state of
continual flux and continuous change like a sea or an ocean in which tides, streams and
waves are the movements induced by forces of gravity from the moon, the spinning of the
earth, the wind or a combination of them. But not only the water or its surface moves; in
the water of the sea many different objects such as fish also move using the water as a
medium. In a similar fashion the city and its design objects change and grow under the
influence of different large scale forces such as the new economy of flows, whereas within
the city and its buildings people move and networks are becoming the main form of
exchange between them. For example aesthetic reflexivity is a force that flows through the
urban field and is carried by bodies of people in the form of fashion, but also influences the
form of urban space, where these people meet - the cafes, squares etc. Such a field
phenomenon is defined by simple local conditions and is in fact relatively indifferent to
overall form and extent of the cityv. Global movements such as de-industrialisation or new
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information and communication structures determine the forces in a local field, but the
actors on the spot behave according to local conditions such as habits, tradition and
consensus.
Under field conditions design has to shift its attention from the traditional top-down
forms of production and control and begin to investigate more fluid bottom-up vi approaches
(Allen 1997). Although it is evident that design has had great difficulties in adequately
addressing the complexities of urban life there is little evidence that the discipline is
adapting itself to the new field condition. Because under field conditions the development of
markets for design becomes unpredictable, planning as a long-term predictive tool is
questioned. The multiple scenario technique vi becomes a possible new tool for design
strategies. Its advantage is that it lends itself well to a strategic conversation with all actors
involved. To be able to make a more robust long-term plan, scenarios are created in plural,
such that each scenario diverges markedly from others. These sets of scenarios are
essentially specially constructed stories about the future, each modelling a distinct, plausible
world where we might someday have to live and work. The purpose of scenario planning is
to highlight large-scale forces that push the future in different directions and allow plans or
projects to react to them. In practice scenario thinking basically allows people to tell each
other stories about how the future might work, to understand the imagination and forces
behind each of them and to evaluate their credibility (Schwartz 1991). This leads to a
narrative process of design and to participation.

Evolutionary Decision Making Systems
All this means that in the design process increasingly the notion of potential and
open-ended solutions are demanded. Objects and buildings that can readily adapt to
changing and different programmes and scenarios become necessary. The traditional
deterministic path can no longer be the method of decision making within the design
process. Existing design and production processes only allow disordered, discontinuous
change, instead of ordered, continuous change - incremental change over time. Kelly points
to the character of tools that continually pump in bits of change - they have an adaptive
evolutionary spirit; they need a heart of change at the core of the system (Kelly 1994: 354).
He defines evolutionary change that will gradually replace existing structures as follows:
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"Evolutionis a structure of organisedchange. But it is more. Evolutionis a structure
of organised change which is itself undergoingchange and reorganisation." (Kelly
1994: 362).
The genius of an evolutionary system is that it is a mechanism for generating
perpetual change. Evolution is a conglomeration of many processes, which form a society of
evolutions. Changechanges itself. Because new technological tools have to fit within an
existing system the process of their introduction becomes by its very nature evolutionary.
New innovations even grow in a biological fashion - sprouting slowly from earlier

technologies. Most evolutionary changes are biological in nature.

"The only wayfor a system to evolve into something is to have a flexible structure.
. . . A decentralisedredundant organisationcan flex without distorting its function,
and thus it can adapt. It can manage change. We call that growth. ... But we cannot
import evolution and learningwithout exporting control. . . . Thereis no control
outside a self-making system." (Kelly 1994: 448).
Consequently the icon of the NetworkSociety, the Net, has no centre - it is a bunch
of nodes or dots connected to other dots.

"The Net is the archetype- always the same picture - displayed to represent all
circuits, all intelligence all interdependence,all things economic and social and
ecological,all communications,all democracy,all groups, all large systems." (Kelly
1994: 25).
In this sense the Net becomes an emblem of multiples - out of it comes 'distributed
being'. Kellydefines distributed being as:

"When the sum of the parts can add up to more than the parts, then the extra being
(that something from nothing) is distributed among the parts. The spirit of a beehive
decides as a whole when and where to move - it possesses intelligence that none of
its parts does. A single honeybee brain operates with a memory of six days; the hive
as a whole operates with a memory of three months, twice as long as the average
bee lives. Likewisethe behaviourof an economy, the thinking of a supercomputer,
and the life in us are distributed over a multitude of smaller units (which themselves
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may be distributed). Wheneverwe find something from nothing, we find it arising
from a field of many interacting smaller pieces." (Kelly 1994: 469)
As a banner the Net is hard to live with, because it is a banner of non-control. A
network is the least structured organisation that can be said to have any structure at all.
This means decentralised control - no central planning. The type of control such as
distributed control cannot just be implemented; it has to be grown from simple local control.
Complexity must be grown from simple systems that already work. To complexity belongs
divergence, but divergence needs to be kept together. A plurality of truly divergent
components can only remain coherent in a network. No other arrangement - chain, pyramid,
tree, circle, and hub - can contain true diversity working as a whole. This is why the
network is nearly synonymous with democracy or the market.

"A distributed, decentralisednetwork is more a process than a thing. In the logic of
the Net there is a shift from nouns to verbs. Economistsnow reckon that commercial
products are best treated as though they were services. It's not what you sell a
customer, it's what you do for them. It's not what something is, it's what it is
connected to, what it does. Flowsbecome more important than resources." (Kelly
1994: 25).
In the last half-century a uniform mass market - the result of the Industrial Age has collapsed into a network of small niches caused by the present information tide. What
remains is an 'aggregation of fragments' - the only kind of whole we have. Our society has
become a working pandemonium of fragments - in fact a distributed network much like the
Internet itself. People in a highly connected yet deeply fragmented society can no longer
rely on a central canon for guidance. In the process of connecting everything to everything
else, computers elevate the power of the small player - they make room for the different.

Design Research into the Aesthetic and Social Impact of Flows
Departing from the above concepts in social and economic theory we are conducting
a design research through layered or stratified models of social interaction in relation to the
production of objects and space. The research combines the analysis of social and economic
activity with changing institutional forms of society. It investigates the impact on local
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society and everyday-life of global phenomena and how the designed environment provides
the aesthetic backdrop for new social activities.
The stratified models relate to phenomena that are linked, but that belong to
different levels or scales. They range from large-scale macro elements such as structural or
institutional aspects to small-scale micro phenomena of interaction and material surface,
thus producing a holistic representation of society and our environment. The levels convey
and correspond to the textured and interwoven nature of the different dimensions of social
and physical reality. The combination of the two stratified models (see matrix below) allows
a holistic approach to social activity and the production of objects and space by building a
bridge between them.
The social levels consist of the elements self, situated activity, setting and context.
There are no clear empirical boundaries between these levels - all the elements overlap and
interweave with each other, although each element or area has its own distinctive
characteristics. The layered model of the production of objects and space consists of the
different scales that correspond to urban decision making systems. These are: the city and
region with its economic dynamics and built-up structure, the urban setting of the district
and its potential for new programmes and their possible location, the building volumes and
urban space, both existing and new, and finally the choice of materials and details.
The layered models allow addressing the problem of the division between macro and
micro levels of analysis (e.g. global-local) by concentrating attention on the organic links
between them. Information technology is increasingly connecting these levels and
establishing links in the production processes of objects and of spacevm_
Put into a diagram the potential correspondence of the levels of the two stratified
systems and their elements becomes clearer:
A.

the social context as the large- scale, society-wide distribution. This concerns
values, traditions, forms of social and economic organisation, power
relations, state interventions.
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B.

the setting that provides the immediate arena for social activity. This
includes, for example, state bureaucracies, but also non-work settings such
as the social organisation of leisure activities.

C.

the situated activity which is concerned with the dynamics of interaction
itself as face to face social activity involving, for example, symbolic
communication. It involves emergent meanings, understandings and
definitions of the situation as these are affected by context and settings and
the dispositions of the individuals

D.

self, the individual's relation to her or his social environment (the
intersection of biographical experience and social involvement).

The layered model of spatial production consists of various scales that correspond to
different decision making systems as well as to sets of rules belonging to each of the
different scales. These are:
E.

the city and regional context with its economic dynamics and built structure,

F.

the urban setting and its potential for locating certain programmes and
activities as intermediate spatial organisation. Here aspects of urban
morphology and collective memory of the district play a role,

G.

the architectural scale of building volumes and urban spaces, both existing
and new,

H.

the choice of materials and details of these buildings and spaces that,
because of their aesthetic appearance attract specific programmes and
activities.
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CONCEPTS
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Here a shift from macro processes to micro activity and from quantitative to qualitative data and
analysis occurs. In other words the 'how it happens' will tie the interaction of everyday social activity
to the more abstract levels of social organisation above. In spatial production the aspect of userparticipation in design leads to a stronger focus on the voids -

the spaces we live in -

and less on

the buildings as objects.
Faceto face soda/ activity:

Buildingobject and spatial void:

SITUATED

symbolic communication,

architectural scale, public space,

IMMEDIATE

ACTIVITY
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In her later book The Cultures of Cities Zukin draws attention to the new symbolic economy of culture for cities:
"As a set of architectural themes, it plays a leading role in urban redevelopment strategies based on historic
preservation or local 'heritage'. With the disappearance of local manufacturing industries and periodic crises in
government and finance, culture is more and more the business of cities - the basis of their tourist attractions
and their unique, competitive edge. The growth of cultural consumption (of art, food, fashion, music, tourism)
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local connections. Overall shape and extent of the parts are highly fluid. Form matters , but not so much the forms
of things as the forms between things. (Allen 1997: 24). Similar to the structuralistic principle that in complex
matters the relationship between things becomes more important than the things themselves, field conditions
lend themselves very well for a definition of urban space as the space 'between the buildings' .

v

vi When everything is connected to everything else in a distributed network, things are happening at once. When
everything happens at once, wide and fast moving problems simply route around any central authority. Therefore
overall governance must arise from interdependent acts done locally , and not from central command .
(Kelly 1994: 469)
vii The technique of scenario planning was developed in the business world of large companies such as Shell in
order to deal with uncertainty. Scenario development comes from the observation that, given the impossibility of
knowing precisely how the future will play out, a good decision or strategy to adopt is one that plays well across
s~veral possible futures or scenarios.
v,u We are further conducting research into the flows of information between such levels and the increasing use of
database management systems to control them.
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DoctoralEducationas Conditionfor DisciplinaryKnowledgeCreation
Patrick Reinmoeller
Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology

1.

Introduction
Practice in design generates skills at an individual level. These skills are lost with the

individual. The result is a design history that takes account of great men/women and their
works_i.e. biographical and prototypical evidence is all that remains for future generations in
design. Fewschools such as the Bauhaus have left a partial but systemized knowledge of
individuals and teams who were at the forefront of their crafts.
Comparedto other disciplines such as engineering or marketing that entertain academic
discourse on theory and practice design did so far not develop theories, and there is no
common integrative vision for a shared approach. Knowledgeand skills of designers remain
subjective and tacit; they are not made explicit for further conceptualization. The situation in
design practice is reflected in design education. Design, as an applied discipline, needs
practitioners to teach students. Thus successful designers share their insights with students in
seminars and fieldwork. Howeversystematization of knowledge and in-depth research in
doctoral programs at institutions dedicated to research and education are scarce. The
hypothesis of this paper is that the present frameworkof education in design has to be
fundamentally questioned. The goal of disciplinary knowledge creation can only be achieved
through practice and theory, higher levels of research in design and new educational strategies
are needed.

2.

Research and education for competitive advantage
Froma historic perspective universities have been growing in "concentric circles"

(Kerr 1995, p. 66) Fromthe Mediterranean sea witch philosophy in Greece and a in library in
Alexandria,to humanism in central Europe universities' reach spread worldwidein increasing
variety of disciplines. Simultaneously universities that where initially restricted to hereditary
elites opened up to meritocracy and masses. Research and education in meritocratic systems of
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institutions for the production of theory that is relevant for academy and practice however are
rare in the field of design. Design is an educational discipline; its contents are sourced from
experiential insights of individuals and taught to students worldwide.
Research and education have emerged as a winning combination in many disciplines at
US-Americanuniversities. These facilities for research and education are seen as one factor for
the advancement of technology and the development of leading industries in R&Dintensive,
science-related industries. Often such universities are found at the center of industrial districts
and serve as sources for knowledge and knowledge workers.
The generation of theoretical insights of relevance and their worldwide dissemination
prove the success of meritocracy and selective support for only the top US-American
universities of which many are private institutions (Graham/Diamond 1997). Nobel price
winners, research funds and other indicators show the dominance of US-Americantop schools.
The model is recently being adopted by other nations such as Japan and Germanyto increase
the quality, relevance and acceptance of research results.
Design is an important practice that can help companies to survive in global
competition. To exploit the opportunities design has to reach beyond idiosyncrasies of
individual practitioners. Design needs to create knowledge on design. Endogenous knowledge
creation can build up a foundation for fundamental scientific research and its application. The
accumulation and integration of knowledge offers the chance of real progress in the discipline.
Doctoral design education is one of the means to foster the advancement of a
discipline. Howeverdesign education did not achieve the level where disciplinary knowledge is
created. Design schools still often resemble learning centers where the competencies and skills
of experienced individuals are transferred to students. Disciplinaryknowledge, theoretical
discourse and guidance for daily practice are hardly offered. Design as discipline lacks theory
development that helps to describe design practice and the world of artifacts, to explain the
product successes and failures and to predict effects dependent on the selection of materials,
shape, color, surface or signs.
The refined hypothesis is that the lack of doctoral education in design is one of the key
factors for unbalanced focus on specific kinds of knowledge and processes to deal with it. A
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balance could be achieved if a Ph.D. in design would be embraced as a strategy to increase the
quantity of theoretical discussions and the quality of design research.
To explore possible disciplinary knowledge creation in the field of design the following
structure is chosen. First, the term knowledge needs clarification. Second, the theory of
knowledge creation needs to be introduced and applied to design. Third, the present state of
design education needs to be analyzed. To do this in some detail I focus on the case of design
education in Japan and highlight characteristic differences to engineering. Fourth, implications
are discussed.

3.

Knowledgeand the theory of knowledge creation
In recent years, the importance of knowledge to business has been highlighted by

such authors as Toffler, Druckeras well as by business journalists. They announced the
emergence of a new economy, referred generally to as "knowledge economy." For the Western
authors knowledge is essentially given, it already exists within the organization, or can be
learned or acquired from outside. Independently of this movement the theory of organizational
knowledge creation evolved (Nonaka 1991) which examines how organizations create new
knowledge. Using this theory, we explore how educational institutions in the field of design
can provide the fundamental resource (knowledge) and knowledge workers for an emerging
"knowledge society."
Western epistemology has traditionally defined knowledge as a "justified true belief."
This definition fails to include physical skills or embodied knowledge. Adding the bodily
dimension, knowledge is defined as a meaningful set of information that constitutes a justified
true belief and/or an embodied technical skill (Nonaka/Takeuchi 1995). Thus, knowledge
creation is a dynamic human process of justifying a personal belief toward the truth and/or
embodying a technical skill through practice. In other words, the designer as knowledge worker
needs to deal with an intangible resource. Knowledgeis based on vision put into words, and
the words brought forth in form.
There are two kinds of knowledge. Explicit knowledge can be expressed in words and
numbers and shared in the form of data, specifications, manuals and the like. Tacit knowledge
is highly personal and hard to formalize, making it difficult to communicate or share with
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others. Subjective insights, intuitions and hunches fall into this category of knowledge.
Difficult to verbalize, such tacit knowledge is deeply rooted in an individual's action,
experience and life history as well as in the ideals, values or emotions he or she embraces. Tacit
knowledge can be technical, encompassing personal skills or crafts (know-how) or cognitive,
consisting of beliefs, ideals, values and mental models. It is difficult to articulate, but this
cognitive dimension of tacit knowledge shapes the way we perceive the world.
Knowledge-creation is conceptualized as a spiraling process of interactions between
tacit and explicit knowledge (Nonaka, 1991; Nonaka/Takeuchi, 1995). The four types of
interactions between these kinds of knowledge lead to the creation of new knowledge through
four conversion modes.
Socialization involves the sharing of tacit knowledge between individuals. Tacit
knowledge is exchanged through joint activities, like being together, spending time, living in
the same environment.
Externalization requires the expression of tacit knowledge and its translation into
comprehensible forms that can be understood by others, such as images, words or forms using
analysis, metaphors and analogies.
Combination involves the conversion of explicit knowledge into complex sets of explicit
knowledge. In this stage, key issues are communication, diffusion processes and the
systematization of knowledge, which encompasses the justification.
Internalization of newly created knowledge is the conversion of explicit knowledge
into tacit knowledge. Learning by doing, training and exercises help to embody knowledge.
In summary, the SEC!model describes a dynamic process in which tacit and explicit
knowledge is transformed and new knowledge is created.

4.

Doctoral education in design: the missing link to knowledge creation
Fritz Machlup had already in 1962 foreseen that the production distribution and

consumption of knowledge would amount to about 29 % of gross national product, with the
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production of knowledge in the knowledge industry growing at twice the rate of the rest of the
economy (Machlup 1962).
Today knowledge in highly specialized scientific disciplines is produced at
increasing speed. Still design has not been able to establish itself as an independent scientific
discipline and discourse. One of the reasons is the lack of knowledge creation. Designers have
been mostly active in practice proclaiming individualistic approaches to the problems of design.
Designers so far have not been educated as knowledge workers engaging in the creating,
accumulating, combining, disseminating and protecting knowledge.
The lack of doctoral education in the world of design is a key to this lack of knowledge
creation. Graduate education provides knowledge and skills in socialization, externalization,
combination and internalization and is a necessary step in the development of design as
scientific discipline. Doctoral design education is crucial for theory building but doctoral
programs do hardly exist and/or design education does not hold up to the standards set by
other disciplines. Where no thesis on design is elaborated, no research progress is made and
the few valid insights gained remain inaccessible for most players in the field. Without doctoral
research progress of the field of design seems not possible. The present emphasis on individuals
does not allow for balanced knowledge creation.
While the difficult conversion modes of externalization and internalization seem to be
present in many design universities, there is a lack of sharing of tacit knowledge (socialization)
and connecting and testing of explicit knowledge (combination).

5.

The four modes of conversion in present design education
As shown above the continuous movement along the spiral of knowledge creation

generates knowledge that transcends individual genius and thus offers resources for the
advancement of the discipline. The following paragraphs discuss to what extend design
education does reflect such conversion processes
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Socialization
The diversity of tacit knowledge held by the teaching staff is important to enrich the
tacit knowledge of individual. In the field of design the diversity of teaching staff and the
provision of space for shared experiences needs to be provided to enrich future knowledge
workers' tacit understanding of problems and contexts of problems. Design education needs to
include different perspectives such as the customer-market view, the culture-ethnography view,
the technology-science view, the artist-vision view or the production-organization view to
share relevant knowledge. Experiences in practice are important for students and teaching staff
to enrich their knowledge.
Thus universities and institutions that educate future designers need to offer ample
opportunities for sharing tacit knowledge of the different perspectives and room to acquire
techniques of sharing tacit knowledge. Occasions where socialization can occur have to be
created. Thus universities need to provide spaces for encounter and sharing.
Externalization
Individuals share knowledge as words, ideas, concepts, hypothesis, drawings, and
prototypes. Externalization lies at the core of the creation of knowledge in the discipline of
design. Necessary techniques and instruments that foster this conversion mode need to be
offered. Design education needs to support discourse among peers where articulated ideas or
crafted prototypes then become objects of group discussions, peer evaluations and proposals
for further improvement.
In the field of design we witness the contradictory phenomena of scarcity and
affluence. Numerous individual players in the field of design produce many ideas and concepts.
Simultaneously there is a lack of lasting concepts that eventually are accepted as fundamental
theories in design. Many of the ideas conc_eivedby individual practitioners do not transcend
the level of isolated concepts because the "ba" (Japanese for place;
Nonaka/Reinmoeller/Shibata 1998) for discourse and peer reviews is not sufficiently
established. Comparedto engineering for example, design has only a limited number of
members therefore such "ba" should be provided for international discourse.
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More recently product semantics or product language (Krippendorff/Butter 1984; Gros
1983, Buerdek 1991; Mukai 1987, Reinmoeller 1995) have been proposed as a conceptual
framework and stimulated international discourse in the field. This discourse helped to refine
the framework during the last decades. The language-likeness of design promises to offer a rare
platform for design theory.
To enhance disciplinary knowledge creation design education needs to provide stimuli

and means facilitating dialogue able to convert tacit into explicit knowledge.
Combination
Disciplines need systematization of facts, concepts and hypothesis. Such connecting
of explicit with explicit knowledge is fundamental for the justification and dissemination of
theoretical ideas.
Analysis of the present state of design reveals a lack of this combinatory mode. Eclectic
theoretical backing and overreliance on occasional evidence make theory building and
theoretical discourse difficult. Combination of explicit knowledge and the scientific
justification of hypothesis do only happen in few journals dedicated to design theory.
Education on how to build compelling arguments to convince is rarely part of designer
education.
Intensive research on the doctoral level that provides evidence examined over periods
of 5 years and more is needed to integrate existing knowledge. Such graduate level
commitment to the development of theory in design is a cornerstone of disciplinary knowledge
creation. Information technology and databases on design could offer substantial support to
disciplinary knowledge creation. In short, design education at universities has to offer curricula
reflecting this lack in combination. Graduate research in design is an important step towards
the increase and systematization for a disciplinary knowledge base.

Internalizationis the mode where explicit knowledge, such as textbooks, manuals or
artifacts, is converted into tacit knowledge. This kind of conversion is associated with
'communities of practice', learning by doing, apprenticeship and OTJare crucial for knowledge
creation. Theories need to be applied to practice in order to be assimilated by students. This
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application however does not mean that there is no way to "practice practice". For example
simulations provide IT support for internalization prior to exposure to the complexity of reality.
Here a potential weakness of present doctoral courses in other disciplines becomes
apparent. The focus on theory in Ph.D. programs and a career path of Ph.D.s mostly in
universities reveals low socialization with practitioners and internalization. Ph.D. graduates
that pursue careers in practice and academy help to increase the level of knowledge in a more
balanced way. In short: design education needs contact, practicing and interaction with
practice to internalize knowledge.

6.

Education in design and engineering in Japan
Design education in Japan is analyzed from several perspectives. First, the general

Japanese educational system is outlined briefly. Second, quantitative differences between
undergraduate and graduate education in engineering and design are identified. It must be
noted that assessing the state of Japanese design education based on the statistics of the
Japanese Education Ministrycauses some problems. For example keywordsin faculties or course
names do not reveal what is taught, numbers of faculties or students can be counted but not
the weight of design in the curricula, quantities are considered and contents are neglected.
However large populations are looked at from a statistical perspective to get an overview and
this is the purpose of this first part of analysis. Third, the relationships between competitive
strategies and knowledge creation in the market for design education are analyzed. The
identification of the different strategies in the competitive environment is based on content
analysis of design curricula (Reinmoeller 1999). Fourth, the contents of selected graduate
design education are looked at in more depth. Finally new educational approaches in Japan are
put into perspective.

6.1

Fundamentals in Japanese (Design) Education
The education market in general and design education in particular is highly

competitive in Japan because of the decline in the population in the 18-year-old bracket and a
concomitant increase in education institutions. At the beginning of the 1990s, two million
young Japanese, almost half of the 18-year-olds, tried to pass the university entrance
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examination. In the year 2008 the figure will be no more than 1.2 million, with 600 universities
competing to attract those who pass. Despite falling demand (low birth rate), additional
universities are still being founded. The number of colleges has risen by 91 since 1990. In
particular the number of private universities providing 4 years of undergraduate education has
increased from 334 in 1986 to 425 universities in 1987 (Monbusho 1998, Monbusho 1996).
Moreoverforeign universities have started to penetrate the Japanese education market.
Additionally new faculties and departments at many universities are being established which
boosts the supply.

.,
The gradual withdrawal of government support is another reason for the intensification
in competition. In recent years, even first-class (private) colleges have been in the red. Given
this background, it is hardly surprising that courses in design are influenced by this
development.

6.2

Education is a Cultural Business
Education is important to Japanese as to the Chinese and other people with Confucian

heritage. The education system to date has been characterized by 1) entrance exams which
regulate access to all schools and universities, 2) a strict ranking of all education institutions,
3) career patterns that link select universities and specific careers (Monbusho 1998, Romusho
1998). Overall, a career in Japan is strongly influenced from the outset by the schools you have
gone to and your age. In order to pass the entrance examinations for the top colleges, you not
only need to attend a regular school, but also a crammer (Juku).
The Japanese education· system resembles that of the United States in terms of
structure. After 12 years of schooling you enter university, a special training school or a junior
college. Tertiary education lasts two, three, or four years, depending on the type of school or
university. Followingfour years studying at university, graduates may spend two years on a
Master's program followed by time spent working for a Ph.D.
The financial burden the students and their families have to absorb in order to invest in
education is on occasion immense. State universities have a strong reputation and tend to be
relatively cheap - but the entrance exams are very difficult. Private institutions are more
expensive, but the entrance exams are less difficult. Yet the investment in the future pays off.
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The experts put the interest at about six percent. Any prolongation of study time, for example
in order to take a Master's, intensifies the financial load. Moreover, some companies already
regard someone with a Master's degree as over-qualified. The traditional order of things regards
the doctorate ("Hakkase") as the crowning of a life dedicated to scholarship to be awarded at
the end of an academic career.
This classical view of education is, however, gradually changing. The number of
university-leavers, holding doctorates was, according to statistics of the Education Ministry,
only 9,000 in 1998. The title of Ph.D. (as in the USsystem) is being introduced in order to
boost the number of Japanese holding Master's or doctoral degrees and bring it up to the
international standard. At the same time, the Japanese business world is starting to attach
greater importance to achievements and merit rather than prestigious titles .
The strongly school-like character of university courses ensures that the majority of
graduates are of the same age, and young. After joining a company the system of "life-time
employment" determines careers. This system, coupled with the idea that people, also
designers, gain decisive knowledge only after joining a company, gave way during the Heisei
era to a new attitude. Given the swift international competition, intelligence, creativity and
specialization are becoming increasingly important. Companies alone are not able to impart the
relevant knowledge. Here, the universities face new challenges, with curricula that stimulate
the business world and yet satisfy individual study needs.
The graduate education arena in Japan is markedly influenced by the emerging
knowledge economy (Reinmoeller1999). The trend toward increasing qualifications has led to a
sharp drop in student numbers at the short-time universities. The trend toward full-length
courses can be seen among female students, too. Two or three years training are no longer
sufficient to get you the job you want. And this is true in the field of design, too. The
universities have been facing the problem of giving design education greater depth, ensuring it
has a stronger practical focus, upgrading its status, and wooing students and companies. The
universities offering full-length courses - lecturers are practitioners -

promise students

education that is thorough and close to practical requirements. The ratio of graduates who find
employment has become important to attract students and is used in advertising by some
schools.
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6.3

Current Situation in design and engineering

It is still unusual for people to gain a Master's degree in design but the numbers of
students studying for 6 years are increasing. A Ph.D. in design is an even greater rarity and
only a few institutes offer doctorates in the subject. Post-graduates tend to study for a
doctorate abroad or in a related discipline.
A design graduate course at a university ends after four years and is then continued in
the guise of on-the-job training in a company. The overall economic situation and the high
number of graduates are increasingly compelling students to actually study during the
semesters and to proactively acquire expertise. Among other things, a Master's degree or a
Ph.D. course both offer a knowledge edge - and the demand for such programs can therefore
be expected to rise.
A rough quantitative indicator for the development of disciplinary knowledge creation
is the number of design and engineering departments at universities with 4 years of
undergraduate education. While 143 Engineering faculties at 58 state, 8 public and 77 private
universities educate young engineers only 2 faculties explicitly labeled Design faculty educate
designers (Monbusho 1996). This situation is reflected in the fact that the percentage of all
graduate students studying for a Master in engineering is as high as 43.4 % and the percentage
of all doctorate students in Japan who do research in engineering is 21.0 %. Thus one fifth of
all doctorate level university research in Japan is done in engineering. In comparison design as
faculty label is rare, the field of design is covered by many other disciplines. If faculties close
to design or engineering are taken into account design can be partly represented by Arts, Fine
Arts, Formative Arts, Design Engineering, Housekeeping, Daily Life Science with about 65
faculties or departments. Engineering, including Fundamental-, Manufacturing-, Arts-, SystemsEngineering and others the total number of faculties amounts to 160. Graduate education at in
engineering is offered at 115 faculties on the masters level and at 84 faculties on the Ph.D.
level. Based on the broad definition of the field of design as being partly represented by many
faculties the 25 master courses and 10 doctoral courses in design are offered. The number of
graduate students in engineering (exclusive definition) with 50,272 master students and
10,155 doctoral students in 1996 by far outnumbers the number of design students on the
master level 374 (inclusive definition 2,268) or 211 doctoral students (inclusive definition).
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To summarize: graduate education in design is rare. If neighboring fields are included

the number of doctoral in design is but a fraction of that in engineering. Thus the communities
of designer, the shared knowledge base and the opportunities for socialization within the field,
dialogue with peers (externalization) and the systematization of justified findings
(combination) are low. Knowledgecreating processes on the individual level or within small
studios do not transcendent their limitations in space and time.

6.4

Design Education: Colleges' Competitive Strategies

The (private) universities have to act in order to gain a competitive edge and thus
survive in the education marketplace. Since the mid-1990s a third of such colleges have been in
the red and are hardly able to operate profitably given falling state subsidies (Association of
Private Universities 1998). In this critical situation, some universities have begun to act. The
strategies (Reinmoeller 1999) adopted are:
•

Student

Segmentation Lockinginto new client segments in the over-22 age

bracket (average age of graduates).
•

Location

Getting closer to potential students and to benefit from lower

prices for real estate, as well as generous financial, material and immaterial support
by local are key factors for the choice of attractive locations.
•

Equipment and Organization

Equipment, for eample the computers, Internet

· connections and networks with companies can be more important to students than
studying in an expensive metropolis.
•

Theory and Practice

The academic roots (art, engineering, etc.) still strongly

influence the concept of design and highlight certain working methods, but special
fields are intended to strengthen links between course work and practice.
•

Proactive Communications

Communications is the key to successfully

attracting high-flying students and companies. Mostly private institutes tend to
communicate in new ways, i.e. by means of Web sites, direct mailing with
brochures, books or videos. In part, special communications materials were
developed to cultivate sponsors and to pre-sell graduates to companies. Design
stars now function more than ever as references for the colleges where they
studied.
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•

Internationalization

Internationalization in Japanese design education is

increasingly required by Japan's globalizing companies. Therefore exchange
programs, language education and foreign students give universities a competitive
advantage.
•

Liberalization

Most recently, the liberalization of curricula puts responsibility

for the individual career at the door of the students themselves. Industry is now
expecting applicants to be also professionals as regards technology, management,
marketing, strategy and innovation. One answer may be the university networks, in
which various education institutions are joining forces.
In short, Japanese universities have increased their interactions with new segments of
potential students, corporate markets and partners to convert knowledge for the benefit of
their customers. The strategies are defined by integrating three aspects: the ontological aspect,
the epistemological aspect and the value aspect. A university's decisions as regards its
locations, its facilities and its links with international networks defines its competitive
strategies ontologically. The basis for strategic activities is knowledge. Epistemological focuses
identify new sectors, strengthen corporate relations or communicate successes to schools,
businesses or the media. At the core of strategies in the Japanese education market are the
fundamental values and visions to which the schools are committed. Visions greatly boost the
consistency of strategic procedures in the market. The core questions as regards the curriculae
are: "Who are we?" and "In which direction do we want to head?"

6.5

Contents of Design Education: between history and visions
It is hardly possible to study design at one of the reputable, formerly Imperial, state or

major private universities. In other words, the path of the design profession initially does not
follow the social ideal, as it involves neither a profitable career in a company, nor an honorable
career in a ministry. Nevertheless, there is a similarly striking ranking table for high-grade art
academies and technical universities, and they include for example the Chiba Institute of
Technology, the KyushuuInstitute of Design, Musashi Bijutsu Daigaku,Tokyo Geijutsu Daigaku
and Tsukuba University. Here only few schools have been selected to exemplify current changes
of contents in Japanese design education.
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In the 1950s, Japanese universities initially endeavored to set up their own design
departments geared to art and the applied arts. Later, the branch of design geared to technical
and engineering issues also emerged. Thus, design as a subject is classified in terms of various
disciplines. Sometimes it comes under the fine arts or crafts arts, at other times it is considered
a technical subject. And it is frequently subordinated to domestic science. Although design has
asserted itself as a field, only in a few cases there are independent design faculties.
Since 1990, the legislative basis has been laid for schools to reorganize the previously
uniform curricula. Newdepartments are being formed, which would indicate that design itself is
subject to greater differentiation. Successful entrepreneurs who have set up companies without
having completed undergraduate courses, for .example in the computer and video-game
segment, put pressure on universities to design curricula for value creation.
The new colleges founded attest to the influence of IT and in particular of the
computer on design. Precisely the specialist design colleges have responded swiftly in the case
of digital design. Some 80 percent have included digital design in their curricula, and the
average for the vocational colleges is almost 90 percent. New private colleges such as Digital
Hollywoodare the cutting edge in education for the highly promising contents industries (e.g.
games, animations). The Tama Art University has this year launched a graduate course in
information design. The new-look department gives equal weighting to art, applied arts,
graphics, industrial design, environment design etc. The new definition of study contents is a
key instrument wielded by schools in the intensely competitive education market. The
university is thus differentiating teaching contents in the direction of immaterial design. The
MusashinoArt University has recently announced the opening of the new Design Information
Department at the crossroads between design, art, social sciences and engineering in April
1994. Likewise,some 10 percent of the 100 most famous colleges, such as Tamagawa University
or the TokyoInstitute of Art and Design have taken into account the impact of IT on interface
design and education.
It is also noteworthy that besides the architectural department dealing with design
within the ergonomics department at Waseda University a lab has been set up, to deal with
virtual design, and at the Keio FujisawaCampus,architecture and town planning are integrated
into project work of master students .
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While curricula in engineering are diversified and highly specialized the situation in
design is quite different. Most Ph.D.s on design related topics discuss design from perspectives
other than that of design. The theses are completed in the fine arts, arts, history or formative
arts. Their theoretical background is diverse, their focus of analysis depends on the discipline,
their results integrate design more into other fields than establishing design as a discipline in
its own right.
Howeverprograms such as the Doctoral Programin Art and Design at Tsukuba
University, established in 1976 as the first of its kind at a national university, indicate that
Design, at least in combination with art has become a field of academic research. The goal of
the five-year consecutive program is to generate independent researchers conducting
theoretical research in art and design theory. The five-year-program is not subdivided into
Master and Ph.D. to allow students tci conduct original research. Howeversucceeding in an
interim evaluation means to receive the Master degree. Annually 7 students can be admitted to
follow instruction in for example "Art and Design Education", "Practical Theory of Fine Arts",
"Theory and History of ComprehensiveDesign", "Theory of Design". The "career competency" is
described as "professorship in universities, museum curator, research worker in institutes and
so on." (Tsukuba Daigaku 1998, p. 29)
Consequently the first employment after finishing dissertations in design is uniformly
employment in education. Out of 7 Ph.D.s finished in 1996 in Japan all accepted jobs as
teaching staff and 6 of them as staff in universities. For comparison the 1,481 Engineering
Ph.D.s in 1996 about 500 find jobs in manufacturing, 600 in services out which 490 move into
education (Monbusho 1996).
In short: doctoral education in design has only in the late 1970s become established in
prestigious national universities; they were ventured in futuristic Technopolis projects such as
Tsukuba Science City. All Design Ph.D.s tend to move on into educational professions, no
graduate holding a Ph.D. accepts employment in design practice. To put it differently,
theoretically educated Ph.D. pursue careers that require continued combination of explicit
knowledge but less experience in practice or sharing of tacit knowledge with practitioners. This
can be a source of concern because it shows that while practice is still dominant the other
extreme does already exist.
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7.

Implications and Outlook
Design, as an applied discipline requires both theory and practice. Continuing

conversions of tacit and explicit knowledge can help to generate a knowledge base of a strong
scientific. Balanced conversions of knowledge as SEC!process need space/time and energetic
teaching staff. The present emphasis on internalization, "learning by doing" and "genbashugi"
(Japanese for "focus on the place of an occurrence") is widespread not only in Japan.
Individual experience serves as knowledge base for design. Individual insights are important
but endeavors to stress theory are equally important to strengthen a shared disciplinary
knowledge base. Thus the articulation of concepts and ideas by individuals or groups needs
support (externalization) as well as the justification of such conceptions (combination).
Justifying ideas by systematazing explicit knowledge needs institutional structures that support
long-term focus on fundamental issues in design. Thus doctoral design education and design
faculties provides opportunities to enhance socialization, externalization, combination for the
enrichment of the knowledge base. Howeverincreasing focus on theory development for a
promising discipline should not impede continued sharing of knowledge (socialization) and
learning-by-doing (internalization) through interaction between practice and theory of design.
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An assessment of the CurrentState of Development of Doctoral
Researchinto the Historyand ContemporaryPractice of Dress and
Textile Design in British Universities
Lou Taylor
University of Brighton

'The root of the trouble is in the endeavour to produce some ability in the student to
make money by designing for manufacture. No student who makes this his primary
object will ever be able to design at all. ... Drawingmay be taught by tutors but design
only by heaven.' John Ruskini

1. Introduction

The development of doctoral-level academic research into the history and contemporary
practice of dress and textile design in British universities has been dogged by two significant
historical factors, both gender-based. The first was the exclusion of fashionable dress from
collecting policies in British decorative arts museums from their establishment in the mid 19th
century, right through to the 1950s when a few women began finally to employed. This neglect,
made worse by lack of research time, led to a consequential lack of published, in-depth,
artefact-based museum research into fashionable European dress in the UK.Thusfor example,
Natalie Rothstein's seminal research into the Victoria and Albert museum's eighteenth century
silk collection was not published until she was about to retire in 1990.ii
The second gender factor militating against doctoral-level development was the
exclusion of fashion history and its related cultural theory from established academic circles in
British universities virtually until the late 70s and early 80s. There is no doubt that this was
related to the dearth of women lecturers in history departments. Ethnographical research in
dress and textiles was an exception, though some women ethnographers have argued that
analysis of cloth and clothing has been marginalised too within the field of ethnography.
Nevertheless, the collecting and study of ethnographical dress has long had its doctoral and
post doctoral research levels set firmly in place.iii
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2. History of research in Britain into fashion/textile history and practice
The issue of the 'academic respectability' of fashion history has been contentiously
debated throughout its 400 years of existence in Europe.ivResidues of prejudice dogged the
field until about fifteen years ago. The male dominated academic world of 'big' history in
Britain dismissed fashionable, western, European feminine fashions as a frivolous and
ephemeral characteristic of society and an unworthy vehicle for 'serious' research. The whole
debate has therefore been caught up within an historical gender undercurrent, rarely voiced.
Even Angela McRobbie,a feminist sociologist turned fashion analyst (now based at Goldsmiths
College, London,) publishing in 1998 on aspects of contemporary fashion design still felt it
necessary to write 'that her book 'is based upon the assumption that fashion, despite its
trivialised status, is a subject worthy of study.' v There has been a vast void between all aspects
of the world of fashion design and the 'traditional' academic world. To make matters worse,
until the 1960s and ?Os specific courses on the history of fashion and textiles were largely
excluded even from colleges of art and design where creative practice was taught. Neither
established university circles, nor even the fine-art led art colleges (both heavily male
dominated) could accept that the design, manufacture and consumption of fashionable dress
was not only a significant form of cultural expression but also of massive economic importance.
The roots of this great divide can be dated back to the rows over the function of British
Schools of Design as far back as the 1830s. Fashion design was not included because no mass
production fashion industry yet existed but fashion textile design was. The original aim of the
Schools was 'to form the taste' of artisans' but was the 'designer' an artist or a copyist? Should
s/he study fine art or not? What attention should be paid to the demands and needs of
commercialbusiness? A Government committee of enquiry of 1848-49 concluded that the
Schools were 'unaware of the needs of manufacture' and that most manufacturers found the
schools too elitist in their design preferences. The issues were never resolved. By 1864, 90 art
schools were being financed on the basis of Henry Cole's notions of factual, technical studiesvi
and it took the energetic activity of John Ruskin, WilliamMorris,Walter Crane and their
colleagues to introduce a different approach.
As the front quote to this paper vii indicates John Ruskin, amongst others, attacked the
basic premise of Cole'steaching methodologies as wrongly focussed.' Walter Crane, Principal of
the RoyalCollege of Art by 1898, spent his energies challenging, with limited success, the
dominating status of fine art within art school teaching . He proposed a new'fraternal unity'
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where 'none is before or after the other, none is greater or less than the other .... We have
divided beauty and use, and made them up in separate parcels... We have the arts all ticketed
and pigeon-holed on the shelves behind us. We have "industrial" 'decorative' or applied' art, as
we now call it, and "fine"- fine art and 'the arts not so fine" as my friend Mr. Lewis Day has
it.'viii

Thus from the 1880s the crafts of ceramics, jewellery, metalwork, textile weaving and
printing and even embroidery and the making of a few hand-sewn dresses were introduce into
colleges hitherto dominated by fine art, just as long as they were firmly arts and crafts/
aesthetic-inspired. Fashion was totally excluded, despised by academics, fine artists and artscrafts teachers and practitioners (both men and women) as corrupting, commercial trivia.
Morris's hatred of Paris-based dress style is well known. He described fashionable women as
'bundled up with millinery ... upholstered like armchairs' and recommended 'the ancient
classical costume and the simpler forms of the fourteenth century garments.'

ix

Morrisian

notions of craft-based design teaching, as well as his profound prejudice against fashionable
dress, hung over British art and design schools after World War 1 like a stranglehold, largely
seeing off both art nouveau and modernism. Training for the fashion world remained a lower
middle class/ working class vocational activity. Institutions, such as Barrett Street Technical
College (now the London College of Fashion,) taught pattern cutting, tailoring and sewing to
young women destined to work in the wholesale industry or as trainees in fading couture
houses. Serious levels of innovative, creative fashion design were entirely absent.

3. The introduction of fashion/ textile design practice and history into the British art school system
Fromthe 1950's, after lcing debates and furious arguments about the dangers of
allowing despised 'commercial' design, (including both industrial and fashion design) into art
schools, innovative, creative fashion courses were finally introduced. The first was at St.
Martin's where from the late 1930's Muriel Pemberton was allowed to run evening classes. She
turned these into an enormously successful fashion degree course and became Head of
Department in 1952. The first postgraduate fashion design course was opened at the RCAin the
early 1950s by Madge Garland, run later by Janey Ironside. None of these degrees were allowed
by art history-led 'Complementary Studies' departments to run specialist fashion history courses
for their students. A huge feud over this 15% supporting studies element on all design courses
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became a catalyst for change, a change set in place by the late 1960s and not unconnected
with the student-led upheavals of the period!
Fromthe mid 1970's through to 1992, all UKart and design courses fell under the
control of the Councilfor National AcademicAwards,the government body through which all
BAHons. degrees were validated, assessed and monitored. The exception was the Royal College
of Art, run by the Department of Education. In 1976, the CNAA'sCommittee for Art and Design
published a'Reporton the Reviewof BA Hons. DegreeCoursesin Art and Design,1975-76' which
publicly identified the serious problems within the teaching of the 15% supportive 'Art History'
studies on a range of design courses. The report declared that at worst these involved 'evidence
of mutual mistrust, indifference, even hostility with a consequent reluctance to cooperate
between art history and design teaching staff in the studios.' This mistrust was found to be
based on 'a misplaced antipathy between practical and academic studies, concealing a lingering
suspicion that the former were thought to contain insufficient intellectual rigour of their own.'
Manystudio staff were still having to argue in the 1980's that their students should be
receiving specialist historical/cultural studies related to their design courses. Some staff were
clear that their students should do no complementary studies at all.
This CNAAreport failed to comment on the ever-present gender divide between fashion
and art history teachers but it did encourage greater provision of specialist courses.Thus a
general interest in design history, including dress and textile history, developed apace, which
led in turn to a significant development of Design History degrees from the late 1970s. These
purely 'academic' courses were built upon the specialisms of teachers of 'supporting studies'
who had not found a welcome in 'traditional' universities. Fashion and textile history was
included, just, in the new Design History. At the very same time, and as more women academics
won positions in British universities from the late 1970s, new multi-disciplinary approaches
within the study of material culture and social history research were beginning to incorporate
the use textiles and clothing.This development, above all, has greatly encouraged doctoral
research in fashion/textile history and cultural analysis, including object-based research. After
1992, the CNAAwas replaced by the University Funding Counciland many art and design
institutions became 'new' autonomous universities. Although distinctions between 'old' and
'new' universities are firmly still in place in many ways, this also encouraged further academic
innovation.
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However,the development of doctorates in fashion/textile design practice remains far
more problematic.What is interesting (and a cynic might say ironic) is that it has been the
desperate need amongst British academic design institutions to win government research
funding that has triggered a serious interest by both fashion design staff and by University
managers in doctorate development in creative practice. The financial support system of the
Research Funding Councils was re-organised from 1992 so that funding had to be competitively
won by universities on the basis of the results of a Research Assessment Exercise of published
research by their staff. The first was held in 1992 and they now take place about every four
years. Returns are arranged by subject specialisms, with the best results given a 5 star rating
and the worst, a 1. Any department receiving less than a 3A receives no research funding at all.
With colleges so desperately short of funding, this has honed the mind of everyone. In
'traditional' academic fields, there is no basic problem but for the whole area of art and design
practice, which has never seen formal 'academic' research as mainstream to its practice and
interests, this new system poses real difficulties. Some staff retain a strong belief that old
fashioned academic prejudice against creative art and design teaching is at play here.
Nevertheless, they too are now obliged to make good RAEreturns or else lose out on
desperately needed research funding.

4. Current debate on pratice-based doctorates in the UK:
over the last two years this has been devloped through 5 stages:
Stage 1 1996: Publication of the Government's'Harris Report, a Review of Postgraduate
Education.' This concluded that there was an urgent need to develop a nationally
accepted framework and typology of postgraduate awards.
Stage 2 1997: the Dearing Report of 1997, designed to shape patterns and directions
in British Higher Education over the next 20 years, also called for a national framework
of doctorate qualifications that should if possible be inclusive.
Stage 3: June 1997: the UKCouncilfor Graduate Education put together a working group of
distinguished academics led by Christopher Frayling, Rector of the Royal College of Art,
London. Its remit was to examine doctoral design education including architecture, creative
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writing, design, (including 3-D computer-related design,) music, performing arts and visual
arts, (including moving images and the 'applied arts.')
Stage 4: 1997: this working party published its report 'Practice-Based Doctorates In the
Creative and PerformingArts and Design,' which has been the basis of discussion ever
since.
the Higher Education Quality Council (now renamed as the Teaching Quality Assurance
Agency) published its report 'Survey of Awardsin Eleven Universities: 1997.' This was
based on the results of discussion by another working party briefed to work with eight
pilot institutions to test out and refine a nationally accepted framework with a view to
its adoption by all UKHigher Education institutions at the turn of the century.
National discussion is now taking place centred on the report of 'Practice-based
doctorates in the creative and performing arts and design.' We are at the point in the UKnow
where debate is at its hottest, fuelled by the demands of the next, and the next, Research
Assessment Exercise. Basic themes under debate are definitions of 'doctorateness', contentious
areas such as the nomenclature issue, (should practice-based doctorates been granted a
differently named award, as doctorates in music already are in the UK?)and the need for a
generic, national set of regulations for all institutions. All are agreed so far on the vital role
played in the UKsystem by external examiners and that this should remain place, though their
precise role is under dis·cussion.

5. Detailed Proposals for Practice-Based Doctorates:
Three doctoral models are currently validate: (a) research-based PhDs, (b) PhD's by
publication and (c) professional doctorates which involve the application of a high level of a
specific professional skill 'in a such a way as to take the discipline forward.' These already exist
in the UK,in music and clinical psychology. TheUniversityof East London has its own proposal
for such 'equivalent' PD's,though many see this as a divisive and contentious development. The
general mood amongst those involved in this debate seem to support Christopher Frayling's
view that 'more flexible, inclusive and nationally agreed regulations for PhD could extend to all
such professionally-oriented study and activity and avoid further proliferation of titles.'
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Frayling'scommittee came to the following conclusions, quoted here in detail because of their
central place in this debate.
1 - that a practice-based PHOmust contain 'a strong element of contextualisation of
knowledge or performance and that 'whatever form the product of research in a creative
subject takes, its originator should not be excluded from seeking to demonstrate
doctoral achievement and hence admission to' (the community of scholars.)
2 - that there is a need 'to achieve a common currency to conform and make visible
their equivalence to other PhDs;'that the existing nationally recognised definition of
what a PhDis 'already provides for awards to be made for study in disciplines using a
research approach which does not conform to a narrow interpretation of a traditional
scientific approach.' Thus the existing model is already 'inclusive' and therefore 'allows
for an award based on academically oriented practice-based study.'
3 - that PhDdevelopment should be encouraged where the intent 'has analysis or
evaluation of the creative process or product, as well as excellence in its expression, as
an integral part of the thesis.' The report was clear that the nature of some PhD's might
be fundamentally different from this, as in the case of a Doctor of Composition or
Doctor of Dance or Art or Design 'whose main purpose is to achieve an award signalling
formal recognition of the highest achievement within the subject area.' The difference
here is in the intention rather than by subject and 'there are questions as to the parity
of esteem actually accorded to alternative doctoral designations'.
4 - that it is both 'possible and desirable to formulate a criteria for a PhDsubmission
in which original pieces of creative work are an integral part of the process and the
product, and to employ an equivalent judgmental stance as if they were a more a
conventional research-based submission' and that recognition of this could lead to 'a
nationally agreed basic framework of regulations for PhD submission and examination,
which admit both practice-based and conventional submissions. The report warned
however that finding a consensus in the nomenclature debate 'which turns on
differences not only within titles but also of relative esteem may not be easy.'
5 - that in order to set up such a national framework'consistent academic standards
will best be demonstrated and fostered by identifying a set of core characteristics and
regulatory requirements to apply to all PhD's on the inclusive model.' xii
The early stages of development of definitions and regulations of such a national
frameworkhave concluded so far :
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- that in a practice-based doctorate an original/creative piece of work is included in
the submission for examination. It is distinct in that significant aspects of the claim
for doctoral characteristics of originality, mastery and contribution to the field are held
to be demonstrated through the original creative work.' Further that the determination
of doctorateness is dependent on the exposition of both the process and the product.
There is a fundamental difference between presentation of the
(performance/composition/design) work for a doctorate as opposed to an'exhibition'
per se and that the presentation of 'practical work' on its own, no matter how original
or critically acclaimed does not provide sufficient evidence on which judgment can be
made to award a PhD.xiii
- that the practice-based PhD, comments Frayling, 'has at its heart the notion of
training for research along with the expectation that the fruits of research will be
communicated so as to make a contribution to knowledge and understanding. So the
artefact alone is not enough for this purpose, it must for this purpose, be accompanied
by a routemap - showing - to peers - how the artists arrived at the artefact. John
Ruskin could well have registered for a PhD;while Turner couldn't. But Turner had no
reason to want one.xiv
- that, as for any other PhD's, it involves the demonstration of all or some of the
following competences; to undertake systematic enquiry creation or design; to apply
methods and techniques appropriate to the subject in self- critical and rigorous ways;
to grasp contingent areas of knowledge, context and performance/production; in
documenting the process of origination in a way which is communicable to peers in a
permanent and reproducible form; in developing a sustained and logical argument
contextualised to relevant discourse; in justifying actions and decisions relating to
process and product; in performing/producing a work which is valid and original arising out of the above - and of high quality.xv
- what the actual form of contextualisation should be is still under debate but a general
consensus maybe emerging that it should normally take the form of a 'piece of rigorous
and intellectually demanding written work of between 30.00-40,00 words'. xvi
- that all practice-based PhD'sshould be required to meet the same three principles of
all academic PhD's: contribution to knowledge and understanding, critical knowledge of
relevant research methods, and that all should be subject to oral examination by
appropriate assessors.xvii
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There remains much hostility and lack of respect in 'traditional' universities in the UK
to any such development. Chris Frayling'sexperience, despite being Rector of the RoyalCollege
of Art, was to hear a colleague on the Committee of Vice Chancellorsand Principals, muttering
'the trouble with higher education these days, is the number of MickeyMouse degrees'.xviii

6 Doctorates in history and contemporary practice of dress and textile design in British universities.
It is against this setting that current development in doctoral research into the history
and practice of fashion and textile history, design and practice has to be set. Development has
been slow but steady with multidisciplinary approaches to dress and textile history gathering
strength first through the late 80s and 90s.
As the listing below also shows, doctorates in the creative practice of
fashion/textiles/technology/design have been building up over the last five years. Finding
supervisors is a very real problem in such a pioneering field. In order to lift more 'creativedesign' oriented topics off the ground, there remains the need for both research students and
potential studio-based supervisors in the UKto be more open-minded about working in a team
with sympathetic historians or cultural theorists, who are already qualified to be doctoral
supervisors and who can therefore act as 'enabling' Directors of Studies.
Prof. Fraylingidentified a trio of areas of 'research distinction' in art and design,
arranged here in the order he proposed because it also relates precisely to the historical
development of doctorates in the field of fashion and textiles:

xix

Category 1 research into art and design: historical, aesthetic or perceptual research,
research into a variety of perspectives on art and design - social, economic, political,
ethical, cultural, structural.
Category 2 research through art and design: materials research, or development work,
including technological development.
Category 3 art and design as research or research as art and design, 'where the end
product is an artefact and where to at least some extent, the thinking was embodied in
the artefact.'
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(Some of the topic divisions below are somewhat arbitary since multi-disciplinary
research now blurs so many boundaries.)
Category 1: Research into art and design
Art History approach, based on analysis of paintings etc (with some analysis of
surviving textiles and garments) This was pioneered in Britain at the Courtauld
Institute of Art by Stella MaryNewton and then Aileen Ribiero, building on its own MA
in Dress History; examples include:
- Aileen Ribiero. PhD, 1975, The Dress Worn as Masqueradesin England 1730-1790 and
its relation to Fancy Dressin Portraiture... 1975 Courtauld Institute if Art
- Anna Maria Muthesius, PhD, 1982 Eastern silks in Western shrines and treasuries
before 1200 AD,Courtauld Institute of Art,
- Margaret Scott, PhD, 1987 Dressin Scotland, 1406-60, Courtauld Institute of Art,
- Agatha Lewin, PhD, 1993 Durerand Costume, A study of Dress in some of Durer's
paintings and drawings, CourtauldInstitute of Art,
• Dress and textiles history doctorates based on economic/social/industrial history
methodologies: Because of the central role played in the British Industrial Revolution
by textile manufacture, 'big' social and economic history methodologies have long
taken an interest in textile history. Exampleswould include D.C.Coleman, the
Economicand Social History of Courtaulds, 1980, S.D.Chapmanand S. Chassagne,
Textiles Printers in the Eighteenth Century, 1981 and Michael Sonenscher, The Hatters
of eighteenth century France, Univ. Calif. Press, 1987. The dearth of dress history in
this male dominated approach has been marked and indeed Joan Thirsk, Reader in
EconomicHistory and Fellowof St. Hilda's College, Oxfordattacked her male colleagues
as far back as 1973 for according fashion such 'a lowly place' in academic research.""
An example would be:
- Hazel Clark, PhD, 1982, The Designerin Early Mass Production, an examination of the
factors influencing his role with specific reference to calico printing: 1800-50.
Brighton Polytechnic
• Material Culture methodologies applied to dress and textile history doctorates using
archives - largely but not always omitting object-based research: Dramatic changes in
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the academic world of economic and social history have introduced a wave of fresh new
multi-disciplinary and material culture research on clothing by both male and female
academics over the last ten years, including important developments at the Royal
College of Art. A new generation of dress (and its related textile history) research is
now emerging from both 'old and 'new' UK universities which utilise new approaches,
set in the context of debate generated by historians including John Brewer and Roy
Porter, Anne Smart Martin, Pierre Bourdieu, Daniel Miller and Beverly Lemire. xxi
Exampleswould include:
Amanda VickeryPhD, Univ. of London, now published as 'The Gentleman's Daughter,
women's lives in Georgian England, Yale Univ. Press, 1998
Philip Sykas, PhD, on-going, 'Printed garment fabrics in Britain: 1800-1860' technology, design, style diffusion through manufacturers' pattern books and
consumption analysis through surviving clothing.

Manchester Metropolitan

University
• Artefact-centred research in dress and textile history which sets surviving
objects and related archives into a framework of current material culture
methodologies. Dating from the mid 1980s these contain analysis of surviving
clothing and fabric set in the same context as the previous material culture category,
building on earlier work by Anne Buck, LouTaylor, Sarah Levitt and more recently
Barbara Schreier and Margaret Maynard.xxii
Exampleswould include:
- LesleyMiller,1988. PhD, A Study of designers in the LyonsSilk Industry: 1712-1782,
Brighton Polytechnic
- Alexandra Palmer, PhD, 1994, The Myth and Reality of Haute Couture, Consumption,
Social Function and Style in Toronto, 1945-63, University of Brighton
- Sarah Johnson, PhD, on-going, A Study of the Dissemination and Consumption of
AmericanWomen'sMiddleClass Clothing through Mail Order Catalogues,1865-1895,
University of Brighton
- Teresa Brach, M.Phil-PhD,on-going, RecoveringVienna's reputation as a Fashion
Capital: 1869-1914, University of Brighton
- Clare Rose, PhD, on-going, Boy's Wear - 1840-1880 - issues of gender, manufacture
and consumption, University of Brighton
- Nichola White, M.Phil 1997, The Role of Americain the development of the Italian
fashion Industry, 1945-65, University of Kingston
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- Fiona Ffoulkes;PhD, on-going, 'Dress and Royalty, the clothing industry of Paris,
1795-1848, Winchester Collegeof Art and Design/Southampton University
- Jennifer Salahub, PhD,1998, Dutiful Daughters: Fashionable Domestic Embroideryin
Canada and the British Model, 1764-1911. RCA
• Design and DecorativeArts History approach - the boundaries between this and
material cultural approaches are now so blurred as to sometimes be
indistinguishable.
- Chris Boydell, PhD, Universityof Central Lancashire, now published as 'The
Architect of Floors: modernism, art and Marion Dorn, designer,' Schoesser,
Coggleshall, 1996
• Object-based research using a base of ethnographic methodology: here again
boundaries with material culture approaches are blurred. Examplesare:
- Susan Conway,PhD, on-going, North Thai textiles: design, manufacture and cultural
significance: 1780-1914; University of Brighton
- Selcuk Gurisik, PhD, on-going, Study of the Paradox and Contradictions in the
Cultural Value and ExchangeWorth of Turkish Crafted Textile Felts (with development
of conceptual model of the design process which might reinforce regional cultural
value) Central/St. Martins
• General area of cultural history, social anthropology/gender studies approach.This
area has benefited from interest in dress, gender and fashion over the last ten years,
and work by for example, Roland Barthes, Elizabeth Wilson,Jane Gaines and Charlotte
Herzog and others. It also crosses over into material cultural approaches.Examples
are:
- Katriona Rolley, M.Phil, 1995 The Lesbian Dandy, University of Middlesex
- Christopher Breward, PhD, 1998, Manliness and the Pleasures of Consumption:
masculinities, fashion and London life, 1860-1914, Royal College of Art
- Vandyke Lewis, PhD, on-going, Fashion Preferences of the African diaspora, 1970-to
date, University of Central England
- Ann Boultwood, M.Phil,on-going, The Role of Fashion in the Establishment and
Maintenance of Self -Concept, University of Central England
- Adam Briggs, PhD, on-going, Barthes and the Relationship between Production and
Consumptionin the ContemporaryFashion Industry Royal College of Art
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- Penny Martin, PhD,on-going, Fashion Photography - 1960 onwards, Royal College of
Art,
- Tracey Miller,M.Phil-Phd,on-going, Developmentof the Sportswear Industry in the
USAin the post-war period, Royal College of Art
2 research through art and design: materials research, or development work, including
technological development,
• Textile design and technology, using technology, science and conservation themes
within the contextual framework now outlined by the Frayling Report of 1997
- Frances Geesin, PhD, 1995, The Chemicaland Structural Manipulation of Fabrics and
Fibres through Stiffening Techniques with specific emphasis on eletrodeposition, RCA
- EmmaSalmon, PhD, on-going, A Study into the Bonding of Non-Wovenfabrics in
order to create high-performance, watertight, reflective textiles for functional
multi-purpose finishing; RCA
- Prue Jessop, M.Phil, on-going, The Design, Development, Industrial Production and
Finishing of Composite WovenTextiles. RCA
- Jessica Payne, M.Phil, on-going, The Building of 3D Formsthrough Knitted Structure
Capable of Supporting Weight, RCA
• Clothing design and development: new manufacturing processes, again with
contextural framework required
- Sarah Dallas, (M.Phil) on-going, An Investigation into the Future Potential of a 3-D
Process of Design and Garment Making, particularly the seamless garment; RCA
- Frankie Ng, (M.Phil) on-going, Seamless Fashion in Women'sWear, RCA
• Textile design and Social and Environmental concerns
- Joan Farrer, (M.Phil) on-going, Textile technology - environmental, social and cultural
sacrifice, RCA
3 Practice-based creative doctorates in fashion/textile design: 'art and design as
research or research as art and design,' where the end 'product' is a multivalent artefact
and where to at least some extent, the thinking was embodied in the artefact.' Here
borders are blurred with the above approach 2
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• Practice-based creative textile design with experimental technology-base
- Nigel Marshall, PhD, 1994. The Design Development and Production of Constructed
Textiles using Non-Wovenyarn forms. RCA
- Sharon Baurley, PhD, 1997 An Explorationinto Methods of Rendering VisualIllusion
into Fabric and Engineering Cloth or manipulating yarns that would enhance surface
image, RCA
- Jennifer Tillotson, PhD, 1997, Interactive OlfactorySurfaces, RCA
- Kate Wells, PhD, 1998 Embellishmentof Cloth via Dyedand Resist Techniques; RCA
• Practice-based creative design and digital technolgy
- Jane Harris, PhD, on-going, The Aesthetic Fabrication of Digital Textiles; RCA,
- Karen Machin, M.Phil, on-going, The Construction of Virtual Appearance, RCA
• Practice-based creative doctorates in fashion and textiles supported by
historical/material cultural methodologies
- Margaret Brookes-Tullett, M.Phil-PhD,on-going, Bobbin Lace in Britain: issues of
history, culture and contemporary design, from 1850, (60% studio/CADpractice, 40%
thesis) University of Brighton
- MehlikaOrakcioglu, PhD, on-going, 'CulturallySpecific Archetypes in Ottoman and
Turkish Decorative Arts and Textiles, (decorative arts history and development of a
design model ... to support regional contemporary textile design practice.) Central/St.
Martins
• Creative practice-based, in context of business/manufacturing
- Ros Hibbert, M.Phil, on-going, The future of Denimand Jeanswear. RCA
- Joanna Norman,(RCA)The Relationship between Fashion and Fragrance, RCA
• 100%, Practice-Based creative design doctorates in fashion and textile design: not
one found so far in the UK.As the above listing shows, where creative-practice is
related to other specific contextual frameworks, doctoral research is now well
recognised. However,no research themes that could be classed as 100% creativepractice have yet been successfully launched.Yet MAlevel, courses in fashion and
textile design are now well established in many art and design faculties in the UK.
These all require a supportive, contextual written dissertations. No-one questions their
academic credibility and indeed the final MAdegree fashion catwalk shows at the RCA
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and Central St. Martin's in London, for example, have become major international
successes with the press, buyers and employers packing in to scoop up young talent.
Clearly,as yet there has been little demand from young avant garde fashion designers
for a further 3 or 4 years of developmental study. As Fraylingjokes, Turner 'had no reason to
want' a PhDand neither, it seems, do our graduate designers. Whyindeed should they, when
their 'natural' arena is not the corridors of academia but public display under the spotlights of
international catwalks. It is there that their creativity and professional skill has to be validated.
With the creative .status of young British fashion designers now running so high internationally,
opportunities are wide open for exceptionally talented designers (the ones who would be doing
doctorate research.) They have no time for three years or so PhDresearch whilst their peer
group competitors hit the spotlights. They prefer to try to follow the challenge set by two
graduates from Central/St. Martin's: John Galliano's BAcollection, bought by Browns of South
MoltonStreet, led him eventually, ( but not without years of struggle) to the House of Dior.
Alexander McQueen'sMAgarments, purchased by Isabella Blow,took him more rapidly to the
House of Givenchy. Both were from working class backgrounds with nothing but their training
and talent behind them. What good would three year doctorates have done them?
And yet, the most avant-garde, directional young fashion designers struggle
desperately during their first, post MAprofessional years when their work is going through its
most innovative stages. This was precisely Galliano'sexperience. There may therefore very well
be valid and positive grounds for doctorate, academic support for the most innovative,
experimental young fashion designers, whose ideas might otherwise wither for lack of support.
In the Netherlands, for example, the design duo, Viktor Horsting and Rolf Snoeren, who fuse
fashion, installation art and recycling, have yet to sell their designs at a commercial level.Yet,
they have already achieved wide levels of international recognition within the most creative
levels of the international fashion industry, for the free, startling and progressive beauty of
their work. They have been enabled to continue these design experiments, through a minimum
of state-funded support.
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Conclusion:
Overthe next few years the discussion over a national academic research frameworkand
regulations will be resolved in the UK.
The debate over nomenclature (one or several) is a far more contentious issue. Those of
us who support the use of an all inclusive 'PHD'award are going to have to fight our corner
against the 'traditional,' and largely male, British university opinion (often unspoken in public)
that strongly supports the introduction of several types of differently named doctorates. Some
of us would see this as yet another means of keeping up the hierarchical academic barriers
between 'old,' 'big' university academic fields and the 'new' ones. The 'old' view is applied to
the entire gamut of post graduate research in colleges and faculties of art and design, from fine
art to fashion and product design. As Christopher Frayling has confirmed, there is still a deeply
entrenched, elitist, academic establishment eye-view within British universities that sees the
range of research cited here as entirely (if you will forgive me quoting Chris Fraylingwords
again: ) 'MickeyMouse.'
Despite this atmosphere, it is clear that doctoral approaches to textiles and fashion
design research that use a frameworkof history, material culture, ethnography, social
anthropology, cultural theory, business and technology are now seen to provide acceptable
methodological settings within 'new' UKuniversities. However,the debate over pure practicebased fashion /textile research remains open and unresolved, as the above listing shows. There
is a possibility, as the UKCouncilfor Graduate Education Workshopof 1997 acknowledged, that
some fields taught in universities might be found not be 'relevant to the activity' of academic
research. This is no derogatory comment but a recognition that the platform of creditation is
simply different - the example given by the Workshopwas the profession of acting.

If a wide range of textile design research seems already to be well established at
doctoral level in the UK,the debate on whether pure, creative, fashion design should be classed
as 'not relevant to the activity of academic research' is running 'hot' and unresolved in the UK
right now. Academicsteaching in the field, with the support of others, feel strongly that
fashion, as a major international economic and cultural force, has proven its case through MA
work and through some of the topics given here and merits inclusion within the world of
doctoral research. The implementation of this professional conviction has however yet to be set
in place.
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Interdisciplinary Collaborationas a Meansfor Developing
Doctoral-level Research in Visual CommunicationDesign
Zoe Strickler
University of Connecticut

Interdisciplinary research by design academics in collaboration with colleagues from
other disciplines holding terminal doctoral degrees provides a fertile means for faculty to
develop doctoral-level education in design within research institutions . The paper will define
'experimental research' in visual communication design relative to existing areas of design
research, theory, and practice. The author will discuss applications of relevant theory from
social psychology to two research projects with quite different study populations to
demonstrate that experimental design research has the potential to extend doctoral
education in design.

Introduction
Whenever designers and educators discuss moving visual communication design
education to the doctoral level, a common list of problems and obstacles dominate the
dialogue. Interdisciplinary research collaboration with colleagues from the social sciences
presents an opportunity for design programs within research institutions to overcome these
obstacles as they establish advanced academic programs.
Several of the key issues that arise in establishing doctoral programs in design can
be summarized as follows:
1.

M.F. A. or M.Des. two-year studio degrees have traditionally served as the
terminal academic requirement for entry-level teaching at the post-secondary
level. Because so few persons educated in design hold doctoral degrees of
any kind, the field is faced with the fundamental question of 'who
would/could/should teach in communication design programs at the doctoral
level?' And furthermore, 'how will academic standards for these programs be
set and maintained?'
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2.

The majority of design professionals who teach and/or practice received their
education in studio programs with an emphasis on intuitive problem-solving.
The master-apprentice pedagogy of the studio environment, derived from the
craft/trade school system of the Bauhaus and fine art academies (1), has
traditionally emphasized evaluation by subjective studio critique rather than
systematic testing of the veracity of information or ideas. As a result,
relatively few members of the field have a working knowledge of the
standards and principles that govern research and scholarship in other
academic disciplines. Much activity that is labeled 'design research' today
would not withstand the scrutiny applied to high-level research in other
disciplines.

3.

Because of the strong orientation toward studio practice in design education
many designers have no clear idea of what would (or should) be studied in a
Ph.D.-level design curriculum or how current research and theory inform
professional practice (2). Existing masters-level graphic design programs
often function as remedial pre-professional programs for students poorly
prepared at the undergraduate level, or are modeled on the M.F.A.in the
fine arts, in which expressive invention within a personal form language is
emphasized. Few existing masters programs are conceived as preparatory
programs for students intending to pursue careers as scholars or researchers.
The result of these circumstances is that while the core base of knowledge in
our field is growing, it is not growing at the same rate as in other academic
fields or even related communication professions such as marketing and
advertising. Design faculty at colleges and universities continue to be less
educated and to hold fewer academic degrees than faculty in other
departments which puts them at a disadvantage when competing for internal
institutional resources (as is reflected in higher student/faculty ratios and
teaching loads) and limits access to sources of external funding. A broader
concern for the profession is that practicing designers continue to be trained
to defend concepts on largely intuitive grounds, whereas related fields rely
increasingly on more verifiable measures to defend work produced for
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clients. This situation holds negative implications for the long-term status of
the profession.
These problems are structural to design education and they present design faculty
with sometimes absurd chicken-and-egg dilemmas in trying to fit design research goals and
interests into existing college and university frameworks and standards. This lack of "fit"
often has the effect of isolating design departments from the larger academic community.
However, because technological changes in communication affect nearly every aspect of life
in developed cultures, problems in visual communication design have begun to arise in other
fields that present new opportunities for research collaboration and development in our field.
Particularly in the social and health sciences researchers working quite apart from
design concerns have begun to identify visual communication design as a prescriptive
component in a range of studies of human behavior. Given the prevalence of printed, digital,
and transmitted communication in technologically developed societies these investigators
have begun to regard constructed visual and verbal messages as potentially more significant
factors in people's social and personal decision-making than has traditionally been assumed
(3). This emerging interest presents an opportunity for designers to undertake research with
scholars from these disciplines to establish what might be considered a new "branch" of
visual communication design research. This "experimental branch" of visual communication
design is distinguished from other design research by its focus on testing theory and
methods from the social sciences with specific audiences or user groups. These studies go
beyond product-centered market testing in that their purpose is to better understand
processes by which designed visual media may, or may not, influence user's social and
behavioral decision-making in areas not related to product sales. Almost by definition, this
research must be conducted at the doctoral level.
Before discussing concrete examples this work, it is important to locate experimental
design research within the larger field of visual communication design research (Figure 1).
The four main branches of design inquiry draw on diverse bodies of theory from the
full range of academic disciplines. Experimental design research is most closely related to
the social sciences. Richard Buchanan has referred to design as an "integrative" discipline
(4), one that makes use of knowledge produced within subspecializations of the arts and
sciences to solve problems that cross academic barriers. What makes design unique as a
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research discipline is that its branches draw theory from across the spectrum of
academic investigation. As we move to the doctoral Levelwe will need to appreciate the
complexity of this aspect of our discipline and acknowledge the necessary specializations in
each area.
At the center of experimental design research is a question that should stimulate
both studio design education and practice: do visual messages have the power to influence

viewer's beliefs and/or behaviors, and if so, how? Most studio practice proceeds from the
assumption that visual communication influences viewer's behaviors by first modifying
beliefs or attitudes. However, the academic evidence for this premise is weakly supported
and extremely complicated. Regarding the 12-step communication/persuasion process
frequently taught in communication courses, William McGuire,professor of psychology at
Yale University, has observed that, "the scandal of attitude research for the past half
century.. .is that early [communication] output steps often have Lowcorrelations with Later
steps, as when information assimilation (step 4) poorly predicts attitudinal change (step 7)
and attitude change poorly predicts behavioral change (step 11) (5)." Designers would do
well to understand the complexity of this phenomenon.
Correlations between exposure to visual messages and subsequent changes in
behavior are extremely difficult to demonstrate or measure in meaningful scientific terms.
There is clear disagreement among researchers as to which human factors are most
significant to the process. McGuireidentifies sixteen distinct bodies of theory within the field
of attitude research, each of which describes a partial conception of human nature (6).
McGuireorganizes the theories in a matrix according to whether the person is predominantly
conceived as seeking psychological stability or growth, as proactive or reactive regarding
external stimuli, or as governed primarily by cognitive or emotional needs. Selecting
meaningfully from among these theories requires an appreciation of both the range of
accepted ideas and the conceptual orientations that underlie them. Furthermore, use of any
social psychological theory in research implies that findings first, will provide only a partial
description of phenomena under study, and second, will reflect the both disciplinary biases
of the researcher and the originating theorist.
Developing a sound study plan for experimental design research, therefore, begins
with selecting an appropriate fundamental theory of how visual communication affects
behaviors (7). Collaboration with researchers who have expertise with theory and with the
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social problem under study greatly increases the likelihood that choices will be sound at the
outset. Graduate design programs preparing students for this work should collaborate with
other university departments in providing foundation coursework and directed study in
social, cognitive, and educational psychology to provide a basis for informed decisionmaking regarding theory.

TheoreticalFoundations
What follows is discussion of how theory form social psychology can be used to
interpret findings form experimental communication research. First a model is presented of
how beliefs are organized within individuals that provides a framework for understanding
theories of attitude and behavioral change generally. Later, two theories that have
relevance to visual communication research will be discussed along with examples form two
research projects that used these concepts.

The Belief System
A relatively early foundational model of the belief system developed by Milton
Rokeach (8) suggests that four basic types of beliefs can be located on a central/peripheral
axis relative to one's identity or self-concept. Rokeach suggests that beliefs closely related
to a person's sense of identity are more centrally held. These beliefs are, therefore, more
resistant to change than peripheral beliefs. Beliefs that are functionally related to central
beliefs will also be more difficult to change. The four types of beliefs (9) are described
below.

Existential beliefs
Existential beliefs directly concern one's identity or existence in the physical or social
world and are the most central in importance.

Shared Beliefs about identity and existence
Existential beliefs that are shared with others are also central in importance.
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Derived beliefs
Beliefs not learned by direct encounter with the object, but indirectly from other
reference persons are not as central.

Beliefs concerning matters of taste
Beliefs representing arbitrary matters of taste are regarded as such by those that
hold them. Matters of taste have fewer connections to other beliefs and are least
central.

Model of the Belief System (Rokeach)

(Figure 2)
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Rokeach emphasizes that belief systems are organized, but not necessarily logical.
From the perspective of our discipline this model explains why marketing messages
can be found to be effective when other kinds of attitudinal and behavioral change are
difficult to influence through communication. A consumer decision such as "Gapjeans or

Levi's?"is a matter of taste and well-constructed, stylish promises of identity enhancement
may motivate a person to change brand loyalty with little accompanying self-reflection. Any
personal risk in this new behavior is at the level of the pocketbook; identity is perceived to
be enhanced by the change rather than challenged so there is little disruption of beliefs
more central to the self-concept. On the other hand, social messages such as environmental
or safety messages that invoke concepts such as "no," "don't," or "stop," are far more likely
to threaten core beliefs.
The Rokeach conception of the belief system and behavior change suggests that
communication problems may fall into two large categories: 1) problems that involve central

issues of identity and, therefore, requirepersuasion and 2) information design problems that
do not involve central beliefs or the need for persuasion (10).
Whether or not a particular message engages or threatens audience identity will
depend to a great extent on the defined audience. For instance, pro-environment messages
are likely be received favorably by environmentalists who already regard themselves as
"conscientious and working on the problem," whereas they may arouse considerable hostility
in people who see conservation measures as threatening to their jobs and lifestyle.
Both commercial marketing communications (sales-oriented campaigns) and social
marketing communication (aids prevention, anti-smoking campaigns, etc.) use persuasion to
stimulate behavioral change. However, whereas marketing activates relatively superficial
identity beliefs, social marketing campaigns must address sensitive identity beliefs without
turning the audience away. Problems that might be called 'pure' information design
problems, (instruction manuals, signage, etc.) need not employ persuasion at all. Each of
these problem types draws from a different body of social science theory for resolution.
Advertising/Sales

Social marketing

Information design

Marketingtheory

Sodal Psychology

Cognitive/ Educational Psychology
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Methods for assessment in each of these areas are different as well. For example,
the effectiveness of sales-oriented marketing communication can be measured relatively
easily by tracking changes in sales volumes in areas exposed to the campaigns vs. areas not
exposed. Information design problems can be evaluated with standard measures from
cognitive and educational psychology such as knowledge pretest/posttest methods or task
performance evaluation.
Social marketing communications, however, can be quite difficult to evaluate
because the campaigns usually require reinforcement on several local fronts for visual
communication to have any effect, (such as outreach programs through neighborhood clinics
or law enforcement interventions) . As reinforcement factors are introduced into a campaign,
isolating particular communication elements for measurement becomes more difficult (11).
Measurement in these programs is further complicated because the behaviors under study
are often socially stigmatized. Assessing change depends upon accurate self-report by
members of a study population through surveys or interviews which can be inherently
unreliable where sensitive issues are involved (12). However, sometimes material factors
can be tracked in parallel, such as numbers of condoms distributed or needles exchanged in
target areas, which can increase certainty (13).

The Theoryof ReasonedAction
A theory of behavior change appropriate to social communication problems is the

Theoryof ReasonedAction developed by leek Azjen and Martin Fishbein (14). The theory
holds that a person's attitude toward an "object" (i.e. a drug, or a motor vehicle) is not a
key predictor of behavior, but that the person's "attitude toward a behavior" (for instance, a
high risk behavior) is the primary determinant of whether the behavior will be performed.
This model suggests that the best predictor of whether or not a person will engage in
a behavior is whether the person intends to engage in it, and that this intent is determined
by two factors: the attitude toward the behavior, and the social expectations of others that

one will engage in it (the "subjective norm"). In this conception a person's "attitude toward
the behavior" may differ from the perceived "subjective norm" such that the relative
importance of one over the other will determine actual behavior. Subsequently, behavior can
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be predicted if the weight of both the attitude toward the behavior and the subjective norm
are known to the researcher (15). The model can be diagrammed as shown below:

The Theoryof ReasonedAction (Fishbein)
Externalvariables
(Demographic
considerations)

Theperson's beliefs that
the behaviorleads to
certainoutcomesand
his or her evaluation
of these outcomes.

Attitude
Toward __..
Behavior

Relativeimportanceor
weight of attitudes and
normativeconsiderations
Theperson's beliefs that
specificindividualsor
groupsthink one should
or should not perform
the behaviorand one's
motivation to comply
with specificreferents.
Externalvariables
(Demographic
considerations)

Subjective __..

Intention
to engage in
the behavior

Behavior

_.,

y

Norm

•
(Figure3)

Azjen and Fishbein view attitudes as a function of beliefs. For instance, if a person
believes that mostly favorable outcomes will result from a behavior, then the person has a
"favorable attitude" toward it and is likely to engage in the behavior. If the person believes
that mostly negative outcomes will result from the behavior, then the person has a
"negative attitude" toward it and is unlikely to engage in it .
This theory is useful to communication designers in several ways. First it suggests
that for problems where complex behavior change is the objective, messages should focus
on desired behaviors. Second, it acknowledges the factor of peer role model influence in
shaping people's behaviors. Communications may need to be directed as much toward the
peer role models of high risk groups as to the high risk members themselves.
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Self-efficacy Theory
A theoretical model appropriate for information design problems that do not involve
persuasion is Albert Bandura's Soda[ Cognitive Theory of Self-efficacy (16). Bandura's work is
concerned less with a person's intention to perform a behavior, than with the individual's
belief that the behavior can be performed successfully. Bandura's ideas regarding selfefficacy (or the belief in one's own competence to attempt a task, persist with it, and
accomplish it), have been influential in recent educational psychology and learning theory.
The mechanism of Bandura's theory can be summarized with a simple diagram:

Self-efficacy Theory (Bandura)
Knowledge
+

Increased likelihood of successful performance of behavior

Self-efficacy
(Figure 4)

In this conception of behavior successful execution of a task depends on two factors,
1) the person must have adequate knowledge in the problem area to be able to perform the
task, and 2) the person must believe that he or she is capable of performing the task. Most
information design proceeds from the assumption that if people are provided with wellorganized, accurate information they will act on it if it is in their interest to do so. However,
many situations exist in which people's lack of "self-efficacy" can undermine their ability to
complete a behavior. For instance, a person may know a great deal about the harmful
effects of smoking, and strongly desire or intend to stop smoking, but still not believe he or
she has the will-power (self-efficacy) to overcome the physical and psychological addiction
to nicotine.
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..,

Applications

Example 1: Safety communicationfor young problem drivers
A research project that involves sensitive audience identity beliefs and, therefore,
persuasion, is the ongoing study of driver behavior and traffic safety communication directed
by Professor Jorge Frascara at the University of Alberta {17). The Theoryof ReasonedAction
was used in one segment of the study to develop concepts for communications directed at
18-24 year old male problem drivers {18).
The belief that one is thought by others to be a "good driver" is generally a valued
identity belief among North American males {19). Through focused group interviews with
young males involved as drivers in injury causing collisions and survey data collected from a
random sample of Alberta male drivers in this age group, the study suggested that young
males involved as drivers in injury collisions and those with higher numbers of demerits on
their driver's licenses placed a high value on being able to demonstrate manual handling skill
with a vehicle as mark of "good driving." Beliefs to the effect that reflexes and handling
skills are a primary measure of driver competence (and a mark of masculinity) are strongly
reinforced culturally through automobile ads, chase scenes in film and tv drama, and through
male peer interactions. These can be understood to be socially-constructed derived or shared
beliefs. (According to the Rokeach model, these beliefs will be held more centrally by men
heavily involved in automotive culture.)
However, from a safety perspective, extensive driver safety research indicates that
defensive techniques such as allowing adequate following distance, anticipation of dangerous
situations, and not exceeding prevailing traffic speeds, are far more important for
preventing collisions than reflexes or handling skills.
As a result, the study recommended that communication directed at this age group
(tv ads, posters in auto shops, driver education videos, etc.) should first take into account
the high value that young men place on being able to demonstrate that they are "good
drivers" and "in control" of a vehicle. Second, designed communications should begin to

redefine the concept of "control" away from driver speed, reflexes, and handling and toward
defensive actions positioned as strategies for staying in control. Consistent with participant
remarks such as "the best car drivers in the world are in Formula 1 circuit" (20), the most
effective narrator/models for communication with this group would be amateur race drivers
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only slightly older than the cohort who talk earnestly about the difference between the race
environment and the street environment. For instance, in a race situation all drivers are of
similar ability, have the same goals, and observe a similar driving code. On the street driver
goals, skills, expectations, and actions are variable and unpredictable, a situation that
requires different (defensive) actions to maintain control. It's understood from the Azjen
Fishbein model that a campaign such as this will only be successful if repeated exposure to
messages about quite specific behaviors is able to change social definitions of the behaviors
at the peer level by changing target viewer's perception of the "subjective norm."

Example 2: Preventing DrugInteractions in Active OlderAdults
An example of an information design problem that does not involve identity beliefs
or persuasion is a collaborative information design study at the University of Connecticut
under the direction of P.J. Neafsey, a Pharmacologist in the School of Nursing, and the
author. The study uses Bandura's Self-efficacy Theory as a basis for exploring whether a
user-focused, interactive computer software program can help active older adults managing
their own health care avoid harmful drug interactions between prescription medicines, overthe-counter (OTC)medications, and alcohol.
Until recently, very little information was provided to patients about drug
interactions. Whereas FDAefforts to correct this through the recent "Med Guide" mandate
(21) will largely rely on printed guides for distribution, research indicates that functional
health literacy among the majority of older consumers is quite low. Older adults have been
found to comprehend health information at a full four years below their reading grade level
for non-technical prose, a finding that suggests that health information be presented to
consumers at not more than a 6th grade reading level (22). However most drug package
inserts and label warnings are currently written at a 12th to 14th grade level (23).
The basic premise of the drug interaction project is that older adults with reading
skills and a knowledge of physiology average for their age will feel bewildered by the
complexity of drug interaction information offered to them in written form. Given the rise in
the number of medications available over-the-counter (often advertised as safe by
themselves) the range of potentially harmful interactions between products as ordinary as
antacids or cold/allergy pills with prescription medications and alcohol can be mind-numbing
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without some means of categorizing the drug types and understanding their processes in the
body when combined with other substances. The study proposes that if users are able to
observe simple animations of the effects of several classes of pharmaceuticals on the body
and can see the ways in which one substance interferes with the action of another, they will
better understand written descriptions of potential interactions and will feel more
empowered to use the written materials to plan their own drug use more safely.
The study plan includes extensive user-testing for all developmental stages of the
interactive program with adults in their 60's to 80's to ensure that the visual properties,
verbal language, and pace of the program are liked, enjoyed, and clearly understood by
intended users. Visual choices such as a natural vs. more diagrammatic illustration style for
the anatomical figures have already been tested in a series of small focus groups of users,
along with color palette, contrast, style and size of type, background, pace of the
animations, and clarity of the ideas portrayed. Verbal pretests of vocabulary and preferred
language for concepts accompanied visual development. Self-quiz features are being built
into the program so users can test their knowledge and retention of concepts at their own
pace as they gain greater confidence with the material.
Extensive pre-testing and post-testing of the effectiveness of the program modules
will be conducted, with both test and control populations. The first round of tests of one
completed module will be conducted in a retirement community environment for user feedback on the interface and clarity of the program. The final program will be tested by
observation in on-site locations such as pharmacies and doctors offices where kiosks will be
installed for use by patients waiting for appointments or prescriptions. Printed versions of
the information will be available for users to take with them for reference after they have
been exposed to the interactive program. Immediate post-tests will be administered, as well
as five-month follow-up tests, to determine whether concepts have been retained and drug
use patterns (via self-report of the users) have changed.

Comparison
Clearly, the two communication projects described require quite different theoretical
approaches. The drug interaction problem does not involve persuasion because older adults
whose incomes are secure enough to be in the health care system are generally highly
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motivated to avoid complications between their medications. Most are concerned about their
health and want to prolong their independence as long as possible. The complex and
sometimes contradictory nature of pharmacological information is the primary impediment to
user's ability to perform desired behaviors. Design for this kind of problem is directed at
making the learning task more appealing and less formidable in order to build user's
confidence with mastering a complex body of information.
For audiences such as the 18-24 year old men problem drivers, persuasion is central
to communication effectiveness. Safety messages directed at resistant groups need to be
constructed so as to counter prevailing social beliefs without threatening key values such
competence and control. Design for this kind of problem requires extensive preliminary
elicitation research (24) in the form of focus groups, interviews or other methods, in order
to develop a thorough understanding of the way audience members perceive the behaviors
under study, and to identify the role of cultural beliefs and peer influence in their decisionmaking.

Experimental research and doctoral education in design
Both kinds of research require the participation of well-prepared designers and must
be conducted over longer periods of time than traditional M.F.Aor M.Des. programs provide.
Collaboration with colleagues who hold doctoral degrees in appropriate fields is also
essential for this kind of work to be conducted with rigor.
Several aspects of experimental design research are highly compatible with
development of doctoral-level design education.
1)

Collaboration with researchers from other disciplines in problem areas that
involve visual communication provides opportunities for design academics
who do not hold doctorates to participate as collaborators in doctoral-level
studies.

2)

Problems appropriate for this kind of research involve aspects of human
cognition, affect, and behavior complex enough to require lateral
investigation on the part of the designer into doctoral-level theory from other
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disciplines. Innovation with higher order theory is what distinguishes
doctoral-level study from the masters level.
3)

Participation in this kind of research allows design faculty and doctoral
candidates trained in studio environments to gain experience with the means
by which data are gathered, analyzed, published, and evaluated within the
social sciences. Experimentation with this body of information should lead to
development of rigorous methods and analysis unique to the field of visual
communication design.

4)

Problems of this kind are currently highly fundable through existing large
grant programs in the social and health sciences. External funding, especially
in the range of the hundreds of thousands of dollars, makes projects several
years in length possible. Resources on this order permit financial support of
graduate students beyond the two-year limitations of typical masters
programs.

5)

External funding can ease the financial burden institutions bear in creating
doctoral programs, and will generally raise their status within research-driven
university communities. Further, external funding permits design faculty, who
carry high teaching loads, to buy release time from teaching in order to
pursue research and work with doctoral students.

The breadth of theory and research in the social sciences that is relevant to visual
communication design, and the growing interest in our field expressed by these disciplines,
provides fertile opportunities for design academics to collaborate in doctoral-level research
as a means of creating programs that move our field to the next level.
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ExploringContent - About Value, Quality, and the Need of Research
in Design
Hartmut Ginnow-Merkert

Kunsthochschule Berlin-Weissensee

Those of us who observe and discuss design issues with our peers at design firms,
schools and corporations, here and abroad, will easily recognize a need for answers to
questions for which in our current educational systems there is no room to explore in depth.
Whereas the German University Diploma, which ranks somewhere between the
American undergraduate and Master Degree, does allow for interesting experiments and
explorations, it is limited by its time frame of roughly six months. This is barely enough for
a well-executed design implementation, but it restricts the amount of research that would be
necessary in order to erect a serious theoretical framework without which any design
remains arbitrary and impossible to evaluate.
Just as the medical profession evolved from the quackery of the Middle Ages, Design
is now challenged to advance from its intuitive, gut-feeling type of approach towards a
sound science and research-based discipline. Just like in the medical field, skill and
knowledge will not be replaced but more and more assisted by machines and computers, and
there will always be a place for intuition and gut-feeling to handle the vast amounts of
information, which a designer has to congeal into a tangible result.
But as much as designers nowadays accept the help of machines and computers,
they will now need to take the next step: to make progress towards our acceptance of the
scientific findings readily available to us in the neighboring disciplines. Bridging design and
its partner disciplines as well as original research are the objectives for which doctoral
programs will provide the infrastructure.

Doctoral education is available to designers in Germany only at two locations. Design
is typically taught here at Public Colleges of Art and Design which in spite of functioning on
the university level are not quite academically accepted by the scientific community. This,
however, is a requirement for any doctoral education. Only a few design schools in Germany
function as colleges within a university. These are in a better position to introduce doctoral
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programs, but still this requires a long and arduous bureaucratic struggle, something nobody
really feels compelled to get into.
So if a person with a prior degree in design wishes to acquire a doctoral degree in
Germany, his or her only choice today is a Ph.D., or Dr. phil.. At the University of
Wuppertal, doctoral theses are accepted in the areas of Art and Design History, Aesthetics,
Design Theory and -Philosophy, as well as Systems Theory, Communication Theory and
Planning,. Two thirds of the candidates are from abroad, mainly from developing countries.
Dr. Siegfried Maser, Wuppertal's faculty member with a major involvement in doctoral
work argues that there is no need for new doctoral programs. According to Dr. Maser, the
designer's work being interdisciplinary, doctoral programs are readily available in the
relevant disciplines.
I do not agree with Dr. Maser to that extent. Even if all our work were
interdisciplinary, I doubt whether the involved disciplines are tolerant enough of the
viewpoints and approaches particular to design. In an interdisciplinary approach there should
be a designer among the doctoral supervisors, or the course of the Thesis work and its
evaluation might be skewed.
Being aware of the territorial problems obstructing true interdisciplinary work in
academia, I suspect that a multidisdplinary doctoral thesis would be even more of a
challenge. My favorite option therefore is to give designers full autonomy over their own
doctoral education, a position from which they can freely choose with whom to cooperate,
with our unique identity, unique content, and on equal terms.

Considering the recent shake up Germany's academic institutions experienced as a
result of the recession, there is hope for new diversity in the design educational landscape.
In the area of doctoral education proper, Germany still has a lot of ground to cover, but at
least with respect to Master Programs efforts are finally on the way to make German design
education compatible with the international standards.
If we're lucky, our Berlin School of Design might be among the first to offer a Master
Program in Germany.

After these introductory remarks I would now like to talk about the main point of my
paper, exploring content.
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By invitation of the Braun Corporation design department I was recently asked to
reflect upon issues related to Value and Quality in design. The research I did for this and
other presentations brought up more questions than answers, each of these questions
providing for more work and reflection than any Diploma or Master thesis could handle.
I will mention only a few of the areas which I would like to see many a doctoral candidate
to explore.

Many years ago I asked myself why my instructors told me to put a large radius on
any big-size horizontal surface. I could see the point, and I could follow them through many
of their aesthetic rules and guidelines. The Golden Section pleases my sense of beauty as
well as everybody else's.
I wondered about symmetry: why is it that a car's front view tolerates very little
asymmetry? Amazingly, the human face after which a car front is often modeled, restricts
asymmetry to the point where nobody in their right minds would shave off half a beard or
mustache! Yet some asymmetry is legitimate, as far as the more decorative features are
concerned [e.g. pearci ng].
Why is it that even the location of an automobile's exhaust pipe appears to follow
some unknown rules of symmetry? If you look at it closely, the vast majority of cars have
their exhaust pipes on the same side as the steering wheel. Except, of course, when the
location of the steering wheel is modified to suit the rules of an export country where
driving is done on the other side of the road. Usually then, the location of the exhaust pipe
remains unchanged. So a Japanese car sold in America or Germany seems to have the
exhaust pipe on the wrong side!
What is the effect of subtle symmetry discrepancies on user acceptance? And should
I as a designer be concerned with the proper location of a car's exhaust pipe?

Another subject is what effects a certain study could have on design, where
researchers asked a number of test persons to identify the most attractive among a variety
of female faces. They overwhelmingly selected one face which in fact had been computergenerated to represent the average of all the other faces. Who, if not a doctoral candidate,
is going to explore whether the same concept might work for cars and toasters?
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As a design student I kept wondering why in the layout of a printed document or of
the front panel of a radio I was supposed to establish invisible grid lines. The more order
there was in my layout, the more pleasing the user would find my design to be.
Instructors would quote rules of aesthetics established by Greeks a few millenia ago,
and they would go on to refer to empirical studies which seemed to confirm them.
Still, my question 'why' they could not answer.
The first leads to the answer came from people like Kepler, Fibonacci and others who
investigated the Golden Section further and discovered parallels in Nature. Reproduction of
rabbits and growth patterns of pine cones seemed all to follow an identical rule which one
could describe mathematically.
When the Mathematician John F. Putz studied the timing of Mozart's piano sonatas he
discovered the Golden Section even there.

When studying and designing horizontal surfaces, front-panel layouts, automobiles
and anything else that is supposed to appeal to the human sense of beauty, quality or
excellence, one might speculate whether the perception of aesthetics has to do with the
human beings' evolutionary development as just another element of the natural world.
Anything that functions perfectly in Nature does so because otherwise it would have ceased
to exist long before. Human beings who lived through 4 million years of sharing the
environment with plants and animals had no choice other than to accept the mechanisms of
perfection that rule evolution. As a part of their evolutionary history humans had to have a
way to perceive and evaluate for themselves the functioning of Nature. Only when you are
able to observe how someone else or something else does his - or its - job, and only when
you are capable of comparing their ways and yours, you may deduce from this analysis by
which changes to your own habits you may improve your own chances of survival.
When we accept the assumption that humans possess this sense of observation and
evaluation, then we might have an explanation of what makes a designer's work appeal to
them.
We might then come to the conclusion that beauty, quality or excellence in design is
some latent feature that goes well beyond the general definition of value.
In my presentation to Braun I worked with the following definitions:
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Value is the delivery of a product's features as they were laid down in the spec list.
A toaster roasting a slice of bread without causing a fire and popping it across the room
does its job. This is value. If this toaster performs its job quicker, or cheaper, or with lower
energy consumption, my perception of its value rises.

If the same toaster does its job perfectly well as defined before, but in addition
delivers the piece in a gentle, swift and elegant movement, if the sounds it generates do
not contradict its visual appeal with clanky cheap metal noise but with an acoustic utterance
that matches the visual input, if subtle tactile and visual features let me know in time where
it's hot and where I shouldn't touch it, and if the toaster generates pleasant smells instead
of the smell of bread on fire, and if all these fine and elegant enunciations match the
toaster's visual grace, then we have identified a few of the products latent features which
still need a name. In German we call the entirety of these factors "Wertigkeit", in English I
will wait until someone more qualified than I will lay down a proper label. For the time
being I find the words quality, beauty, performance, excellence and elegance to be pointing
in the right direction.
This latent feature of quality, excellence or elegance is nothing else but the manifest
result of observation of nature and its laws embodied in a product by the designer. Whether
or not the designer is capable of extracting this wisdom from his or her genetic disposition is
the key question relevant to a product's success or failure.

While many cross-disciplinary links have been established and much outside
knowledge has been integrated successfully into the discipline of design, there still need to
be answers to the questions I raised here. Designers have no more than scratched the
surface of acoustic design. Acoustic designers themselves lack knowledge and guidance in
their research. From cooperating with psychoacoustic experts, designers could avoid the
problems we find in everyday products.
Designers and acoustic experts could learn how to create and control sounds that
unfortunately still occur by chance. Designers with a capability of understanding acoustics
would synthesize a product's sounds in advance which support and reinforce its visual
appearance. The same is true for tactile effects. What good is a product that a designer
created for maximum visual impact leaving the acoustic, tactile, olfactory and gustatory
utterances to chance. Any mechanical engineer with an engineering set of criteria on his or
her mind will threaten the success of the product if left without a designer's guidance on the
subject of multisensory design!
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I was happy to learn from my own research that there is a relatively new area of
research called Evolutionary Psychology. Leda Cosmides and John Tooby, codirectors of the
Center for Evolutionary Psychology at the University of California in Santa Barbara support
the view that millions of years of evolution still dictate how we feel and behave, and their
work seems to converge on a point where designers could accomplish a staggering
breakthrough in their search for answers to the question 'why?'.

Current design education will at best train a designer's sensitivity towards the
wisdom millions of years of evolution chiseled into his genetic code, and it may help him or
her to become a better listener to the insights available from Nature.
Doctoral design education will help designers to excavate further knowledge relative
to the issues of design and Quality by adopting structures, methods and contents from the
established sciences and cooperating with them, in order to help designers to a deeper
understanding of the framework in which they operate.
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Design(ing) Doctorates for China
Hazel Clark
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

Abstract
In Mainland China, design is playing an increasingly key role in economic transition,
cultural evolution and enterprise reform. But design education is currently under providing in
this process, especially in terms of the quantity and level of provision. At undergraduate
level most design courses are skills based and predicated on fine art education. There are
few Masters courses, and no specialist doctoral programs in design. This paper proposes
that China's universities and colleges are ready to develop doctoral programs, but that they
should be based on new pedagogic models involving the acquisition and development of
design knowledge, rather than skills, which can facilitate design innovation, strategic
planning, and research and development suitable to China's needs. To do so the paper
provides some brief background to design higher education, examines the rationale for
doctoral education, and considers some pragmatics involved in design(ing) doctorates for
China.

Introduction
In Mainland China, design is playing an increasingly key role in economic transition,
cultural evolution and enterprise reform. This produces greater demand for professional
designers to create messages and reliable, cost-effective products for a burgeoning
consumer market. There is an associated need for well-trained and experienced design
teachers to meet the escalating requirement for design education at university level.

It was not until the 1980s in China that design education became distinguished from
art education at undergraduate level and "industrial design"i courses were established. At
the same time the government introduced graduate education, but still today the graduate
opportunities in design are limited, and restricted to Masters level. Doctorates in design will
be the next logical step, but their form and content will be crucial if they are to have any
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effective role in China's social and economic development. As a speculative contribution to
that process, this paper seeks to:
(i) provide insight into current design education;
(ii) examine the rationale for doctoral education in design;
(iii)consider the pragmatics of developing doctorates in design, in China.

(i) Design Education in China - some background
Design education was established in China in the late 1950s, but only really began to
advance and become more outward looking as a result of Deng Xiaoping's 'open door' policy
in 1978. The government realized that stimulating product development activities could
contribute to economic reform. In response, greater attention was paid to design education.
Teachers were sent overseas, especially to the UK,Japan and West Germany to learn about
teaching methods and curricula, and their foreign counterparts were invited to China. In
the1980s the furtherance of design education became a major government prerogative in the
initial stages of the promotion of professional design activity. Institutions addressed this by
introducing new design programs
Today several hundred universities and colleges in the P.R.C. have design
departments or divisions. Students are recruited with either art or science backgrounds to
follow specialisms in industrial design, interior design, decoration, environmental design,
advertising design, fashion and garment design. The institutions offering design courses can
be classified into three different types:
comprehensive universities which offer a broad range of courses and include
renowned institutions such as Fudan University, Jiaotong and Tongji University, in
Shanghai;
universities of technology, based on the Soviet model introduced in the 1950s,
which concentrate on one major specialism, for example Beijing Institute of
Technology;
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art and design schools offering a range of courses, with a fine art bias, and usually
influenced by a Bauhaus-type curriculum and teaching methods.
Each type would offer undergraduate degrees in design (4-5 years), usually Masters
degrees (2-3 years), and a few award Ph.D.s (3 years). The design programs would differ,
according to the nature of the institution and to the educational model under which they
originated. A brief look at three examples provides insight into the range of undergraduate
provision.
Undergraduate provision

One of the best-known art and design schools in China, is the Central Academy of
Arts and Design in Beijing. Established in 1956, it offers a broad range of specialisms,
which include design for ceramics, textiles and garments, graphics, industrial design,
decorative art design, environmental art design, and the history and theory of arts and
design. In 1988 a "two-two" system was introduced at undergraduate level, where two
years study in the Basic Arts and Design Division, are followed, after examination, by two
years of specialist professional training.
In the east of the country the most prestigious art and design school is the China
National Academy of Fine Arts (formerly Zhejiang Academy of Fine Arts) in Hangzhou.
Originallyestablished in 1928 as the National Art Institute, the current name, adopted in the
early 1990s, reflects the Academy's expansionist intentions. In 1980, it implemented a new,
more outward looking, educational model committed to overseas cultural exchange as a
means of improving the quality of its output. This has resulted in the admission of over 500
foreign students, visits by overseas artists and teachers, and the Academy's own teachers
being sent abroad for staff development. Its orientation is towards fine art, craft, and
decorative design, but the greatest demand, at undergraduate level, is for the courses in
design. Currently plans are underway to develop a new campus in Shanghai. For the time
being, the design courses are being run in rented space in the city while revenue is raised
for the new buildings. It is intended to expand to offer a comprehensive range of design
specialisms in Shanghai.
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Both of these institutions follow the traditional model where design is seen as a
branch of the fine or decorative arts, and teaching has been developed from a craft/skillbase. The focus is on content (or "how to do it") as opposed to context ("why it is being
done").;
In the1980s the government set up special departments of industrial design in five
universities of technology. They were intended to promote design for manufacture in order
to make China less dependent on imports, and to stimulate export and competition between
industries. (Delft: 129) The industrial design department at Beijing Institute of Technology
(BIT) was established in 1984 as part of this incentive.
BIT's four-year undergraduate program is divided into three course groups: design,
interior and packaging. The first year lays a foundation that is followed by two years of
core studies, the last six months being a final project with industry. Admission of students
is based on performance in science subjects: physics, chemistry and mathematics, so
applicants often have little or no knowledge of industrial design. But the course itself
concentrates on skill-based learning.
In the 1990s some undergraduate programs became more diverse and subjects were
added, such as, aesthetics, literature, design history, drawing and painting, elementary
design, human factors, material science and technology, visualization techniques, modeling,
basic mechanical and electrical engineering, descriptive geometry, computer aided design
and application. Typically, students are required to complete around 3,400 hours of learning
with the last semester being devoted to the graduation thesis and design.ii Duringtheir
study they would ideally work on 'live' projects with industry and compete in design
competitions. But in spite of recent changes, undergraduate design education remains
operational.

Graduateprovision
At graduate level the picture is little different. It was not until 1982 that China's
universities were accredited to admit graduate students.

Masters degrees are awarded on

the basis of taught courses and examinations, and Ph.D.s after taught classes followed by
an academic thesis. Each of the above-mentioned design departments introduced Masters
studies in the 1990s. The Central Academy, in Beijing, also confers doctoral degrees, but
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only from the Department of History and Theory of Arts and Design. The China National
Academy in Hangzhou, offers Masters and Doctoral degrees; the former focuses on practical
work, and the latter on art theory and research.
For Masters, the subjects taught and methods of teaching appear to be similar to
undergraduate level. Teaching is based on the 'mastery' of information and skills, which are
tested by examination. Subjects that encourage criticism such as design theory, or design
analysis, would not generally be encouraged or considered of educational value. While
design educators are aware of the need to respond quickly to social and economic changes
and their implications, they do not necessarily know how to do so. This paper proposes that
doctoral programs can be created to provide not only higher level education but also new
possibilities for design development.

(ii) Rationale for doctoral education in China
Within the scope of this paper there are a number of fundamental questions:
Is there a current student market?
Are there identifiable needs?
What is the possible benefit from doctorates in design, to China?
Market

Industrial design has been described as one of the popular high school subjects along
with business and commerce, economics, foreign trading and advertising.,., (The Central
Academy of Arts and Design, in Beijing, for instance, has c.6-7000 applicants from
throughout China for its Basic Arts and Design course). Increasing demand at undergraduate
level is inevitably creating a requirement for graduate places. Currently this is greatest
from university-level design teachers, the majority of whom have not had the opportunity to
study for qualifications higher than BAin design. Many are looking towards graduate
qualifications to gain higher professional status and respect, especially those employed in
the comprehensive universities. Others would wish to use Ph.D. research as an opportunity
to gain more knowledge and to keep up to date with the rapidly developing situation in
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design. (One design academic noted how the majority of his 22 colleagues wanted to pursue
a Ph.D. and that 6 were already studying for Masters degrees,)
There is a pressing need to up date design teachers.

v

University education is

suffering from 'the lost stratum', vi that generation of intellectuals and teachers that
effectively disappeared as a result of the Cultural Revolution.

Design professors are now

retiring without any obvious successors. To resolve this there is a tendency to welcome BA
graduates immediately back into teaching. At the Central Academy, in Beijing, for instance,
in 1994, about half of the sixty plus academic staff were its own alumni. As a result many
undergraduate teachers lack professional experience in design or a graduate qualification.
This can undermine the quality, content and delivery of the education and the potential for
research and development.
Designers and other design professionals is the other potential market for graduate
study. But for them doctorates in design would only be seen as necessary if the programs
were constructed to support the rapidly changing role of design in China, especially towards
economic development.
The existing graduate provision is limited to Masters level and specialist doctoral
programs in design do not exist. Doctoral opportunities are available in historical and
theoretical study in fine arts and crafts but only at a few institutions, including those
already mentioned, and the Central Academy of Fine Arts, and the Chinese Institute of Arts,
in Beijing, and Nanjing Academy of Arts. The orientation of these programs towards strictly
academic research will be of little professional benefit other than to scholars. Overseas
study has provided opportunity for graduate education in design in the past, but it cannot be
sustained as a way forward. The financial implications and the government's strict control on
foreign travel by individuals make it inviolable for the majority. v;
Need

It has been noted that, "One of the significant tasks for China's educators in the
199Os is to continue to carry on the reform of the educational system which began in the
198Os and to promote the further development of education". (Delft: 127) China's design
education must be prepared to meet the new challenges that are affecting the rest of the
world, particularly those offered by the market economy, and by technology.
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For China to

serve its own market needs and to become an international force it will be necessary to
develop design at a strategic Level.But this would need making changes in the educational
culture. It is my contention that new doctoral programs could be at the cutting edge of
design innovation, and offer opportunities for strategic thinking, planning, research and
development in tune with the international climate.
For possible models we could Lookto the sciences. It has been forecast that
Laboratoriesin the Academies of Science at "outstanding universities" such as Tsingh ua,
Fudan, Beijing, Shanghai Jiaotong, "will emerge as strong centers of innovation and
technological advance" in the next few decades. (Berger & Lester: 102) Of design
engineering, it has been said, "Quite possibly in the near future China will become the Locus
for Low-techproduction and high-tech research."(Berger & Lester: 342) At present, what is
required is more China-centered primary research and strategic planning in design.
Motorola's China Design Center in Beijing, established in 1994, and equipped with the
most advanced instruments, has as its mission the development of expertise to support fully
Motorola's China paging business. It employs 20-35 Chinese technically oriented
professionals who hold Masters or Ph.D. degrees; some have post-graduate work experience.
But current research in Beijing is mainly secondary, based on technology developed in the
USAand Singapore. The next stage is for China to develop its own research capabilities.
R&Din and for design is needed in China at many Levels,not Least to satisfy market
demands and develop design capacity to international standards and expectations.
"Consumers in both the advanced rich countries of the West and the new consumers of China
and other emerging economies seek assurances of quality, purity, reliability, and brand
reputation .... ", (Berger & Lester: xiv)

Benefits
China will have to invest intellectually, conceptually, and practically in design to
meet the growing sophistication of the home market and to penetrate overseas. As design
operates globally, becomes more concerned with futures and associated with other areas of
practice, a more intelligent approach is needed to enhance basic skills and apply new design
thinking. What constitutes "design knowledge" is becoming increasingly comprehensive.
Demands for service-enhanced products, the capabilities of advanced manufacturing systems
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and new possibilities in design, customization, rapid delivery, quality, and product novelty
and uniqueness - all enabled by information technologies, offer new challenges. (Berger &
Lester: xiii) Therefore, in order to develop its design capacity in parallel with the rest of
the world China needs to be in touch with contemporary ideas, new technology, and also
generate its own research and development. Doctoral programs in design could make a
major contribution in this process.
Effective doctoral education must be able to add breadth or depth to existing
scholarship, and to practice. Doctoral programs must facilitate research that will contribute
to knowledge, be it empirical, theoretical, or applied etc. Ph.D. study in design should not
be considered as simply the end point of academic work, but as a preparation for future
research. It is implicit that a Ph.D. program should include research methodology and
provide training in research. Such training can emphasize the continuities and linkages
between the production of knowledge in design and in other fields. As some have
suggested, following Schon (1991), design challenges the hierarchical separation between
practical and theoretical kinds of knowledge (pure and applied science). It has been
recognized that research in design can be based around and reflect on procedures that are
embedded in design practice.
There is, for instance, a particular need to develop new capabilities in design,
product and process development. Senior managers in many manufacturing industries in
Hong Kong have already lamented the lack of a critical mass of talented designers and
product development managers in the SAR. Most valuable to manufacturing are those
individuals who combine technical and business skills e.g. engineers with an appreciation for
marketing and other business issues and managers who understand how to bring
technological concepts to the marketplace through the innovation process. The resulting
recommendation, targeted at Hong Kong, can be equally applied to China, "The universities
should work with industry to create a new cadre of students and faculty in engineering and
business studies with the ability to work in teams creating and designing new products,
processes, and systems."(Berger & Lester:113) In principle, new doctoral programs in
design in the P.R.C.could be initiated in collaboration with industry and with other scholarly
disciplines, to achieve this aim
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(iii) The pragmatics of developing PhDs in China
Recent changes in the educational provision in China to adapt to the socialist market
economy has taken on certain trends which are advantageous to the development of new
educational provision:
reform in the administrative system of education has begun to shift from a purely
functional change to power-related decentralization, giving greater authority to local
governments in terms of coordination and decision-making;
the educational delivery system is becoming more diversified, to include e.g. social
organizations, private individuals, and foreign-invested joint corporations to run
schools;
there are greater opportunities for students to choose non-compulsory education and
to select their future occupations;
new fund-raising mechanisms are being implemented. For non-compulsory
education tuition fees will be levied as the chief source of recurrent expenditure.
The financial allocations system is being reformed to subsidize students in the form
of scholarships, student aid and low-interest student loans.
(Delft: 127)
These trends create a more flexible situation for educational innovation. Current
provision and resources cannot provide sufficient design education at a level suited to the
rapid transition to a competitive market economy. Even the leading art and design
institutions (such as the Central Academy of Art and Design, in Beijing) have only been able
to innovate at a craft-based level. No place exists for advanced design thinking, and there
is little opportunity for the generation of knowledge, or even the use of new technology.

Joint ventures
Joint ventures_with overseas universities offer a possibility of introducing China to
educational and design practices that are current internationally. In theory, collaborative
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doctoral programs in design could be devised to prepare a new generation of designers and
design teachers to provide leadership and vision.
On a practical level, establishing joint ventures is a time-consuming and often
frustrating process, as many overseas universities know (to their cost). Cultural differences
can adversely affect negotiations. Sound relationships are fundamental to doing business in
China, but take time as they are predicated on trust. Mainland universities usually prefer
joint ventures with the United States, Europe, or Australia, but often find it more effective
to collaborate initially with Hong Kong, where cultural understanding offers a greater chance
of success:;;
Language is also an issue. Potential students are likely to speak and read English
quite well, or are willing to conduct their study partly or wholly in a foreign language.
Language problems are more liable to occur initially at a bureaucratic level, where its is
desirable for the two parties to communicate in a common language (Mandarin Chinese) to
ensure that messages and meanings are clearly transmitted and that misunderstandings
cannot be blamed on a translator. (Blackman: 64)
Funding

For nearly half a century China offered free education. Now a dramatic increase in
the number of high school graduates has led to the introduction of a "pay to learn" system.
Chancellors and rectors of institutions are therefore paying more attention to attracting
financial support beyond the government.
Restricted finance makes it difficult to fund the necessary expansion of higher
education especially in expensive areas such as new technology. Even the leading design
schools and departments have very limited resources when compared with their counterparts
elsewhere in the world. Many design teachers undertake research or consultancy (often at
quite a low level) for the government or for industry in order to attract additional funding
for their courses and students. In joint ventures, therefore, the China institution would
often expect its overseas partner to provide resource support in the form of hardware,
software, and teacher training. Student fees may also have to be subsidized.
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Develop;ng a model
The typical graduate student in China will be much less forthcoming than a
contemporary in the West. S/he will have been used to a compulsory education system
that, even at undergraduate level, has the sense of being "delivered" rather than chosen.
The Chinese education system does not encourage creative thinking, concept formation, and
information processing or decision-making abilities. The emphasis is on the achievement of
a goal (a qualification and training for a job) as opposed to the experience of a process.
The curriculum at universities and colleges is set by the local government, (all new
courses need approval from State Education Commission), but allows for institutional
flexibility which accounts for differences between existing design courses. However, the
undergraduate and Masters provisions are highly specialized with students taking courses
only in their major department. There is little concept of exposing students to wider, more
contextual studies; the emphasis is on the acquisition of skills and the mastery of an
accepted body of knowledge. The development of critical and analytical abilities is not
considered important. As has been noted of the development of advertising education in
China in the 1980s, " .... the problem remains that advertising education concentrates on
skills rather than a general theory of advertising strategy ...... Furthermore, an emphasis on
art often overpowers areas like psychology and statistics." (Liang & Jacobs: 183)
Such precepts could however make it difficult for China to develop or even welcome
the type of doctoral programs signaled above. Practical and applied studies are generally
most acceptable and comprehensible. Recent discussions with mainland institutions have
revealed greater interest in more applied courses, such as design management, design
education, or new technologies, as opposed, for example, to design analysis. Study
components are favored that provide a global perspective and insight into international
developments in design. However, the model of doctoral education is already prescribed in
other disciplines and may be difficult to challenge.
Joint ventures are therefore of potential value, not least for the opportunities they
offer to combine Western teaching methods, curricula, design practice, or design theory,
with the equivalent in China. Confucianthinking, for example, with its emphasis on the
individual as part of the whole, as opposed to the more Western focus on individuality, is
but one example of cultural difference which could provide discourse and generate
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innovative models for design practice and education.ix Such differences could engender new
design knowledge and create productive directions for the expansion of design education to
doctoral level, but this can only happen where there is willingness to evolve.
Job prospects

In China, design graduates would be typically employed by manufacturing industries,
traditionally in state-run enterprises, but increasingly in free market organizations, in
advertising, or as design teachers. Few graduates would establish their own design
consultancies, certainly not on graduation. Some would continue directly into graduate
studies, others would return to them much later, seconded by their employers. My proposed
new doctoral program is intended to serve China's design future by establishing models that
are tailor-made for its needs, by drawing on "good practice" elsewhere, in design and in
other disciplines.
Businesses and organizations, which involve design, must also take some
responsibility for education . What was noted of advertising in 1990, can be applied to
design in 1998,
"Foreign agencies must not only take responsibility for training their own local staff,
but must also act as missionaries in China, bring enlightenment on the benefits of
advertising to government, officials and clients through seminars and training courses."
( Liang & Jacobs: 184)

Conclusion
Having briefly documented and analyzed the current situation, I conclude with some
observations and proposals:
there is a recognized need in the P.R.C.for design development which offers
opportunities for design education to make a significant contribution;
the next logical step for design education in China is to develop at doctoral Level,
but it must not just do so on the basis of existing academic stereotypes; new design
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programs must be knowledge based, not skills based, analytical and critical, in order
to be effective at a professional Level;
doctoral design programs offer exciting opportunities for creativity, design
innovation, new ideas, strategic planning, research and development, and the
formation and transmission of design intelligence, and for collaboration with business
and industry;
joint ventures with overseas universities may initially be the most effective means of
providing pedagogical models, resources, and up to date ideas; any such
collaboration would have to be carefully negotiated, to devise appropriate
"transcultural" models.
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; Theterm "industrial design"tends to be used generically, and unspecifically, for all forms of
design activity.
; Thanks to Norman Siu for drawing my attention to this point.
;;;According to Wang Wu, Vice-President, Wuxi University of Light Industry.
"' Interview with senior members of the China Industrial Designers Association (CIDA),April
1994.
v According to Chen Fang, lecturer in design in the department of Art & Design, Shantou
University, Guangdong Province, September 1998.
vi Thanks to my colleague Joseph Fung for informing me of this term.
vi Today around 125,000 students from China are studying overseas, around half in the
United States. (Starr: 223)
vii China's economic interaction with Hong Kong was considerably greater than with any other
foreign country before the 1997 re-unification. (Starr: 292)
i< Thanks to Brian Lau for this reference.
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Purposeand Practice-Higher Degreesin Design
Keith Russell
University of Newcastle

Abstract
"Technique worships nothing, respects nothing. It has a single role: to strip off
externals, to bring to Light, and by rational use to transform everything into means" Ellul,
1976, p. 142). Design may vaingloriously worship its objects, and naively respect its semimagical "design process"; in setting out to intellectually pursue its own ways of making, it is in
danger of reducing its purpose to the disclosing of its own practice as a series of mere
techniques: to render then become rendering; to model then becomes the making of models;
and, to communicate becomes to make graphic. Toasters and posters - carrrrrrrs and type faces:
these are the resolved dreams of the designer-poseur. Armed with practice as technique, his
purpose is underwritten by the means - able to do becomes done ably. Graced with a doctorate
he sits at the apex of institutional design. Wakingfrom this nightmare, we can take the
opportunity, at the start of the rush for credentials, to Lookfor perspectives on higher
education that allow design to occupy its own domain of concern and for purposes that assist
design in establishing its own understandings of research.

What is a PhD?What is a Professional Doctorate?
If a PhDis defined as an original and significant contribution to a recognized area of
academic concern then areas new to academia would seem to be Leftto their own inventiveness
in coming up with ways to define: what their academic concerns are; what is a significant
contribution to their concerns; and what is original in any contribution. The supposition here is
that new degree courses have been Locatedin an academic world because their formal concerns
are also academic concerns, or, with a Little alteration, they can be reformulated to LookLike
academic concerns. The truth is more that such Learningprograms have drifted into the
academic world as social expectations have drifted towards higher Levelsof performance. For
many aspects of professionally-based degree programs the alignment of nouveau degrees with
more traditional degrees is between a degree, any degree and this new degree (an MAin Design
is "Like"an MAin English because it offers to award an MA),not between degree program of
study and degree program of study (an MAin English is "Like"an MAin History because they
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both follow similar formal approaches of study and assessment). That is, the outcomes of
graduation are equivalent in recognition between the nouveau and the traditional degree,
regardless of whether the two courses are in any other way similar. This disparity in expectation
and performance is especially true where Faculties organize and award MAdegrees; it is often
reduce where PhDs are offered by the governing body of a University.
For Professional Doctorates, it might seem easier to establish what is required of a
candidate especially where such professions have formal professional bodies that grant
membership. A check-list might be drawn up to establish proficiencies on the basis of higher
and then even-higher levels of professional achievement. This approach can work where the
added levels of skill have a direct bearing on the ability of a candidate to perform in a
profession at a higher level. Carpenters can become builders by the study and command of the
larger concerns of building; engineers can become project leaders on the basis of the study and
command of the larger concerns of major constructions. Such elevations are based precisely on
the acknowledged professional need of higher positions and the pathways to achieve the
required proficiency to allow promotion. This process is often simply additive rather than
summative. Through adding extra certificates, the professional acquires pass-keys to new
responsibilities and powers.
There is no end of things that one might study to advance or add to the skills of a
designer. MoreQuark Expressor AutoCADskills do not a Doctorate make, nor, more importantly,
do such added skills extend the usefulness of a designer in a way that elevates them in terms of
professional expectations. An employer might fairly ask: what can I expect of a PhDin Design,
or of a Doctor of Design? If the answer is more of the same as one can expect of a graduate in
design, then that really is no answer. Better an MBA?

What is Design Research?
In many professional degrees the area of research offers a solution to part of this
problem. Nursing graduates can pursue pure research into areas of professional concern. In th1s
way they can readily align their higher degree programs with the traditional areas of university
study. For engineers it is possible to do the same. There is no end to the physical features of
the world that might be studied in their relationship with constructions, materials, and
processes. The outcomes of such research can be directly evaluated by the profession in terms
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of value to the profession: better practices in health can be observed; cost saving new
processes in engineering can be implemented.
This last model might seem to be very attractive to design areas. Ergonomicsfor
example would seem to offer many a pathway for design research. Equally,social science
methods and themes can be explored in a design context with useful design outcomes.
Historical, critical and speculative approaches can be taken to design as with the fine arts.
Each of these approaches offers its own use, and while these alignments are very attractive and
are often followed through with useful results, the underlying question of design's concern as
an academic domain remains to be answered.

What is the purpose of a Design PhD/Research?-Alternatives?
If a purpose (in motivational terms) is viewed as being like a function (in mechanical
terms), then one might hope for form, or an informing to follow from the determining of a
purpose. To instruct is to put structure in, which is to inform. An instrument is a device for
informing, and/or the consequence of informing. One might ask what kind of instrument is a
design PhD?and, what kind of informing does design research bring to its domain of concern?
Institutional and departmental purposes have their own logics that are perhaps
inscrutable. Regardless of the merits of such purposes, the real question that must be asked at
the outset, is whether there are any purposes to design higher degrees that match up with the
purposes of potential candidates? That is, if we run programs, will we have students?
Lookedat from the perspective of candidates, there are at least three basic purposes
that might induce a design professional (or person concerned with design) to undertake
postgraduate study: the initiation of new design work; the advancement of existing design
work; and the culmination of longstanding design work. Without limiting any of these valid
purposes, one can suggest that the feature-sets of each approach might vary significantly so
that: in the case of the initiation of new work, a creative and speculative approach might
dominate; in the case of the advancement of existing work, a critical and speculative approach
might dominate; and in the case of the culmination of longstanding work, an historical and
critical approach might dominate.
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Each of these approaches might use a different methodology to structure its purpose;
each might result in a differently informed product: in the case of the initiation of new work,
the result might be a new kind of research product or a new combination of forms (mixedmedia); in the case of the advancement of existing work, the result might be a traditional
research outcome such as a formal dissertation; and in the case of the culmination of
longstanding work, the result might be an edition of collected materials, an extensive industry
report, or a major exhibition.
Taking the purposes of candidates as the guide to the structuring of higher degree
programs might seem like giving over the keys of the kingdom to the serfs. In reality it is the
acceptance of the challenge that design itself sets designers. Design is about difference and
design is intrinsically open. PhD programs in design need to ensure that their own programs
reflect the underling values of their own concerns.

What is Design Practice?
The central feature of design is difference. That which might be different is open to
design. This extraordinarily broad definition allows that design might properly take any aspect
of human making and being as part of its domain of concern. Potentially it means that design
has no truly distinctive domain of concern not already featured in the domains of other existing
professions and degree programs.
Here is where the challenge lies. Design needs to resist the temptation to allow current
market-place practices to define its practice as a discreet set of disappearing technique- and
technology-based skills. At the same time design needs to resist the expanding horizon of
difference-based possibilities: another tooth-brush; another toaster; another twofold brochure.
This way is not unlike Lear's series of questions that leads to madness. Differenceis as perverse
as "to differ" - there are no retreats for the addicted designer who will not stop the business of
putting out style as substance.
Here the study of design aesthetics (what), poetics (how) and ethics (why) can lead us
towards a distinctive and essentially open definition of design practice that at the same time
can be the basis for a distinctive but essentially open definition of design research. Where do
such studies figure in current design programs? By looking at the philosophies of an
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undergraduate program (Rhode Island School of Design) and a postgraduate program (Royal
College of Art) we can establish broad outlines of how design is defining itself. The accounts
that follow are not intended as detailed critical reviews of the two degree programs. Each is
appropriated, taken out of context and looked at indirectly for the purpose of establishing
terms of reference. To suit this purpose, extracts have been taken from course advertising
materials available on the WorldWide Web.

Recognized Concerns of the Domain
Fromthe early days of the Bauhaus, design has been loud in its pronouncements and
manifestoes. Gropiusset the style in his project to transform the human world by transforming
the world of objects. High modernism found its best advocates in the world-weary excitement
of design. Under pressure of post-modern social concerns, design has not lost its touch of the
saintly. It has become even more modernist in its perspectives. The opportunity to justify its
universal concerns and global solutions, allows design to be trendy all over again. Without any
hint of shame, design announces itself in its project to rule the universe.
Education Philosophy
Under the leadership of Roger Mandle, RISD's15th president, the college is preparing to
enter the 21st century guided by three basic tenets. As strong advocates for the arts,
RISOadministrators, faculty, alumni and visiting speakers constantly reinforce the need
for public support of the arts and provide a context within which the arts may be
understood and appreciated by the larger public. RISD'scurriculum recognizes the need
for ecological sensitivity and encourages student artists and designers to consider
environmental issues in creating works of cultural aesthetic benefit. And finally, RISO
understands the need to think globally, to teach its students about the many cultures
and ways of thinking that will give them the necessary perspective to help shape the
world in which we live.
At the Rhode Island School of Design (RISO)the three basic tenets of economy,
ecology and community sit, somewhat like muses in an eternal tree, looking over the campus.
Memory,practice and inspiration have had their wings clipped even though the language of
theory makes the clipping look like a thing of wonder. If we remembered where we were we
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would have no need to be reminded - design never was on another planet (economy). If we
properly inspected our own practice, then we would have no need to be reminded of the larger
significance of what it is we do - design never was done in isolation (ecology). And, if we
sought to be in-spired, then we would have no need to be reminded that creativity is a
relationship with reality - design never was a personal act of defiance (community). But all of
this is really politics - speaking to the polis.
And so, on to the project of the great soul:
Drivenby the vision of the Mandleadministration and guided by a faculty of 300
outstanding artists, designers, architects and scholars, students are educated on the premise
thqt to design is an art and to make art requires design. The notion of design at RISOis
predicated on the fine arts, with a consensus among faculty that the curriculum for graphic
design, industrial design, the architectures, furniture design, apparel design and textile design
should rest on a solid foundation in the fine arts.
Here the practice goes indoors, so to speak, out of the view of the "larger public".
Having dealt with the politics, design takes up its pose in the fine arts studio. Here the
concerns of another domain cloak the uninspected nakedness of design as a practice. One fears
for the fate of a member of staff who might wake in a cold sweat having dreamed that design is
not "predicated on the fine arts" and must make its own way in the rough and tumble of human
affairs. The matter is not quite so stark: once outside the fine art studio, students are seen to
survive:
Philosophically, the Collegebelieves in the value of a holistic education, one that
balances the emphasis on the professional major with an equally important expectation that a
student be versed in the humanities, literature and the social sciences. RISOrecognizes that
not all students will ultimately be practicing in their professions: they may in fact choose other
professional endeavors. Students receive an educational experience underscored by rigorous
requirements and reviews, complimented by fully one-third of their program concentrated in the
LiberalArts. This combination ensures that focused study is supplemented by a broad
understanding of the context in which artists, designers and art educators pursue their chosen
fields of work. (http://www.risd.edu/risdhome.html - Rhode Island School of Design 1/8/98)
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Here the pragmatics of students seem to have brought sense to the argument. While
one can applaud the facts and the student outcomes, the logic seems to need attention. At
RISOdesign is like fine art but is not fine art, it is tempered by external logics of economy,
ecology and community and it is counter-balanced by "Liberal Arts". Somehow one feels that
design itself does not exist as an academic domain. Rather than re-describing features from
other domains through the perspective of design, design has been re-described through the
fixed perspectives of other marginally longer term academic domains. This model reflects much
of the confusion and obscurity that attends design in academia. The RISOprospectus is
criticized here as an example of the ways that design has often found itself fitting into
universities. Less well articulated examples can be found in hundreds of course outlines.
This muddle reflects the general portrayal of design by design institutions; it does not
necessarily reflect the reality of what goes on inside undergraduate design courses. However,
starting with this kind of confusion, what hope is there that postgraduate programs can
articulate their design concerns with any greater confidence or poise?
The Royal College of Art takes its graduate students into a world that shares much of
the underlying philosophy announced by the RISO.In the case of the RCAhowever, the
three muses have found their way, fully winged, onto the campus.
We inspire the leading designers of the next generation. Our studio includes
experienced designers and exceptional design graduates. They are studying and
experimenting with the future possibilities of this maturing discipline.
Here the members of the community of designers inspire each other, from generation to
generation, in the mode of masters and journeymen. Here the practice of design becomes the
source of experimentation. Designis studied, as a thing in itself, by those who are skilled in its
practice, so they may become even more skilled in its practice. Here confidence and poise rule designers are designers. The tautology is self-justifying because the staff and students are all
"experienced designers and exceptional design graduates". By working together they confirm
the practice as it matures into a "discipline". There are no wretches jumping out of windows
wanting to become something else - those dangerous and confounding souls were long left
behind as disgruntled undergraduates.
Disciplinesare very attractive: they give out rules, offer rewards and shoo away the
pretenders. In academic worlds, disciplines have all the benefits and drawbacks of guilds. New
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fields of study often rush to be given the dong of discipline approval: yes, now design IS a
discipline. If this means design has agreed objects of concern and agreed methods of research
then it means that design is again inside the RISOmodel, needing its assortment of liberal arts
to fill out its domain: there is no published list of agreed objects and methods peculiar to
design. The list of formal concerns that attach to design alone is the secret inscription left by
Hephaestus on the thigh of Herajust prior to his expulsion from the land of the immortals by
Zeus. Architects, engineers, and artists quite freely incorporate all the concerns of design into
their own "larger" concerns. Indeed, these subject areas in university libraries often carry a
better range of design-related books than the designated design subject area. Design, as
process, is highly contested: it is lastly the specific business of design. Management journals
are sometimes the best place to pursue the design process in its formal guise. Faced with this
prior usurpation, the reply that arises from its binary sleep is that of the professional. Design,
after all, is simply that which a designer does. Attractive as this announcement might be, if
discipline means accepted professional practice then design is limited by its own technological
currency: typesetting is design? or is it one of design's current features that like fresco painting
may or may not be an active or historical feature of the trade? The pr-ofessionalanswer is a
major distraction.
Industrial designers are the visionaries of our future objects and environments. As the
role of industrial design in the manufacturing, commercial and cultural contexts
continues to evolve at an ever increasing pace it is the aim of this two-year course to
enable graduate and practising designers alike to find their place in the future of the
discipline.
Full steam ahead seems to be the instant reply! What each of us sees is vision and thus
we are visionaries? But, "all people are visionaries" comes the sensible retort - there is no
college of prophets - to each soul is given the ability to see that which is and that which is not
and that which might be. Hold on with all this WilliamBlake stuff! Somehow the RCAhas
Albion released from his bonds, he now bounds dancing on English greens. The "ever increasing
pace" of the continually evolving role of the industrial designer is likely to swallow half of
Europe before the century is out.
Finding ones place in this school would seem to be the likely outcome: that is, one
needs to be acknowledged by ones peers, and postgraduate study, amongst ones peers, is the
ideal way to achieve the desired recognition. This feature of the RCAmodel is doubtlessly one
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of the most significant and perhaps most useful features of schools, guilds and professional
bodies.
Conventions are ever in danger of becoming convents and/or covens. This is especially
so where the grounds for approval and disapproval are more often found in objects than in
objectivity. An argument becomes less consistent the further it seeks to elaborate its central
premise and so a PhD needs its appropriate extension; an object, however, sits obdurate,
resisting all efforts to abstract its essence. This resistance is only matched by the viscosity of
the object: even memory has its objects that stick and slip but never quite shake free.
The real danger here is accretion - things will add until there is only addition. Such
nonsense is inherent in difference. The school becomes its own dead weight as its students
master the school avoiding what it was that the school originally sought to master. But these
are ancient things, thing well known inside the human business of knowledge and its
transmission. The RCA'sgleeful embracing of such ancient structures simply needs to be
modified by a more historical approach that reflects the slow business of proving things. That
is, when we prove we set out a process that allows the bread to rise, that allows the argument
to be extended to its fullness, that allows the product to be reabsorbed in its use/process.
When we approve, the same time-based circumspection needs to be applied.
Design, as an activity, has ceased to be reactive, following the needs of the marketing
department and providing stylistic answers to technical problems. It now needs to be
strategic and pro-active and co-lead the commercial process, interpret our daily lives
and provide the things and systems that enliven it.
This approach to postgraduate programs would seem to meet the criteria established
earlier, that a professional higher degree might take professionals to a recognized higher level
in a profession. Here the designer moves office on the production line. From being somewhere
out the back mucking around with the style of the toaster, the designer is now upstairs
pondering, with the accountant, the long term sense of selling toasters into third world
countries that don't have bread let alone electricity. Nowthe designer is involved in a
consortium to introduce bread and electricity in a time scale to allow for the later introduction
of toasters so that the style monkeys out the back will keep up their daily quota of computer
renderings of high chrome farkles.
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This approach would seem to have some of the merit of asking journalists who have
been trained in journalism to write articles on subjects about which they have neither the
instinct nor the knowledge required. What results is usually very witty trivialisations. That is, a
designer will work quite well as a designer anywhere. They will render and they will model and
they will produce multiple versions of a subset of possible answers. Such solutions are fine in
the room that dreams "toaster" - they are not necessarily of much use in any other room. Coleading would seem to be another matter altogether - an Alessi funny farm of toys and objects
of secret desire may be co-lead but one wonders why? Giving up is only bettered by giving in:
the fluency of production masks the empty intention and gives the lie to the zen-like cheek of
just-making.
The higher learning here would seem to amount to strategies for assuming authority in
the board room. The engineers and the accountants have all got their authorizing bodies, why
even the managers have their MBAs- designers need to self-credentialize to stake their claim
to the future - after all, they are the creative ones on whose energy and skill the others rest.
These of course are all general points raised by the RCAWeb site. The criticisms are not
specifically or intentionally addressed to the RCA.
The course has evolved an ethos which believes design to be a rich and complex
activity, drawing from and addressing a wide range of concerns - cultural, social,
philosophical, political and anthropological.
Here is probably where one might judge the actual merits of the course offered by the
RCA.An ethos surely exceeds all the matters talked about up until now. Howwe actually go
about our business as design educators is what we need to attend to, directly. The scoping
points being made here are made in a genuine attempt to extend the topics that we might talk
about and not to close down discussion in the face of directed logic.
There is no doubt that design draws from and addresses all the concerns proudly
announced by the RCA.The concern that one might raise is that such aspects are being held
over in design education, as afterthoughts to be address in postgraduate programs. The Liberal
Arts attachments of the RISOdegree may substitute for the required study of informing design
concerns. They may even complement such concerns by extending student awareness of the
worlds that inform design and the worlds that design informs. Whilesuch concerns are not seen
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as central, core design matters, then undergraduate programs are not establishing the grounds
of postgraduate study.
The course motivates a high level of creativity and intellectual debate in order to
inform and clarify students' professional aims and objectives.
These are the conditions of honours study that then may allow students pathways into
postgraduate work. They are not additional matters that get added as the higher stuff. It is the
maturing of these concerns that leads, seamlessly, into further study. Fromsuch understandings
comes the grounds of PhDwork.
Here at the RoyalCollege of Art we bring together designers from many backgrounds
and disciplines to question industrial design and begin to propose a future for this
connective and multidisciplinary profession. We hope they leave the College with the
developed skills, confidence and refined perspectives to enable them to lead design
into the next century as the practitioners of tomorrow.
(http://www.rca.ac.uk/index.htm - RoyalCollege of Art 1/8/98)
This is a high task for even higher education . Designers, after their stint at the Royal
Collegeof Art, will be in the driver's seat, or at least they will be in the front of the car
watching the future emerge from an expanded domain of concern. This is surely the proper
business of all design study. What then do we do with the surplus of technique studies that
now parade as the formal introduction to the professions? A little more Quark,just a little
smidgen more SolidWorks- Mr Creosote is about to burst. Enough of the technique already!
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Which Opportunities Does the Industrial Designer Have in Orderto
Conduct Research with the Idiomatic Development Process?
Troels Seidenfaden
Centre for Design and Business Development

My name is Troels Seidenfaden; I am originally educated as a gunsmith and for a
number of years I have had a small production of handmade sporting rifles. Subsequently, I
have graduated as an industrial designer from Danmarks Designskole, within the Linecalled
product design / design management. My thesis was a computer concept (DELTA1)
developed for the LEGOGroup in corporation with a Masters student from Copenhagen
Business School. In this project we worked a Lotwith the theoretical fundament in order to
examine how a demand for a product arises in an organisation as the LEGOGroup. The
result of this work was a computer concept, which expresses that LEGOcontrols the newest
technology within the computer media.
After my thesis from Danmarks Designskole it was suggested that I help construct
the new research centre at Danmarks Designskole. Centre for Design and Business
Development (CDV)is established in corporation with the Ministry of Trade Copenhagen
Business School and Danmarks Designskole and the purpose is to do research in the
relationship between design and Little and middle sized companies.
The research at CDVis to improve the understanding between the designer and the
producers, so that design in the future to a considerable degree will be implemented as a
strategic tool, and as a resource which is used earlier in the product development process
compared with today .
Danmarks Designskole is currently working with an accomplishment of a transfer
from status of technical school to the university department of the minister of education.
The accomplishment is started because Danmarks Designskole wants to give the
students a set of qualifications which takes it's starting point in a general impression where
the aesthetics, ethical, technical and analytical assumptions are the foundations in order to
solve design projects at a artistic, scientific and human Levelthat is sufficiently high. In
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connection with this accomplishment Danmarks Designskole is obligated as a further
education to promote the development and science within design. CDVis to create the
theoretical fundament for how Danmarks Designskole can begin this new status.
It is through my work as an independent industrial designer and as research

assistant at CDVthat I have experienced that my colleagues and I have had difficult by
formulating - document how the idiomatic development process is shaping when a product is
developed. This relationship is especially seen when the designer is in dialog with the
producer. It seems that a cultural cleft arises between the creative and the mercantile world
where on the one side the designer has to explain what his or her idea or vision contain,
and on the other side when the producer put forward his demands for the coming product.
This disproportion between needs and demands contribute to prevent the corporation
between the designer and producer, and can improve the myths, which exist about the
creative development process.

Summery
The purpose for this paper is to try to give a sincere answer to how industrial
designers can work scientific with the idiomatic development process.
This paper takes starting point in the problems the industrial designers have when
they are to explain producers and companies how they have reached a certain result . It is
my goal to try to get behind the typical answers from a designer as "I found my aspiration
when I went for a walk at the beach" or "I heard my favourite CDwhile I draw some
sketches and ·then suddenly I got the idea", and analyse the process. This analysis where
social and cultural aspects will be certain starting points, can properly tell us something
about how the industrial designer works with the design process, when an idea is generated
in connection with product development.
The conclusion in this paper indicates that unconscious actions, which industrial
designers take their starting point in their intuition and impressions, often have their origin
in the surrounding society and historic determined cultural development.
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Finally this paper gives a short description of the steps that are taken at Danmarks
Designskolein order to oblige the demands which will be made for the future industrial
designer.
In the following I will try to give an estimate of how designers can obtain an easier
access to the theoretical and the explaining part in the idiomatic development process.

How did you find exactly this form?

If you ask an industrial designer how he or she reached the final result - to the final
form of a product- a lot will answer in this direction." I found my aspiration when I went for
a walk at the beach" or "I heard my favourite CDwhile I draw some sketches and then
suddenly I got the idea", The designer's answer is often an answer which behave to an
experience, which have had influence at the process that the designer went through in the
actual project. In several cases the answer will also be an answer which metaphorical tells
about the experience or impression the designer saw in his mind process, when he or she
developed the concerned concept. The designer answers in this way because he or she is
involved with a great personal engagement in the creative process, where intuition and
impression are some of the key words. You can say that the designer, in his or her method
is strongly dependent of feeling and specific humour that surrounds the development
process. When intuition and impression are seen as important tools in the method which the
designer uses, a problem arise in order to arrange the development in the design process in
a language which is easy to understand for everybody who joins, in product development
group.
This indicates how difficult it is for the designer to explain for others what really
happens in the formulating process. The problem for many designers is that he or she works
with different parts of the working method, where the emotional areas like intuition and
impression are not described in the extent which they en reality deserve in the exiting
scientific literature. It is not where the important choice is made and maybe in particular
where the nonchoices are made in the process, which constitute the greatest problem for the
designer to explain.
It is why the choices are made or not, which often result in problems.
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The applied working method
A lot of designers do their work from working methods, where the process is divided
in phases. The different phases are like chapters in a book, where the ending of a phase is
the beginning to a new phase, where the process repeat it self, this time at a higher level.
The new phase takes its starting point where the previous phase's result is finished.
In the earlier phases the concept is being developed, which are slim ideas in the
beginning only. The ideas take their starting point in the demand specification which the
company or the customer put forward for the ordered project, and through the impressions
the designer have experienced by a fast firsthand analysis.
In these phases there will arise jumps in the idiomatic process, which can be seen as
incomprehensible. It seems like there exists a huge gap between the two sketches. Further
it seems like there is missing a third sketch where the logical coupling from the first to the
other sketch is lying. This quantum leap in the process arise apparently without any
explanation, but were often seen as obviously improvement compared to the suggestions of
the previous sketch.
This adjustment in the idiomatic will during the process be a discussion between
several different opinions (functions). The arguments will during the discussion adjust to
each other, so that the conversation (the product) finally will appears as a whole (a good
and giving conversation). The method by using the metaphor a discussion is a picture you
can use when you have to explain how you work and how a product develops over time. You
can say that a product development process is a long discussion where the subject is
concerned about opinions, choices and in particular about nonchoices.
If this quantum leap can be explained will we have some very strong arguments
when we as designers are in dialog with companies and customers.
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The process
When I started my work at CDV,I could decide 100% how to define my project and
the working methods I would use. The high degree of freedom was due to the fact that
industrial designers in Denmark do not have any tradition for theoretical work with the
development process and that this project should contribute to show how a designer _would
work with a theoretical project. I choose to focus on whether there are unconscious or
conscious similarities between the designer's and the engineering's working methods, when a
construction is made and product developed. In connection with this research design about
the role of the designer concerning product development, I have in corporation between CDV
and Norwegian University of Science and Technology tried to give an estimate of what will
happen when the industrial designer creates an idea and idiom develops through a
development project.
As before mentioned I used the comp.uter concept as case for this study, which was
developed in corporation with LEGO.
When the industrial designer develops partly or whole products he or she works with
the creating process and thus, he or she is involved in the project with a great personal
engagement.
The creating process by the individual often originates from the environmental and
cultural background, in which you have experienced and grown up. It is from there that you
get the memory and experience after which you put it in context to the present situation.
In many cases the industrial designer is not conscious of that the choices, which are
made in the development process often are manifestations of the rules, which are created
by different cultures throughout our history.
Thus, it is very important that you as a designer are conscious about where you
have your own roots and why the society in which you are surrounded LooksLikeit does.
This conscious will make us capable of making decisions in the development process, which
will be Logicalto explain and thereby we will be capable of argument for the choices, which
are made.
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It is through the recognition of the actions we make as designers that we will and
can get the key to what happens in the process. By analysing the process step by step divide it- we get a whole picture of what has happened and why there has been made a
choice in exactly this step in the process.
I have in my work with developing the LEGOconcept DELTA1 tried to use the
symbolic that a culture background can have when you through the analyse tries to solve
the project. During the development of DELTA1 it was from the beginning a demand that
the idiomatic expression which the computer were to contain, should relate to the
Scandinavian idiomatic. Therefore, we worked from the principles that the expressions had
to be simple end pure in the lines and the form had to be capable of informing the user of
the function.
Since I am born in Denmark and thereby have my cultural background through
histories of European ideas and the Scandinavian tradition about the expression of the
functionalism through material and form, it was clearly that the superior forms for the
computer concept DELTA1 were found in geometry and in the basic forms. There is a
construction in the basic forms and geometry, which give a salient and harmonic expression
through the forms.
This statement is among other written by Eukild (ca. 3OOf.kr.)where he among
others defines the divine proportion also called "the golden section"
Rudolf Arnheim mentions in his book Art and Visual Perception" that the cultural
JI

source forms the basis for our ways to understand. This is expressed by a common
expression for the individual cultures when we speak about

JI

the good taste" or beauty and

aesthetic. In context to my source you can therefore get one or several parts of the forms
and with advantage compose them to whole and harmonic figures.
Figure 1 shows the concept DELTA
1 developed in corporation with LEGO.DELTA1 is
a small computer, which is applied in the same way as a book. The computer has two great
LCDscreens on each side, which operate as finger touch screens. The electronic pen at the
front of the computer is a part of the lock mechanism of the computer. The bag can
separate DELTA1 so that two persons will have the opportunity to work/play at the same
time. DELTA1 measures 215 mm x 165mm x 16mm.
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Figure 1, The computer concept DELTA1

Figure 2 shows the first third of DELTA
view from behind. You can see that the
superior idiomatic takes it starting point in the classical basic form, which in this case is
tried
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a

b
Figure 2 DELTA1 from behind
a. (the top of the hinge) has a form
interaction with b.(the rounding of the
sides of the computer)
Why: In the cut of the computer and the
hinge the same circle has been used.

d1

d4

c. (the division of the hinge) has a
sense of belonging with d2 and d5 (nonslip surfaces)
Why: The division of the hinge refers to
C

d5

the placement of the two non- slip

d2

e

surfaces.
d.1 has a relationship with d2 and with
d4 on the other side of the computer
(all non-slip surfaces)
Why: Same form, same function, same

d6

measure placement on the DELTA1.

d3

e.(the sides and the hinges) has a form
relationship with f (the sides of the
computer)
Why: The straight lines follow each
other.
Identical for all of these examples is
that the same aesthetic style has been
used and they all have some kind of
relation with each other or comes from
the same culture.
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Conclusion
I can conclude that the industrial designer works with the creation process and that
he or she is not always aware of what happens during this process. The intuitive action
which apparently arises in the present is collected within a set of rules, which lies in the
subconscious's and which is a product of the history, the society and surroundings we have
chosen to live in. By analysing the process step by step, divide it, we will get the whole
picture of what is happened, and why there has been made a choice in exactly this place
during the process.
The knowledge which op to now has been implicit and intuitive has thereby becomes
explicit and logical. This knowledge will now become useful as a tool in order to develop
theories and methods, which can contribute to remove the barriers between design and the
companies. Because of this knowledge, we can begin to develop an understanding concept in
order to explain how we develop an idiom, and why we choices as we do. This can be done
en several ways.
Some would say that as industrial designers we should stick to our knitting and
continue with "research" in the kind of way as the experiment as the example. Meaning that
we should develop products and let models, mock-ups and the prototypes be the prove for
our choices. Others would say that it would be a necessity that we as professionals must
learn and understand the theories and methods, which lies behind scientific research and
development. A third opinion will be of those who believe that that the process is not meant
to be explained and that it will remove the impulsive from the process. The designer is
pathfinder, the one who finds the way - the designer is the discoverer, the one who finds
other ways.
This is how Robert Blaich, executive of Philips corporate design, 1980-92, explains it.

If this is true then the role of the designer is very important.
It is the designer's task to illustrate the formulation of the problem concerning the
product development from the creative and intuitive aspect.
This is where the designer has his natural strength.
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Designers who have graduated from Denmark's Designskole do not have the
theoretical background in order to do a dissertation or a theoretical document at a scientific
level, which will explain the methods and theories that are used in a research design
project. I do not think that designers only are interested in working with the theoretical part
of the project. It would neither make any sense that the designer should only write, that is
what everybody else does, those who have the theoretical fundament end thereby the
background for working this way.
Since a designer works, creative with the formulation of the problem there must
necessarily be some physical parts there, when he or she does a research project. A
research project done by a designer must therefore contain a theoretical as well as a
physical part. It is between these two parts that the discussion is meant to arise and the
one part must argue for the other and the other way around. The designer must work with
formulation of the problem through an active research, where he or she brings forward a
thesis or an assertion, which thereafter will be proved by using just as much theory as
physical results.
Research made by industrial designers must therefore be research which is directly
useful in the education or the by the companies, which use design as a strategic tool.
To day Danmarks Designskole can offer the students from respectively Copenhagen

Business School, Danmarks Teknologiske Institut and Danmarks Designskole a complete
study year called "Integreret Design" where a student from each school has to collaborating
a common thesis . This course is established with the purpose of giving the students an
insight in the relationships which exist in the corporation that one may expect in a present
product development company, and also to give the students an insight of how you can work
with the theoretical approach through product development for the final design. Further,
Integreret Design has to show the students that the theoretical reflection in many cases will
improve the understanding between designers and companies and thereby contribute to
create products of a high quality.
One of the objectives of Danmarks Designskole is to begin (commence) a Ph.D.
programme where utility of the science which is made, will be weighted to a high degree.
At the moment, Danmarks Designskole is trying to create the conditions from where research
in design is to stem. As a matter of course we do not think that it is possible to place
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research design in already existing conditions within the State's Technological, Human and
Scientific Research Council. Research made by designers has to create an academic insight,
which balance the spiritual and material culture, which is represented by the design
profession (lecture). It is more important than ever to do research in rules and methods,
which attach to the artistic and professional design work. This is the reason why design
cannot "just" be placed in already existing conditions. We can with no doubt use methods
and scientific theories from other professions which we with advantage could use, but we
must also create own fundaments from where methods like intuition and impressions can
stem from professional.
It is within the conditions of this paper that part of the research design should stem

from and from there develop to useful methods and tools, which can contribute to develop
the industrial designer's working methods in the future, and also focus on the designer's
competence.
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So You'reGoingto be... a Doctorof Design? Results of a
Cross-culturalSurvey of Motivationsfor Pursuinga Ph.D. in Design
Jay Melican
Izabel Falcao Barros1
Roberto Holguin
Jooyun Melanie Joh
Illinois Institute of Technology

Abstract

This paper was prepared for the conference on Doctoral Education in Design held in
October, 1998 at the Ohio State University in Columbus, Ohio (U.S.A.). Responding to the
issues proposed by conference organizers, this paper addresses the questions: What are the
job prospects for a Ph.D. in design? and What motivates interest (on a personal level) in
doctoral education in design today? Data reported in this paper were gathered through an
international survey of design researchers seeking doctoral degrees in their field. This study
of doctoral researchers in design touches on issues of their motivations for pursuing the
Ph.D., their research interests, and the financial resources available to them in funding their
postgraduate studies. The results of the survey are summarized, and analyses and
interpretations of results are offered. Additional demographic information on doctoral
researchers was gathered through the survey and is reported in this paper as well.
In the summary that follows, the most salient cross-cultural similarities and
differences in responses are highlighted. Anecdotal outtakes as well as tabular and graphical
descriptions are included as appropriate to the qualitative data. The intent of this study is to
examine and to begin to express the factors currently motivating doctoral students in their
studies and to provide a basis for continued discussion on what might be done in the near
future to encourage researchers of all nationalities to pursue postgraduate degrees in
design.
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So, you're going to be ...

a doctor of design?

The Ph.D. degree in design represents a milestone in design's development both as a
profession and as an academic discipline. As a factor in the dynamics of the design
community's self-image, it remains in the eyes of most a curious anomaly. Discussion and
debate concerning the need for, the merits of, and the logistical issues surrounding the
Ph.D. degree in design has been ongoing in the professional discourse for many years now.2
But the motivations of those individuals pursuing Ph.D. degrees in design are not to be
found in the professional discourse. Those motivations originate at the national, institutional
and, most immediately, personal levels of concern. In some cases, and in some cultures, the
layers of motivational factors built up behind an individual's eventual decision to pursue the
Ph.D. may be hard to distinguish from one another. Personal goals are wrapped up with the
aspirations of design schools, and personal ambitions are encouraged (or not) by the
institutions and national interests of the students' home countries.
With this study, we explore some of the motivations for pursuing a doctoral degree
in design. We have gone straight to the source for our data, distributing a survey
questionnaire to doctoral students associated with an international selection of Ph.D.
programs currently in place. From collected responses, we glean insights regarding the
varying levels to which degree candidates feel they are supported and encouraged in their
endeavors - either explicitly through national and/or organizational funding opportunities or
more subtly by way of the expectations established for them by their countries' professional
and academic structures.
While certain schools track their graduates' post-school career paths, we are aware
of no previous studies formulated to address the issues of why individual researchers might
choose to pursue their postgraduate degrees or how they chart their courses of study. The
3
National Research Council's report on DoctorateRedpients from United States Universities

provided us with comparable demographic data for Ph.D.s awarded in all academic fields.

Survey Method and Sample
As originally conceived, this study was concerned with a population limited to those
student researchers currently enrolled in Ph.D. programs supported by a college or faculty of
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Design, Design Research, Art & Design, Industrial Design, or Visual Communication Design.
Based on early response rates, we expanded the subject population to include researchers
who had recently completed their doctoral work and received their Ph.D.s in design as well
as those who were seriously considering beginning a course of study toward their doctoral
degree in design.
Not included in the candidate population were students of: programs sponsored by
colleges whose primary focus was not design but within which it may have been possible to
pursue a project directly related to design (e.g., schools of management, schools of
engineering); programs focusing exclusively on architectural design or urban planning; or
I

programs concentrating on art history.4
The survey was posted on the Institute of Design's Ph.D. Website.5 Surfing the Web
and combing through the design-related listservs, we were able to identify a number of
design programs around the world offering Ph.D. degrees. 6 Personal referrals helped us to
locate additional candidates. Individuals that we contacted were personally invited to
participate in the study. Those who expressed interest in participating received the survey
questionnaire (and were asked to return it) via e-mail.
Volunteers were asked to offer short answers to a number of questions concerning
their personal motivations for pursuing a Ph.D. in design. 7 The survey was international in
scope, and results are representative of the culturally diverse community of researchers in
design. The survey questions were translated into Portuguese for distribution to Brazilian
doctoral researchers studying in non-English-speaking countries. In all other cases, however,
participants received and responded to the survey in English. Collected responses were
reviewed and summarized for presentation by a small group of doctoral students at the
Institute of Design at Illinois Institute of Technology.

Respondents
The return rate on distributed survey questionnaires was unusually high. Of the more
than 50 individuals who expressed interest in taking part in the study and who were directly
contacted, a total of 28 completed and returned the survey of doctoral researchers in
design. The 28 respondents represented 14 different nationalities. They were studying at 11
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different universities in seven different countries around the world: Argentina, Australia,
England, Italy, the Netherlands, the U.S., and Wales. Two respondents had already
completed their Ph.D.s, and five had yet to begin.8
It should be noted that, while 28 respondents may be considered less than
significant in a statistical sense, in relation to the total candidate population for this study,
the percentage of doctoral students in design that were contacted is remarkably high.
Worldwide,the number of designers that even consider pursuing the terminal degree remains
fairly small. In addition, the job of identifying doctoral students in design is complicated by
wide variations in the use of the term "design" as a departmental denomination. There are
many design researchers working toward doctoral degrees in colleges that go by names
other than "design," as well as many postgraduate researchers in "design" departments who
do not fit our subject profile. In any case, we do not intend to suggest that this study
represents a comprehensive census of Ph.D.s in design. The sample represented by survey
respondents is more than adequate for the purposes of this investigation into the personal
motivations and cross-cultural issues behind individuals' decisions to pursue their
postgraduate degrees in design. Subjects ranged in age from 24 to 51 years old (fig. 1). The
average age of respondents was 33.5, and the median age was 32.
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Nineteen of the survey respondents were men and nine women. In relation to the
overall number of women in the design professions, this percentage (32%) is high. It has
been reported that the numbers of female and male graphic designers are nearly equal, 9
but, as of 1995, only 10% of the membership of the Industrial Designers Society of America
(IDSA) were women.10 While design in general (and, in particular, industrial product design)
is commonly perceived as a male-dominated profession, it appears that the academic
community of design researchers may be somewhat closer to achieving a gender balance.
In relation to the available figures on women in all fields of academia, however, the
number of female postgraduate students in design seems Lessprogressive. Women earned a
full 40% of the 42,415 doctorates awarded by U.S. colleges and universities in 1996 - the
most recent year for which data are available. 11 According to the data collected in this
survey, design ranks above only engineering and the physical sciences in terms of the
relative numbers of women earning Ph.D.s. Despite the fact that the number of women in
academia has increased considerably over the past 30 years, men continue to far outnumber
women in earned doctorates in those two fields. In terms of sexual equality, design
correlates most closely with the "professional" fields (including communications, business
and management), where women earn 38% of all doctoral degrees awarded by U.S.
universities. 12
The majority of survey respondents expected to complete their degrees in three
(48%) or four (23%) years. (See fig. 2.) The only two respondents who had already
completed their doctoral studies, however, had each taken five years to do so. Accordingto
a recent study of doctorate recipients from United States universities, 13 the average time to
obtain a Ph.D. - including time to earn a master's degree - was, for the physical sciences
6.4 years, for engineering 6. 7 years, for the social sciences 7 .4 years, for professional fields
7.5 years, while in the humanities it was 8.3 years. In relation to these other disciplines
(and accounting for an average time of two years to earn a master's degree in design),
expectations of completing a Ph.D. in design in five to six years are at Least optimistic.
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Only four respondents had enrolled in Ph.D. courses immediately following
completion of their master's degrees. A significant portion of the respondents came to their
doctoral studies with academic backgrounds focused primarily in design. While, as a group,
the doctoral students had worked on an assortment of interesting and diverse projects, very
few indicated that they had had significant academic exposure to, or professional experience
in, fields other than design. 75% of the doctoral students had earned their B.A.s in designspecific areas (graphic design, industrial design, and product design); of those, 62% had
also earned their master's degrees in design (fig. 3).
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Researchers At Home and Abroad
Over two-thirds (68%) of the doctoral researchers who responded to the survey were
studying for their Ph.D.s (or had completed their Ph.D.s) outside their home countries.
Asked their reasons for choosing to study abroad, 26% of those expatriate researchers cited
the lack of an established doctoral program in design in their home countries. While only a
few design researchers (11%) expressed some general interest in the exposure to a different
culture and different perspective afforded by studying in a foreign country, 58% of those
designers studying abroad indicated that they had been drawn specifically to that particular
country in which they were studying. 26% of all the students taking their doctorates in a
foreign country were drawn there by the approach or perspective taken in that country
toward their particular area of design research.
The great majority of survey respondents were studying either in the U.S. or in the
U.K. Several of them offered detailed explanations of the research traditions or perspectives
taken toward design education in those countries that attracted their interest. One European
researcher transplanted to the U.S. for his doctoral studies explained his decision like this:
"I had a particular interest in the methods and tools used, as well as the results obtained, in
countries like the U.S. and U.K.In other countries (in my own also) the design education
seems to be too much focused in the aesthetic issues, and the design process is usually .
understood as an artistic approach to the development of objects. Without sharing these
views I couldn't pursue graduate education in my home country. The U.K. was a possibility,
but the U.S. Fulbright Program helped me to choose."
Some design researchers (16%) were drawn away from their homes by the academic
resources and networking opportunities made available to them in the country of their
studies. An equal number (16%) based their decisions, at least in part, on their familiarity
with the language and culture of the country of their studies. Only a few design researchers
(11%) chose to study in a particular country because of funding opportunities made
available to them by a governmental organization of that country. One doctoral candidate
who had obviously done his homework before he selected the program and country in which
he would study, said that he had decided to study in England specifically because of the
"more open and self-determined structure of U.K. research degree programs."
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Of the survey respondents who were studying (or who had studied) abroad, 53% had
been drawn to a specific university program. They reported an assortment of reasons for
choosing to study in particular programs abroad. The most commonly mentioned reason for
selecting a specific, foreign university program (26%) was that the university's research
program or research areas closely corresponded with the student's interests. Quite a few
(21% ) expatriate students mentioned that they were attracted to the location of the
university or program. Important factors in their choice of university setting included
relative cost of living, size of the city, cultural resources available in that city, and, in at
least one case, the program's proximity to the student's home country.
Of the doctoral researchers studying abroad, 21% were impressed by an individual
research supervisor, faculty advisor or professor associated with their program of choice.
16% indicated that they were drawn to the program's particular approach to, or perspective
on, their area of research interest within design. In addition, doctoral students were drawn
to a particular program abroad by the reputation and prestige associated with that program
(11%), by the program's facilities (11%), and by colleagues and friends who were already
studying in the program {11%).

Research Interests and Supported Research Areas
Design researchers who participated in the survey were asked to list their personal
research interests as well as the research areas supported by the programs in which they
were enrolled. Given the sample size and the fact that the question was open-ended (i.e.,
respondents were not presented with predetermined categories from which to select), it is
not surprising that responses represented a rather wide range of interests.
Nonetheless, patterns were clearly detected in the answers, and it was possible to
identify a number of recurring themes. The most commonly reported research topics were
concerned with social, cultural and emotional aspects of human-product interaction
(especially as related to computer interaction), and with design methodology and design
processes (especially cognitive aspects thereof). There was evidence of significant
concentrations of work being conducted on the doctoral level in the areas of environmental
impact reduction and design for sustainability, and in research on corporate design policy
and strategy. Also of interest to a number of researchers were issues related to:
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manufacturing and production processes; collaboration and interdisciplinary design work;
creativity and innovation; interactive media and interface design; communication theory;
behavioral research methods in design; and national design policy and its impact on
economic and cultural development. Additional research interests mentioned by at least one
of the survey respondents included: product aesthetics; design management; artificial
intelligence in design; computer-supported design; bionics; and design history.
Skeptics from within and outside the ranks of the design community often question
whether design is a topic of sufficient depth to warrant its development as an academic field
of study. The collective response to this survey makes it clear that there is, in fact, no
shortage of doctoral-level research topics in design. While there may be few academic
design journals, there has been a significant amount of academic research already done both
in design and in closely related areas: architectural and environmental design, urban
planning, human-computer interaction, and design methods, or, only slightly farther afield,
creative cognition, and management studies. Currently, doctoral students in design are
defining new areas of research, and building the discipline on foundations established by this
wealth of existing work.
A handful of design students (18%) expressed their wishes to engage in research
that could be advantageously applied in their home countries. Those respondents hailed from
Mexico, Brazil, the U.K. and Australia. Two of them were studying in their home countries
(Australia and the U.K.). Three were studying in foreign countries; one from Brazil and two
from Mexicowere studying in the U.K. and in the U.S.
In general, there was an evident bias in responses toward projects dealing with hightechnology. Interactive media, interface design, design for the World Wide Web, and
computer-supported design, for example, were frequently included among researchers'
interests .

It is also of interest to note what was not included in respondents' lists of research
interests. Commenting recently on the nature of a Ph.D. qualification for designers, John
Chris Jones wrote, "A Ph.D. in design should show exceptional ability in the designerly
qualities ... " [which include] " ... a measure of ability to integrate imagination-and-reason,
technology-and-art, and to make noticeable improvements to the quality of industrial life
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and its products." 14 With these comments, Jones presents the position that a Ph.D. in design
should be, fundamentally, a practice-based investigation - an exceptional design project.
Only one of the design researchers who took part in the study, however, described
his dissertation project in such a way as to lead us to classify it as, essentially, a practicebased application of design. All of the other research projects and project proposals were
concerned primarily with theoretical issues and with methods of design. The one practicebased dissertation was described as an extremely well-researched information design
project. Design for education, and design for the workplace were two other application areas
suggested as potential research topics by doctoral students in early stages of their programs
who had not yet fully developed their projects.
The postgraduate research topics and research areas described in materials published
by individual universities on their Websites, on the other hand, tend toward the more
pragmatic. "Official" research areas include: information design; visual communication
design; design for interactive, computer-based media; design for the elderly and disabled;
image processing; drawing; ergonomics; materials and technology studies; history of print;
history and theory of consumption; consumer product aesthetics; ceramic and glass design;
interior architecture and furniture design; urban and regional studies; and design leadership
and management. 15
While the topics listed here were chosen to emphasize the contrast, some
discrepancy does exist between the reported research interests of individual Ph.D.
candidates and the research areas sanctioned by design programs. That discrepancy may be
explained, in part, be the disparate sets of objectives driving the makers of such lists.
Whereas student researchers are concerned with succinctly framing their areas of inquiry,
program administrators and research supervisors must be concerned not only with attracting
qualified postgraduate research assistants, but also with appealing to the interests of
external funders. A less generous interpreter of this discrepancy might conclude that these
design research programs have not yet fully formulated coherent research areas or fully
sorted out the distinctions between postgraduate studies and graduate- or undergraduatelevel design concerns.
Of those who mentioned university-supported research areas, about the same
number of respondents indicated that their individual research interests were supported
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(47%) as explicitly stated that their research interests were not supported by the university
programs in which they were enrolled (53%).
Included among the researchers whose answers indicated a lack of support for their
research interests were a small number of doctoral students who were not participating in a
"program" as such (20%). At their universities, and in their situations, it was expected that
doctoral researchers would create their own "programs" of study; their research-driven
"programs" included no taught-course component. Those researchers were studying in the
areas of: information design, manufacturing processes, and collaborative and
interdisciplinary design work. They all indicated that, in developing their own courses of
study in design, they had drawn on various other faculties throughout their universities. The
doctoral researcher exploring manufacturing processes, for instance, had studied TOM,
statistical analysis, research methods, organizational behavior, and organizational dynamics
in creating his course of study; and the student of collaborative design had drawn on
psychology, psycho-Linguistics,and experiential learning techniques, in addition to involving
himself with interdisciplinary design/engineering course projects.
Other respondents who indicated that their research interests were not directly
supported by their university programs were working in the areas of: product aesthetics,
innovation studies, design process and methodology, communication theory, emotive aspects
of human-product interaction, artificial intelligence in design, and computer-supported
design. We have no information on whether or not those individuals were aware of any
existing doctoral research programs through which their interests would have been
supported.
Of the Ph.D. candidates studying abroad, there was no significant difference between
the number who felt unsupported by their programs and those whose research was supported
by their foreign university - suggesting that even those students who had left their home
countries seeking programs more in line with their research interests, were not necessarily
better supported in those programs.
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Motivations and Encouragement
Asked to describe their reasons for pursuing a Ph.D. in design, 86% of the total
number of respondents cited personal motivations. Half of the respondents (50%) answered
that the advancement of their professional careers was a significant factor in their decisions
to pursue the Ph.D., and slightly over half (54%) cited their personal, intellectual
development as a primary motivating factor. In relation, a much smaller number of
respondents said that their decision was driven by a desire to advance the profession and
practice of design (18%) or to contribute to development of the knowledge base of an
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academic discipline of design (18%). (See fig. 4.) The doctoral researchers expressing an
interest in developing the profession of design were of Brazilian, Korean, Canadian, or Dutch
nationality . Those who were driven toward developing the academic discipline were from
Korea, Thailand, Mexico, and Brazil. There were no Americans and few Europeans among
those more altruistic groups of researchers.
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Fig. 4. Motivations for Pursuing a Ph.D. Degree in Design (Many respondents cited
motivating factors from more than one category.)
The number of respondents who said they had been encouraged to pursue their Ph.D.
in design (54%) was nearly equal to the number who said they had had no encouragement
from individuals or institutions in their home countries (46%).
Of those who felt that they had received some encouragement to pursue the Ph.D. in
design (54% of the total group), 53% had received that encouragement from an academic
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review board or advisor associated with their master's degree work. All but one of the
researchers who had been encouraged to continue their studies by their professional
colleagues or employers (53%) were working in academia at the time they had decided to
pursue their Ph.D.s.
Three doctoral students reported having received encouragement from a
representative of the organization through which they were funded. All three were men t wo from Brazil, and one from Mexico.Three students also said they were encouraged in
their endeavors by the governments of their home countries. Those students included two
men from Brazil and a woman from Thailand. Only two respondents said that they were
encouraged to pursue their doctorates by friends or family members.

Funding Sources
Survey respondents were asked to name the funding opportunities available to them
for financing their doctoral studies. They were asked to list only those sources they were
aware of, and that applied to their personal situations. The largest number of respondents
(61%) were aware of federal funding opportunities. Only 18% of the respondents either
knew of, or were taking advantage of, funding made available to them through the
universities that they were attending. A handful of respondents (18%) were aware of other
funding sources - including private and corporate foundation grants - of which they could
make use (fig. 5).
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A mere 14% of the respondents were being assisted financially by their professional
workplaces or expected that they might receive such assistance. All of these respondents
were employed as university instructors/researchers.
A significant number of respondents (21%) knew of no funding opportunities
available to them or were relying solely on their personal financial resources to support their
doctoral studies.
Primary Funding Sources Comparison
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U.S.
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Design Ph.D.s

43.9
21.4
42.9
14.3
50.0
7.8
5.5
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1996 data
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Fig. 6. Primary Funding Sources for Design Ph.D.s Compared with Primary Funding Sources
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for All Ph.D.s Studying in the U.S.16

Survey respondents were not specifically asked to indicate which was their primary
source of funding, but, in the majority of cases, that was made clear in their answers.
University funding is the primary source of support for the majority of Ph.D. students in the
United States .17 While the amount of university support varies across fields, an extremely
low percentage (14%) of doctoral students in design reported that their primary source of
funding was the university they were attending .
According to the NRCreport on DoctorateRedpients from United States Universities,
only 5.8% of all U.S. Ph.D.s are funded primarily through federal sources. 18 The primary
sources of funding for a majority (60.7%) of design Ph.D.s, on the other hand, are special
government programs. These programs largely benefit non-U.S. citizens. The one American
citizen who responded to the survey and who was supported by federal funding was
receiving that assistance from the government of the foreign country in which he was
studying. Across all U.S. Ph.D. programs, 51.9% of students are financially assisted by their
colleges or universities,19 but only 14.3% of survey respondents were receiving support from
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their design programs. This discrepancy suggests that universities hosting postgraduate
design researchers lack the established funding systems necessary to support their efforts.

Expectations for Status Change and Job Prospects
Survey respondents were also asked how they might expect to be treated, perceived
or compensated differently by their professional colleagues or by clients in their home
countries once they had received their doctorates in design. Nearly all respondents made a
clear distinction between how they expected to be treated by design professionals and how
they expected they would be regarded in the academic community.
Only 25% of the designers who responded indicated that they would expect to be
regarded more highly by clients in their home countries, while 71% expected there to be no
significant difference in the way their clients treated them. Two of the respondents
expressed some concern that they might be treated as curiosities by their clients as well as
by their professional colleagues. "People have no idea why someone would expend such
effort in getting a Ph.D. in design!" remarked one doctoral candidate.
25% of respondents felt that they would be more highly respected by their
professional design colleagues once they had earned their Ph.D.s. On the other hand, 43%
expected that their doctoral degrees would have little or no impact on their status within the
professional design communities in their home countries. A full 32% indicated that they
expected the degree might actually have some negative impact on their status within the
professional community.
64% of respondents expected that the Ph.D. would earn them more respect in the
academic realm. 29% either felt that the degree would mean little to their academic
colleagues or made no mention of their expectations in this regard. Only 7% felt there was
some chance that a Ph.D. would have a negative effect on their standing in the academic
community.
Asked, finally, what they expected their job prospects to be upon completion of their
Ph.D.s, 32% of respondents indicated that they expected to continue doing at least some
consulting work. 36% expressed an interest in pursuing general research opportunities. And
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71% of respondents had plans to teach and/or to continue their research in a university
setting (fig. 7).
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Fig. 7. Job Prospects and Expectations (Most respondents expected to be involved in more
than one type of professional activity after completing their studies.)
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Conclusions and Further Questions
The results and findings of this study may be of interest to individuals involved with
postgraduate studies in design at a variety of different levels - including those who are
developing new doctoral programs or recruiting for existing programs, and those who are
themselves considering making the commitment to pursue a Ph.D. degree in design.Collected
data offer a picture of the factors motivating design researchers of various nationalities to
pursue their doctoral degrees. In addition, the data point out issues of concern to individual
Ph.D. researchers in selecting a suitable program and setting for their studies. Among those
concerns are a research program's structure and offerings, the degree to which its research
areas and approach to research correspond with the student's, and the availability of
financial support.
We have highlighted three major points of interest that, we believe, deserve further
exploration: identification of research topics appropriate to doctoral-level studies; personal
and institutional motivations driving doctoral studies in design; and funding opportunities
available to design Ph.D.s. Significant findings from the survey data are summarized below.
Further questions and/or practical implications are suggested regarding each of the major
points.

Doctoral-LevelDesign Research Topics
Survey results indicate that the interests of individual doctoral students do not
directly correspond to research areas sanctioned by university programs. There were quite a
few areas of inquiry that appeal to those students seeking to conduct doctoral-level
research, but that are not yet supported by existing university programs in design.
•

University-sanctioned research areas should demonstrate more depth than
breadth. In declaring their research areas, design programs must consider which
and how many research projects they will be able to support. Commitment to
support Ph.D. research should include the identification of adequate funding
resources as well as the provision of qualified advisors who have not only their
own research interests, but their own research agendas.
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•

In recent years, the technology sector's research and development laboratories
have proved some of the most progressive - especially in championing the value
of design methods and skills. Could the emphasis in design dissertation research
on high-technology projects be symptomatic of an over-reliance on corporate
sponsorship?

Design researchers currently enrolled in Ph.D. programs are painfully aware of the
professional community's continued suspicion of, and resistance to, things academic. Many
have returned to the academy precisely because of what they perceive to be a lack of
academic rigor in design practice. In general, they intend to "practice" design at an entirely
different level from their professional colleagues. As one survey respondent put it, he
intends "to participate in design in a more academic (non-pejoratively) and intellectual way
,,

•

In formulating research areas, colleges supporting doctoral research in design
must sort out the differences between undergraduate, graduate, and
postgraduate levels of design concern, keeping in mind that a Ph.D. is a
scholarly pursuit. The general design community (and especially design
educators) must come to terms with the concept of an academic discipline that
accepts and encourages the study of design.
Staffordshire University's School of Art & Design has posted on its Website this
piece of good advice to prospective postgraduate researchers: "Reflection on
design practice is a possible area for research degree registrations but if you are
looking for an opportunity to engage in design practice at an advanced level,
then one of our taught courses would be a better choice. This is not to be too
discouraging, because research into design is vital for the continued development
of the discipline, but it is essential to recognize the academic conventions of
traditional qualifications like M.Phil. and Ph.D."20

Design is, by nature, a multidisciplinary pursuit. But while 37% of those respondents
currently enrolled in Ph.D. programs in design have some educational background in designrelated disciplines (including engineering, innovation technology, architecture, and
business), few have significant professional experience in fields other than design. Purism in
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the recruitment of design scholars could lead to the development of a narrow and selfinvolved design discourse.
•

To what extent should those who are concerned with the development of the
academic discipline of design encourage input from, and cross-fertilization of
ideas with, scholars from other disciplines?

PersonalMotivations,Institutional Motivations
Findings of this study make it clear that the majority of design researchers who
decide to pursue their Ph.D.s are motivated to do so primarily for reasons of their own
personal development. Several Ph.D. candidates acknowledged that in deciding to go
forward with their postgraduate studies, they were conscious of having chosen a career path
on which they are unlikely to be well remunerated.
•

The completion of a doctoral dissertation implies the acceptance of a heavy
personal, financial, and emotional burden. Doctoral students remove themselves
from the professional market (and, often, from personal and family
relationships) for a period of 4 to 5 years. It is important that institutions
understand and value the level of personal commitment and sacrifice made by
those who have decided to pursue their Ph.D.s in design.

A number of doctoral candidates who returned the survey expressed their wishes to
continue their research work after completing their Ph.D.s., but besides university positions,
none pointed to specific non-profit or corporate research and development laboratories
where they expected or hoped to get work.
•

What organizations or institutions (besides universities) would hire design
researchers who have received their doctorates and .who wish to continue
working as researchers? In what capacities could they be hired? What
postdoctoral research opportunities can be made available for design Ph.D.s?

•

In the past, major efforts toward the establishment of design laboratories or
design research centers have failed despite support from governments and
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industry. Willthe cultivation of qualified design research personnel mean that
such laboratories may be sustained?
Postgraduate research in design is driven by the motivations of the general design
community, by those of design institutions, and by those of the individual student
researchers. These motivations are complementary, but they are not currently aligned.
Isolated from the concerns of the larger academic community, individual university
programs, for example, develop areas of research based on their existing curricula or on the
interests of their faculty. Doctoral student's dissertation projects also tend to be developed
in isolation, apart from the concerns and accomplishments of other design researchers. Each
doctoral dissertation project should contribute to, and help to advance, a well defined design
research agenda.
•

How can design programs formulate research agendas that will not only guide
doctoral students in their research, but also guide prospective students in their
identification of programs and advisors that share their interests?

Funding Opportunities
In comparison to funding patterns in other disciplines, an inordinate number of
doctoral researchers in design were receiving financial assistance through governmental
programs (or were aware of government programs that would support them). Across all
broad academic fields, 51.9% of financial assistance for American Ph.D.s is provided by host
universities, and only 5.8% comes from federal sources. According to the survey results,
only 14.3% of design Ph.D. students are primarily funded through their universities, while
50% are supported by government programs.
•

Federal support programs are linked to particular national interests and
development goals and tend to be ephemeral. How can universities and colleges
of design identify and cultivate the funding resources necessary to attract and
support doctoral researchers?

While motivations and personal aspirations may be similar cross-culturally, the
support systems that enable students to pursue advanced degrees vary dramatically
according to country. This variation may partially explain why it has been difficult to attract
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United States citizens to Ph.D. programs in design; on top of the fact that in the U.S., as
elsewhere, there is little financial motivation for design professionals to earn their Ph.D.s,
the American financial support network for research in this field is thin.
•

Many survey respondents indicated that they had had difficulty identifying
sources of financial assistance. The current lack of funding opportunities in
design research seems to be limiting the numbers of students (especially
American citizens) who are able to pursue their Ph.D.s. As in other fields,
alliances of professional associations and design colleges could work together
toward the establishment of design research funds.

•

How can prospective doctoral students in design be made aware of the sources
of financial assistance that are available to them?

The research agendas set by university programs supporting doctoral studies in
design will, in the end, determine the shape of an academic discipline of design. It is hoped
that the process of shaping that discipline will be influenced by the perspectives of design
practitioners, of scholars from other fields of study, and of a multicultural population of
doctoral student researchers. Armed with an understanding what drives individuals to pursue
their Ph.D.s in design, design researchers, research supervisors, and program administrators
should be better prepared for the task of building such a community of design scholars.
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